Imagine Currituck 2040 Vision Plan Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q1 What is your residency status?
Answered: 1,764

I live in the county full-time

Skipped: 26

Less than three months of the year

Answer Choices

Approximately ½ the year

Responses

I live in the county full-time

61.56%

1,086

Less than three months of the year

29.71%

524

Approximately ½ the year

8.73%

154

Total

1,764
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Q2 What is your ownership status?
Answered: 1,771

I own property and claim residency

Skipped: 19

I own property, but don’t claim residency

Rent: Resident

Rent: Short-term visitor

Answer Choices

Responses

I own property and claim residency

56.97%

1,009

I own property, but don’t claim residency

34.50%

611

Rent: Resident

5.25%

93

Rent: Short-term visitor

3.27%

58

Total

1,771
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Q3 How long have you lived in Currituck
County?
Answered: 1,719

6-20 years

Skipped: 71

More than 20 years

Answer Choices

1-5 years

Less than one year

Responses

6-20 years

43.11%

741

More than 20 years

28.50%

490

1-5 years

21.29%

366

Less than one year

7.10%

122

Total

1,719
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Q4 What is your age range?
Answered: 1,772

40 - 59

60+

Skipped: 18

26 - 39

Answer Choices

25 or under

Responses

40 - 59

45.15%

800

60+

36.85%

653

26 - 39

15.29%

271

25 or under

2.71%

Total

48
1,772
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Q5 If you work, where do you work?
Answered: 1,765

Outside of the state

N/A

Skipped: 25

In Currituck County

Answer Choices

Outside of Currituck, but in NC

Responses

Outside of the state

38.30%

676

N/A

29.35%

518

In Currituck County

22.61%

399

Outside of Currituck, but in NC

9.75%

172

Total

1,765
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Q6 Within which community in Currituck
County do you reside?
Answered: 1,688

Northern Mainland

Skipped: 102

Corolla

Lower Currituck

Off-Road area

Knott's Island & Gibb's Woods

Answer Choices

Responses

Northern Mainland

35.25%

595

Corolla

34.48%

582

Lower Currituck

18.13%

306

Off-Road area

8.12%

137

Knott's Island & Gibb's Woods

4.03%

68

Total

1,688
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Q7 Currituck County’s permanent
population is projected to increase from
25,000 to 42,000 by 2045. The seasonal
population is projected to increase by more
than 30,000 during the same time period.
Considering the projected growth, what
should be the priorities for county
government?
Answered: 1,714

Skipped: 76

Protecting
natural...

Attracting new
businesses t...

Expanding
water and se...

Expanding
recreation...

Improving the
appearance o...

Allowing a
variety of...

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

No Opinion
Protecting natural resources from development

Attracting new businesses that provide local jobs

Expanding water and sewer utilities to new areas or unserved areas

Expanding recreation opportunities

Improving the appearance of buildings

Allowing a variety of housing types

#

1

1.2

Not
a Priority

1.4

Priority

1.6

1.8

High
Priority

2

Total

Weighted Average

1,700

1.45

1.82%

6.53%

31.35%

60.29%

31

111

533

1,025

2.84%

16.36%

45.30%

35.50%

48

277

767

601

1,693

1.00

6.02%
102

22.83%
387

43.19%
732

27.96%
474

1,695

0.76

4.99%

31.95%

47.74%

15.32%

84

538

804

258

1,684

0.46

6.05%
102

35.29%
595

41.58%
701

17.08%
288

1,686

0.40

5.51%

52.46%

30.55%

11.49%

93

886

516

194

1,689

0.01

Other/Comments

Date
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1

I believe the beach is the recreation. Don't become Myrtle Beach north.

11/23/2016 11:09 AM

2

We had the type of recreation we wanted and now it is being destroyed by the continued development to allow more

11/21/2016 3:34 AM

homes and large event homes
3

Improve transportation across the county particularly during the summer months.

11/16/2016 9:51 PM

4

senior housing

11/15/2016 11:25 AM

5

I am opposed to the develpment of the 4X4 beach. I do not want roads,businesses, restaurants or hotels to damage

11/14/2016 11:19 AM

the beach area and the natural habitat of the wild horses.
6

Creating drainage solutions in Corolla

11/14/2016 9:59 AM

7

Drainage issues from recent flooding

11/13/2016 9:14 PM

8

I did not put protecting natural resources at a high priority because I want to see the proposed bridge built from the

11/12/2016 4:31 PM

Currituck mainland to Corolla. I asume I cannot say to protect natural resources in other cases.
9

Factoring in development impacts to drainage and flooding before issuing building permits. Put the responsibility on

11/12/2016 12:08 AM

the builders/developers to provide pre- and post-development hydrographs to ensure no net increase in runoff from
developed property. Will that require the builder to use various BMPs to prevent storm runoff? Yes. But that cost
should be on the builder and property owner developing the property--not by the neighboring property owners who
have no recourse to increased flooding related to the new developments.
10

So far it appears that the CCC have allowed house building to go on unchecked. The roads and infrastructure are still

11/11/2016 7:56 PM

very dated. Part of the appeal of moving to this part of NC beside low taxes was the rurial/agricultural environment.
The CCC haven't learned any lessons from Va. Beach with it's "zero" property line or Chesapeake's explosion of
housing in Greenbrier. Very slowly they are allowing the small rurial/agriculture atmosphere to disappear. Nowhere in
Va or NC does the YMCA have a facility in the middle of a neighborhood. So changes likes these makes it appear the
the CCCs aren't listing/representing their constituents.
11

Bridge access is most important

11/11/2016 4:47 PM

12

The beaches are what people come for, the Outer Banks are known for its family friendly atmosphere, not like a

11/11/2016 4:12 PM

carnival in other states. Many of our visitors come from New Jersey which have their own different type of beach
towns.
13

I think developing new businesses that are in keeping with the character of Corolla is important. Also making sure that

11/11/2016 12:37 PM

new and old buildings are also in keeping with the character and history of the area.
14

limiting housing sizes in residential communities is a priority to me.

11/11/2016 10:31 AM

15

Please look at expanding sidewalk areas and better bike paths, as there are patches that are not available and creates

11/11/2016 9:04 AM

dangerous scenarios. Plus you should ban the rentals of those scooters and cars that go 30 miles an hour. Everyone
tries to pass them and it's going to lead to deaths.
16

build a bridge to Corolla from the mainland

11/11/2016 8:43 AM

17

limit size of houses ie; large event houses

11/11/2016 8:08 AM

18

A large part of the charm of Corolla is its natural resources and that it is not overly developed.

11/10/2016 10:43 PM

19

Improve highway infrastructure

11/10/2016 10:31 PM

20

There's currently too much development in this area for the infrastructure.

11/10/2016 10:28 PM

21

Maintain the natural environment by preventing overdevelopment in Corolla.

11/10/2016 9:22 PM

22

I am in favor of the Mid Currituck Bridge

11/10/2016 9:08 PM

23

Limiting access to Northern portion of OBX by denying construction of North Access Bridge. Dealing with flood

11/10/2016 8:37 PM

conditions in specific neighborhoods during storm conditions; specifically in Ocean Sands Development
24

The horses and Corova area need to be protected from development

11/10/2016 8:34 PM

25

limit the size of homes and no pools 4 or 5 bedrooms

11/10/2016 8:20 PM

26

A great deal of the attractiveness of THE OBX in Corolla is the undeveloped beauty . Please do not ruin it.

11/10/2016 8:16 PM

27

Top priority: Ensuring access to superior education for all our students

11/10/2016 7:49 PM

28

Solutions to the CURRENT FLOODING around Ocean Sands and vicinity should be a HIGH PRIORITY !

11/10/2016 7:19 PM

29

We need county wide drainage districts because everyone needs drainage. Put a small tax on all property such as 1%

11/7/2016 1:21 PM

or 2% to help pay for drainage issues.
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30
31

11/5/2016 12:50 AM
a hodge podge of businesses up and down Caratike Hwy, no real restaurants in Moyock hae to go to Greenbriar to

11/4/2016 8:21 PM

eat a steak?
32

Maintain the rural setting that attracted families to the area

11/4/2016 8:08 PM

33

We need to protect what we have but expansion or priorities should be in keeping with growth, not lets build it and

11/2/2016 3:27 PM

they will come mentality.
34

The recreation expansion needed is not for tourists, but for the youth of our county. Give them something of interest to

11/1/2016 9:01 PM

them instead of all the drug activity far too abundant in Currituck!!
35

Before increasing housing developments, existing drainage issues need to be resolved!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/1/2016 1:35 AM

36

We need a high school at the north end of the county.

10/28/2016 9:05 PM

37

Local business used to thrive from our summer visitors, but now we get people on food stamps who can't afford food
let alone do any shopping. How can that happen? When the bridge is built it will be easier for the locals to go to VA to

10/27/2016 10:05 PM

shop, but I doubt retailers can expect much from those that come here to visit.
38

We need large park area in mainland Currituck

10/26/2016 2:23 PM

39

Older developments need new 6" water lines and fire hydrants installed

10/23/2016 4:03 PM

40

need paid first responders along with volunteer, vocational education opportunities

10/21/2016 9:27 PM

41

Better shopping in mid-Currituck is needed to keep our shopping dollars in Currituck. A Harris Teeter or Farm Fresh

10/11/2016 4:15 PM

would be so nice so I can shop locally instead of going to Chesapeake.
42

ld like to see the county work to improve access to/from Corolla by widening roads and building the mid-currituck

10/10/2016 2:46 PM

bridge
43

Currituck County is going to grow with or without a Development Plan, but the end result of that growth will reflect the

10/10/2016 9:31 AM

process that used in the plan design. I would look at development of infrastructure in water and sewer to allow larger
business that will hire local people and slow the rush to the Virginia border as they rush to work every day. Without job
in Currituck this will continue. Bottom line is Currituck needs to CREATE JOBS.
44

Bringing businesses to existing or new buildings is crucial to keep residents in NC and compete with Hampton Roads.

10/5/2016 3:12 PM

Currently, in Moyock, it is easy to live, but hard to work and play in the County.
45

Not pushing low income people out of their homes.

9/29/2016 3:16 PM

46

We live in Pine Island, and this summer their were several sewer back up issues that caused sewage water to back up

9/26/2016 8:21 PM

into Pine Island homes. That's a HUGE issue that needs to be fixed in terms of infrastructure improvements before
any expanded vision can be thought about. Get the basics right and you'll keep attracting homeowners. We
unfortunately were one of the homes that had a back up into our home on July 4th night. It cost us several thousand
dollars.
47

More Schools

9/19/2016 4:29 PM

48

New high school!!!!!

9/16/2016 5:54 PM

49

Must have that bridge!

9/16/2016 4:38 PM

50

Amphitheater in Heritage Park would be nice.

9/15/2016 12:40 PM

51

Development needs to consider impact on residents, or the county will quickly develop a reputation for disregard of its

9/15/2016 12:30 PM

citizens.
52

Focus on upcoming issues including sea level rise, automation of production and growth of personal service.

9/15/2016 2:51 AM

53

Building proper infrastructure

9/11/2016 9:18 PM

54

Expanding internet connection availability to the whole county.

9/9/2016 8:27 PM

55

do more for the way we live. more help

9/9/2016 10:51 AM

56

Protecting natural resources within reason. It is hard to have development without changing something. So be smart,

9/9/2016 10:39 AM

intelligent, responsible, and think about everyone and everything.
57

I lived in NJ. I think keeping our county from being over developed should be a priority.

9/7/2016 2:13 PM

58

Schools

9/7/2016 9:16 AM
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We need more stores and resources available between Moyock and Grandy! A grocery store and a pharmacy at a

9/7/2016 12:38 AM

MINIMUM!
60

Avoidable housing and multiple living accommodation to meet demands is key so can help accommodate affordable

9/5/2016 4:44 PM

needs of temporary workers. Also, developing hotel and recreation for mainland using water and sound as main draw
and bring city water to mainland to help with water and sewer needs asap. Make it affordable for residential tapping
into
61

Variety of housing types should not include these huge houses that have so many bedrooms they should be

9/4/2016 3:14 PM

considered hotels.
62

need to improve drainage on soundside of walnut island subd.

9/1/2016 9:25 PM

63

I like for us to still keep our country charm..we have homes on almost acre or more and I feel like we should continue
that

8/31/2016 10:44 PM

64

Rezoning residential area for house types. You should not be able to have a single or double wide next to a stick built

8/31/2016 9:55 AM

home that is valued at a much higher price. There should be designated areas for trailers. Also, if an old trailer is not
livable it should be removed or refaced so it doesn't look like a dump. There are so many houses on 168 between 34
and Moyock that look horrible. I wish they could be taken down or remodeled.
65

WE DESPERATELY NEED MORE HIGH SCHOOLS!!!!!!!

8/30/2016 9:27 PM

66

stop building,

8/29/2016 2:06 PM

67

biggest priority should be protecting current structures from destruction. This would be from beach nourishment

8/28/2016 5:39 PM

program which is essential and currently lacking
68

In walnut island it is retrograding into a camper section again. What's UDO role

8/25/2016 4:26 PM

69

Planning for Climate Change and higher water levels. Currituck Sound averages 6" higher now than in 1990. This is a

8/25/2016 11:36 AM

widespread fact.
70

How do you fairly represent owners who use their property for personal purposes vs. those that use it as an

8/24/2016 5:29 PM

investment vehicle (as a rental)? Those that use their property for rental purposes, and their renters, place a much
higher burden on the infrastructure and services...at the expense of those that choose not to rent their property
71

Please protect the farm land and wildlife reserves. Also a Starbucks and chickfila would be nice.

8/24/2016 2:04 PM

72

No clue what improving appearance of buildings is or how the state or county could help with this. What is important

8/24/2016 9:44 AM

and not mentioned is getting qualified construction workers to come back to the outer banks so we have good people
to maintain the thousands of rental properties. They all left for Texas years ago Appropriate ads in national
publications explaining the opportunities would help. Along with this tackling develop ways to combat the terrible drug
and alcohol problems that exist would be important. By the way this one line space for extra comments is almost
unworkable. You can't review what you have written and ifyou make typos it is almost impossible to correct. I almost
gave up on doing this survey. I despise this format. I is used by folks that really do not want to hear detailed
information. (.
73

Keep improving the infrastructure in Corolla for tourism.

8/23/2016 3:03 PM

74

Local jobs should not be solely dependent on summer recreational or sales activities.

8/23/2016 2:53 PM

75

Also fixing existing water and sewer utilities - high priority

8/23/2016 10:19 AM

76

Maintenance of the beauty we have is far more important than growing.

8/23/2016 10:03 AM

77

build the bridge to provide another route off the outer banks for emergencies

8/23/2016 6:54 AM

78

Currituck county needs the Mid-Currituck Bridge to alleviate congestion in the near future

8/22/2016 4:31 PM

79

sea turtles back on Pine Island and outer banks. excellent! there is a balance between protecting natural resources

8/22/2016 4:15 PM

and development initiatives but they can work very well together. a possibility to consider with Dare County is initiating
the largest migratory fowl sanctuary area between the new proposed currituck bridge and the wright memorial....then
get the currituck and dare schools together with water grass plantings, crab breeding, oyster farming. the Army Corps
site in Duck is large enough to encompass a campus for the University of North Carolina for WIND and WAVE
research...could be solar as well....with a soundside research station on the oysters/crabs etc. So much opportunity if
your energies are directed and you have a positive outlook on development opportunities. status quo may not be a
prudent course.
80

something for the teenagers m to do

8/22/2016 3:37 PM

81

Water and Sewer options for older communities with small lots as in Point Harbor Beach, increase of year round

8/21/2016 10:48 PM

residents impacting wells and septic quality
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82

Expanding fire/EMS services

8/20/2016 8:43 PM

83

More retail. Outlet shops.

8/19/2016 10:13 PM

84

over building in currituck.

8/19/2016 6:25 PM

85

Limit developers from buying up farm land for housing; increase size of lot footprint to 4 acres.

8/18/2016 2:25 PM

86

It will grow faster. The efforts recently are about to turn Currituck mainland into chesapeake 2.0.

8/17/2016 9:52 AM

87

Require demolition of derelict/uninhabited buildings

8/15/2016 3:51 PM

88

Expanding trash pick up to Currituck Mainland

8/12/2016 9:23 AM

89

1. I would love to see pocket parks dispersed through out a walkable community with mixed use development (mixed

8/11/2016 3:15 PM

residential and commercial) and a greenway to connect this, possible in flood zone areas.
90

living here has been a pleasure for over 20 years however, during this time my family and I have seen the beautiful
farm lands and forest become nothing but concrete jungles and over developed housing packed into one corner of

8/10/2016 11:25 AM

currituck county. Looking at an overview from the sky it is almost impossible to see where chesapeake ends and
moyock begins. The small home town feeling is slowly but surely being destroyed piece by piece in the name of
progress and land use.
91

There has to be a balance between growth and development and natural resources

8/9/2016 1:08 PM

92

development is here to stay

8/7/2016 2:45 PM

93

County consider all development as an opportunity to expand job creation and tax base while using the additional tax

8/7/2016 1:49 PM

base to enhance the lives of its residentirety and visitors.
94

Don't hurt current land owners!

8/6/2016 9:49 PM

95

Our buildings look great. We need Senior housing whether it be apartments, condos or garden style small homes.

8/5/2016 11:49 AM

Maybe in Barco area or Currituck
96

a decent restaurant other than McDonalds

8/5/2016 11:19 AM

97

Transportation must be improved to support Outer Banks tourism and to prevent this tourism from adversely impacting

8/3/2016 7:36 PM

permanent residents.
98

Drawing businesses that are in keeping with the county's resources (such as boatbuilding, organic farming, wind

8/2/2016 1:46 PM

farms [under which farming can continue, unlike the solar farms that are wasteful in this way], etc.
99

We need less opposition to development & new business. Too much talk about "too many houses". Without houses,

8/1/2016 6:26 AM

we will not have restaruants, businesses, or other conveniences. We need both.
100

Install a permit system to limit the off-road visitation!!!

7/27/2016 7:48 PM

101

Building an infrastructure and schools to accomodate the already booming housing construction.

7/24/2016 2:35 PM

102

Must have the proper infrastructure (water, sewer, utilities) to support a population increase

7/23/2016 7:25 AM

103

Keep the city life away

7/21/2016 8:45 PM

104

Progress can be great, but don't make it so progressive that it loses every field in Currituck County.

7/21/2016 9:17 AM

105

We would love to have a YMCA in Moyock.

7/20/2016 10:31 PM

106

it's called a sportsman's paradise, we should leave it that way!

7/20/2016 9:03 PM

107

Housing developments keep popping up but not any where in the county to work unless you travel to VA.

7/20/2016 8:45 PM

108

MORE SCHOOLS, especially High School

7/20/2016 8:20 PM

109

Need to protect the wild horses and work harder to preserve the beaches

7/18/2016 11:18 AM

110

Protect the wild horses..

7/17/2016 5:58 PM

111

Please consider keeping as much waterfront property and not letting a developer ruin it. Too much beautiful wildlife to

7/16/2016 10:39 AM

disturb just to build more houses
112

above mostly regarding OBX

7/16/2016 9:59 AM

113

An addition of some public beaches on the mainland is needed.

7/14/2016 6:36 AM

114

Keeping Carova commercially undeveloped should be a HIGH Priority

7/13/2016 2:45 PM
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Develop along the highway to add jobs and revenue and protect off the highway to keep our rural small town feel. But

7/11/2016 11:18 PM

we need to take advantage of the highway and how much traffic it gets.
116

Regarding the question on how long we have lived in the County, we were ubsure how to answer that question. We

7/10/2016 8:41 PM

have owned our house for 20+ years but do not live in the County, We also do not rent our house. regarding question
on expanding water and sewer, areas which currently have not got sufficient service should receive priority in getting
these services. Areas which have no current need and are undeveloped should be at the very bottom of receiving it.
Water and sewer problems are already a problem on the outer banks.
117

Farm land should be priority over cookie cutter housing developments like we see in Chesapeake and the rest of

7/10/2016 7:09 PM

Hampton roads. Natural resources should be protected to a degree, but private land ownership should trump state and
EPA regulations that restrict land usage.
118

If there is a rating for high priority, there should be a rating for LOW priority

7/10/2016 12:48 PM

119

The natural resources Currituck has to offer are like no other; we must protect them as a first priority.

7/9/2016 1:11 PM

120

Put the needs of residents before the need of tourist.

7/9/2016 6:49 AM

121

Expanding sewer central sewer services is 1960 technology . Same level of treatment can had with onsite systems.

7/8/2016 7:19 PM

The monitoring and private operators is already in place. Creating a big central govt run system creat a large financial
tax buried on residences. Onsite system are payed by user not tax payer. Central sewer have large spill 1,000,000
gallons per day is not uncommon . The only way to pay for central sewer is mandatory connection for all and high
density. This want most Currituck residences do not want
122

Adding senior care facilities and healthcare outlets for the aging population

7/8/2016 7:00 AM

123

I'd like to see Currituck embrace a "Living Systems" approach proposed in a book by Liat Margolis and Alexander

7/7/2016 10:17 PM

Robinson. Any kind of ecological advantage that technological development provides would be to Currituck's
advantage in the long term.
124

In lower Currituck the County needs to recognize that regulations designed to stymie growth will only lead to more

7/7/2016 8:32 PM

rural blight . What is needed is pro growth policies and clear regulations and infrastructure investment to realize the
resort/retirement possible in this island across from the Outer. Banks.
125

Please keep Currituck from overcrowding! I moved away from chesapeake/VA beach to get away from all that- traffic,
crime, houses upon houses on top of each other. Keep minimum lot sizes- no exceptions. Don't allow anymore huge

7/7/2016 8:00 PM

subdivisions
126

Protect our natural environment that attracts people to our county.

7/7/2016 5:54 PM

127

restricting the size of that airport.

7/7/2016 4:48 PM

128

New homes should not be on larger than half an acre

7/7/2016 3:04 PM

129

Recreation is important, but not ahead of laying the foundation for the future. Build the foundation first!

7/7/2016 11:42 AM

130

limit growth to keep taxes and school costs and level of school classes down. classes are too large now and expenses
are just growing

7/7/2016 10:51 AM

131

Protect the water - our most precious asset.

7/7/2016 10:47 AM

132

keep taxes low.

7/7/2016 10:15 AM

133

We need to have things for our young people to do in Knotts, Island, N.C., rec. hall, swim pool, etc.

7/7/2016 7:40 AM

134

Education should be our top priority.

7/6/2016 8:49 PM

135

Dump the Mid-Currituck Bridge! Focus on road projects that we can afford.

7/6/2016 4:26 PM

136

Need more beach access parking with restrooms in Corolla

7/6/2016 1:52 PM

137

High Priority - existing road conditions

7/3/2016 8:13 PM

138

new development pay for all infrastructure, if they cannot, we do not want them, with thought out variances.

7/3/2016 10:28 AM

139

I don't want to be forced to lose my well water for county water.

7/2/2016 10:35 AM

140

No more houses too much development need agriculture

7/1/2016 3:42 PM
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I moved into Currituck right across from the Ferry last year. I am interested in seeing more recreation and local
businesses move into the area while somehow still preserving the farming community and country feel. There are a lot

7/1/2016 12:10 PM

of families moving into the new construction all up and down 168. Right now, most of these people commute into
Virginia. If we can lure some biggest businesses down here then that will provide more jobs for locals. Additionally, I
think the area around the Ferry could evolve into something really cool. Some more restaraunts and businesses in
that area could go a long way.
142

I believe that the majority of people who live in Currituck enjoy country living. However, it is expanding so quickly that

7/1/2016 8:55 AM

it is starting to turning into Great Bridge, the heart of Chesapeake. I think this is very disappointing for those who
wanted to get away from the city for peaceful living.
143

Cleaning up (removing old vehicles and trash) along 168 S corridor to Powell's Point.

7/1/2016 8:30 AM

144

Must have ago of mix of community development and stimulate new businesses in a sustainable manner for our
natural resources and small town charm

6/30/2016 8:25 PM

145

LIMIT MOBILE HOMES! Make people clean up their property!

6/29/2016 2:06 PM

146

Beach nourishment

6/29/2016 1:21 PM

147

Protecting the environment should be the highest priority. If we develop the area innapproriately we will not have any

6/29/2016 9:38 AM

land to live on.
148

highway beautification including a plan to remove billboards

6/29/2016 9:00 AM

149

I hate the mid county bridge and so do all of my peers. Nearly all the roads in the Albermarle are in poor condition.
Why is the state spending OUR money for the comfort of the tourists. Corolla and Carova need to remain remote. That
is a huge part of their appeal to locals and tourists.

6/29/2016 3:51 AM

150

Keep Commercial Development out of the 4X4 Area. Limit "Single Family Dwellings" to 5 Bedrooms. Require driving
permits in the 4X4 area.

6/28/2016 3:36 PM

151

Although I have found work in the county, my husband and children have not. If jobs don't arrive soon we will be

6/28/2016 11:08 AM

leaving the area.
152

Corolla is what Corolla Is. People reside here for what Corolla is. Seasonal visitors come here on vacation because

6/28/2016 4:45 AM

Corolla is what Corolla is. There is no reason to change it, small improvements are fine. No one gets something for
nothing. You can't have the best of both worlds. For every "Improvement", there is a loss of something else. What
does Corolla want to sacrifice?
153

No commercial in 4x4 area

6/27/2016 10:05 PM

154

Roads.. I would think that this would need to be addressed. With the influx of more people living here and the tourist

6/27/2016 9:52 PM

season getting bigger our roads and ditches will and do need to be addressed.
155

Providing schools and paid firefighters

6/27/2016 4:47 PM

156

providing affordable housing for people who work here. I don't make enough to live here.

6/27/2016 1:58 PM

157

I do not understand what is meant by "allowing a variety of housing types."

6/27/2016 12:55 PM

158

Spread residential growth out throughout county, especially in Moyock. keep lot sizes to a minimum of an acre, and
create developments in other areas that have smaller lot sizes

6/26/2016 3:37 PM

159

Corolla long term plan should be to form a real nautical and pretty town center (like duck)

6/26/2016 3:18 PM

160

Bridge

6/26/2016 9:25 AM

161

Put a stop to new construction in Upper Currituck until a new elementary/high school is built

6/25/2016 8:12 PM

162

PLEASE: NO MORE MEGA HOUSES AT THE BEACH! Our infrastructure is already taxed to the limit and building
these monstrous, 6+ bedroom houses should no longer be permitted because it makes this problem worse. Thus must

6/25/2016 5:48 PM

stop or you will turn the Northern Beaches into a crowded and even more undesirable vacation area version of the
Jersey Shore. HEAVEN FORBID!!
163

Affordable living, public transportation ESPECIALLY across the Wright Memorial Bridge

6/25/2016 9:43 AM

164

Traffic

6/24/2016 8:14 PM

165

Commercial and residential growth should be a high priority and should be done in a fashion that respects natural
resources and utilizes the area's natural beauty.

6/24/2016 4:29 PM

166

High priority- quality of schools and sports

6/24/2016 4:06 PM

167

If you are going to grow the County, then let it grow, an stop all the restrictions!

6/24/2016 8:52 AM
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168

sustainable, reasonable growth is a priority while keeping the identity of OBX intact.

6/24/2016 8:35 AM

169

There should only be development for full time legal Currituck County residents.

6/23/2016 10:55 PM

170

Transportation...HIGH priority

6/23/2016 9:03 PM

171

The off-road area is the last remaining rural large subdivision on the east coast and as such is a unique "gem" in

6/23/2016 8:03 PM

Currituck's chest. It should continue to be carefully managed to maintain it's rural single-family subdivision qualities for
Currituck's future.
172

The plan needs to set conditions for Corolla and Carova to remain an enjoyable place for year round residents; a place
where wildlife and natural resources are protected. To meet the the increase of 30,000 seasonal guests the

6/23/2016 3:36 PM

infrastructure of Corolla and Carova must be improved and sustained by Currituck County. Specifically, greater number
of Sheriff Deputies and a paid Fire and Rescue with modernized vehicles and equipment.
173

Build the Mid Currituck Bridge!

6/23/2016 3:15 PM

174

Those of us on well water are worried about building new residences in the 4x4 area and what it might do to our wells
being they are only 15 ft deep. Also the increased traffice damaging our roads and the beach which we have to drive

6/23/2016 2:45 PM

on a regular basis.
175

Please do not allow the YMCA to help fund a part in Shingle Landing. The current homeowners have no interest in
increasing traffic to the neighborhood. It will depreciate the value of the homes. As a small business owner I feel that it

6/23/2016 2:28 PM

will only harm my business.
176

Develop off-road area with protection of natural resources in mind. Protect against beach erosion.

6/23/2016 11:09 AM

177

Attract much needed restaurants grocery stores. Not cheap housing projects requiring attational county resources i.e.

6/23/2016 11:09 AM

fire-rescue,sheriff.
178

We want to keep the country the country. Don't want to see apartment buildings, condos etc here

6/23/2016 10:33 AM

179

We need more activities such as recreation fields in the Corolla and Duck area. Also there needs to be some higher

6/23/2016 9:14 AM

density and more affordable housing for the workforce to serve the tourists.
180

Large 30 bedrooms in 4x4 area can't be a single family dwelling ruins water quality and septic tank has to be many or

6/23/2016 8:55 AM

huge water consumption has to be huge the the waste even worse affecting all of us
181

Supporting the planned new bridge from the mainland to Corolla

6/23/2016 8:48 AM

182

Stop delaying the second bridge. It would have helped 25 or 30 years ago!

6/23/2016 8:11 AM

183

Limit/control visitors to off road areas; the number of visitors challenges safety

6/23/2016 8:01 AM

184

build a northern bridge for safety for hurricane evac and to ease traffic issues

6/23/2016 6:35 AM

185

Everything in moderation.

6/22/2016 11:10 PM

186

Focus on expanding business and education opportunities

6/22/2016 9:57 PM

187

I would prefer a moratorium on building housing in excess of 4000sqft

6/22/2016 2:24 PM

188

Schools and libraries

6/22/2016 11:30 AM

189

Roads/infrastructure focus

6/22/2016 10:40 AM

190

adding stop lights in the Point Harbor and Harbinger areas so that it is easier and safer for residents to cross the
highway

6/22/2016 9:04 AM

191

Development needs to be well thought. Commercial property signage along 158 should be

6/22/2016 6:07 AM

192

I'm OK with expanding water and sewer, but I'm not OK with trying to force people to switch over to them, with more
and more regulations on well lines, like the concrete pad around the well line.

6/21/2016 11:38 PM

193

Strengthen the local communities rather than becoming a tourist trap.

6/21/2016 6:07 PM

194

Stop destroying the placenwhere we are fortunate to live. Get rid of crooked Cty Commissioners with personal
agendas (and incoming ones as well).

6/21/2016 6:07 PM

195

Schools should be top priority

6/21/2016 5:22 PM

196

Stop building a bunch of homes and build shopping centers/restaurants ... Etc. there is nothing to do in this county

6/21/2016 3:57 PM

except to watch houses get built.
197

I am not currently a resident, I was a full time resident of Carova Beach for a few years, and have owned my home
almost 30 years now.
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198

Those fucking horse tours run down our streets. Rude drivers confronted my wife and yelled at her.

6/21/2016 2:58 PM

199

Controlling growth so that it occurs in a responsible fashion (ie: make the developers pay for the roads and other

6/21/2016 2:52 PM

infrastructure improvements before allowing any more development. Limit the amount of development so as to avoid
reaching a tipping point with tourism.
200

I'd like to see the traffic on weekends not to be so gridlocked!

6/21/2016 1:13 PM

201

Keep it the way it is! If not it will be ruined by Walmart!

6/21/2016 12:23 PM

202

Slow down housing development. We should remain a country environment, not total housing development.

6/21/2016 12:22 PM

203

No horse tours or commericial development in the 4x4 area north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:36 AM

204

Restrict development and preserve the character of the off-road area.

6/21/2016 10:55 AM

205

Do not allow a hotel to be built in the 4wheel drive district

6/21/2016 9:55 AM

206

Living in the off road area I am concerned about new commercial development in this area that could lead to the

6/21/2016 9:53 AM

building of hard surface access roads. This would change the whole nature of the area and lead to environmental
degradation.
207

traffic and drainage issues must be addressed before more housing developments can be built

6/21/2016 9:52 AM

208

We need to stop building houses on small lots. Keep the lots 3 acres or more and we'll keep the rural charm and our
community values. I know we have 3 + acre waterfront lots but please think about the rest of the new and coming lots.

6/21/2016 9:39 AM

It's not just about someone's wallet. It's about keeping Currituck wonderful for everyone.
209

More stop lights on 168 for residents to leave neighborhoods. More schools to prevent overcrowding population

6/21/2016 9:36 AM

increases.
210

Keep the Off Road area only residential

6/21/2016 8:42 AM

211

Protect your off-road area. Gate with permits & some daily passes. NO HORSE TOURS. VA did it at Sandbridge and

6/21/2016 7:57 AM

their off-road beach is beautiful.
212

Restrict off road access

6/21/2016 7:48 AM

213

Stop developing cornfields

6/21/2016 5:17 AM

214

Don't make currituck like the shit hole va

6/21/2016 4:34 AM

215

Put more restrictions in with regard to size and number of new homes.

6/20/2016 3:40 PM

216

Growth will happen no matter what therefore it is prudent to control and manage that growth to protect natural

6/20/2016 3:04 PM

resources and recreation opportunities, pinpointing areas that can be developed without infringing on a fore mentioned
priorities.
217

Maintain vigil as to no business enterprise on the beach. Work on better traffic patterns.

6/20/2016 2:40 PM

218

Traffic congestion on route 12, needs to be addressed--HIGH PRIORITY.

6/20/2016 2:31 PM

219

Public Safety

6/20/2016 12:06 PM

220

rethinking how a community can combine tourism with sustainability

6/20/2016 9:56 AM

221

Recreation opportunies are not an issue, what is the beach for anyway? Protect it and begin permitting 4 wheel
access.

6/20/2016 9:50 AM

222

Take a trip to Nantucket, planners, and see what GREAT zoning looks like. The beach is being ruined by commercial
development that has no architectural covenants.

6/20/2016 9:45 AM

223

Recreation- Needs MUCH improvement as far as infrastructure, availability, ease of access, communication,

6/20/2016 8:52 AM

registration, and knowledge. It is not friendly or easily found if you aren't already hugely connected in the county. New
Business and Growth of business is big for the county along with providing affordable housing and cleaning up the
apperance in existing housing areas where we have "junked up" houses and yards that effect the aesthics of the
county
224

Limit new building size compactly to 7 bedrooms

6/19/2016 9:26 PM

225

allow driving on the 4x4 beach by permit only

6/19/2016 7:17 PM

226

Please DO NOT let Corolla become a mini-Nags Head. IF we wanted that kind of development, we would have bought

6/19/2016 6:29 PM

there
227

control flooding

6/19/2016 4:43 PM
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228

Corolla bridge project need to be built/completed

6/19/2016 2:52 PM

229

build the mid-currituck bridge

6/19/2016 2:40 PM

230

No Mid Curritck Bridge!!!!

6/19/2016 12:57 PM

231

Putting rules into place to limit concrete. Keeping houses at current size. New occupancy limits.

6/19/2016 11:58 AM

232

No further development in off-road area. No paved road and no commercial operations in off road area! The Carova
Park is an ideal example of wise recreational development

6/19/2016 11:31 AM

233

stop the over development

6/19/2016 11:21 AM

234

Business development should be a priority on the mainland.

6/19/2016 11:12 AM

235

Stormwater control

6/19/2016 10:51 AM

236

protecting natural rescources WHILE promoting responsible development is a high priority

6/19/2016 9:32 AM

237

Build the Bridge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

6/19/2016 8:42 AM

238

Another priority would be expanding public parking areas with public rest room facilities. Also expand the current

6/19/2016 8:36 AM

bike/pedestrian path the entire length of the Outer Banks (i.e. from Southern Shores to Corova).
239

Drainage should be a high priority.

6/19/2016 8:23 AM

240

bridge, bridge, bridge!

6/19/2016 8:05 AM

241

Keep undeveloped areas undeveloped

6/19/2016 8:01 AM

242

The thing that makes this area attractive is the natural enviroment. Increasing development will negate that
attractiveness and turn it into the Jersey Shore. Limiting development must be a priority

6/19/2016 8:00 AM

243

Currituck needs to go back to 10 acre minimum for lots. These 1/4 acre lots are ridiculous. There is too much growth
too fast. Schools need to be a high high priority with the growth that has already occurred. More growth makes this

6/18/2016 5:46 PM

demand even higher. I net out great grandparents are rolling over in their graves as to what currituck has become. We
have discussed moving as currituck is allowing farmlands to be built on like the city. We need to support our farmers.
If people wanted to live on a city they need to move to the city. We need to support the Country life not get rid of it
244

Giving the Mid County bridge 100% support

6/18/2016 2:48 PM

245

Limit large houses, limit development, corolla is currently maxed out. The beach can not handle more people

6/18/2016 10:23 AM

246

we need a high school at this end of the county badly!

6/18/2016 9:50 AM

247

Protecting Farm Land. CURRITUCK is a Rural Community with to many housing developments in close proximity to
each other. There needs to be a buffer. Larger lots for houses. But also preserve some of Curritucks Heritage

6/18/2016 7:37 AM

248

Transportation: If most of that increase is centered off 168 (ie Tulls Creek Rd) then traffic patterns need to be
examined and/or adjusted to meet volume demands wholly unanticipated when the road was constructed. Perhaps
there needs to be an assessment fee attatched to developers that can then work to cost share with NCDOT for

6/18/2016 7:37 AM

improvements needed for safety and excess alleviate the exceess congestion
249

The more growth, the more traffic, summertime most of my neighbors live like shut ins, on the weekends. The more

6/17/2016 9:04 PM

we grow will Route 168 grow to 6 lanes? And what about the schools, they need to be bigger, and water to drink, right
now when we have a drought the water is horrible, it would be nice to just maintain for a little while.
250

Water resources are limited and need protection.

6/17/2016 8:12 PM

251

Stop the the constant development of new subdivisions

6/17/2016 7:30 PM

252

It's very key that the beaches be nourished and protected and that the Corolla infrastructure be maintained and

6/17/2016 2:36 PM

improved as travel & tourism drive the County's economy, pay for its government and services and travel & tourism is
the biggest economic driver for the entire State.
253

Improving appearance of county owned and government building as well

6/17/2016 11:53 AM

254

Build the mid county bridge to the Outer Banks ASAP. Dredge the approach to the Whalehead Marina

6/17/2016 8:07 AM

255

Need to continue prohibiting commerical development in 4x4 area and redefine size of houses that can be built there.
Unless the county is willing to pony up $$$ for increased fire protection services, increased law enforcement, a permit

6/17/2016 5:19 AM

system, and many other needs that come with commerical development, not to mention envirnomental impact and
quality of life for folks who choose to live there year around (and so far they have not been willing to).
256

Community Town House complexes; managing traffic in the summer; urgent care facilities
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257

keep down new housing in moyock

6/16/2016 7:59 PM

258

smaller housing on same size lots will not strain existing or expanding utilities as much as do these large rentals(5

6/16/2016 3:08 PM

beds and larger). i know, more rentals less property taxes but more and larger houses use too much sewerage, water,
electric AND natural resources.
259

Need to more information on "variety" of housing. The protection of natural resources sounds like a loaded question.
Resources are meant to be utilized.

6/16/2016 3:01 PM

260

Dog park area at Sound Park

6/16/2016 1:01 PM

261

Limit road sign use, size and get rid of old rundown ones. Beautification of road sides would be beneficial. And top of
the lost, a bike lane!

6/16/2016 11:24 AM

262

Please consider ordinances to restrict the commercial feel of all new development. Keeping a small town look.

6/16/2016 11:23 AM

263

Need pedestrian/ biking paths.

6/16/2016 11:16 AM

264

Create a SAND road from Corolla to Carova on west side of dune to help take traffic off beach.

6/16/2016 10:14 AM
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Q8 What should be the priorities for county
government regarding economic
development?
Answered: 1,658

Skipped: 132
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0.4

0.6

0.8
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1.2

No
Opinion
Infrastructure investment (water, sewer, broadband, etc.)

Maintaining a high-quality of life to attract new business investment

Broad natural resource-based tourism (hunting, fishing, paddling, hiking, biking, etc.)

Traditional beach vacation tourism

Reduce requirements/regulation necessary for starting/expanding a business

Agricultural activities and agricultural-based tourism

Offering financial incentives for major industries/businesses such as construction ready
sites, tax discounts, lower utility rates, etc.

1.4

Not a
Priority

1.6

1.8

2

Priority

High
Priority

Total

Weighted
Average

4.03%

12.22%

46.55%

37.20%

66

200

762

609

1,637

1.09

4.10%
67

15.48%
253

43.57%
712

36.84%
602

1,634

1.02

3.12%
51

15.76%
258

53.94%
883

27.18%
445

1,637

0.93

3.68%
60

25.46%
415

47.36%
772

23.50%
383

1,630

0.69

9.79%

38.23%

34.25%

17.74%

160

625

560

290

1,635

0.31

9.47%

38.17%

39.89%

12.48%

154

621

649

203

1,627

0.27

7.64%
125

44.87%
734

31.54%
516

15.95%
261

1,636

0.19

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Why do we need to offer incentives to major industries? Why don't we focus on the small businesses we already have
and offer them incentives. How many more Super Wings does one town need? If we are going to focus on natural

11/21/2016 3:42 AM

resource-based tourism, ie., hunting, might need to consider the amount of people in the area while shooting a gun.
2

Broadband is very important for all residents but especially for households with school age or college students. WTer
is important but not sewer access.
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3

Be careful with tax incentives. Many companies jump from incentivevto incentive.

11/12/2016 5:25 PM

4

You have two areas here. On mainland, the priority should be better schools through school choice, charters, private,
parochial--anything to increase competition. Put the funding on the student and not on the school district. Let the
parents decide where their children attend school but let them also retain the responsibility for transportation if

11/12/2016 12:18 AM

selecting schools outside their areas. The schools on the other hand should see each student as individuals coming in
with a sack for school funding-whatever the average cost of teaching a student should come to whatever school the
child/parents select to attend. Those schools which refuse to compete and improve should rightly see attendence--and
corresponding funding--drop until they choose to compete or lay off staff and ultimately shut their doors. On the Outer
Banks the situation is different and the major problem is poor building codes leading to increased flooding. The quality
of the area does not go up by letting builders and developers do whatever they want which is largely what is going on
now. Make them responsible for any offsite impacts their proposed developments will have and the problem of trying to
regulate and restrict harmful building practices will likely become self regulating.
5

Again, as long as the new businesses are in keeping with the character of the area.

11/11/2016 12:38 PM

6

the last thing we need to do is relax requirements for starting and expanding businesses. Why do we have two WIngs
stores across the street from each other????

11/11/2016 9:05 AM

7

If you want to live un Chesapeake then move there

11/11/2016 8:54 AM

8

I am very disappointed that the county does not seem to have any desire to preserve Green Space and instead wants
to build on every inch

11/10/2016 11:36 PM

9

maintain a high quality of life, not wanting to attract new business or development

11/10/2016 9:58 PM

10

Overdevelopment in Corolla is going to result in diminishing tax revenue from property rentals as the tourists find that
the uncrowded natural beauty of the beach that drew them in the first place is becoming no different then the beaches

11/10/2016 9:28 PM

they live closer to.
11

I feel like the beach homeowners pay the bulk of the taxes and don't get much in return.

11/10/2016 7:55 PM

12

Reducing regulations on starting new business traditionally adversely affects current residents and businesses

11/10/2016 10:29 AM

13

The best way to attract new business is to focus on the top quality-of-life factor -- education. Without it, everything
else fails.

11/4/2016 9:00 PM

14

drainage, sewer service, water all are services lacking for the bulk of the county, no funding for drainage projects

11/4/2016 8:23 PM

15

When you reduce requirements/regulations for attracting new business, you lower your expectations and get exactly
what those lower expectations bring. On a different note, people who want more argi-tourism should look at how few

11/2/2016 3:33 PM

we really have (not including the "big farmers") and do what they can to support them, but building a new agri business
takes years. I think the help should be there, but don't put great hopes for a short term jump in appeal.
16

Currituck is much more than the strip along the ocean front. Currituck mainland needs more attention to improvements

11/1/2016 9:03 PM

for we the citizens who are here year round
17

Long time visitors to the Outer Banks are vacationing elsewhere because we are becoming too much like Myrtle

10/27/2016 10:08 PM

Beach.....over crowded.
18

need to go after business and not depend on tourism.

10/21/2016 9:39 PM

19

Work with organizations like the Nature Conservancy to make our area more than just a beach tourist destination.

10/11/2016 4:16 PM

20

Must attract new business and Jobs.

10/10/2016 9:35 AM

21

Refer to the sewer infrastructure issue in Pine Island that I referenced in last question.

9/26/2016 8:22 PM

22

More Schools

9/19/2016 4:30 PM

23

I think growth is inevitable. Keep in mind traffic and good looking buildings.

9/16/2016 9:31 PM

24

Got to have that bridge!

9/16/2016 4:39 PM

25

Internet access & wireless phone service needs improvement. Charter is overpriced, unreliable & needs competition.

9/15/2016 12:44 PM

26

Business growth cannot come at the expense of residential quality. I think there is a happy medium to be found.

9/15/2016 12:25 PM

27

Gig based high tech jobs and local farming to include marajuana.

9/15/2016 2:56 AM

28

Concentrate resources on the needs of full-time residents, NOT TOURISTS!

9/7/2016 12:41 AM

29

Keep development out of the 4X4 area. Ensure development fits with the aesthetics of the area. A proposal to build a
storage unit near the south Currituck beach access does not comply. We need an overflow parking area more.

9/4/2016 3:18 PM
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30

limit developementand presrve and protect out natural resourses in this beautifularea. passive use which does not
impinge on wildlife, ocean and beaches

9/2/2016 7:48 PM

31

need to dispose of abandoned properties in walnut island subd.

9/1/2016 9:28 PM

32

stop building

8/29/2016 2:07 PM

33

none of this will work if our beaches are worthless- clearly we need a beach nourishment program like other forward

8/28/2016 5:41 PM

thinking communities have done- e.g. Duck but look at what SC has done- e.g. hilton head
34

A Major Concern is the crowding at the north end of Pine Island, John Deer Gators, unbressa concessions, crowded
parking at small lot. We advertise for uncrowded beaches to attract renters and it is being destroyed seaving us with

8/28/2016 5:09 PM

the option of selling and getting out before the real estate values drop further. So far the county and Currituck Club
have given a def ear to these concerns, even to the point of the county no enforcing its own ordinances!!!!!
35

It's not about growth. It's about quality of living.

8/24/2016 5:31 PM

36

Deffinatly back down the requirements for new small businesses. The regulations now are out of reach for many
"normal" business people and in many cases that I have heard about pushing people to build out of the county. Keep

8/24/2016 10:33 AM

regulations to help them do it proper and mostly to help them succeeded not get drown in fees, long leed times, and
normally no help from the county.
37

We need to maintain a high quality of life to attract workers to service existing businesses, we do not need new
businesses. We also need to broaden natural resource tourism except hunting. folks can so that far away on the

8/24/2016 9:49 AM

mainland
38

I don't like the idea of having to offer tax incentives two major companies to set up shop here to make money. Is that
what it takes now to bring business to a city?

8/24/2016 7:01 AM

39

The quiet, high-quality beaches draw people from the honky-tonk Ocean city (MD 7& NJ) beaches. You risk
repliciating that model and know that you don't have to do this.

8/23/2016 2:56 PM

40

We do not need to grow, we just need to make better what beauty we already have.

8/23/2016 10:04 AM

41

hunting/fishing...well, i'm a duck hunter but so was Audubon. Ducks Unlimited is a conservation group. I'd still love to
see sanctuary status between the bridges and an effort to build the sound to encourage migratory fowl layovers safely

8/22/2016 4:21 PM

in currituck county. Aquaculture should be EMBRACED with incentives for new startup ventures in the sound.
42

Reliable high speed internet service. Verizon Vios.

8/22/2016 8:10 AM

43

Help bring under served communities into the 21st Century with improved infrastructure.

8/21/2016 10:48 PM

44

Reliable broadband service will be essential to attract and maintain new business.

8/20/2016 11:17 PM

45

We live in a unique and beautiful area, we have the best of all worlds when it comes to our water ways and the
Ocean, I believe we should do everything in our reach to preserve its beauty. I would like to see that existing

8/18/2016 3:21 PM

Commercial Business locations be enforced upon to keep their properties in good condition, visibly and structural.
There are several Commercial properties that are unsightly which is a bad reflection to our area.
46

coming from WA state, The beach tourism is set and will definitely stay. What about raising priority to those moving to
this beautiful area with other recreational activities. parks for children and dogs, clear biking parks and areas, hiking to
enjoy the natural beauty of this area. Also, some of my favorite places with our family are towns that require

8/18/2016 6:28 AM

businesses to build to the design of historical buildings.
47

Allow competition in cable/internet service (no more "exclusive" franchise)

8/15/2016 3:53 PM

48

These comments relate to mainland.

8/13/2016 8:04 AM

49

Need better utility services. Internet in Currituck (speed) is awful. Cable TV is awful.

8/12/2016 9:25 AM

50

the county should not be reducing any requirements or regulations for businesses they should be protecting the small

8/10/2016 11:32 AM

town feel and country living we all know and love.
51

Currituck can offer all of the above with thoughtful and balanced planning

8/7/2016 1:53 PM

52

Reduce regulations but keep enough as we have such a nice county

8/5/2016 11:49 AM

53

We need to build our infastructure a little each year, in short time it will make more opportunities for businesses.

8/1/2016 6:28 AM

54

Offer of incentives to new business?What about people that are in business now that are struggling to continue to pay
all the fixed overhead and wages.Business has not been as progressive since the financial implosion 2007-2008.If the

7/23/2016 8:23 PM

shoulder seasons could be extended even modestly related to tourism it would help greatly because overhead is fixed
55

Currituck has the natural resource of the beach. Don't ruin it trying to bring in unrelated industry
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56

Maintain quality of life but keep the city away

7/21/2016 8:46 PM

57

sportsman's paradise

7/20/2016 9:04 PM

58

There needs to be a higher emphasis on residential construction in the south end of the county.

7/16/2016 5:12 PM

59

not sure what you mean by "high quality" of life to attract new business - am not in favor of financial exclusitivity! Also

7/14/2016 7:58 AM

not sure what agriculture tourism is.
60

Once again sound access on the mainland. People could use them as jump off points for kyacking and Eco tours. Or

7/14/2016 6:38 AM

to have a nice beach day without having to fight the beach traffic.
61

If we had more shopping, less people would go to beach, Elizabeth city, or VA.

7/12/2016 4:41 PM

62

Be very careful about the Currituck Government deciding what it thinks is best. The Government is too controlled by

7/11/2016 11:00 AM

the BOC. Let each community decide what it wants and needs--Perhaps it is time to allow incorporation.
63

Regarding incentives this should limited to the mainland.

7/10/2016 8:46 PM

64

The areas that are currently farming should be encouraged to continue farming. The areas that are currently urban

7/10/2016 7:11 PM

should work to bring in commercial and industrial enterprise to diversify the economy. Land in Moyock should be sold
at minimum five or ten acre parcels not 3/4 acre parcels for cheap cookie cutter houses like are being built on Poyners
Road.
65

Corolla should be more nature inspired to attract those who want a more low key vacation, not noisy attractions.

7/10/2016 12:51 PM

66

What makes Currituck unique will be vanquished with further development; let's not make Currituck live every other

7/9/2016 1:14 PM

place.
67

All tho I've only been back a few years I was born and raised here

7/9/2016 7:31 AM

68

Keep commercial development completely out of the off-road area. Limit house sizes to no more than 5,000 sq. ft. and

7/8/2016 12:46 PM

6 bedrooms.
69

We dont need more people moving to Currituck!

7/8/2016 9:09 AM

70

Currituck should exercise extreme prejudice with regards to what businesses and the aspects of business that get

7/7/2016 10:21 PM

incentivised.
71

The days of duck hunting in lower currituck are past. Current duck hunters raise their own ducks and the flap at them

7/7/2016 8:37 PM

to make them rise. The sound is salty so bass fishing is a thing of the past. Walking trails,bicycle paths , kayaking and
boating should be encouraged and planned for.
72

Protect our natural environment that attracts people to our county.

7/7/2016 5:55 PM

73

Take care of the people first and the businesses will see that. No need to pander.

7/7/2016 1:24 PM

74

Beach vactioners are already going to come with little help from the county. Let the realty companies who pocket the

7/7/2016 11:45 AM

most from this segment do the marketing and investment in growing it.
75

Buying business interests via tax incentives is not the best deal. Maintain your existing infrastructure & transportation
links well before adding new facilities.

7/2/2016 7:57 AM

76

No deer hunting as too many houses now in co. & dangerous for everyone. Businesses on Outer Banks not on
mainland

7/1/2016 3:46 PM

77

I think we have to stick with some of our stengths. Beach tourism is huge in out area. An easier way to get to Corolla

7/1/2016 12:17 PM

than heading all the way down to Kitty Hawk would go a long way. I thought I heard there may be a bridge going up
eventually. In any case, the beach tourism should be a focus. Tons of people come down to the Outter Banks for
vacation and I dont think that is likely to change. The other outdoor activities I think are just icing on the cake. If
Currituck wants more businesses here, then it only makes sense to make the opportunities more appealing. I think
businesses will start to see this area as a hot bed for profit in the next few years with all the new development. Why
not sweeten the deal with incentives and reduced regulations?
78

Like I said before, this is the country and I believe many residents would like to see it stay that way. I may have only

7/1/2016 8:59 AM

lived here for a year, but my family has lived here their whole lives. I have spent an immense amount of time in
Currituck.
79

I thinkost people that have been here for most of or all their lives, want currituck to some what remain the same. I just
don't like that all of the county changes seem to cater to visitors. The locals needs and opinions are starting to be
ushered aside for the benefit of our commissioners and guests. The local blue collar feel is fading away.

6/29/2016 3:56 AM

80

4x4 area is inundated with day trippers and horse tours. Passes are needed and more law enforcement at check in
times on the beach strand.

6/28/2016 2:07 PM
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81

Currituck County is not Dare County, nor should it be. Especially the Corolla and Northern Beaches area.

6/28/2016 4:48 AM

82

The Corolla Outer Banks don't need more businesses

6/27/2016 4:48 PM

83

Providing protection for the wild horse herds and people who would harm them, educate the public on laws and
enforce them

6/27/2016 2:03 PM

84

Bridge

6/26/2016 9:26 AM

85

DEAL WITH THE DAMNED WEEKEND TRAFFIC ON ROUTE 12 TO THE NORTHERN BEACHES!!! If Cuurtiuck
County doesn't fix the intolerable weekend traffic situation that occurs every in season weekend, there won't be

6/25/2016 9:45 PM

anything else to worry about because the vacation tourism business will simply disappear. The only priorities you will
need to worry about will be creditor priorities in bankruptcy court.
86

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

6/25/2016 9:44 AM

87

Traffic

6/24/2016 8:15 PM

88

Currituck has the potential to develop really tasteful commercial areas and tourist attractions that would allow our area
to gain more exposure and bring more revenue.

6/24/2016 4:38 PM

89

Businesses that 'fit' the geographic, demographic 'contours' should be courted.

6/24/2016 8:36 AM

90

Development for commercial should NOT be a priority at all!

6/23/2016 10:58 PM

91

It must be kept in mind that Currituck County has two distinct populations, the Mainland and Corolla/Carova, with

6/23/2016 3:48 PM

different goals and objectives. Industry, agriculture, and business promotion should be emphasized on the Mainland
while tourism and the protection of the fragile ecosystems of Corolla/Carova must be guarded.
92

Those of us that live in the 4x4 area moved here because of its natural beauty, living the quiet life, having a safe
haven for the horses. Not in favor of commercial, investment, rental growth. I am against these huge home being built
just to bring in more human traffic that doesn't give a hoot about our roads, beach, or quiet way of life.

6/23/2016 2:50 PM

93

Depending on where they are located should have to all business accountable for revenue and taxes to benefit
county's budget

6/23/2016 9:00 AM

94

Support completion of mid- county bridge

6/23/2016 8:04 AM

95

Everything in moderation. Go easy on development.

6/22/2016 11:12 PM

96

Prefer to NOT allow hunting with guns in the 4x4 area of Currituck County

6/22/2016 2:28 PM

97

More flexibility in zoning interpretations and use of existing buildings

6/22/2016 2:05 PM

98

add additional schools to Point Harbor/Harbinger areas

6/22/2016 9:05 AM

99

Commercial signage along 158 should not be tacky and should meet standards to fit our rural setting.

6/22/2016 6:09 AM

100

Living in the 4 wheel drive area, I would not like to see any further tourism development. Large housing developed for

6/21/2016 8:46 PM

rental has created issues with preserving the roads and a threat to the wild horses. Horse tours are excessive and
have created problems with safety and invasion of personal property in the area.
101

Too much tourism in past few years. Curritucks beaches were VERY poorly planned and continue in this manner.

6/21/2016 6:09 PM

102

Manage and control growth. Do not sell out to developers.

6/21/2016 4:37 PM

103

Improve schools. Provide more cultural activities such as lectures, concerts,. Improve access to health care.

6/21/2016 2:54 PM

104

Leave carova alone

6/21/2016 12:24 PM

105

I want to remain rural, and not be taxed out of my house.

6/21/2016 12:24 PM

106

No commercial development or horse tours north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:36 AM

107

Again, living in the off road area I am against any development that would lead to the building of hard surface roads in
this area.

6/21/2016 9:55 AM

108

Some of these choices are two sided. Sure I want a high quality of life but I don't want to see lots of new business.

6/21/2016 9:48 AM

109

please dont allow the yankees to hunt here. We will all die from stray bullets

6/21/2016 9:13 AM

110

Roads which need access to 168 during the summer months need stoplights where there is developments so locals
can leave their homes on a Saturday or Sunday during summer months

6/21/2016 8:45 AM

111

While natural resource based tourism is appealing it needs to be looked into and researched a bit before signifigant
funds are put into it to make sure there is an economic return on the counties investment.

6/21/2016 8:08 AM
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112

stop giving tax breaks to business's,it's not your money or the states.

6/21/2016 5:19 AM

113

Need a measured and strategic growth policy to prevent growth which cannot be properly serviced.

6/20/2016 3:42 PM

114

Without adequate infrastructure growth becomes stymied, the fewer burdens on starting or expanding a business will

6/20/2016 3:08 PM

generate more jobs and therefore sustainable growth.
115

Build the north bridge

6/20/2016 1:08 PM

116

Recognizing the current assets are attractions

6/20/2016 9:58 AM

117

Property rights. Property owners should be able to do what they want with there land.

6/20/2016 8:50 AM

118

No Mid Currituck Bridge!!!

6/19/2016 12:58 PM

119

Please keep the business-environment balance in mind. While investments and property values are important,

6/19/2016 8:55 AM

overdevelopment is counter to the feel of the community-the reason people come to live and vacation. Protect the
natural environment. We don't need another Virginia Beach.
120

Corolla needs to move to a more year round city

6/19/2016 8:47 AM

121

Build the Bridge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

6/19/2016 8:43 AM

122

No big businesses. We need to invest and promote local small business.

6/18/2016 5:48 PM

123

fix the roads around food lion and other businesses in moyock, fill empty buildings before new ones go up

6/18/2016 9:52 AM

124

With all the studies Currituck does regarding economic development, perhaps you all should invest in a study that
looks at economic development "zones." What businesses are best suited to each area of the county based the

6/18/2016 7:43 AM

community (demograhpics, other existing businesses, community appearences). That will allow for targets for what fits
each area...or what is missing and needs to be pursued.
125

Big Business is great, but CURRITUCK should support more women owned and small businesses with some

6/18/2016 7:41 AM

incentives too. Look out for those who have built businesses in these communities. Stop niclkle and dimming new local
business. Help them grow. Don't replace them with a bigger business. Since most bigger businesses like Walmart and
food lion hire foreign workers not locals
126

It must be the highest priority to attract business to locate in county to provide year around employment and expand
counties tax base

6/18/2016 7:17 AM

127

The county is too diverse geographically and envirnomentally to apply these questions for all of county. For example,
infrastruture investment might be appropriate for maina,d but not for the Outer Banks communities, where such

6/17/2016 8:18 PM

invvestment would be not only financially prohibitive, but environmentally detrimental. This survey clearly doesn't
serve the county it its entirety.
128

Need a gym or YMCA near Corolla

6/17/2016 10:38 AM

129

County does not regulate businesses now so how could they reduce requirements????

6/17/2016 8:11 AM

130

I wish there were comments under each question. For local economic development, I believe it is important to attract

6/17/2016 5:22 AM

larger businesses that will sustain our economy even during economic downturns- we need to diversify so all our eggs
are not in the tourism business and have sustainable businesses that can weather the long haul. In order to do that
though - the affordability and availability of long term housing is going to have to be addressed.
131

environmentally clean industries; technology industries; wind and safer solar industries

6/16/2016 9:52 PM

132

we want to BUY IN NC

6/16/2016 8:00 PM

133

When planning we need to keep mind that this is country AMERICA

6/16/2016 5:54 PM

134

Maintain free roam Mustang area.

6/16/2016 1:10 PM
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Q9 What are the impacts of growth and
development on the natural environment in
Currituck County that concern you the
most? Choose up to three:
Answered: 1,626

Skipped: 164

Loss of
wildlife...
Drainage and
flooding
Beachfront
erosion
Groundwater
becoming poor
Loss of
farmland and...
Loss of
wetlands
Loss of
maritime forest
Surface water
becoming poor

Other/Comments
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Responses

Loss of wildlife habitat

58.18%

946

Drainage and flooding

55.23%

898

Beachfront erosion

42.44%

690

Groundwater becoming poor

42.19%

686

Loss of farmland and open space

40.65%

661

Loss of wetlands

33.33%

542

Loss of maritime forest

24.78%

403

Surface water becoming poor

21.34%

347

Other/Comments

9.04%

147

Total Respondents: 1,626
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#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Flooding should be managed at a county level instead of letting the individual developments decide on their own

11/26/2016 2:28 PM

2

Impact on drainage and resulting flooding is huge.

11/23/2016 11:11 AM

3

Quite frankly they all concern me

11/21/2016 3:44 AM

4

Loss of tourism due to development of the 4X4 beach and loss of the habitat of wild horses.

11/14/2016 11:24 AM

5

Drainage and flooding from heavy rain has caused problems for many residents in Corolla and should be placed at the
highest priority

11/12/2016 7:33 PM

6

North Carolina seems to have lax wetland protection compared to adjoining states

11/12/2016 5:27 PM

7

Our home is in Ocean Sands within the next year it will be our permanent home. The area flooded ten years ago and

11/11/2016 4:15 PM

now within one year has flooded 3 times.
8

this is now a major concern

11/11/2016 9:40 AM

9

All are important for what makes the area unique.

11/11/2016 8:16 AM

10

Overdevelopment with huge hotel like houses reduces the enjoyment of the natural beauty

11/10/2016 9:32 PM

11

I own house in Ocean Sands and I am concerned about the recent flooding in the area.

11/10/2016 9:10 PM

12

Flooding caused by developers & engineers not providing sufficient drainage in existing and new developments.

11/10/2016 7:47 PM

13

All are important, with erosion -- a natural event -- the least important.

11/4/2016 9:02 PM

14

drainage a huge issue for me not in a flood zone but horrible flooding in last hurricane, no plan to remedy issues as
there is no manpower or money for drainage no one of any quality will want to relocate residentially or commercially to
a county without a plan

11/4/2016 8:24 PM

15

pollution of the Currituck Sound

10/21/2016 9:40 PM

16

Good zoning, which includes infrastructure.

10/16/2016 5:13 PM

17

loss of quiet and feeling of "untouched" nature. over crowded roads and commercial shopping

10/10/2016 2:49 PM

18

Loss of farmland, open areas is important but not to the point that government infringes on property owners individual
rights

10/7/2016 7:06 PM

19

Loss of a way of life that can never be regained once development and increased population occurs is a mojor
concern.

9/30/2016 11:49 AM

20

I believe the sewer back up issues in Pine Island are a direct result of the construction of the Pine Island Reserve
mega-homes.

9/26/2016 8:24 PM

21

Destruction of the charm of the remote four-wheel drive beaches. Development of business there would ruin it.

9/26/2016 7:50 PM

22

Increased traffic

9/20/2016 8:44 PM

23

Roadways/ becoming to hard to even get to and from home. People blocking up roadways because they can't drive or

9/16/2016 10:16 PM

don't care for other drivers.
24

still need that bridge!

9/16/2016 4:39 PM

25

increase of noise and pollution

9/15/2016 12:28 PM

26

Accessible roads to areas

9/5/2016 4:46 PM

27

We need to ensure the preservation of land for the Corolla Wild Spanish Mustangs.

9/4/2016 3:19 PM

28

South end of Currituck will feel a lack of attention while moyock will be the main focus point for the county to bring in

9/2/2016 7:15 AM

money
29

soundside streets need to have improved drainage

9/1/2016 9:29 PM

30

stop building

8/29/2016 2:08 PM

31

Currituck County should be as involved in Beach Nourishment as Dare County

8/29/2016 11:08 AM

32

huge issue- if beaches go away - rentals not attractive and huge economic implications to all aspects of business

8/28/2016 5:43 PM

33

Roads too crowded at times. Invasion of a once peaceful community, bypassed New Jersery for this now we are

8/28/2016 5:12 PM

becoming New Jersey and it does not pay to owne and rent if they are both the same crowded commercialized
enterprises.
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34

Mega houses cause strain on all infrastructure. They should be regulated or limited completely and taxed accordingly.

8/25/2016 11:39 AM

35

We need a little of all this for the feel of our area but don't make these thinks hold us back from becoming something
amazing

8/24/2016 10:34 AM

36

loss of wildlife habitat includes loss of wetland and maritime forest.

8/24/2016 9:50 AM

37

Tougher zoning and enforcement to improve use and appearance of dwellings

8/23/2016 12:46 PM

38

If we lose the beachfront, we lose a key economic engine for the County

8/22/2016 4:40 PM

39

Concern for so many residents dependent upon independent wells and the quality of water being contaminated from
runoff, private septic systems, poor road drainage, waste dumping, fertilizer contamination, all affecting water quality

8/21/2016 10:48 PM

and natural resources.
40

no entertainment in currituck

8/19/2016 6:29 PM

41

the burden additional residents put on resources, as property tax does not cover all needs.

8/14/2016 8:29 PM

42

I believe through smart growth we can save natural resources and enhance the quality of life, if even through
mitigation.

8/11/2016 3:22 PM

43

entirley too much residential property approved for new development

8/10/2016 12:25 PM

44

each year my family and I witness the birds of prey becoming more and more dependent on our bird feeders. It is
heartbreaking watching a mother bring a her baby chicks to the feeders to teach them where to get food. The
development is being crammed into corner pockets of this county without regard for the wildlife. Use to be to see a
dead rabbit on the road now it is deer, foxes, birds, bear etc. It is just heartbreaking to see all the wildlife being
destroyed in the name of progress. There has to be a better way to share the land.

8/10/2016 11:43 AM

45

Road safety

8/9/2016 1:02 PM

46

None

8/7/2016 2:47 PM

47

Government intrusion on property rights

8/7/2016 2:23 PM

48

Sure looks like your survey is skewed and biased to no development, way to be fair and impartial Currituck

8/7/2016 1:54 PM

49

I think there's too much enphasis on wetlands -- and natural habitats - Put people first !!

8/6/2016 4:09 PM

50

I'm afraid with our current outlook on development that businesses will continue to avoid us as we seem to try to find

8/1/2016 6:29 AM

reasons why not or how to say no, rather than trying to find reasons to say yes.
51

Wild horses and the 4x4 area

7/25/2016 11:43 AM

52

Expanding to 4wd area. Do not develop

7/25/2016 7:08 AM

53

Mean water levels are rising since we don't have much elevation the county will be effected greatly in next 50-100
years

7/23/2016 8:26 PM

54

Very concerned about groundwater qaulity due to increased population (homes on septic systems)

7/23/2016 7:28 AM

55

It's already heading there now.

7/21/2016 9:19 AM

56

All of the above.

7/20/2016 9:51 PM

57

none

7/20/2016 9:05 PM

58

farmers and open fields, no mega sites and houses

7/20/2016 9:05 PM

59

People that are against progress and those who want it to forever remain rural

7/20/2016 8:16 PM

60

With responsible development this should not be an issue.

7/16/2016 5:14 PM

61

Need to plan for rising sea levels and impact on beaches and oceanfront communities

7/16/2016 1:46 PM

62

hard to limit to three choices as all options are of concern due to poor choices made by this county regarding
development, especially on the beach side of the county

7/14/2016 8:01 AM

63

Currituck has a chance to do great things and create a natural space that gives us a premium on our investments.
Don't overbuild and mess it all up. Our Oceanfront home is already out of good quality water--hitting peatmoss. Too

7/11/2016 11:05 AM

much building and pressure for development. There is a reason that the government has recognized the area as
sensitive and fragile. Protect it and you will have big dividends.
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Tulls creek road and Poyners Roads are prime negative examples of the impact that growth has on the county. Too

7/10/2016 7:16 PM

much development too fast at the expense of agriculture. It is not wise to allow farms to go under and incentivize
dozens of small housing lots to be built where farm land once thrived. You cannot convert residential land back to farm
land the way you convert farm land to residential. It takes years. This is a nationwide problem where counties are
perpetually willing to cede the rights of rural citizens to homeowners associations and the loss of freedoms that they
bring. It's also unwise given the amount of farm land that is being destroyed. At some point America, now the bread
basket of the world will be importing food because we allowed urban sprawl to take over all the usable farmland.
65

Everybody lives, directly or indirectly, off the beach; we must protect it or we will have nothing.

7/9/2016 1:15 PM

66

Onsite or central wastewater System , A performance-based criteria must be astabilized

7/8/2016 7:25 PM

67

Over-development of the coastal area is killing your golden goose here. Enough is enough.

7/8/2016 12:49 PM

68

I am for protecting the beautiful rural area we have driving down 168 it is complete destruction of trees and selling off

7/8/2016 8:40 AM

property for commercial use not protecting farmland and our county has pumped millions in advertising and exploiting
our unique outer banks. It is only a matter of time before it becomes another ruined beach area especially with these
huge non residential houses being built. Conserve and protect our natuaral environment. for our children. That is my
priority.
69

Water quality ought to be as close to "how nature intended it" as possible.

7/7/2016 10:23 PM

70

If we have county water I have no concern. Those who want to farm should be able to.

7/7/2016 8:41 PM

71

Loss of the country/ rural feel of living here.

7/7/2016 9:18 AM

72

Schools capacity

7/6/2016 9:05 PM

73

You cannot stop beach erosion so plan for it rather than spend $$$$$ fighting a loosing battle. Minimize commercial
building on the oceanfront areas to maintain the current attractiveness of the area and keep it unique.

7/2/2016 8:04 AM

74

Need open spaces & trees

7/1/2016 3:48 PM

75

I'm not as concerned about the farmland although I think Currituck was built on farming (could be wrong). I do believe
it's important to keep the natural habitats for the wildlife around here as they play important parts to the local
ecosystem. Conservation needs to be taken into consideration with exansion.

7/1/2016 12:20 PM

76

Poor planning and lack of oversight has contributed to the flooding problems in Corolla.

7/1/2016 8:56 AM

77

all of the above

6/30/2016 6:09 PM

78

Over development

6/29/2016 10:06 AM

79

use of chemicals; demand for mosquito spray

6/29/2016 9:01 AM

80

I understand that out county is growing and along with growth comes people and the need for housing. But let's not
forget why people come here. To get away from city life. Many people reside here and work elsewhere. The people
we are "getting" are city people with their city ways. I want to preserve old curritucker ways. Many landowners have

6/29/2016 4:04 AM

leased land for farmers to grow crops for years. The more "currituck landings" we have the less farmland we will have.
This is unacceptable. We need farmers and farmland not only for obviously feeding Americans, but to preserve that
life and way of thinking.
81

I

6/29/2016 12:03 AM

82

no isues

6/28/2016 9:02 PM

83

Flooding is a major issue! Heavy rainfalls are drastic in impact. Not even storms.

6/28/2016 8:06 PM

84

High traffic and extreme numbers of day trippers on the 4x4 beach.

6/28/2016 2:09 PM

85

I moved to Currituck from Florida after a vacation to the area. I did so because of the nature and wildlife, if you destroy
it in the name of "growth" this county will lose its natural beauty that many of us love, if the county is full of businesses
and housing I may as well live in VA.

6/28/2016 1:43 PM

86

You do not get something for nothing. These are the things you loose and experience when developing areas. It has

6/28/2016 4:52 AM

to be a balance of the loss offset by a balance of the gain. How much are you willing to loose for what you want to
gain?
87

Too many big houses bringing too many people who are underage and unsupervised drinking and creating
distubances and disturbing the residents and wild horses, placing them in a possible hazardous position

6/27/2016 2:05 PM

88

Preserving Wild Horses and their habitat.

6/27/2016 8:58 AM

89

Keep taxes low and no added taxes because of of the Corolla Stormwater project. Not needed! We can continue to
live fine without it as most all the OBX do for sure.

6/27/2016 8:58 AM
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90

Loss of the current 4x4 area due to overdevelopment and traffic.

6/26/2016 8:02 PM

91

Loss of last section of beach (4WD) to commercial development and daytrippers..

6/26/2016 12:07 PM

92

Loss of the very thing that make the Curituck County beaches unique, particularly their essentially undeveloped
(relative to other beach communities) and unspoiled nature. If that disappears, the Currituck County beaches will
become indistinguishable from the Maryland Beaches or the (dreadful) Jersey Shore and people will not be willing to

6/25/2016 9:48 PM

drive extra hours to get here.
93

All negative and one-sided options; REALLY?

6/25/2016 8:04 PM

94

Beach nourishment

6/24/2016 8:16 PM

95

Keep the area natural friendly as possible

6/24/2016 6:53 PM

96

Quality of life / quality of residents

6/24/2016 4:07 PM

97

I expect the government to assure all these are protected

6/24/2016 8:55 AM

98

Extremely difficult 'choices'. As expected, all important. Controlled, balanced, growth of the County is VITAL.

6/24/2016 8:40 AM

99

Too many people. Traffic congestion.

6/23/2016 10:23 PM

100

Continued attempts to change the original development intent of the off-road area.

6/23/2016 8:06 PM

101

The horses in the 4X4 area having their habitat being diminished

6/23/2016 5:12 PM

102

Loss of wild horse habitat

6/23/2016 5:06 PM

103

As stated before development will impact the well being of full time residents and wildlife

6/23/2016 2:52 PM

104

Require minimum of .5 to 1 acre lots for housing development.

6/23/2016 11:15 AM

105

There are only a few large tracts of undisturbed virgin oceanfront land between Duck and Corolla. The county should
purchase a few parcels and create conservatory areas with trails.

6/23/2016 9:20 AM

106

We are taking away natural habitats for animals and humans!

6/22/2016 11:14 PM

107

So much of the already wet areas of the County are not developable - they don't require additional protection! The
county really needs to use their eminent domain powers to better serve the people regarding utilities, especially

6/22/2016 2:06 PM

drainage
108

All are important except beach erosion. Erosion is not an issue unless you build static structures that are subject to the
dynamic forces of ocean waves and winds.

6/22/2016 6:11 AM

109

Overpopulation - no infrastructure to support the increase in residents and loss of the rural setting

6/21/2016 10:58 PM

110

All are of concern to me with the exception of beachfront erosion. The Outer Banks are a barrier island, barrier islands

6/21/2016 6:12 PM

move.
111

Bringing the city to our beautiful sportsman paradise. Please leave it in Va and ec

6/21/2016 4:39 PM

112

Loss of sand dunes as well as erosion.

6/21/2016 2:56 PM

113

Overcrowding of beach area with excessively-large houses and construction of high density housing developments

6/21/2016 1:05 PM

114

No commercial development or stupid horse tours north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:37 AM

115

Loss of wild horses

6/21/2016 10:56 AM

116

More development, especially in the off road area, will lead to greater environmental degradation that will make the
area less attractive as a tourist destination. This is seen in every area where increased development is the prime
concern.

6/21/2016 10:00 AM

117

3 really? All of these are important!

6/21/2016 9:49 AM

118

No Business or business activity in the 4x4 area

6/21/2016 8:46 AM

119

We need another high school

6/21/2016 8:34 AM

120

All of the Above

6/21/2016 6:51 AM

121

Cheap housing is bad for our economy in the long term

6/21/2016 5:20 AM

122

I really wanted to choose all on question 9

6/21/2016 4:49 AM

123

Currituck is known for the wildlife and country not the city the damn northerners want it to be

6/21/2016 4:36 AM
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124

People come for the natural beauty and it is being destroyed. Daily.

6/20/2016 9:46 AM

125

these are all concerns that must be taken into consideration for all growth without exclusion.

6/20/2016 8:55 AM

126

None of the above should be a concern of the county government.

6/20/2016 8:52 AM

127

Beach replenishment is a major concern!

6/19/2016 11:28 PM

128

Over building of residential/commercial units on acerage available(ie. mini hotels and event housing properties

6/19/2016 4:57 PM

129

Increase lanes from two lane trafic on 12 North or install the Mid-county bridge

6/19/2016 12:20 PM

130

I would choose more items if possible.

6/19/2016 8:57 AM

131

Build the Bridge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

6/19/2016 8:44 AM

132

All of the above

6/19/2016 7:16 AM

133

All of the above

6/19/2016 5:48 AM

134

Whalehead has solved Drainage/flooding problem and is paying for it via a drainage ax assssment. Suggest other
Corolla devep[ments do the samw.

6/18/2016 10:55 PM

135

The island wants to move west. There is nothing we can do to stop that

6/18/2016 10:25 AM

136

One of Currituck's best selling points in my opinion driving down the highway in the summer with the windows down,
the crops high, and the water in view. Excessive on highway housing and logging projects threaten this. I think major

6/18/2016 7:46 AM

housing projects should NOT be visable from the highway especially in summer...there should be zoning setbacks and
requirements to leave fully formed buffer strips of crops/trees/vegetation
137

all of the above affect growth, but growth and enviromental protection can go hand in hand if managed properly

6/18/2016 7:19 AM

138

It's important to retain the rural/coastal character while adjusting to growth.

6/17/2016 9:29 PM

139

Lack of country activity/recreation areas

6/17/2016 6:18 PM

140

sea level rise

6/17/2016 11:55 AM

141

current regulations are more than enough

6/17/2016 6:32 AM

142

Living in the 4x4 area I see every day the threat to our wildlife from tourists - both with their actions and with the trash
they leave behind. Additionally - during May-September the beach is a mess to drive, deputies don't enforce the
roadway laws with tourists (but they sure do with locals), and adding more people to an area that i already traffic
challenged (not just 4x4 but all through Duck, Corolla, Southern Shores, etc) guarantees a poor experience for

6/17/2016 5:25 AM

tourists.
143

I think that when an area is developed there should be a percentage of the land left undeveloped and left as a natural
habitat for wildlife -- similar to the way farmers used to leave fence rows and hedges around fields.

6/17/2016 5:22 AM

144

Having enough food for a rapidly expanding nation is a priority. Support farmers and homeowner's small food
production.

6/16/2016 9:57 PM

145

None

6/16/2016 9:14 PM

146

I don't think the loss has been anything notable. I strongly disapprove of allowing the valuable land in Moyock to be
converted to Solar Farms.

6/16/2016 6:12 PM

147

traffic

6/16/2016 2:51 PM
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Q10 NCDOT is responsible for building and
maintaining public roads in the county. In
working with NCDOT, what should be the
priorities for county government regarding
transportation?
Answered: 1,627

Skipped: 163

Improve safety
and traffic ...

Complete
Mid-County...

Improve safety
and traffic ...

Improve
connectivity...

More
alternatives...

Complete the
East-West...

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

No
Opinion
Improve safety and traffic on Caratoke highway, especially during tourist season

1.4

Not a
Priority

1.6

Priority

1.8

2

High
Priority

Total

Weighted
Average

2.50%

7.01%

41.99%

48.50%

40

112

671

775

1,598

1.32

Complete Mid-County Bridge to improve summer traffic and provide evacuation
route for Corolla.

2.48%
40

22.53%
363

19.06%
307

55.93%
901

1,611

1.08

Improve safety and traffic on NC 12

6.72%
107

12.93%
206

45.57%
726

34.78%
554

1,593

1.02

6.66%
105

22.45%
354

44.77%
706

26.13%
412

1,577

0.75

More alternatives such as bicycle and pedestrian routes (mainland and Corolla) or
public transit in Corolla

7.62%
122

29.42%
471

34.73%
556

28.23%
452

1,601

0.62

Complete the East-West connector from Moyock (NC 168) to Camden County (US

15.55%

37.06%

31.41%

15.99%

245

584

495

252

1,576

0.26

Improve connectivity of roads other than Caratoke Highway

17)

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Continue sidewalk improvements in Currituck along Rt. 12, work with Dare to connect

11/26/2016 4:03 PM

2

STRONGLY AGAINST BRIDGE TO COROLLA

11/17/2016 11:29 AM

3

Bicycle and pedestrian routes - not public transit

11/15/2016 11:54 AM
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4

I would like to see a boardwalk and bicycle route on the 4X4 beach for nonmotorized transportation.

11/14/2016 11:27 AM

5

I am a native of the Outer Banks and I am not in favor of a Mid-County Bridge. I feel it will have a negative impact on
Corolla.

11/12/2016 3:09 PM

6

A beautiful bike/walking path was built in Ocean Sands and we have seen many, many people using and enjoying it.
Always worried about people on route 12 with cars speeding by them.

11/11/2016 4:17 PM

7

We don't want or need the mid-currituck bridge!

11/11/2016 9:06 AM

8

As we get older, we would really appreciate public transportation

11/10/2016 11:38 PM

9

Public transit in Corolla NOT a priority

11/10/2016 11:07 PM

10

Traffic on 12 in Corolla during the peak tourist season is totally saturated capacity.

11/10/2016 9:34 PM

11

I am very much in favor of the mid currituck bridge

11/10/2016 9:12 PM

12

I hate to see what that bridge will do to Aydlett. I'd also like to know the financial benefits to Currituck County about
how that toll will help fund those things.

11/5/2016 12:55 AM

13

mid county bridge would have the most bang for the buck we avoid OBX nine months of the year because of the
traffic back ups caused by thos going to Corolla Carova etc...

11/4/2016 8:26 PM

14

Lets face it, yes everyone wants the mid-county bridge, but have they really thought what it will bring. First the tolls
are going to be very!! high. If you have ever spent time on 168 north and have watched the traffic turn left on old 168
and bypass the high tolls implemented a year or two ago by Chesapeake, you will wonder if those who say they want

11/2/2016 3:48 PM

to cut across the bridge really are willing to pay the toll. Most will not, and the same dense traffic will go over the old
bridge in Dare County and turn north to Carolla and Carova. If the tolls for the mid-county bridge are tied to a contract
with the state or private investors you will see them rising year after year, with a decline in revenue as the structure
ages. Ask yourself this question: would the bridge have helped during Matthew? Now on to the East West Connector
(87). Yes, it seems like a political idea and perhaps will give the illusion of a quick route to the middle of the state, but I
have driven to Greenville weekly for 15 years, the highways are not busy and with the speed limits average 65 miles
per hour (60-70 speed limits). It is all the highways are safe to handle. I believe it is truly an illusion. Money needs to
be spent to provide safety to residents and visitors on Currituck Highway 12. Some serious decisons need to be made
to widen the roads on our outer banks to provide safety all year around.
15

Other counties have add pedestrian/bike lanes. Due to the foot and bike especially on Poplar Branch Rd, Grandy Rd
and Jarvisburg Rd it is need to get these folks off the road. We have deaths on these roads and I do think having a
wider shoulder would have prevented this from happening.

10/26/2016 2:29 PM

16

Would like hiking trail in moyock

10/23/2016 4:06 PM

17

Build a pedestrian bridge across 168 in the heart of Moyock so that the two sides of the highway can interact, and

10/22/2016 10:19 PM

people can walk and bike to other neighborhoods rather than drive.
18

Safety is paramount, evacuation route is a need if emergency event during summer!

10/16/2016 5:14 PM

19

Bike paths would be throughout Currituck County, especially the mainland would be a huge improvement.

10/12/2016 8:25 AM

20

Undecided about the bridge.

10/11/2016 4:17 PM

21

This natural setting should not be disturbed

9/30/2016 11:49 AM

22

Sidewalks

9/19/2016 4:31 PM

23

decent wide bike path from virginia to beach would attract tens of thousands

9/17/2016 7:18 AM

24

Traffic is horrific and dangerous for locals and tourists. Roads and bridges need to expand and improve.

9/16/2016 5:56 PM

25

Sidewalks on residential roads on mainland that lead to county parks ie: N Spot

9/15/2016 9:46 PM

26

Mid county bridge will improve job opportunities within county and provide Corolla access to Co. Government facility,
health care facilities, resources & volunteer opportunities.

9/15/2016 12:50 PM

27

Figure out impact of autonomous cars other ways to reduce traffic.

9/15/2016 3:01 AM

28

How about connection between Barco & Elizabeth City, from two lane to 4-6 lanes. That is a priority for our end of the
county.

9/9/2016 10:41 AM

29

Offering business of workers from mainland to vacation areas and ablity to walk and bike across new bridge with
connecting bike routes

9/5/2016 4:49 PM

30

Build the bridge. place an east bound toll of at least $10 and a special pass for workers living on the mainland but

9/5/2016 11:27 AM

working on the outer banks.Finish the bike pathe in Corolla to connect with Pine Islandand Dare County.
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31

I don't see a wide use of a transit system in Corolla. We need more public beach accesses with adequate parking.

9/4/2016 3:22 PM

32

Consider seasonal ferry service alternative between Currituck OBX and Currituck mainland - would open up
development of mainland for more tourist $ if mainland could be reached readily by beachgoers.

9/4/2016 11:14 AM

33

It would be nice to have bike paths in Currituck, not just at the beach. The mainland needs attention for the year round

8/31/2016 10:00 AM

residents.
34

stop building

8/29/2016 2:08 PM

35

second crossing at Corrolla is essential! way overdue and insanely short sited to not have already completed

8/28/2016 5:44 PM

36

If the Mid 'county bridge goes in this will become a daytrip by Norfolk residents overrunning the communities.

8/28/2016 5:15 PM

37

Would like to see a bike path and park alonf poplar branch rd. For kids and adults who use their bokes for
transportation. There is no shoulder and this road is too narrow with people driving to fast

8/28/2016 2:57 PM

38

Against mid-county bridge!!!

8/27/2016 5:37 AM

39

The mid-county bridge must Climate Change into consideration. Will there be enough beach property left in 2040 to
justify it being built?

8/25/2016 11:42 AM

40

The Mid County Bridge must be a high priority.There is not adequate egress from Corolla in case of an evacuation.
This is a human disaster waiting to happen.

8/24/2016 5:35 PM

41

Mid county bridge!!!! Give the tourist more reason to come back to the mainland and let business boom!

8/24/2016 10:36 AM

42

Mid county bridge is vital. And as an extra add onelane in northern outer banks 12 from 4 wheel drive entrance down
to Duck. Then folks could get by a bit better traffic wise if they stay in the northern outer banks.

8/24/2016 9:55 AM

43

Bicycle paths always add to the quality of life in a resort style community. Any community for that matter.

8/23/2016 2:59 PM

44

Highest priority should be completion of the Mid-County Bridge

8/22/2016 5:54 PM

45

Mid-County bridge is top priority!

8/22/2016 5:06 PM

46

Safe, pedestrian free bike lanes the length of coastal Currituck.... ie just widen Rt 12 3 feet on each side...

8/22/2016 4:32 PM

47

jogging, walking, biking in extremely safe environments will keep tourists coming back and residents very happy year
round.

8/22/2016 4:26 PM

48

Patrol traffic speeds on Tulls Creek near newer housing areas.

8/22/2016 8:24 AM

49

Improve safety with out slowing down travel times. Poor quality of many unpaved roads in county.

8/21/2016 10:49 PM

50

We need mile post markers on 158/168 from the state line to Wright Memorial bridge!!

8/21/2016 8:29 PM

51

No public transit in Corolla

8/19/2016 3:58 PM

52

It is evident from a Safety point, our 1 route into Corolla is just not safe through Duck. An alternate route or fly over
through Duck is desperately needed for safety of our locals and visitors.

8/18/2016 3:28 PM

53

Building another bridge will increase more traffic and development. It will also hurt an already weakened ecosystem
and make the peninsula less strong during major storms.

8/13/2016 10:33 AM

54

The county ignores their own cooridor plan when it suites them or someone hey owe a favor to. We are supposed to

8/12/2016 9:27 AM

connect roads into other neighborhoods and time and time again I see the county commissioners ignore this due to
the last name of the opposition against it.
55

Living in Aydlett, I drive Poplar Branch Road and Aydlett Road to get home and believe that it provides opportunities
for a wonderful greenway and/or bike path

8/11/2016 3:23 PM

56

At some point people have to take responsibility for their safety. More drunk driving patrols would probably be good on

8/9/2016 1:10 PM

12
57

On Carotoke Hwy in Moyock there has got to be something done about the lines on the roads. The reflectors that pop
off every year from snow plows dont hack it. I used to commute at night thru Moyock and just rain its dark and
dangerous! Maybe invest in glow in dark paint that will last and you can see. New pavement is great but lines will fade
and reflectors will pop off when snow plow comes.

8/5/2016 11:40 AM

58

Address specific bottlenecks for improved traffic flow & safety, especially through Duck, to reduce delays.

8/3/2016 7:42 PM

59

took 2 hours from the split to corolla on a Saturday afternoon. can not imagine another 20,000 people on these roads

8/1/2016 9:17 AM

60

We definately need roads that connect US168 and US17.

8/1/2016 6:31 AM
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Make lines and reflectors visible at all times especially during inclement weather. Figure a way to mitigate the severe
flooding/deep puddling on 168 especially in front of the Shell station near Knapp and several places going south and

7/24/2016 3:04 PM

north on 168 in Moyock.
62

Reflective markings need to be replaced on the roads as well as reflective line paint. Not having these markers makes
it extremely difficult to drive dark dimly lit sections of highway especially when raining

7/20/2016 10:55 PM

63

if I wanted to live in Virginia I would move there

7/20/2016 9:07 PM

64

Do not build the Mid County Bridge. It will not relieve traffic congestion, and disturb the wildlife. Work to improve Route
12

7/18/2016 10:47 AM

65

I really want the mid Currituck Bridge

7/17/2016 6:52 PM

66

building the mid-county bridge would be a gross misuse of funds for the state as well as a big mistake enviornmentally

7/14/2016 8:04 AM

67

Need to enforce the speed limit in the slow down zones and not just during the summer. There are too many
accidents.

7/11/2016 11:21 PM

68

We don't need public transit, but walking paths would be great. Focus on safety. The bridge is a big mistake. Widen 12

7/11/2016 11:10 AM

and use an alternative flow pattern. Keep the unique feel for tourists. The Beach doesnt need to be MYrtle. The
mainland doesnt need to be Military Highway
69

Nothing more than a trolley system

7/10/2016 12:53 PM

70

Scrap plans for the Mid-Currituck bridge and direct focus and funding towards improvements of existing infrastructure.

7/8/2016 12:52 PM

71

There are rural roads two in particular that I know of. Raccoon Drive and Snowgoose Lane in the Fruitville Township
that do not meet the requirements for NCDOT to take over and maintain. There should be money allotted by the

7/8/2016 8:43 AM

county to help maintain these roads. In emergency situations when time is of the essence vehicles could not navigate
down these roads with any type of speed or urgency.
72

Bicycle paths through maritime forests and along waterfront on the lower mainland

7/8/2016 7:03 AM

73

The Mid-County Bridge is a "bridge to nowhere". Whether it's now or 500 years from now. The drive is part of the
mystique of Corolla and Carova and is worth being preserved.

7/7/2016 10:29 PM

74

Bike/walking paths needed on mainland 158

7/7/2016 8:29 PM

75

Prevent roadway rainwater runoff from entering our creeks, rivers and sounds.

7/7/2016 6:00 PM

76

NCDOT and the COUNTY.... how about paving Brabble in Woodard Acres

7/7/2016 4:53 PM

77

Build the Mid-Country Bridge please!

7/7/2016 9:28 AM

78

Dump the Mid-Currituck Bridge project!

7/6/2016 4:31 PM

79

RT 12 is a vanishing thread in a highly vulunerable environment. Creating access to "Inaccessable" areas dimishes the

7/2/2016 8:13 AM

"Aura" of the area and sets the Govt. up to meet expensive expectations of an ever demanding public.
80

Need mid co bridge. Need quick way to connect to HWY 17 from Moyock vs having to go through South Mills

7/1/2016 3:51 PM

81

I work in the public transit industry providing services to these companies. With most people commuting out of
Currituck I don't know is typical public transit would work right now. A park and ride lot might be worth it. I have seen
these in DC. Safety: Neighborhoods leading straight out onto the highway potentially pose issues for residents to get

7/1/2016 12:31 PM

out onto the highway. This is mostly true in the mornings or afternoons when people are going to and from work. Also,
experience this during tourist season. Part of the best things about my commute to VA is a consistent speed and not
many stop lights. There is someone out there more clever than me that might have an idea regarding how to make it
more safe and easier to exit the neighborhoods without impacting the highway traffic. Bridge: Make it easier to get to
Corolla and it will make it more attractive for people to live and tour there.
82

An accessible bicycle/pedestrian route along 168 S ffrom Coinjock Bridge to Wright Brs. Bridge. Also biking path along
Aydlett to Grandy stoplight.

7/1/2016 8:36 AM

83

NO MIDCURRITUCK BRIDGE!

6/30/2016 6:11 PM

84

NO BRIDGE. NO BRIDGE. NO BRIDGE. corolla people understand the problems and benefits of having drive 12 and
the dangers if there were an emergency. Once again this bridge is solely for tourists. If they need an evacuation route

6/29/2016 4:08 AM

that should widen 12 add a turn lane
85

158 on the mainland needs to be safer, Grass median? Lower speed limit? Too many people die or are critically
injured.

6/28/2016 8:37 PM

86

Enforcement of traffic violations in 4x4 area during weekend check in times- tourists violate many laws when they
arrive on the beach. Speeding, standing in the backs of vehicles, hanging out of windows. etc

6/28/2016 2:11 PM
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87

bike and pedestrian routes can be accomplished by good nodal development

6/28/2016 1:58 PM

88

The Mid-County bridge is needed now!

6/28/2016 8:49 AM

89

The mid-Currituck bridge is an expensive bandaid that has no necessity, just convenience. Deal with the bottleneck in
Duck, anyone driving north of Duck has no problem. Do we need a two billion dollar bridge and infastructure to serve
4 months of the year? Evacuation? We know 5 days in advance before an evacuation is even necessary. Day one,
evacuate Dare, day two evacuate Currituck. Works like a charm. Build a cheaper bridge that connects just north of

6/28/2016 4:59 AM

Duck.
90

Ticket drivers who are imdeding traffic by going well below the speed limit and stacking a line of traffic behind creating
bottlenecks in the road.

6/27/2016 2:09 PM

91

The Mid county Bridge question os a leading question.If you think it is n't a priority then I suppose you are not
interested in improving summer traffic and evacuation issues. Building the brideg will have a devastating impact on

6/27/2016 1:01 PM

Corolla and the 4 X 4 beaches.
92

It is a tragedy that it was concluded that there would be no environmental impact of the bridge on the 4WD area.
Where do you think all of the 18 year olds with a pickup and a cooler will go when they are 2 1/2 hours closer? maybe
they will park in the 30 or so spaces south?

6/26/2016 12:11 PM

93

Bridge!

6/26/2016 9:27 AM

94

ADDRRESS THE WEEKEND TRAFFIC PROBLEM ON ROUTE 12!!!

6/25/2016 9:49 PM

95

Thanks so much for the new bike/jogging path on NC 12 from Food Lion to Harris Teeter

6/25/2016 4:24 PM

96

No need for public transportation.

6/25/2016 2:35 PM

97

The proposed Mid Currituck Bridge is collosal waste of money.

6/24/2016 9:51 PM

98

Make it easy for tourists to come to Corolla

6/24/2016 8:18 PM

99

Work to carry out the plan (ESPECIALLY COROLLA VILLAGE) ON THE RECORD

6/24/2016 6:58 PM

100

If road medians were to be put in to help on Hwy 168, maybe putting small trees, bushes, or flowers to make it look

6/24/2016 4:42 PM

more attractive.
101

Seems all the focus is on the outer beach, lets get busy with biking lane in Grandy!

6/24/2016 8:56 AM

102

the 'beach', and homes in and around it, provide the lion's share of revenue and are a priority as well as the main
'identity' for our biggest industry; tourism. I think the biggest challenge is to identify a realistic top level of what we want
as 'growth, a balance of environment and tourism, and once met, the goal is to maintain that level and NOT exceed it.

6/24/2016 8:50 AM

103

Offer motor transportation north and south. Trolley, bus etc..

6/23/2016 9:17 PM

104

Bypass route for tourists around moyock

6/23/2016 5:40 PM

105

My family and I are grateful for the Corolla Greenway as it has provided safety for walkers, runners, and bicyclists.
Please extend the greenway from the Dare-Currituck county line to the 4-wheel drive entrance. The Mid-County
Bridge will not only change Corolla/Carova's way of life and the delicate ecosystems of the area it also will be a great

6/23/2016 4:03 PM

expense for 3 months of the year when North Carolina's infrastructure is crumbling. It is my belief that the Mid-County
Bridge will not improve summer traffic, but create new contested areas in Corolla, Duck and Southern Shores.
106

develope a road off the beach to access Carova from Carolla

6/23/2016 2:12 PM

107

Offer public Transportation on 4X4 beaches. Police should be more proactive and control beach traffic in regards to
aggressive driving, doughnuts, and just basic civility of driving habits. Enforce the driving laws to tourists

6/23/2016 10:04 AM

108

.more side walk paths like the new one in Corolla.NC

6/23/2016 9:03 AM

109

The proposed MCB is a poorly thought out and inordinately expensive pro ject that only benefits tourists a mere 13
weekends per year at the expense of NC taxpayers. It will create worse traffic problems on the northern 1/2 of Rt. 12

6/23/2016 8:44 AM

110

It take 30 years or so to initiate and complete a project! This is unsatisfactory considering all the taxes that are
generated!

6/23/2016 8:17 AM

111

We need the bridge built -tourists are heading to other places du to traffic

6/23/2016 6:39 AM

112

In my opinion the Mid County Bridge is being pushed by those who want to develop more rental space in Corolla and
is not for evacuation purposes. A more cost effective approach would be to improve route 12. The county/state should
stop pandering to the developers who will leave the area after making their money

6/22/2016 5:25 PM

113

Construct left turn lanes into all subdivision entrances along HWY 12. Right shoulder passing is rampant and tearing
up the roadsides. Traffic delays for left turning traffic can be lengthy.

6/22/2016 3:13 PM
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114

Public transit to and from employment centers generally (OBX, Corolla, Hampton Roads) and partnerships with these
entities will be crucial for the low-wage workforce to get to work, as they cant afford to live here!

6/22/2016 2:08 PM

115

addition of traffic lights

6/22/2016 9:07 AM

116

Bike and pedestrian routes on mainland Currituck are just as important - especially 158. Many people risk themselves
biking and walking this road every day.

6/22/2016 6:13 AM

117

Pave Rt. 12 up to the Virginia border!

6/21/2016 8:10 PM

118

I do not support the construction of a Mid-Currituck Bridge.

6/21/2016 6:14 PM

119

Enough deaths let's focus on safer routes vs expansion

6/21/2016 4:39 PM

120

Perhaps a parking area at the beginning of the 4x4 beach, in order to eliminate the dangerous traffic situation.

6/21/2016 2:33 PM

121

I love the wild horses leave carova alone

6/21/2016 12:26 PM

122

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:38 AM

123

Keep off-road area unpaved but restrict traffic to residency and vacation rental permit access only

6/21/2016 10:57 AM

124

Mainland Currituck improvement is often ignored in favor of Corolla but full time residents are also deserving of
attention - we need bike/walking paths and a few traffic lights to ease the summer traffic burden -- some of us can't
even get out of our homes on Saturday!

6/21/2016 10:50 AM

125

More bridges = more development = more environmental degradation especially if they lead to more development in
the off road areas.

6/21/2016 10:08 AM

126

No public transportation

6/21/2016 8:46 AM

127

Widen the road at the corner of Tulls Creek Rd/Puddin Ridge & 168 in Moyock to include a Right Turn only lane.

6/21/2016 6:54 AM

128

The beach is secluded and always has been people know that when they come down therw

6/21/2016 4:37 AM

129

Wider shoulder for bikes. Sidewalk for pedestrians.

6/21/2016 4:37 AM

130

Public transit in Corolla would not alleviate existing traffic and safety issues. Would just create more problems.

6/20/2016 5:29 PM

131

Construction previously undeveloped land in Corolla should halt until the bridge is built.

6/20/2016 2:10 PM

132

Increase CCSO staffing for more adequate coverage

6/20/2016 12:12 PM

133

Have new Corolla bike path connect to Duck's paths as part of last question

6/20/2016 9:27 AM

134

Side walks on mainland like the beach.

6/20/2016 8:54 AM

135

Safe public roads to be provided for the amount of housing and buildings that are allowable

6/19/2016 4:59 PM

136

No Mid Currituck Bridge!!!

6/19/2016 12:59 PM

137

Has the Planning Board taken into consideration the added cost of law enforcement that will be needed as well as the

6/19/2016 11:19 AM

damage to the environment on the northern beaches due to a greater influx of day trippers?
138

Bingo we have a Winner -- Build the Bridge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Have heard tourist say they aren't coming back because it
takes hours grinding up 12 North to get to where they need to go. And it is getting worse building more houses and
not having adequate roads of access. So in other words build the Bridge! I happened to have to take 64 out of Manteo
to I95 and crossed almost 10 miles of water by bridges. Why can't that happen in Currituck County?

6/19/2016 8:51 AM

139

The paths added through Oceans Sands (Corolla) are a very nice addition.

6/19/2016 8:27 AM

140

Prudence should be used when considering expansion of roads and access. Greater acces will increase population
including permanent, vacationers, and day trippers. This in turn will place greated demands on development which
can only be done at the expense of the fragile enviornment. DOT should focus efforts in Dare County the find a
solution to the Duck bottleneck which is the primary cause of summer traffic backups.

6/19/2016 8:07 AM

141

Need to build the mid county bridge

6/19/2016 8:04 AM

142

Mid-County bridge is the key.....understand the toll will be high but it has to be reasonable...

6/18/2016 2:59 PM

143

Extend the corolla greenway

6/18/2016 10:26 AM

144

Neighborhoods along Tull Creek Rd are islands amongst themselves. Connect from the Cort house area all the way
into Northern Moyock with a meandering bike/multiuse path.

6/18/2016 7:48 AM
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145

Secondary roads in Currituck are a mess. Tulls Creek Road is a disaster waiting to happen. Way too much volume
these days and that is only expanding house by house that gets put in. The oft proposed western bypass would be
helpful as well.

6/18/2016 7:48 AM

146

It is not the job of county government to replace DOT's responsibility to maintain, service roads, build "connectors"

6/18/2016 7:22 AM

147

Mid-County Bridge is critical from an emergency management perspective and economic development. If people get
trapped during a hurricane, the OBX brand is dead.

6/17/2016 9:32 PM

148

Building a bridge from mainland Currituck to Corolla only benefits the people staying there. Look at all the businesses
that will lose out on tourism money by taking the bridge. Tourist money helps these businesses and helps keep our
taxes low.

6/17/2016 9:12 PM

149

Need to by pass touron traffic and duck on nc 12. The bridge is a must

6/17/2016 6:20 PM

150

Bridge will bring more tourist dollars to our county versus Dare county

6/17/2016 5:11 PM

151

Build the mid county bridge now!!!! Need more sidewalks in Corolla for running and biking

6/17/2016 10:40 AM

152

The bridge will bring more people into an already overly congested area that does not have the road infrastructure to
handle. Enforcement of the bike and pedestrian lanes would be ideal - even though they are there, they are not always

6/17/2016 5:27 AM

used and when driving through areas with them, often see folks still running or biking in the roadway - often with little
children.
153

if you can improve safety and traffic without building overpasses and more roads, then yes, that should be a priority.

6/17/2016 5:26 AM

154

the roads seem fine and in good repair. rental traffic is just too much. NEED RENTALS TO KEEP MY TAXES DOWN.

6/16/2016 3:13 PM

155

Definitely need more bike paths on the mainland.

6/16/2016 1:21 PM

156

our county doesn't have any reliable public transportation (none)

6/16/2016 10:28 AM

157

SAND road from Corolla to Carova.

6/16/2016 10:17 AM
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Q11 Residents of Currituck County often
refer to the importance of the area’s “rural
character.” What do you consider the three
most important elements to rural character?
Choose up to three:
Answered: 1,604

Skipped: 186

Wildlife
habitat with...
Farms and
pastures
Woodland and
forests
Open water
views
Wetlands and
swamps
Sparse
development,...

Vacant land

Other/Comments

0

100

200

300

400

Answer Choices

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Responses

Wildlife habitat with areas for hunting and fishing

57.86%

928

Farms and pastures

56.42%

905

Woodland and forests

52.74%

846

Open water views

45.39%

728

Wetlands and swamps

38.03%

610

Sparse development, such as a house on a 5 acre lot

37.28%

598

Vacant land

11.10%

178

Other/Comments

4.99%

Total Respondents: 1,604

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Wildlife habitat is very important

11/15/2016 11:59 AM
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Some of the housing on the north beach side have become ridicously large and takes away from the quaint rural

11/11/2016 4:19 PM

character that is so charming.
3

I don't care about "rural character".

11/11/2016 9:10 AM

4

Limit size of houses on the Outer Banks

11/10/2016 9:36 PM

5

I have horses and moved here for the rural aspects allowing all these neighborhoods to spring up everywhere it is
losing its rural character and we seem to be focusing on not the highest quality but focusing on low prices

11/4/2016 8:28 PM

6

Rural, small town does not mean we want to make a town square-ish city center in Moyock. That will never happen
with 168 splitting the township. We want less concentrated development so it doesn't look and feel like Va. Beach.

10/22/2016 10:21 PM

7

I would say wildlife habitat but I do not like hunting or fishing for sport so I did not select that one.

10/12/2016 8:26 AM

8

support local/mom and pop business, minimal commercial and big box stores / shopping centers. reduced light and
noise pollution.

10/10/2016 2:52 PM

9

Remember-Sportsman Paradise

9/15/2016 9:48 PM

10

Personally love farm markets and opportunity to buy locally.

9/15/2016 12:52 PM

11

stop building

8/29/2016 2:09 PM

12

people already have plenty of fishing spots and there should be no hunting in the outer banks--only mainland

8/24/2016 9:58 AM

13

Cluster developments and openpace land preservation within new developments can preserve a rural character.

8/23/2016 3:02 PM

14

Keeping properties clean of debris, junk and nicely manicured.

8/18/2016 3:33 PM

15

Develop the county with eye to business and residents. Growth will come; develop plans to handle it.

8/13/2016 8:10 AM

16

I house to 5 won't solve the housing issues in Currituck. We need more affordable options. Mixed use housing existing
in the same neighborhood allows a single mom to live in a nicer neighborhood in say an apartment but still surrounds
by nice SF homes. We have very little options for the low income, families just starting out etc.

8/12/2016 9:30 AM

17

going along with sparce development but an interconnected sparce development

8/11/2016 3:31 PM

18

That "rural character" no longer exists

8/9/2016 1:03 PM

19

Keep Currituck County please

8/5/2016 11:20 AM

20

all characters you listed are wonderful... just had to narrow it down

8/2/2016 8:31 AM

21

The size of houses and lots, does not define a rural invironment.

8/1/2016 6:32 AM

22

Wish I could click all.

7/21/2016 9:21 AM

23

Private land is just that, it's not county's business to decide

7/20/2016 9:07 PM

24

Your survey is skewed.

7/16/2016 5:16 PM

25

Really impossible to select only 3 if true "rural character" is important. Not selecting something from the above list

7/16/2016 10:06 AM

becomes a threat. Either one is for sustaining rural character or they aren't. One can't approach this half way and
claim to support the importance.
26

Keeping the 4 wheel drive area undeveloped preserving the areas for the wild horses

7/13/2016 2:52 PM

27

Very important to me is the rights of property owners that want to retain rural use of the land they own. If a housing
development pops up next to someone who owns 28 acres of land...and that person hunts, shoots, owns horses and

7/10/2016 7:29 PM

other livestock...there are bound to conflicts to the detriment of the property owner with the more acreage. The
residents of the housing developments expect urban services and urban lifestyle. With the infringement on the existing
property owners rights also comes the demands of increased government services and higher taxes. These people
need to stay in already developed urban areas.
28

Beaches unencumbered by commercial development.

7/9/2016 1:18 PM

29

Strident promote an agenda to prevent off-shore oil drilling and interior fracking.

7/8/2016 12:55 PM

30

All of these should be priority.

7/8/2016 8:44 AM

31

Peaceful retreats into nature.

7/8/2016 7:04 AM

32

Wildlife habitat is important for wildlife's sake.

7/7/2016 8:47 PM

33

Boat ramps

7/6/2016 9:08 PM
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34

Not big on seeing wildlife....except for birds...to be honest, the snakes, foxes, etc are not someing I want to see on
vacation.

7/6/2016 3:25 PM

35

High density demands high service & maintenance cost, seldom pays its way and results in more pollution. Five ac.
lots are nice but not for everyone, balance on the on the more conservative side should provide higher quality living

7/2/2016 8:24 AM

and tax base while still accomodating more moderate housing.
36

No hunting for deer with rifles. More open areas around development

7/1/2016 3:54 PM

37

You can still build and develop this community without reducing the top 3 or at least having a smaller impact. The
biggest hit will be taken by the farmland / open fields. This seems consistent with what I see currently for sale.

7/1/2016 12:35 PM

38

Going to work/school in the city, but retreating to peaceful living at home.

7/1/2016 9:05 AM

39

The wonderful variety of bird population is like no other, during all seasons.

7/1/2016 8:41 AM

40

I want to see all of things remain in the landscape of currituck. This should be a safe haven from overly
commercialized chesapeake, EC, and the beach. We are smack dab in the middle and have to defend against
expansive growth from all sides

6/29/2016 4:11 AM

41

Restricted vehicles in "remote" 4x4 area so wildlife can still be enjoyed.

6/28/2016 2:13 PM

42

more shops with individual local character, less big box and franchise establishments

6/28/2016 2:02 PM

43

Wildlife Habitat WITHOUT hunting and/or fishing. A little less killing would make this county muxh more appealing.

6/28/2016 1:48 PM

44

What it is not is what you see from Nags Head to North Kitty Hawk

6/28/2016 5:01 AM

45

peace and quiet, no large houses filled up with underage kids drinking and doing stupid things making a racket until
dawn, not following the laws. There should be consequenses to illegal actions, when they happen. Adults who let kids
drink should be punished, and kids drinking underage should be cited. Disturbances created by these groups should
be treated by the law as breaking the law and fined or arrested, what ever the situation warrents. ass

6/27/2016 2:12 PM

46

Houses on 2 acre minimum when having onsite septic

6/27/2016 8:15 AM

47

Don't give in to developers and most other people with money to turn the place into Ocean City. That is the most
profitable result.

6/26/2016 12:13 PM

48

Eliminate mega houses on the beach

6/24/2016 8:19 PM

49

No commercial development in the 4x4 area

6/23/2016 5:08 PM

50

A permit system in the off road area. Many tourists that I have spoken to had remarked that they will not come back as
it is too crowded and the people are rude.

6/23/2016 3:44 PM

51

Carova needs to have better roads and smallbusinesses for food and gasoline

6/23/2016 2:15 PM

52

homes that are actually homes and not small hotels. Houses with more than 6 bedrooms are placing stress on already
lacking infrastructure.

6/23/2016 10:06 AM

53

Houses on large lots does NOT mean those Saga mega rental monsters, by the way. Single family homes on large

6/23/2016 8:52 AM

acreage are what should be allowed - not those with more than 8 bedrooms.
54

except no hunting in the 4x4 area

6/22/2016 2:37 PM

55

This is a moving target and a farce. You cant please everyone or protect what isnt definable. Its a bit of a fools errand,
to be honest, to 'protect a rural character' when it resists a pure definition. This can lead to poor public policy
decisions.

6/22/2016 2:09 PM

56

All are valued components of our rural character.

6/22/2016 6:14 AM

57

Controll and manage commercial and residential development.

6/21/2016 4:41 PM

58

We have too many houses and developments now!

6/21/2016 12:26 PM

59

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:38 AM

60

Preservation of non-commercial areas such as the 4 wheel drive beaches

6/21/2016 11:17 AM

61

Again, all of these are important!

6/21/2016 9:52 AM

62

All of the Above

6/21/2016 6:55 AM

63

168/158 corridor is all commercial which is the worst looking

6/21/2016 5:23 AM

64

Rope Park within 200' of residential development is a disgrace to Currituck County.

6/20/2016 9:54 AM
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65

I do not believe Currituck will remain rural, Currituck lost its rural character with five lane highway.

6/20/2016 8:56 AM

66

Rural Character is lovely -- But the Bridge is an absolute mandatory piece for if know other reason then safety. So
many close calls during hurricane season -- one of these times it's going to be major. Then watch all the finger

6/19/2016 8:57 AM

pointing.
67

interested in keeping corolla "beachy"

6/19/2016 8:50 AM

68

All of the above

6/19/2016 7:17 AM

69

Question is flawed. Not interested can in rural character

6/19/2016 12:01 AM

70

Houses on 10 acre lots

6/18/2016 6:05 PM

71

we don't want another "Great Bridge". too crowded

6/18/2016 9:56 AM

72

Character is key. All on the list are important.

6/17/2016 9:34 PM

73

it would be great to be able to do what you want with your own land

6/17/2016 9:28 PM

74

2-3 acre lot housing development will keep housing developments from over building

6/17/2016 5:13 PM

75

just wildlife habitat NOT connected with hunting and fishing

6/17/2016 11:57 AM

76

Limit development density using bedrooms per acre as a metric

6/17/2016 8:13 AM

77

As long as the house on the five acre lot is not a hotel disguised as a "single family home" - yes, we all know what I

6/17/2016 5:28 AM

am talking about on the 4x4 area.
78

I cannot choose only three.

6/17/2016 5:28 AM

79

There are hundreds of developments in the rural areas of our country that intermingle housing, shopping, and natural
habitat seamlessly. Without a doubt, we can have all three here in Currituck. Jacksonville Florida is an example. There
are developments with thousands of homes but driving by on the street you would never know. The counties there

6/16/2016 6:17 PM

require the builders to create beautiful entrances. Here the feeling is the builders are allowed to get away with
anything because they are "locals". They should have the decency of caring about their "local" county and beutiy
everything within their development. If they don't want to spend the money, then they don't get to build.
80

We can't afford to have have all forest land to be demmolisted. Forest -- Trees keep the world clean, protects the
animal habitat, protects and absorbs water and gives off oxgyn.
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Q12 The County's housing stock is
approximately 85% Single Family Homes,
12.7% Manufactured Homes and 2.2% Multifamily. In the next 30 years, Currituck is
projected to grow by 17,000 new residents
requiring 7,400 new dwelling units. What do
you think the County’s priority should be
for encouraging the types of housing listed
below?
Answered: 1,599

Skipped: 191

More single
family homes...

New retirement
communities...

More
developments...

More single
family homes...

More
townhomes,...

More
manufactured...

-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

No
Opinion
More single family homes on large lots

New retirement communities (age-limited) with condos and townhomes

More developments with a mixture single family lots, townhomes, and
condos
More single family homes on small lots

More townhomes, condominiums and apartments

More manufactured homes

0

0.2

Not a
Priority

0.4

Priority

0.6

0.8

High
Priority

1

Total

Weighted
Average

6.46%
100

26.74%
414

37.66%
583

29.13%
451

1,548

0.69

9.46%
146

42.55%
657

35.95%
555

12.05%
186

1,544

0.17

8.96%

50.91%

26.62%

13.51%

138

784

410

208

1,540

0.03

8.01%
120

56.77%
851

28.95%
434

6.27%
94

1,499

-0.15

7.66%
117

60.77%
928

22.46%
343

9.10%
139

1,527

-0.20

12.65%
189

77.78%
1,162

8.03%
120

1.54%
23

1,494

-0.67
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#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Need to make sure there is housing for workers and for retirees--while maintaining tourist options.

11/26/2016 4:04 PM

2

I just answered the previous question of what is "rural character" why would I want any of these on a farm or wetland.
The county doesn't need to do this..

11/21/2016 3:53 AM

3

AGAINST TOWN HOMES AND CONDOS GOING INTO THE AREA

11/17/2016 11:30 AM

4

No apartment buildings!

11/15/2016 12:01 PM

5

major need for senior housing. Seniors who can no longer maintain a single family home must leave the county to find
housing.

11/15/2016 11:28 AM

6

Pre-fab homes can provide economical quality housing. Low- level apartments, no more than three stories, are
needed on the beach.

11/12/2016 5:34 PM

7

large lots vs small lots! Those words make the questions too vague.

11/11/2016 8:05 PM

8

more affordable housing for business support personel

11/11/2016 8:26 AM

9

I understand Currituck's population will be aging, provide more for the aging population in all sectors

11/7/2016 1:26 PM

10

keep more dense housing close to each other so as to not impact those desiring a rural enviroment

11/4/2016 8:29 PM

11

Lets face it, we have many, many subdivisions that have been approved that have not had one shovel of dirt removed
to begin the process. First we need to determine if and when these projects will be started, look at the type of

11/2/2016 4:00 PM

houseing approved and then decide what needs to be done. I have found that townhomes, condominiums and
apartments that are built poorly encourage clusters of low income people and result in social as well as ecomonic
problems. T - 11 siding does not make a moderately acceptable harmonious community. Perhaps the best example of
housing to meet economic needs is on the left side of 168 going north from the new court house. There are 4 small
homes on a large piece of land next to the highway, all of which are kept in perfect condition. This is the type of low
income housing we need. This uses the land wisely while keeping the density in check and discourages an unhealthy
and dense environment.
12

Apartments and townhouses are not typical or indicative of "rural atmosphere". Smaller, more affordably built houses
are more preferable to me than apartments or condos. We want people to put down roots, not be transient.

10/22/2016 10:25 PM

Compatibility means not having 2-3 houses per acre next to 1 or more acre lots.
13

Retirees spend money when they move in and are not a burden on the school system and are generally law abiding.

10/12/2016 9:26 AM

14

Affordable housing, but not near me.

10/5/2016 8:39 AM

15

Single family homes are affordable here. Please don't polite our city with condos and townhouses where housing
assistance welcomes trash and crime. Cheaper living unfortunately opens the doors to crime.

9/16/2016 5:58 PM

16

No apartments or town homes. The county doesn't have the infrastructure to support an influx of that many people.

9/6/2016 8:36 AM

17

I feel that condos and townhouses attract slackers who are not productive in the community.

9/5/2016 7:15 PM

18

Single story homes for starters and aging boomers

9/5/2016 11:29 AM

19

No apartments or townhouses!!!!!!!

9/4/2016 6:10 AM

20

There are too many new developments going up, I moved to NC to get away from that but it's turning into Hampton
roads without all these developments

8/30/2016 9:29 PM

21

stop building

8/29/2016 2:10 PM

22

Townhouses and condos or single family homes with less than .75 acres do not fit the character of Currituck.

8/27/2016 7:31 AM

23

Currituck must have more affordable housing for all the low income workers that are the backbone of all tourism and
public service employment. It's very expensive to be a "local" when rent or mortgage exceed the monthly income most
earn. Affordable housing should be one of the highest priorities for residents.

8/25/2016 11:47 AM
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The problem her is obviously that the outer banks needs to be considered differently from the mainland. My comments
are geared toward the ocean communities and my answers would be completely different for the mainland where
commercial development and proper housing --along with the bridge will improve everyone's life. I mean you really

8/24/2016 10:36 AM

need two different surveys because all the ocean dwellers will have opposing views from the mainland folks. And that
is OK. It is not a problem. the 2 different types of land and activities and owners are different and you can have
different opinions for each sector. In other words, set up different planning for each segment. So I just do not really
know how to complete this survey for the entire county because my priorities are different as an ocean-side owner (2
homes). As an example I would answer the last 3 questions above the opposite way if I was on the mainland..and I
think they should be answered differently. I believe by lumping all the questions together for both mainland residents
and (primarily) nonresident ocean owners you will get a false reading on the questons and come to conclusions that
are not warranted. this survey should have had separate sections to be filled out by mainland and oceanside.folks. then
you could have different and appropriate plans for each territory. the survey developers must know this so it raises
deep suspicions as to what is going on are you looking for results that back your current views or are you really looking
for a comprehensive plan that seeks improvements as a whole--considering different areas?????????? Further if it is
the latter why didn't you tell folks taking the survey at the beggining that you wanted anwers based on their respective
territories. )
25

Currituck has a unique opportunity to develop small, quality residi h ence that are affordable and in line with the scenic

8/23/2016 3:07 PM

and rural character. Don't mess it up with highrises or cheap profit units for developers. Your beautiful land is your
heritage and your future. It is irreplaceable and yours to manage well -- it is smart ecomomically to be very choosy
about development.
26

We do not need to grow, we need to make better what is already developed.

8/23/2016 10:07 AM

27

I am sure we are not alone. We own a rental home in Corolla and would consider retiring there, but things are so

8/22/2016 4:36 PM

desolate and deserted in the off season is quite eerie. Encouraging a more vibrant off season community would attract
folks like us.... retirees with retirement plans / savings just waiting to be spent.
28

More single family housing in the $150,000 to $225,000 range.

8/22/2016 8:31 AM

29

Single family homes on small lots in high development commercial areas and single family homes on large lots in
more rural areas. Allow for character and charm that compliments county, not just large developers building tract

8/21/2016 10:57 PM

homes.
30

There are a large part of Currituck's population that are retired that will need retirement facility homes.

8/21/2016 8:32 PM

31

Development of small house community

8/21/2016 6:42 AM

32

You have to keep in mind the local "work force" as well, we have properties that they can afford.

8/18/2016 3:37 PM

33

Housing "shock" is attributed to VA expansion. This survey is making it very clear "imagine currituck" is just a way to
figure out how to make Currituck a giant suburb with Walmarts and Targets for all!

8/17/2016 9:56 AM

34

Drainage and sewer are limiting factors on the mainland.

8/13/2016 8:12 AM

35

Manufactured homes are hard to finance right now. They are not an investment....the depreciate. There is a place for
this but we could achieve the same thing through mixed use. Small flats, one bedroom apts etc.

8/12/2016 9:32 AM

36

Condos / town homes on the water on the mainland.

8/11/2016 9:19 PM

37

Balanced combination of different types of housing

8/11/2016 7:37 PM

38

to create walkable communities, I believe that a mixed use apartments/condos and commercial are a wonderful way to

8/11/2016 3:35 PM

create interaction
39

currituck seems to be segregated by incomes and age. If we are truly growing at the rate stated in this survey we have
no other choice but to start building mixture of developments. To include townhomes, condos, apartment buildings etc.
As it is now in the county it is single family homes on one acre lots or small like Eagle Creek. Just picture Va. Beach

8/10/2016 11:54 AM

and that seems to be where we are heading. There is very little rental property on the mainland for year round rental.
So in order to grow in all income classes we will have to build for all income classes.
40

Again balance.. More businesses mean the need for more affordable housing. Not so consented with the amount of
rentals increasing

8/9/2016 1:13 PM

41

Affordable housing for folks that have lived here for generations

8/9/2016 1:06 PM

42

Especially interested in age-limited retirement homes. I don't want to move from the County as I age.

8/8/2016 4:25 PM

43

Condos! Yeah! Need a place for seniors who cannot take care of their property yet want to stay in Currituck

8/5/2016 11:51 AM

44

Before I bought my home, I wanted to rent an apt. They were next to none for a decent apartment for a reasonable
price. There was nothing but broken down trailers with landlords charging ridiculous prices. I like the fact that Currituck
is rural but a decent apartment building or two would be good.

8/5/2016 11:42 AM
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45

no for all not a priority selections

8/5/2016 11:31 AM

46

It's not the house or townhome that is the issue... it's the quality in which they are built for the length of time they will

8/2/2016 8:32 AM

be standing.
47

THE LAST THING THE COUNTY NEEDS IS CONDOS, TOWNHOUSES AND MANUFACTURED HOUSING!!!!!!!!

7/28/2016 7:17 PM

48

There are already far too many empty single family homes on large and small lots. Far too many new developments
are being built. Surely they will more than satisfy the projected growth

7/24/2016 3:15 PM

49

Consider encouraging density in some areas while encouraging open space and farming,ecotourism in other
zones.The different drivers in the different zones seems more appealing than the typical spam for money rezonings

7/23/2016 8:35 PM

you see as urban areas continue to sprawl
50

No town homes or condos, period

7/21/2016 4:01 PM

51

Leave Currituck like the good Ole country living like it should be

7/20/2016 9:44 PM

52

no more small lots, no town houses no apartments

7/20/2016 9:09 PM

53

in lieu of density of condos and townhomes, why not consider single family (1 or 2 level) zero lot line homes which

7/16/2016 10:11 AM

require minimal to no yard maintenance for those seeking that, reduce the density of development per acre and can be
designed to create a village environment
54

17,000 new residents should concentrate in areas already developed and build up, not out. Keep the farm land and
hunting areas safe from rapid development. Manufactured homes on a large parcel is also acceptable...allows for
farming, ranching and hunting in keeping with the current land owners who own the majority of land.

7/10/2016 7:33 PM

55

Just please do not wreck the 4x4 beaches by allowing commercial development.

7/9/2016 1:20 PM

56

Retirement communities s/b be duplexes, not traditional thomes; condos s/be limited to 2-3 stories.

7/8/2016 11:01 AM

57

Nothing about townhomes, condominums or apartments do I consider keeping up with rural.

7/8/2016 8:45 AM

58

Housing for eldercare. None exist. They are needed in lower Currituck for our aging population

7/8/2016 7:05 AM

59

I'm not an advocate of townhouses in Currituck. Manufactured/single family homes with self-sustainable innovations
built-in seem a good way to go.

7/7/2016 10:34 PM

60

People like to live close together. The cost of providing services to large lots may be prohibitive.

7/7/2016 8:51 PM

61

the county is what 45 miles long so havw aapartments every 15 miles so they are not all on any one section.

7/7/2016 4:56 PM

62

The county opened the door to small lots when they allowed Moyock Landing to bully them!

7/7/2016 11:51 AM

63

limit growth, no new developments keep count size at the same

7/7/2016 10:53 AM

64

High density = high costs, increased pollution & runoff, more crime, etc. Duplexes on larger lots are a consideration.

7/2/2016 8:29 AM

65

No apartments. Keep single homes on 1-3 acres with open spaces around dev. Condos for seniors (no children)

7/1/2016 4:00 PM

66

If you are trying to draw in more people, then offering the townhomes, condo's and apartments are the way to go. I

7/1/2016 12:39 PM

don't think Currituck is ready for tha though. These people like to live closer to "civilization." The single family homes
with small and large lots would help keep the country feel. I don't know what is defined as a large or small lot though. I
think a large lot is 3 acres and lower and a small lot is 1/2 acre and smaller.
67

Do not allow large houses at the Outer Banks, will destroy the character!

7/1/2016 9:42 AM

68

There is a need for affordable housing for county/state employees. I envision attractive, affordable housing for our

7/1/2016 8:44 AM

teachers and county workers based on their salaries.
69

With the growth in the beach coming there will need to be some affordable housing options for the worker. An hour
commute to take a minimum wage job does not make sense

6/29/2016 1:26 PM

70

Once again let's keep the country in the county. We need more affordable housing for younger people that chose to
stay home and join the workforce instead of college. Apartments and town houses would help with that. I definitely do

6/29/2016 4:16 AM

not want to see an entire retirement community. Most seniors no longer "give back" to there communities. They don't
have jobs, can't drive, and we don't anymore leaches. The young generation is sucking us dry already.
71

Restriction of large rental homes in 4x4 area- limited resources and takes away from the character of the area

6/28/2016 2:15 PM

72

Williamsburg has beautiful neighborhoods that preserve the land, encourage bicycling/walking/being active & blend
single family homes & rentals. Currituck could definitely take some ideas from them!

6/28/2016 11:37 AM

73

One story housing in senior development

6/28/2016 10:06 AM
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74

17,000 in 30 years is not a lot.....

6/28/2016 5:04 AM

75

Affordable housing for people who work here and aren't paid enough to live here

6/27/2016 2:14 PM

76

Prefer to see zero apartments, town homes or condos in the area

6/25/2016 10:03 PM

77

Let the market decide. The County Commissioners are no where near smart enough to make this call.

6/25/2016 9:51 PM

78

Small lots are acceptable if the developer puts land into parks, recreational uses, etc

6/25/2016 1:40 PM

79

cheaper living for the locals higher rent for tourist. Give us local discounts for living here

6/25/2016 9:47 AM

80

need, SUMMER EMPLOYMENT HOUSING IN CORROLA

6/24/2016 7:02 PM

81

I think most of these should be a priority, but feel that attracting businesses to the area should be a main focus that
then allows for differential housing to be developed around it (similar to Edinburgh development up in Chesapeake)

6/24/2016 4:52 PM

82

No new housing except for full time legal residents.

6/23/2016 11:03 PM

83

Open space living is attractive compared to closed space living in VA

6/23/2016 5:42 PM

84

Define single family home as no more than 5-6 bedrooms

6/23/2016 5:10 PM

85

This question applies to Mainland Currituck County. I live year round in Corolla.

6/23/2016 4:08 PM

86

Single family homes that are not larger than 5 bedrooms.

6/23/2016 2:58 PM

87

The new bridge will create more year around tourism and improve the financial viability of businesses in Duck and
Corolla. Many businesses struggle because the season is simply too short and also because the businesses are
totally dependent on the tourists. This is in part because the county has focused growth on large single family homes.
These homes are primarily rented by extended families with children during June, July and August, and when the kids

6/23/2016 10:01 AM

go back to school then rentals are limited to the newlyweds, young families and retirees. Many homeowners of
vacation homes are tired of the constant maintenance associated with the large homes and given the opportunity
would prefer to have smaller condos or town homes. Also resales of the large homes are practically non existent
because of difficulties for buyers to obtain financing. Between Corolla and Duck there is very little undeveloped land
available, unfortunately opportunities to change the housing mix are limited. While there are opportunities for growth in
4x4 area of Carova, until there is a paved road this is not going to happen. The stretch of Route 12 on the sand is like
a 4 lane highway in the summer and it is only a matter of time before people get run over. There needs to be a road
with fencing to protect the horses and several low profile overpasses for pedestrians and the horses to access the
beaches. Currently on weekends it looks like a 4x4 truck rally on the beach. These tourists are mainly young people
that bring their own beer and contribute little to the economy, cause congestion and create unsafe conditions on the
beach.
88

stop the mega houses that are being built-they are hotels not houses

6/23/2016 6:41 AM

89

Size of single family homes should be restricted by strict guidelines; coverage factor, height, community impact, etc.

6/22/2016 3:04 PM

90

Housing options define the local workforce and related job/ED opportunities. If you dont have a workforce or customer

6/22/2016 2:10 PM

base, you will NOT have successful ED. We currently do not have a 'sustainable' housing model if past is prologue.
91

The oroblem is there is too much residential growth with little to No business growth. Currituck needs jobs and leas
houses. Also needs to expand High School or add another with all the residental growth!

6/22/2016 12:16 PM

92

Stay rural - single family homes on no less than 1 acre lots

6/21/2016 11:03 PM

93

4 wheel drive area

6/21/2016 8:50 PM

94

Of the 85% Single Family Homes, how many are actually lived in by families versus "hotels?"

6/21/2016 6:17 PM

95

Consider more densley populated planned communities with ammenities such as parks, tennis coursts, playing fields,
pools, walking trails.

6/21/2016 4:44 PM

96

If it ain't broke please don't fix it. Let's recycle some run down homes and leave the farms and woods alone. Please
and thank you

6/21/2016 4:43 PM

97

Again, no developments of any sort without accompanying infrastructure improvements

6/21/2016 2:59 PM

98

Too many homes being built already.

6/21/2016 2:01 PM

99

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:39 AM

100

While I am a homeowner so this does not apply to me, there is huge deficit in affordable housing opportunities for
younger people such as apartments, condos, etc. It's hard to entice people to come live work here if they can't find
housing and/or need 4 roommates just to afford a place.

6/21/2016 10:55 AM
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101

No small lots, condo's or townhomes! That means renters and people without an emotional investment in our county!

6/21/2016 9:54 AM

102

Mixed residentia neighborhoods are scary to me. The single-family homeowners almost always pay a "price" when
condo/town home/apartments are not properly maintained. An example of this are the substantial neighborhoods in VA
Beach that are all Condo/Town home style and it quickly becomes a rental market for real estate investors and the

6/21/2016 8:59 AM

neighborhoods quickly fall into disrepair.
103

Have builder place money in coffers to support new schools which will be required for the new housing

6/21/2016 8:48 AM

104

Bring in apartments,town homes and the turn to trash

6/21/2016 8:41 AM

105

I am not well enough versed on the needs of the community to make an educated opinion on this. Ideally sparse
development is desired but on the flip side one small denser group of town homes could be more desirable than a
house per .75 acre countywide. It's all a tradeoff.

6/21/2016 8:13 AM

106

A senior community would have less impact on our school systems but would require more local business like
Doctors, Pharmacies and local shopping centers for clothes etc.

6/21/2016 6:58 AM

107

Stop building new subdivisions, when we don't have enough space in the schools...

6/21/2016 6:55 AM

108

affordable housing for those who work in the community, especially Corolla

6/20/2016 10:02 AM

109

Need professional planning not 60' rope park next to SFR. Maybe the proposed water park can go next door to David

6/20/2016 9:57 AM

Griggs home in Griggs Acres.
110

If you're going to encourage retirement communities, you need medical facilities in Corolla.

6/19/2016 2:56 PM

111

Rural character means less congestion! Townhouses, condos, multi-family housing brings congestion of traffic and
requires more extensive and expenses infrastructure. We need to attract more small business that support residential
communities

6/19/2016 12:01 PM

112

Growth is coming across the board -- That's another reason to Build the Bridge!

6/19/2016 8:58 AM

113

Just no large homes

6/18/2016 10:27 AM

114

No more housing projects. We need schools

6/18/2016 9:58 AM

115

Number of new housing developments in moyock is out of control.

6/18/2016 8:58 AM

116

PLEASE allow more alternative forms of housing. We NEED it. People of my generation can not afford/don't want
houses! And the aging communities don't either. We are severely missing out on vibrant new residents on both ends

6/18/2016 7:58 AM

of the spectrum due to the lack of alternative housing as well as proud Currituck citizens who can not afford or don't
have the option to see in county any more. The resistance to these housing options is completely counter to the
prevailing trends throughout every growing community in the United States. People want mixed use. People able to
walk and not drive everywhere. It is very sad to see Currituck dismiss all options of hand, or never persue worthy
options. These do not have to be "low income" per se either. Just nice affordable 1200-1500 sq ft $100-150k places
would be excellent. Why do I, at 24, have to be forced to Camden, EC, Dare, or Virginia? Ahd why do my parents,
now without a need for a large house, have to stick it out instead of being able to downsize if they want to stay in
Currituck? On another note: GOOD GRACIOUScNO to the "more single family homes on small lots" The last thing our
county needs is any large subdivisions on individual parcels under an acre, or crowding existing roads.
117

Require quality construction as to attract young professionals to the area. In turn, that creates demand and increases

6/18/2016 7:51 AM

property values.
118

Retirement communities do not work look at Waterside. If people want to retire they do not want a big house, they
want something small and low maintenance.

6/18/2016 7:45 AM

119

I encourage lot size to be 40,000 sf or larger only. Do we really want to become an extension of Chesapeake?

6/18/2016 7:28 AM

120

Townhouses and condos always start out nice but over the years they bring in trouble. Look at the one in Oak Grove

6/17/2016 9:21 PM

in Chesapeake, I wouldn't walk there at night, a guy was killed there shot several times, remember what your starting
and how will it affect your grandchildren and great grandchildren.
121

Less huge subdivisions, no condos, no apartments, no townhomes!

6/17/2016 8:29 PM

122

Rural country style single homes on large lots

6/17/2016 6:21 PM

123

I think more mixed developments will allow lower income families to avoid haveing to live in all low income

6/17/2016 6:43 AM

neighborhoods
124

The caveat here is affordability for year round residents. If you are going to bring in more local jobs then year around
affordable housing is a must.

6/17/2016 5:29 AM

125

KEEP IT RURAL

6/16/2016 8:03 PM
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126

I've watched time and time again as townhomes and apartments are turned down. Instead of disapproving the
development, create requiremnt for the multi use housing that will make them a pride to live in. This could include
requiring nature trails, trees larger than 3" caliper, community pool, community clubhouse, etc.

6/16/2016 6:20 PM

127

Low income housing for a work force that supports tourtism industry.

6/16/2016 1:27 PM

128

decent affordable housing, not more vacation homes are needed-whatever it takes.

6/16/2016 10:32 AM
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Q13 How should the County prioritize its
efforts to provide quality parks and
recreation?
Answered: 1,591

Skipped: 199

More trails,
greenways an...

More public
access to wa...

Small,
neighborhood...

Large,
centrally...

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

No
Opinion
More trails, greenways and paths

More public access to water (ocean, sounds and rivers) including

Large, centrally located County-wide parks

1.4

Not a
Priority

1.6

Priority

1.8

High
Priority

2

Total

4.01%
63

14.19%
223

43.89%
690

37.91%
596

3.38%

21.81%

40.11%

34.69%

53

342

629

544

6.79%

25.74%

48.06%

19.40%

105

398

743

300

6.58%

41.32%

35.20%

16.91%

100

628

535

257

boating/paddling facilities
Small, neighborhood oriented parks

1.2

Weighted
Average

1,572

1.06

1,568

0.88

1,546

0.61

1,520

0.28

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

I will say it would be nice if my folks had a place to dock overnight, I find that a little strange.

11/21/2016 3:55 AM

2

Currotuck seems to have quite a few large parks for active recreation already. More preservation areas would be good.

11/12/2016 5:37 PM

3

COROLLA NEEDS PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE SOUND. PLEASE PURSUE FINDING ANOTHER RAMP LOCATION

11/12/2016 3:17 PM

OTHER THAN THE WHALEHEAD CLUB.
4

Where will they park? We do not want large areas of paved parking. People pay to rent in our area because of what

11/11/2016 4:22 PM

we are, we do not want to become an overcrowded parking lot type of area.
5

We have difficulty because of physical limitations in accessing the beach since the stairs are so high and there is so
little handicap parking at the access points where we could walk easily such as behind the Food Lion and the public

11/10/2016 11:42 PM

beach
6

There should be boat access at the Whalehead park boat basin to allow small recreational boats to be launched.

11/10/2016 9:42 PM

7

there is not one place I can go to ride my horse so all my friends go to Va every weekend to ride, eat,shop by gas

11/4/2016 8:30 PM

etc... all that money going north???
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8

To add, to question number one. It would be nice to have a large park with trails, walking paths, and play gounds north
(Moyock) middle (Maple) and south (Grandy)

10/26/2016 2:33 PM

9

Centrally located doesn't mean everything goes in Barco. It means located in heavily developed areas such as

10/22/2016 10:27 PM

Moyock, Grandy, etc., where there are concentrations of people.
10

We need more adult sports leagues (Outdoor soccer, indoor soccer, basketball, softball, etc)

10/20/2016 2:11 PM

11

proceed slowly

10/12/2016 9:26 AM

12

More recreational sports

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

13

Heritage Park & Greenway in Corolla are wonderful resources -- well done & well utilized. Greenway needs to be
connected.

9/15/2016 12:55 PM

14

More parks that you can have family oriented fishing on mainland

9/9/2016 5:20 AM

15

stop building

8/29/2016 2:10 PM

16

Need park in Grandy

8/25/2016 3:39 PM

17

The County has done a good job building large regional parks. The next focus should be focused on connections to
these via bike/walking trails complimented by some small community based parks.

8/25/2016 11:49 AM

18

With the amazing new development going on by maple airport really all I feel we lack is taking advantage of the

8/24/2016 10:42 AM

amazing water we have for more then just boat access
19

The Beach access at the North End by the firehouse is a horror show. Wow! that was bad planning!

8/23/2016 3:08 PM

20

We do not need to develop any more of the beautiful natural wonders of the OBX

8/23/2016 10:08 AM

21

Large park for Moyock area.

8/22/2016 8:35 AM

22

Need for more public access for ocean in Corolla.

8/21/2016 10:59 PM

23

An "Eco" Park with Environmentally safe Camping would be wonderful!

8/18/2016 3:38 PM

24

Bike paths side walks etc are a must inside communities. I have on Reggie Owens and I can ride or walk in a loop

8/12/2016 9:35 AM

because the commissioners didn't require connectivity to other area roads like rose ownes to Owens Beac (of course
it was the Owens that complained the most) and there was not connectivity in Albematle Estates.
25

since we live in a somewhat linear community having a greenways with opportunites for pocket parks/exercize

8/11/2016 3:38 PM

stations/dog parks/nature trails sounds very appealing to me.
26

we already have the central located large wide parks-hows that working out? Who uses these spaces? Again

8/10/2016 11:59 AM

segregation by age and income. Great for the youth in the community and their family members but not the seniors or
disabled. Also if your going to build more access to the waterways please at least let them be responsibly taken care
of to protect the wildlife and fishes that live there
27

On the main land!

8/5/2016 11:42 AM

28

leave things the way they are

8/5/2016 11:21 AM

29

We are missing a large opportunity with wildlife tourism and recreation. Some of the best hunting and fishing in the
US. We should evaluate how to capture this with state game lands, boating ramps / parks, etc. Possible marinas, etc.

8/1/2016 6:35 AM

30

Placing limits on vehicles permitted on the 4 X 4 beaches in Corolla due to destruction and erosion of beach and
increased damage to sand roads behind the dunes.Permit system should be implemented immediately similar to

7/28/2016 8:17 AM

Federal permits for southern area near Oregon Inlet and Hatteras Island.
31

We have lots Eco assets but limited access

7/23/2016 8:36 PM

32

Public swim area on the sound.

7/21/2016 8:13 PM

33

we live in a unique and beautiful area we should preserve not build up and destroy

7/20/2016 9:10 PM

34

I am opposed to the proposed water park in lower Currituck County ~ too commercialized for our area (my opinion, of

7/16/2016 8:29 AM

course!).
35

Need more sound access. Why do we have such a great resource but don't develop it?

7/11/2016 11:12 AM

36

I was amazed to move to Moyock and discover there wasn't a single park or playground without driving to Barco. And I

7/9/2016 3:30 PM

think it would be great to have some public access to the sound!!
37

What good is a large centralized park if it takes hours to drive to it?

7/9/2016 1:22 PM

38

Residents should have priority use of County owned property. KnottsIsland boat ramp parking for example.

7/9/2016 6:58 AM
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39

I would like to see internet cafe's and libraries incorporated into park design as well.

7/7/2016 10:39 PM

40

we use to have bark in the park days several time a year, now no pets WTcrap is that about? get rid of the nasty nasty

7/7/2016 4:59 PM

geese. they crap everwhere on cement paths, play ground areas, it is gross.
41

The money belongs to you. The land belongs to us.

7/7/2016 1:29 PM

42

Our waterways are VERY busy during season now. Expanding them will create accidents.

7/7/2016 11:53 AM

43

Build outdoor exercise equipment for seniors and regular adults, not the "buff" type of equipment

7/7/2016 10:05 AM

44

The new park by the YMCA looks great!

7/5/2016 4:21 PM

45

Centrally located public swimming pools on mainland

7/3/2016 8:27 PM

46

We need more family sound front access that gives residents a place to bring dogs and kids to swim.

7/3/2016 11:42 AM

47

when development of new neighborhood, the developer should incorporate a park for the residents.

7/3/2016 10:36 AM

48

Corolla is in great need of an access to the sound. The only access is in the 4 wheel drive area. The mainland has all

7/2/2016 12:06 PM

the recreational facilities needed. The beach has no place to even have a meeting.
49

Small neighborhood parks are nice but costly to keep up and are generally underused. Larger parks can handle more

7/2/2016 8:33 AM

people in populated areas. Getting access to trails and the water spreads folks out and offers greater variety of
activities.
50

More areas to access water, parks, outside exercise area, areas for seniors

7/1/2016 4:04 PM

51

More centralized locations are I think important. We have a bunch of great outdoor areas here but I don't think we
have a lot of hiking and boating areas. At least where I'm at. It would be good to have something similar to North West

7/1/2016 12:43 PM

River Park in Currituck.
52

Need parks for the residents on the beach. Parks on the main land does my children no good

6/29/2016 1:28 PM

53

I support more access for residents, but not any body with a kayak from Oregon.

6/29/2016 4:18 AM

54

free enterprise will care for general recreation, beach access for day trip tourists should be addressed

6/28/2016 2:07 PM

55

County wide parks are not as effective since we are so spread out.

6/28/2016 11:38 AM

56

Maintain a vision of the Currituck Beaches and activities. We are not Virginia Beach or Myrtle Beach or Jersey Beach.

6/28/2016 5:07 AM

There is a natural beauty here that we should not destroy.
57

Make public access available below Corolla where it is already fully developed. Limit access to 4WD with a permit

6/26/2016 12:18 PM

system.
58

Small neighborhood parks can cause problems with kids, crime ,drugs and sharing space with older residents.

6/25/2016 7:18 PM

59

cORROLA vILLAGE RD THRU THE LIGHTHOUSE IS JAMMED WITH VISITORS, THEY THINK IT IS A SIDE

6/24/2016 7:15 PM

WALKI...SOME ONE IS GOING TO BE HIT BY VEHICLE IF SOMETHING IS NOT IMPROVED, LIKE THE VISION
PLAN THE COUNTY HAS APPROVED
60

Can we do something on the Mainland, and not so much priority in Corolla?

6/24/2016 8:59 AM

61

Keep the public parks and public access to water out of neighborhoods

6/23/2016 5:43 PM

62

sooner or later sewer and water will be needed on 4x4 beaches. Start planning now

6/23/2016 10:08 AM

63

We desperately need some recreation fields in the Corolla and Duck area.

6/23/2016 10:02 AM

64

It is amazing the lack of bicycle, hiking, or other opportunities on the mainland. I have to go to Dare County or

6/22/2016 2:11 PM

Hampton Roads to safely enjoy a walk or bike ride?
65

It would be nice to have a sound BEACH for thise on this side

6/22/2016 12:17 PM

66

Improve the quality of existing parks by better maintaining existing facilities. Make what we have better. Eg. Sound
front park in lower currituck us nice but could be improved and expanded. More wooded hiking or walking trails in the

6/22/2016 6:20 AM

county would be great.
67

N/A in 4 wheel drive area

6/21/2016 8:51 PM

68

Corolla (paved road area) would have great public beach access if it were planned correctly. Unfortunately all the

6/21/2016 6:20 PM

oceanfront and semi-ocean front is occupied by "single family homes" on private property. A better alternative is
parking lots and public beach access points instead of nothing but private property..
69

Rather see areas turned to green spaces than houses or condos
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70

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:39 AM

71

You could turn the off road area to the north into a "park" and limit development to preserve the environment.

6/21/2016 10:11 AM

72

Currently have to go to Chesapeake for our park needs, NOTHING in Moyock worth going to.

6/21/2016 8:49 AM

73

Make our schools fully accredited

6/21/2016 8:46 AM

74

We already have several centrally located county parks. It is now time to give the families something closer to home

6/21/2016 7:01 AM

since traffic getting to these parks is increasing. A playground located near the Moyock Library would increase the
usage of the library and sever the Moyock community very well.
75

whalehead boat ramp is horrible for launching boats & hinders public saftey response for launching their rescue boats

6/20/2016 8:22 PM

76

This is more than just location, its the county parks and rec dept as well. Infrastructure, ease of access to information,
calendars, registration (again easily found-website is cumbersome) unless you are well connected with coaches and

6/20/2016 9:04 AM

the community through word of mouth, the support for envolvement and engagement is minimum. The YMCA does a
better job at communicating, this is SAD! No email communication, no60-90 day out calendar for important registration
dates, etc. the whole process is broke! I have kids and I am retired military. Every county, city, and state I have lived in
which is over 6 in 20 years, this is by far worst!
77

Dont want general public access. Prefer the privacy.

6/19/2016 11:26 AM

78

Parks and Recreation are all null and void without proper access -- Build the Bridge!

6/19/2016 9:00 AM

79

Public boat or watercraft landings would be a nice addition in the Corolla area.

6/19/2016 8:31 AM

80

Improve corolla's boat ramp. It needs to be dredged

6/18/2016 10:28 AM

81

small neighborhood parks would produce gangs and isolation

6/18/2016 9:59 AM

82

Parks along a multiuse path along Tull Creek would be a huge incentive in drawing the right kind of development that

6/18/2016 7:54 AM

would improve land value and quality of life for residents.
83

Sports fields should be free of sand spurs and located in areas of lower CURRITUCK, middle CURRITUCK and

6/18/2016 7:48 AM

Northern not in one location since the fields the kids practice on in lower CURRITUCK are deplorable. If they are
owned by the school systems then Parks and Rec should work out an agreement to bring them up to par.
84

Moyock needs large waterfront park,and large boat ramps ad areas for,ate riding and gun shooting

6/17/2016 6:22 PM

85

A sound beach in lower currituck would be ide

6/17/2016 3:11 PM

86

multiple projects means more maintenance costs

6/17/2016 6:48 AM

87

It's a long county with basically only one road, so Anything "centrally located" in Currituck requires sometimes

6/17/2016 5:34 AM

inconvenient travel, especially weekends in summer.
88

Moyock is the largest community centered population and growth area. Yet, despite plans, there is nothing for anyone

6/16/2016 6:21 PM

to do recreation wise.
89

The county is too large to travel to the county wide centrally located parks that are further South.

6/16/2016 5:04 PM

90

missed comment on last page. what this county considers single family is WAY TO LARGE as far as bedrooms AND

6/16/2016 3:17 PM

square footage
91

more parks throughout mainland for residents to get to easily--corolla has attractions
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Q14 What do you consider the three most
important issues facing your community
within Currituck County? Choose up to
three:
Answered: 1,589

Skipped: 201

Traffic
congestion
Loss of
wildlife...
Tourism
impacts...
Local job
opportunities
Natural
hazards like...
Adequate water
and sewer...
Lack of
bicycle and...
Adequate
County servi...
Adequate
school capacity
Fluctuating
property values
Affordable
housing options
Public access
to water...
Other (please
specify)
0

100

200

300

400

Answer Choices

500

600

700
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Responses

Traffic congestion

56.77%

902

Loss of wildlife habitat, farm land or open space to development

35.49%

564

Tourism impacts (overcrowded beaches, large vacation rentals, etc.)

30.27%

481

Local job opportunities

28.70%

456
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Natural hazards like stormwater run-off, flooding and beach erosion

28.70%

456

Adequate water and sewer utilities

19.95%

317

Lack of bicycle and pedestrian options

18.88%

300

Adequate County services including parks, libraries, seniors services, emergency services, etc.

17.75%

282

Adequate school capacity

16.30%

259

Fluctuating property values

14.54%

231

Affordable housing options

13.66%

217

Public access to water (ocean, sounds, rivers)

11.64%

185

Other (please specify)

8.31%

132

Total Respondents: 1,589

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Again all of these are important! Why are we only choosing 3?

11/21/2016 3:57 AM

2

The need for the new connecting bridge.

11/13/2016 8:33 PM

3

The Mid-County bridge must be built!!!

11/12/2016 10:51 AM

4

Except that many of the issues involving stormwater runoff and localized flooding are due directly to poorly controlled
building practices and codes that permit developers to come in an build projects and houses with too much

11/12/2016 12:39 AM

impermeable surfaces and no swales, ponds, or other engineered means of ensuring that the post-development
hydrograp is no worse than the pre-development hydrograph. This should be mandated. How to implement? Make the
developer/builder/or property owner submit the necessary data --not to a hand picked AE firm but to County building
inspectors. They, in turn, set up relationships with area colleges with hydrology programs and supplement accademic
staff with grad or undergrad students who verify that the data submitted is representative of the building site, runs the
models, and computes the pre- and post-development hydrographs--and don't approve building permits until the
builders successfully present plans that don't dump all the runoff into surrounding neighborhoods. The cost of running
the program is placed where it should be--the builders, developers, and property owners who what to build on the
sites. The public in the areas are protected from impacts due to unrestricted development. and the County personnel
who don't have the espertise to run the program don't have to . They just have to manage it and decide which colleges
are providing adequate support for the program and funding them appropriately (with developer funding). Will
developers like this? No. They would much rather build, collect their money, and get the heck out of town and let area
residents deal with the flooding impacts of their money making ventures. Will different septic systems have to be
employed for low lots--vice using the septicf permit as the get out of jail free card to fill low sites to withing 10 feet of
the boundary as things are now? Yes. But there are dozens of modern design septic systems that work on low lots-mound systems, peat systems, pump to holding tand systems, Wisconsin systems, etc.
5

Bridge access

11/11/2016 4:52 PM

6

Flooding horrible in Corolla. I have lost three weeks of rentals because of floods just this year. Please, please address

11/11/2016 4:12 PM

this problem.
7

The recent flooding and the loss of open land demonstrate to me that Currituck County has no concern over planning,
preservation comma or prevention of natural disasters

11/10/2016 11:44 PM

8

Water drainage in Ocean Sands

11/10/2016 7:51 PM

9

H

11/10/2016 7:15 PM

10

School capacity in Moyock Middle is asinine. Please rezone especially with new housing being built

11/10/2016 10:32 AM

11

I view "adequate water and sewer utilities" as a pretense to lure more development. We've all seen it before -- built

11/4/2016 9:07 PM

utility lines to fix a problem or serve a school, and development fills all the open land around it
12

drainage a huge issue no plan county wide to maintain ditches especially the large ditches responsible for moving
most of the counties water Laterl A Lateral B etc... Puddin Ridge corridor frequently experieincing flooding issues, no

11/4/2016 8:32 PM

buses postal etc can get thru people cant get out to go to work???
13

over-development ruins good communities.

10/12/2016 9:26 AM

14

access to quality medical care/services

10/10/2016 2:54 PM
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15

Clean up the slum areas

10/5/2016 8:41 AM

16

High school is an hour away. There are no businesses here forcing a long commute and working out of state. Double
taxed! Traffic is dangerous and is getting worse.

9/16/2016 6:00 PM

17

Mid-County bridge and access to health care facilities.

9/15/2016 12:58 PM

18

Commercial development impacting the peaceful, rural lifestyle of Currituck.

9/15/2016 12:39 PM

19

Drug problem

9/14/2016 12:37 PM

20

Mid-county bridge

9/9/2016 8:33 PM

21

choosing 3 is too hard...

9/9/2016 10:44 AM

22

Sufficient social/retail infrastructure

9/5/2016 7:09 PM

23

Large agribusiness pollution, tax evasion strategies while getting millions in farm subsidies. Crop dusting over

9/4/2016 12:35 PM

subdivisions w no regulation.
24

Rainwater drainage

9/3/2016 8:59 AM

25

Potential for loss of access due to only one bridge in.

8/31/2016 7:12 PM

26

stop building

8/29/2016 2:11 PM

27

Beach nourishment

8/29/2016 11:12 AM

28

Beach Replenishment

8/28/2016 9:26 PM

29

Beach erosion and need for eventual re-nourishment like ares to south

8/28/2016 6:20 PM

30

loss of beach - implications for all the above

8/28/2016 5:47 PM

31

We need a high school in the northern part of the county.

8/27/2016 7:32 AM

32

Too many campers, trailers, motor homes moving in. Example, Walnut Island

8/25/2016 4:32 PM

33

No place to shop other than Food Lion 15 miles one way

8/24/2016 6:49 PM

34

Beach erosion is the most vital issue on the outer banks and second is loss off natural resources from over

8/24/2016 10:39 AM

development.
35

They are all important not just three

8/24/2016 7:15 AM

36

County general appearance, and better zoning and enforcement

8/23/2016 12:58 PM

37

Over regulation of private property rights

8/22/2016 11:20 AM

38

Expand sewer utilities beyond core area in Moyock. Attract job creating businesses in Moyock.

8/22/2016 8:39 AM

39

Old development that lacks quality roads and was established before NC Dot had minimum construction requirements.
Residents now only left to suffer the consequences.

8/21/2016 11:09 PM

40

We could use more local facilities such as doctors and rec centers/senior centers. The ones we have are terrific but

8/21/2016 8:37 PM

are a 20 minute drive to get to the locations.
41

Living in Aydlett there I would love to see other opportunites for sound access and boat launching. Also, I worry about

8/11/2016 3:41 PM

well water quality and the heavy traffic on my road and road speed. We have lost two cats and our neighbours lost a
dog due to high speeds and lack of visibility.
42

need for more emergency service responders in fire and ems .

8/10/2016 7:17 AM

43

Over regulation by the County

8/7/2016 2:26 PM

44

shopping and eating alternatives

8/6/2016 4:13 PM

45

They can't build that bridge fast enough for me

8/5/2016 11:42 AM

46

Lack of maintenance on 'roads' in 4 wheel drive area of Swan Beach, Seagull, North Swan, etc.

7/29/2016 10:09 PM

47

The Corolla area is putting up too many condos, townhouses, and villas. KEEP THE POPULATION DOWN BY
MINIMIZING THESE TYPES OF DWELLINGS AND KEEP SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING A PRIORITY.

7/28/2016 7:20 PM

48

Better definition of commercial building and residential. Houses of 10 bedrooms or larger should have sprinkler system

7/27/2016 10:13 AM

and other safety considerations that commercial buildings have
49

Fear of commercial development in 4wd area carova

7/25/2016 7:12 AM
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50

Traffic congestion relief for nearby years could be helped by mid-county bridge

7/23/2016 8:39 PM

51

Commercial development!

7/21/2016 10:24 AM

52

The lack of cleanliness. It's embarassing to see old delapidated buildings, homes with 30 junk cars and the coinjock
canal littered with old marinas. Who wants to visit that???

7/21/2016 9:25 AM

53

Four wheel drive in Carova beach. Safety of horses, traffic and preservation of beaches

7/18/2016 11:21 AM

54

keeping the 4x4 section the way it is.

7/16/2016 12:24 PM

55

Getting the emergency services up to date concerning their equipment and training. See too many old trucks.

7/16/2016 6:38 AM

56

implementation of a permit system for beach access in off road area of Corolla

7/15/2016 6:06 AM

57

Ending/slowing the growing hard drug use coming from E. City

7/14/2016 10:22 AM

58

Disruption from proposed bridge

7/12/2016 6:10 PM

59

Too much too many people too many uncontrolled horse tours.

7/11/2016 11:12 AM

60

Lack of adequate police presence to address issues concerning heavy motor vehicle traffic and horse tour company

7/8/2016 1:02 PM

infractions above the access ramp on RT. 12.
61

Local transportation access for aging population

7/8/2016 7:07 AM

62

Every step possible should be taken to insure optimal education in our schools.

7/7/2016 10:46 PM

63

Medical services are badly needed.

7/7/2016 8:53 PM

64

Dillapidated vehicles being used as business signs (example: rusting trailer at Hardy Moving)

7/7/2016 6:07 PM

65

Mega mansions/event homes

7/7/2016 12:58 PM

66

Build the Bridge...

7/7/2016 9:31 AM

67

Knotts Island is at the bottom of the list for any improvements or projects, Its sad to see how we are treated.

7/7/2016 7:45 AM

68

The negative impact of the proposed Mid-Currituck Bridge on Aydlett.

7/6/2016 4:36 PM

69

schools need to be maintained and renovated. Moyock Elementary in dire need of renovation.

7/3/2016 10:39 AM

70

Maint. of existing trailers & trailer parks, roads, drainage

7/2/2016 8:39 AM

71

I do have a concern how the school situation is going to look in the next few years with the huge influx of families

7/1/2016 12:44 PM

moving here.
72

The incredible amounts of taxes and income generated leaving the beach community and supporting projects on the

6/29/2016 1:33 PM

mainland. The 4x4 community is often inaccessible to its residents. Control of the access or beach grooming is neede.
The county is killing the golden goose. It is almost time to incorporate the Corolla and 4x4 community and keep our
revenues here to support our need.
73

Mid Currituck Bridge and traffic flow impacting a very rural area -- Aydlett

6/29/2016 10:47 AM

74

Fire and medical staff

6/29/2016 10:09 AM

75

water quality of the Currituck Sound

6/29/2016 9:07 AM

76

Poor animal welfare laws

6/28/2016 1:51 PM

77

We focus entirely too much on getting tourists here & not encouraging people to become part of the community. Most

6/28/2016 11:41 AM

residents come in from VA & really only sleep here. Currituck needs to truly be home for & a place more people feel
proud to call home.
78

This is Corolla, it's getting better. Thanks for the great job on the new bike path and putting in the beach visitors
center by the lighthouse.

6/28/2016 5:11 AM

79

Keep taxes and regulations low, practice common sense and stay away from the needless Corolla stormwater project

6/27/2016 9:03 AM

80

There are more then three items that need to be addressed. How you can choose only three is impossible

6/26/2016 9:01 PM

81

large volume nieghborhoods being crammed next to smaller, large lot neighborhoods

6/26/2016 3:55 PM

82

Stop denying that a new bridge close to the 4WD will make the beach road impassable.

6/26/2016 12:21 PM

83

Out of control beach traffic

6/25/2016 8:16 AM
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We should look at the county as 2 units, the county and the beach. More funds need to be directed to the beach

6/24/2016 8:24 PM

because the beach has been the engine tat fuels 5he county economy.
85

Poor planning

6/24/2016 5:50 AM

86

Those of us who already own property should always have the option to build on it. We have dreamed of this for many

6/23/2016 10:24 PM

years.
87

Threats to significantly change the character of the off-road area, including plans for business locations.

6/23/2016 8:11 PM

88

Overdevelopment of housing on small lots without driving options to avoid 168.

6/23/2016 5:50 PM

89

Lack of local business. Our money is sent in Va. We currently have no choice. County is losing millions in local taxes.

6/23/2016 11:23 AM

90

No traffic on beach

6/23/2016 9:59 AM

91

Lack of a second bridge!

6/23/2016 8:24 AM

92

mega houses are hotels-stop building them

6/23/2016 6:44 AM

93

Desperately need to limit access in 4wd area and clean it up - too much trash floating around

6/23/2016 6:24 AM

94

Rental companies need to feel some pressure from the county to prevent renting cottages to groups of high school

6/22/2016 3:21 PM

kids during the second and third weeks of June. Something needs to be done to keep this from happening every rental
season. The rental companies need to be proactive rather than reactive on this issue.
95

Need for professional fire fighters to supplement/replace aging volunteer force, particularly in Corolla

6/22/2016 3:08 PM

96

It would help if Caratoke Highway wasnt a deathwish road. 5 fatalities already in 2016?? NCDOT is dropping the ball
and the County isnt working hard enough to make the road safer.

6/22/2016 2:13 PM

97

Chip Friedmann effort to initiate commercial development in the 4WD areas of Swan Beach/North Swan

6/21/2016 7:58 PM

98

Lack of activities for youth with transportation

6/21/2016 6:33 PM

99

Class sizes--new superintendent is working on it

6/21/2016 5:58 PM

100

Addtional paid professional firemen in addition to the volunteer firefighters in Corolla. Additional lifeguard stands.

6/21/2016 4:49 PM

101

Development without a thought to sustainability

6/21/2016 3:02 PM

102

Business Survival

6/21/2016 11:39 AM

103

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:39 AM

104

Living in lower Currituck right at the bridge, it's ridiculous that my daughter had to travel 2 hours on the bus o middle

6/21/2016 11:00 AM

school. Lower Currituck needs a middle and high school for those living South of Grandy -- OR let them go in Dare
County - 10 minutes away!
105

Horse Tours invasion

6/21/2016 10:43 AM

106

Mid Currituck Bridge

6/21/2016 10:43 AM

107

Allowing the same builder to develop the majority of the neighborhoods (Justin old)

6/21/2016 9:59 AM

108

Hire good teachers!

6/21/2016 8:49 AM

109

Over development in the 4x4 area

6/21/2016 8:34 AM

110

Salaries of locals that work for the county are so low and health insurance is so poor that most live outside county and
drive in

6/21/2016 8:22 AM

111

Adequate fire hydrant water pressure and equipment

6/21/2016 7:54 AM

112

Large vacation rentals and hotels need to be controlled. Keep Corolla for family vacations. People come to Corolla to

6/20/2016 1:15 PM

avoid Va Beach and Kitty Hawk "honky tonk."
113

Building 20 br 20 bath homes 10 in a row is also a disgrace to Currituck. Wait till the owners cannot afford to maintain
these things.

6/20/2016 9:59 AM

114

We need stronger zoning, especially for COMMERCIAL areas. Just plain UGLY.

6/20/2016 9:48 AM

115

Traffic congestion is applicable only during "in" season.

6/19/2016 8:07 PM

116

beach erosion

6/19/2016 1:43 PM

117

The most imprtant is to stop the Bridge

6/19/2016 1:01 PM
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118

possibility of using designated open space for new development

6/19/2016 1:01 PM

119

The county needs to assist and participate in development of full time higher paying jobs not totally dependent on

6/19/2016 12:09 PM

tourism
120

inappropriate development

6/19/2016 9:27 AM

121

Build The Bridge -- Number 1 far and a way! Makes me wonder why tarrific congestion was the first choice of all on

6/19/2016 9:04 AM

the list? It's on everyones mind -- In fact it's screaming!
122

Build the mid county bridge soon!

6/19/2016 4:55 AM

123

Overcrowding

6/18/2016 6:28 PM

124

Emergency evacuation off of the island

6/18/2016 2:06 PM

125

Re: fluctuating propety values: One problem here is that we continute to approve new housing that vastly undercuts

6/18/2016 8:05 AM

existing housing stock, which holds down people's prices, especially those who bought in the boom years, because
who wants a 10 yr old $350k house that is marginally bigger than a brand new 250k one? I'd like to see numbers run
on re-sale values, and on how many of these new housing developments actually get built out before we continute to
approve new ones and new ones so that we have all these half-neighborhoods all over with reduced demand for
existing housing stock. You all claim we need more houses in these questions, but what about those that exist that
won't sell? That has serious problems.
126

Too much development

6/17/2016 8:30 PM

127

Need to build the bridge to Corolla !!

6/17/2016 10:48 AM

128

Housing that isn't kept up adequately.

6/17/2016 5:36 AM

129

I think a lot of these are talking ponts that a lot of people use. For example, every development that comes to the board

6/16/2016 6:23 PM

here in Currituck has the same broken record complaints; flooding, school capacity, property values.
130

Priority #1 is to maintain our wild Mustang herd!

6/16/2016 1:40 PM

131

summer traffic, more signal lights, need businesses/jobs

6/16/2016 10:36 AM

132

No garbage pickup get rid of "convenience" centers

6/16/2016 10:32 AM
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Q15 Do you have the time to answer 12
additional questions? This section of the
survey will take approximately 15 to 20
minutes.As a thank-you for answering these
additional questions, you will have the
opportunity to enter a raffle for a tourism
gift basket at the end of the survey.
Answered: 1,596

Skipped: 194
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Answer Choices
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Yes

83.58%

1,334

No

16.42%

262

Total

1,596
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Q16 What are the impacts of growth and
development on County services that
concerns you the most? Choose up to 3:
Answered: 1,252

Skipped: 538

Increase in
traffic in y...
Demand on
other County...
Increase in
stormwater,...
Cost of
expanding...
Residential
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Need for
additional...

Other/Comments
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Answer Choices

Responses

Increase in traffic in your community

65.02%

814

Demand on other County services, such as emergency response, senior services, etc.

52.00%

651

Increase in stormwater, nuisance flooding and drainage issues

44.25%

554

Cost of expanding County water and sewer utilities

35.30%

442

Residential development outpacing commercial development

34.66%

434

Need for additional school capacity

27.32%

342

Other/Comments

7.51%

Total Respondents: 1,252

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Commercial building out pacing demand

11/12/2016 5:55 PM

2

I am most concern about the delay in the mid-county bridge. I was down there once when an emergency evacuation

11/11/2016 12:59 PM

was mandated the day before a hurricane and it took us 8 hrs. to go from our home in the Villages at Ocean Hill to the
158 bridge. Also if anyone became sick or had an emergency, no ambulance could have reached them due to the
traffic jam.
3

Undo County's decision to change building regs to allow ground level building on outer banks.

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

4

Uncontrolled growth without proper planning

11/10/2016 11:59 PM

5

Building "mansion" size vacation rental homes.

11/10/2016 8:02 PM
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6

lack of drainage plan huge with my family, lack of services such as public works, utilities, mosquito control sewer
systems, county water

11/4/2016 8:39 PM

7

Need health care options in Corolla

10/25/2016 8:48 PM

8

overcrowding

9/16/2016 10:29 PM

9

Commercial development impacting residential lifestyle. Need a separation.

9/15/2016 5:18 PM

10

Corolla needs to be connected to mainland ASAP without going through Dare County.

9/15/2016 1:14 PM

11

Would like curb side garbage pick up

9/11/2016 8:30 PM

12

Development of multiple like business or unneeded business that aren't passing to the eye and aren't needed such as

9/8/2016 6:27 PM

storage facility!
13

We NEED better access to stores and services! 16-20 miles round trip to the grocery store or doctor's office is very

9/7/2016 1:47 AM

difficult for many people.
14

Build more schools

9/6/2016 4:08 PM

15

Residents like the small community we have. We do t want a Virginia beach where it's overcrowded

9/6/2016 8:44 AM

16

crime

9/1/2016 11:37 AM

17

Once quiet beach communigy going just the opposite and its reputation will drop rapidly!!!!!

8/28/2016 5:29 PM

18

Corridor development once mid-county bridge starts construction

8/26/2016 12:33 PM

19

Campers trailrs, motor homes serving as permanent residency, HUD

8/25/2016 4:51 PM

20

Beach erosion. As beach erodes, county revenues will erode and services will decline.

8/22/2016 5:20 PM

21

The distance between major hubs living in a rural community that covers so many miles from north to south. Having

8/21/2016 11:33 PM

each section of the county covered with necessary services.
22

Lack of affordable housing for purchase (and for rent) for the Middle aged working class.

8/18/2016 4:19 PM

23

The allowance of large industrial complexes which affect the scenery of the area along Hwy 158

8/17/2016 8:28 PM

24

Mike Cherry is a joke and Lifeguards think he is as well. Next time hire someone who cares and isn't expoliting to
make money of you.

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

25

Here, I just wanted to say I would love to be able to bike to a coffee shop and book store and have my nails done on
the weekend!

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

26

Growth of County Government which is already too large

8/7/2016 2:39 PM

27

Increase in taxes to pay for new services to support growth

8/6/2016 4:22 PM

28

I personally don't see negative impacts at this point. I do realize costs and taxes may increase some, but that comes

8/1/2016 6:52 AM

with more services.
29

We desire NO COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 4 wheel drive area of Currituck County

7/29/2016 10:24 PM

30

Volume of vehicles during summer season on 4 X 4 beach is out of control and makes traveling on beach hazardous

7/28/2016 8:42 AM

for everyone especially emergency vehicles. Permit system should be implemented immediately. This would allow
enchanced ability of law enforcement to control drivers who fail to follow rules, deliberately block beach, or damage
dunes and roads with their vehilcles, or fail to obey rules designed to protect the wild horses.
31

The impact on our wild horse population

7/28/2016 4:20 AM

32

School infrastructure until now has been greatly help by our beach tax funding that does not have a very high student

7/23/2016 9:02 PM

yield-it's obvious that at some point the northern county development with children is more costly to infrastructure than
the taxes that are currently being paid
33

All of the above

7/20/2016 10:05 PM

34

Taking away fishing and farmers land what Currituck is bulit upon

7/20/2016 9:54 PM

35

Better local use of the Occupancy tax

7/20/2016 5:02 PM

36

emergency services such as fire, emt and police

7/15/2016 6:15 AM

37

large houses which become destination or event houses are s problem for many reasons and should be prohibited .

7/10/2016 9:32 PM
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Destruction of farm land to allow cookie cutter housing developments is a major problem. Incompatibility of the 3/4

7/10/2016 7:50 PM

acre cookie cutter house next to the person who owns livestock, shoots, hunts, has back yard bon fires three times a
week.
39

commercially development on the 4x4 beach will destroy its uniqueness and make it just another 'Jerey Shore'.

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

40

loss of farmlands and wildlife areas, out of control development

7/8/2016 10:38 PM

41

The 4WD area has gotten way too congested and unsafe. We need some sort of limits or permits.

7/8/2016 11:45 AM

42

Poor water quality due to development

7/7/2016 6:19 PM

43

I do not want hugh planes landing at that airport, keep it small.

7/7/2016 5:25 PM

44

Destruction of off-road

7/7/2016 1:10 PM

45

Put laws in place requiring developers to construct all schools and support facilities. Contribute to Sewage facility
construction.

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

46

Controlling Housing Growth

7/4/2016 4:52 PM

47

Traffic is a cocern because the more people the more difficult it is to get out of my neighborhood. Schools I already

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

left a comment on the other question. I think residential is taking off but I just don't see much commercial
development.
48

Negative environmental impacts

6/30/2016 7:12 PM

49

Over development

6/29/2016 10:21 AM

50

Love the idea of growth and development

6/28/2016 9:53 PM

51

groundwater quality and impact on natural resources

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

52

Destroying peaceful communities

6/28/2016 10:36 AM

53

Parks, recreation, leisure activities.

6/28/2016 6:36 AM

54

Constant horse tour and tourist traffic in the fragile 4WD area during tourist season

6/26/2016 3:32 PM

55

Impact on 4WD area. Someone is going to have to decide among 3 options: 1. Immediate development 2. Slow death

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

a piece at a time 3. Conservation
56

Loss of the things that make Corolla and the Northern Beaches unique.

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

57

Tourism needs to be expanded to be Orr than 3 months

6/24/2016 8:40 PM

58

Nothing changing from the way the county government is operating now.

6/24/2016 9:15 AM

59

Loss of habitat for the wild horses in the 4x4 area

6/23/2016 7:37 PM

60

Commercialization of off road areas

6/23/2016 8:29 AM

61

unknown over use land impact

6/23/2016 7:10 AM

62

we need the mid currituck bridge built-

6/23/2016 6:56 AM

63

Loss of quality of life.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

64

I live in the 4x4 area and am concerned about the horses being safe, the adverse impact to the water table, increased

6/22/2016 4:06 PM

trash on the beaches, increased noise & light pollution from mega houses/structures
65

Start saving for that paid Fire/EMS service county-wide! Also, show some backbone and use eminent domain to take

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

control of the drainage problems!
66

Reduction in groundwater for use due to over building in 4 wheel drive area

6/21/2016 9:04 PM

67

Uncontrolled growth with no effective plan to provide critical services such as water, stormwater management, seage

6/21/2016 5:10 PM

disposal
68

Not enough year round rentals

6/21/2016 2:49 PM

69

More local bars and taverns!

6/21/2016 1:24 PM

70

The Friedman issue and any desire to promote commercialism on the 4x4 beaches.

6/21/2016 12:32 PM

71

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

72

Loss of habitat for the horses due to commercial development

6/21/2016 11:04 AM
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73

Increase in taxes to accommodate the additional services required - low taxes are what's driving people here.

6/21/2016 10:10 AM

74

Beach overcrowding concerns being ignored

6/21/2016 9:40 AM

75

Our high school is garbage

6/21/2016 9:20 AM

76

Commercial development in the 4x4

6/21/2016 8:43 AM

77

Cost of living in Currituck continues to rise and county employees salary are not up to those cost of living demands

6/21/2016 8:32 AM

78

All of the Above

6/21/2016 7:28 AM

79

Too many houses going up. 5-10 acres per house. Not feeling the country any more here.

6/21/2016 5:31 AM

80

Commercial Development outpacing residential. Good summer employees in Corolla cannot find housing and go

6/20/2016 10:06 AM

elsewhere.
81

None of the above. Growth is coming, like it or not, and all has to be dealt with accordingly.

6/20/2016 9:16 AM

82

Overdevelopment of all areas. There should be a limit on the number of bedrooms allowable for a single family home

6/19/2016 5:13 PM

construction.
83

We own in Ocean Sands so stormwater flooding is a major concern right now

6/19/2016 3:08 PM

84

Inadequate law/ordinance enforcement resources during summer season

6/19/2016 11:01 AM

85

Top priority on every level -- Build the Bridge!

6/19/2016 9:28 AM

86

As the population grows, as projected, the need for all services will increase. If you limit development as I would prefer
the question is how to pay for services.

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

87

All of the above

6/19/2016 7:26 AM

88

Loss of open space, natural habitat

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

89

Keeping county facilities looking good.

6/18/2016 10:35 AM

90

Re: School. I really don't want a second HS. I think that would be the worst thing to ever happen to the county. Sadly,
it seems to be coming. We need to get ahead of this issue, and start prepping if that really is the case. I anticipate it

6/18/2016 8:29 AM

will happen by 2030. We should have a school task force committee set up NOW that meets once a year to review
current ADMs, future projected ADMS, examines land parcels, and other timeline matters to see if we must move
forward with a school. I know numbers fluccuate but I really hate to have us get caught flat flooted on that issue. Also,
the county should also create a special fund that it is depositing some of its unassigned fund balance in every year to
start preparing for serious school capital costs. $40 million is no simple investment. Having some money on hand
before the projected starts would be excellent and prudent planning.
91

Over development resulting in depletion of natural resources. Depletion of natural resources, esp water, resulting in
demand for infrastructure at exorbitant cost and unlikely sucess. Ovwerdevelopment having negative impact on

6/17/2016 8:54 PM

tourism....destroying character of area that attracts tourism.
92

not enough secondary roads

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

93

Need to expand the local Corolla school system, need to be willing to invest in expanded emergency fire response in

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

4x4 area, need to control traffic on the 4x4 beach. Additionally, NOT in favor of county doing road maintenance in
POA districts that choose to do their own. Our POA maintains our roads and we are the least flooded and most stable
road system in the 4x4 area.
94

I am concerned about fire protection.

6/10/2016 3:44 PM
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Q17 What attributes make a residential
community appealing to you?
Answered: 1,252

Skipped: 538

Appearance,
including...
Pedestrian
amenities su...
Neighborhood
access to water
Easy access to
highway
Proximity to
schools or...
Recreation
options in...
Proximity to
work or...
Streets
connect to...
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

No
Opinion
Appearance, including building design and landscaping

Pedestrian amenities such as sidewalks, trails or greenways

Neighborhood access to water

Easy access to highway

Proximity to schools or recreation areas

Recreation options in common open space

Proximity to work or commercial areas

Streets connect to other neighborhoods, commercial areas and side
roads

0.5

0.6

Not
Important

0.7

Important

0.8

0.9

Very
Important

1

Total

Weighted
Average

3.33%
41

17.72%
218

45.85%
564

33.09%
407

1,230

0.94

5.07%
62

25.25%
309

42.81%
524

26.88%
329

1,224

0.71

5.47%

30.07%

40.60%

23.86%

66

363

490

288

1,207

0.58

3.64%

33.20%

46.03%

17.14%

44

401

556

207

1,208

0.47

7.21%

31.98%

45.98%

14.83%

87

386

555

179

1,207

0.44

6.47%
78

31.54%
380

48.63%
586

13.36%
161

1,205

0.44

7.94%
95

41.44%
496

39.68%
475

10.94%
131

1,197

0.20

6.83%

49.54%

33.06%

10.57%

82

595

397

127

1,201

0.05

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

commercial development from state line to beaches is such a mix of stykes some falling down literally others high
end??? no continuity

11/4/2016 8:39 PM
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2

Maintenance of rural, peaceful residential area separate from commercial and industrial zones.

9/15/2016 5:18 PM

3

Job & recreational opportunities should be accessible for all Currituck Co. residents. Corolla residents should have

9/15/2016 1:14 PM

access to all Currituck County resources.
4

Permitting someone to build a storage facility in Corolla is not a way to make the area appealing to residents or

9/4/2016 3:44 PM

visitors.
5

Protection from large agribusiness expansion and creating undesirable location of historic home thereby ruining value

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

while polluting environment. Protection of homeowners/property values from farm slumlords.
6

WE CAN MAINTAIN WHAT IS ALREADY DEVELOPED, NOT DEVELOP MORE

8/23/2016 10:16 AM

7

Without any incorporated towns, the county plays important role in enforcing codes and ordinances to maintain

8/21/2016 11:33 PM

standards for the residents and communities.
8

Currituck and Corolla is well kept. Just saw new buildings by airport. They are very nice and so were the people.

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

9

I would like to see more fixing up of old homes rather than the building of soulless new quick-buck homes.

8/14/2016 8:39 PM

10

In my opinion we could improve on our landscape standards for new/renovated construction by incouragine native

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

drought tolerant incentives
11

living in the country one has to expect to travel more than living in the city. It is what living in the country gives youbeauty and peace not asphalt, concrete and over crowding

8/10/2016 2:47 PM

12

Any business should be allowed!

8/6/2016 10:11 PM

13

Need to have a reaction center. That provides swimming pools.

7/22/2016 8:49 AM

14

Re common open spaces, some should just be open spaces without amenities.

7/10/2016 9:32 PM

15

Not everyone wants to be surrounded by a thousand of their closest friends with no room to breathe. I am not in favor
of commercially built residential communities popping up next to existing farm land or other property owners that own

7/10/2016 7:50 PM

several acres of land...in particular the housing developments along tulls creek road and at the north end of Poyners
Road.
16

One of the things I find the least appealing about Currituck is the number of metal stand alone buildings. I would love

7/10/2016 11:23 AM

to see nice, cohesive beautiful buildings that are appealing to the eye.
17

Please don't make Corolla look like New Jersey!

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

18

Remove roadside signs

7/7/2016 6:19 PM

19

Apperance issues of homes that have trash or junk around. We need some better enforcement of that

7/4/2016 9:37 AM

20

If property is not kept up my value and the tax value both suffer. Govt. CANNOT provide recreation to everyone, but it

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

can provide zoning and codes to create a higher quality community.
21

Our main road should not have buildings that are not presentable or to code or junk cars at houses or businesses.

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

Yards should met min landscaping code requirements
22

I would love to find a local job but currently nothing for Project Managers in the tech industry.

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

23

Moyock middle school was built to expand for middle school students. I would think there would be a need for a
Moyock high school to expand for high school students.

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

24

How about having passable roads. Half of the roads in my community can not be used on a regular basis

6/29/2016 1:53 PM

25

Creative open spaces (community gardens, farming neighborhood, etc)

6/29/2016 10:56 AM

26

Love the isolation and lack of services in Carova Beach

6/26/2016 3:32 PM

27

Utilities

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

28

No Crime.

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

29

Inter parcel access for vehicles, bikers and pedestrians should be provided with all developments.

6/25/2016 1:49 PM

30

The second choice - "The proximity to schools or recreation areas" - is a difficult one to choose as the two subjects are
not related or similar to each other.

6/25/2016 10:16 AM

31

The Lord knows, someone needs to stop all the trashy looking car lots, business and overgrow lots on the highway. It
looks horrible driving through!

6/24/2016 9:15 AM

32

Total lack of commercial development in the 4x4 area

6/23/2016 7:37 PM
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Open housing. We moved to moyock because of HR congestion and now it seems it is intentionally happening here

6/23/2016 6:08 PM

when most came here to get away from it. This a safe quiet place to live
34

Clean up the blight of run down or abandon houses and businesses, advertising signage should be by uniform county

6/23/2016 11:48 AM

code. No hand painted open for business signage along RT-168. It gives the impression Currituck county is a hick
community.
35

Those ugly Wings stores with their gaudy color scheme and unnecessarily huge size are obscene. We have two in

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

Corolla that are directly across the street from one another, and another less obvious one at the Curr. club entrance. I
have my own ideas about why the owner needs so many stores in the OBX and other coastal areas. Someone needs
to investigate that guy's "financials"' if you get my drift.
36

When adding in commercial buildings please consider using vegetation and signage codes from the main road like

6/22/2016 9:27 AM

that of Mount Pleasant, SC.
37

Commercial development building and site design should have limited signage and fit the rural character of the county.

6/22/2016 6:49 AM

38

None of this is appealing. This sounds like VA Beach and Chesapeake. Large woods, hunting, fishing, farming, open

6/21/2016 4:24 PM

fields.
39

This is what makes a residential community appealing to me. Even though my Carova home is in a residential

6/21/2016 3:46 PM

community, I do not have the same opinions for Carova. Only an actual residential community where it would be
reasonably feasible to permanently live.
40

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

41

Mainland Lower Currituck needs restrictions on the appearance of commercial buildings. It is visitors first impression
upon entering the Outer Banks and is filled with trashy corregated metal storage buildings and Headlights! Class is up

6/21/2016 11:20 AM

a bit.
42

Living with the wildlife

6/21/2016 8:58 AM

43

Learn from professionals and listen to them please.

6/20/2016 10:07 AM

44

A strong zoning code that protects the homeowner from over development within their neighbiorhoods.

6/19/2016 5:13 PM

45

Abilty to get to where you want to go and EMT's abilty to get where they they need to go too.

6/19/2016 9:28 AM

46

Buildings should blend with the surrounding natural landscape

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

47

Useless question without cost trade offs.

6/19/2016 12:09 AM

48

space for on street parking and sidewalks

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

49

I travel about 85% of t he time with my fulltime job- and travel to Norfolk or Raleigh to fly, so proximity to work not
important and a personal choice I make.

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

50

I would like to see harsher requirement put on developers to bring us in line with most other growing areas

6/16/2016 6:48 PM
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Q18 What makes a commercial
development appealing to you?
Answered: 1,252

Skipped: 538

Type and
variety of...

Ease of
getting arou...

Appearance,
including...

Easy access to
highway

Pedestrian and
bicycle...

Proximity to
work or home

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

No Opinion
Type and variety of businesses

Ease of getting around and parking

Appearance, including building design and landscaping

Easy access to highway

Pedestrian and bicycle friendly

Proximity to work or home

0.8
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Not Important

1.2

1.4

Important

1.6

1.8

Very Important

3.68%

10.62%

49.75%

35.95%

45

130

609

440

4.07%

10.99%

56.68%

28.26%

50

135

696

3.73%
46

14.53%
179

5.31%
64

Total

2

Weighted Average

1,224

1.11

347

1,228

1.02

50.73%
625

31.01%
382

1,232

0.98

23.65%
285

49.63%
598

21.41%
258

1,205

0.69

6.52%
79

32.59%
395

39.60%
480

21.29%
258

1,212

0.50

8.57%

34.36%

45.26%

11.81%

103

413

544

142

1,202

0.35
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Q19 What do you consider to be the
greatest threats to the environment in
Currituck County over the next 30 years?
Choose up to 3:
Answered: 1,251

Skipped: 539

Development

Hurricane,
Noreasters, ...
Beach erosion
and dune loss

Flooding

Sea level rise

Other/Comments

Drought and
extreme heat

Wildfires
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Development

64.99%

813

Hurricane, Noreasters, and other severe storm events

57.71%

722

Beach erosion and dune loss

48.92%

612

Flooding

44.04%

551

Sea level rise

28.06%

351

Other/Comments

10.23%

128

Drought and extreme heat

6.95%

87

Wildfires

5.68%

71

Total Respondents: 1,251

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Traffic

11/16/2016 9:15 PM

2

Large single family vacation rentals

11/13/2016 12:02 PM
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The opions listed first ARE the envirionment. What they threaten is huan activity. We need to learn to accept and live

11/12/2016 5:55 PM

with them.
4

Undo County's change in building regulations allowing building on ground level on outer banks.

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

5

lack of investment in the beachfront areas of the OBX considering the revenue it produces for the entire county.

11/11/2016 10:00 AM

6

Development will cause many of the items listed in this question 19.

11/2/2016 4:15 PM

7

development !!!!!

9/30/2016 12:01 PM

8

noise and light pollution

9/15/2016 12:49 PM

9

High traffic

9/13/2016 7:43 AM

10

Over population

9/11/2016 8:39 PM

11

Development is good if done well :)

9/7/2016 2:20 PM

12

Homeless folks migrating here

9/5/2016 7:26 PM

13

Multimillionaire agribusiness ruining environment and neighboring property values because they are above the law

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

and God too.
14

Over fishing

8/28/2016 3:18 PM

15

UDO needs to monitor their rules re land use.

8/25/2016 4:51 PM

16

Destruction of maritime forests

8/25/2016 4:00 PM

17

Poor development, i.e. strip malls

8/23/2016 1:53 PM

18

Potential alternative energy plants wind/solar

8/22/2016 10:39 PM

19

Need beach nourishment plan. Currituck is only ocean-front county not to have a long range plan in NC.

8/22/2016 5:20 PM

20

Pollution from agriculture pesticides, fertilizers, poor drainage, low lying lands, and contamination from illegal dumps.

8/21/2016 11:33 PM

21

Killing serenity for tourists by building a mid-Currituck bridge!

8/21/2016 5:53 PM

22

Poor farming habits

8/20/2016 9:47 PM

23

Disruption of established communities

8/19/2016 10:41 AM

24

Development if it's not controlled and well planned. Don't just build any type of house just to say "we have housing and

8/19/2016 10:29 AM

come to Currituck where the taxes are low". We don' need more trailers or double wides.
25

Traffic flow and safety.

8/18/2016 4:19 PM

26

Tacky Commercial and Residential Development that will sit vacant. Growing faster then you can control (will not

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

happen until bridge). Creating road in 4x4 area (ocean pearl, I heard the rumors. Love it for service people)
27

Storms

8/15/2016 9:27 PM

28

infrastructural demands will need to be handled with vision

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

29

taxes! someone has to pay for all the growth and we already had a huge tax increase with the past few years that hurt

8/10/2016 2:47 PM

the income of many in the county.
30

Regulations that do not make sense and cause development to be done a certain way that may or may not make
sense.

8/7/2016 2:39 PM

31

County government!

8/6/2016 10:11 PM

32

Grass in the Sound -- makes it impossible for small boating

8/6/2016 4:22 PM

33

THE THREAT OF COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 4 WHEEL DRIVE AREA OF CURRITUCK

7/29/2016 10:24 PM

34

Over development of 4 X 4 area.

7/28/2016 8:42 AM

35

Development of the off road areas

7/28/2016 4:20 AM

36

Implosion from far too many housing developments creating extensive flooding.

7/24/2016 5:13 PM

37

any development without first addressing infrastructure (water, sewer, drain water) is an great concern

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

38

All septic tanks lead to our sound. More houses, more pollution. Keep it clean!

7/21/2016 9:41 AM

39

Low areas flooding

7/21/2016 7:09 AM
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40

Taking the country living out of Currituck is horrible

7/20/2016 9:54 PM

41

Board of commissioners

7/20/2016 2:46 PM

42

We need the mid Currituck bridge

7/17/2016 7:07 PM

43

mostly development and what it brings

7/16/2016 1:06 PM

44

Corolla does not have the public facilities in place to support the increased day/beach traffic that the MCB would bring

7/13/2016 6:00 PM

45

Traffic

7/13/2016 3:15 PM

46

Proposed bridge

7/12/2016 6:17 PM

47

Loss of farmland and freedom of the rural lifestyle is under assault in Currituck County.

7/10/2016 7:50 PM

48

Development, deVelopment

7/10/2016 1:04 PM

49

The degradation of our coastal environment will undoubtedly continue no matter what the county does to limit the
impact of such. Let's not be greedy in the short term by allowing more over-building.

7/8/2016 1:38 PM

50

PLEASE.... Don't "Dare" Currituck!

7/8/2016 11:32 AM

51

If COROLLA is demolished by a major storm. You will need a back up on the mainland. Lower Currituck could fit the
bill.

7/7/2016 9:19 PM

52

Stormwater runoff

7/7/2016 6:19 PM

53

too many people/houses and no sewage systems in these developements

7/7/2016 5:25 PM

54

Don't waste money fighting mother nature. Those that invest in dangerous areas should pay to do so.

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

55

Pollution

7/7/2016 8:41 AM

56

Fracking and off shore drilling

7/6/2016 9:17 PM

57

The proposed Mid-Currituck Bridge

7/6/2016 4:47 PM

58

loss of animal habitats

7/2/2016 10:13 AM

59

Too many people, too close to the water set the stage to exaserbate natural disaster. Sea level rise (and fall) are long
term problems we cannot change or should spend lots of $$$ on. Historically the coast was approx. 60 mi. east of

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

where it is now and even further wes, we cannot fight that or fix it.t
60

I think it's natural that development will hit some of the areas we need to conserve. We need to find a good balance.
There is always major threats from storms. We had a wet year this year, but I think at least extreme heat will be a

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

norm on years we do not have El Nino.
61

Development! Development! Development!

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

62

Over development so quality of living here is lost

7/1/2016 8:57 AM

63

lack of sewer on properties adjoining the sound; farm chemical use alongside waterways

6/29/2016 9:36 AM

64

Due to rising water we are losing land. Why would we over build? I don't want currituck to wind up like great bridge or

6/29/2016 4:45 AM

even or the beach. It needs to basically stay the same.
65

NCDOT's lackadaisical attitude to Currituck County resident's need for drainage maintenance/upgrades.

6/28/2016 9:31 AM

66

Tourism moving to mainland with the Mid County Bridge - tourism drives this county far too much!

6/27/2016 7:35 AM

67

Resolve the conflict of ads with pictures of wild horses with the assult on the 4WD by the increased traffic from

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

Chesapeake coming with the bridge and commercial development.
68

Commercial development

6/26/2016 12:15 PM

69

Traffic, Traffic, Traffic!

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

70

Pleas get off the climate change bull$&@" bandwagon

6/25/2016 8:17 PM

71

Need for beach nourishment

6/24/2016 8:40 PM

72

E

6/23/2016 9:31 PM

73

Over development and commercial development in the 4x4 area

6/23/2016 7:37 PM

74

Emergency evacuation if housing increases and no bypass or alternate routes are developed

6/23/2016 6:08 PM

75

Development Development Development

6/23/2016 3:55 PM
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76

lack of well water due to over building in 4x4 area

6/23/2016 3:14 PM

77

10,000 sq. ft lot development. with cheep stackade fences "Greenrun in Virginia Beach"

6/23/2016 11:48 AM

78

exceptance of commerical "single family deweling" buildings

6/23/2016 7:10 AM

79

Poor BoC planning in 4wd area - no strategy now - growth will come and you can not continue to leave it trashy and

6/23/2016 6:47 AM

lawless
80

Loss of quality of life we presently enjoy.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

81

Wish i could have listed wildfire 3 times.

6/22/2016 4:19 PM

82

Bite the bullet and utilize County power to solve drainage now, before its too late.

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

83

Too much residential development

6/22/2016 12:30 PM

84

increased traffic and not enough stoplights, not enough schools on the mainland.

6/22/2016 9:27 AM

85

Development is #1 threat!

6/22/2016 8:34 AM

86

Grounwater contamination

6/22/2016 6:49 AM

87

Loss of rural environment and lack of infrastructure to support residents

6/21/2016 11:30 PM

88

the Board of Commissioners.

6/21/2016 4:24 PM

89

We need additional roads to sustain the growth

6/21/2016 3:49 PM

90

Horse and keep tours are everywhere all times from 7- 7. How about some privacy.

6/21/2016 3:12 PM

91

Amount of people

6/21/2016 2:49 PM

92

Overbuilding and depleting the fresh water supply

6/21/2016 1:51 PM

93

horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

94

Mid Currituck Bridge

6/21/2016 10:55 AM

95

Commercial development, I fear a strip mall from the border to the OBX. The loss of small town charm and our close
net community.

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

96

4x4 area being over-developed

6/21/2016 9:40 AM

97

When I choose development, I mean residential. We need businesses in the industrial park.

6/21/2016 9:24 AM

98

I chose development because we are not increasing essential services to meet or exceed our population growth. It will

6/21/2016 9:10 AM

quickly become dangerous for people to live here if we cannot adequately service their utility, emergency services,
and even schooling necessities.
99

Horse tours wrecking our roads and not paying for repairs to erosion they have caused.

6/21/2016 9:08 AM

100

Taxes going up to pay for the new schools which will be required to support the new housing

6/21/2016 9:00 AM

101

Specifically commercial development

6/21/2016 8:58 AM

102

Day trippers on the 4x4

6/21/2016 8:43 AM

103

Unbalanced, unplanned development.

6/21/2016 8:22 AM

104

the county commission,politics,cronyism

6/21/2016 5:34 AM

105

Too many people. I do not like the housing developments either.

6/21/2016 5:01 AM

106

Over population which constricts movement and destroys the peace and beauty of the County.

6/20/2016 4:00 PM

107

Poor management by the Commissioners who live on the mainland. Should be required to have at least two from the
Outer Banks on the Board.

6/20/2016 10:07 AM

108

Wild horses losing habitat; coyotes and alligators gaining habitat

6/20/2016 10:06 AM

109

The ocean is still the main attraction, worst thing that could happen is tourist stop coming here.

6/20/2016 9:16 AM

110

Lose of farmland

6/20/2016 8:20 AM

111

again please do NOT over develop Currituck county

6/19/2016 6:42 PM

112

The Bridge!!

6/19/2016 1:06 PM
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113

Excessive number of occupants in rental houses. 25 in a 5 BR house

6/19/2016 12:17 PM

114

In talking to many summer visitors the main reason they come to the Outer Banks of Currituck is the wonderful beach

6/19/2016 11:32 AM

and family atmosphere. Also the lack of "Honky Tonk" venues as found on the beaches of Maryland and New Jersey.
115

Fire and other hazards from dense development and home size

6/19/2016 11:01 AM

116

Flooding is another top threat.

6/19/2016 9:24 AM

117

The single biggest threat will be over development. Storms are a constant threat but beyond our controll. Over
development will only increase the impact of storms.

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

118

Actually all of these are a concern.

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

119

too much development, keep currituck small, peaceful and beautiful, not full of cement (buildings).

6/18/2016 10:15 AM

120

My concern is allowing high density developments

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

121

No bridge to Corolla

6/18/2016 4:31 AM

122

poorly done development

6/17/2016 12:07 PM

123

run off from farms

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

124

Litter, primarily those plastic grocery bags.

6/17/2016 5:59 AM

125

The dune loss is both natural from storms, which is expected, but also from the increase in tourists not staying off the

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

dunes and the lack of enforcement of this by law enforcement.
126

tourists

6/16/2016 4:43 PM

127

Loss of our free roam Mustangs and area.

6/16/2016 2:27 PM

128

Traffic pollution

6/16/2016 11:40 AM
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Q20 How should the County prioritize it
efforts to encourage the following types of
nonresidential development?
Answered: 1,247

Skipped: 543

Small
commercial...
Agri- and Ecotourism such...
Small Scale
agriculture...
Professional
office...
Tourism
related...
Industrial
businesses s...
Large Scale
agriculture...
Large
commercial...
-1

0

1

No
Opinion
Small commercial businesses such as restaurant or local retail, etc

Priority

High
Priority

Total

Weighted
Average

1.95%
24

10.09%
124

51.34%
631

36.62%
450

1,229

1.14

Agri- and Eco- tourism such as outdoor outfitters, farm to table restaurants, tour
operators, etc

4.23%
52

22.23%
273

44.95%
552

28.58%
351

1,228

0.80

Small Scale agriculture with on-site retail

6.69%

22.35%

50.16%

20.80%

82

274

615

255

1,226

0.69

4.26%

35.08%

46.39%

14.26%

52

428

566

174

1,220

0.40

2.78%

44.64%

38.59%

13.98%

34

546

472

171

1,223

0.22

5.65%
69

55.77%
681

29.81%
364

8.76%
107

1,221

-0.08

11.10%
134

53.19%
642

27.51%
332

8.20%
99

1,207

-0.09

2.86%

64.00%

22.69%

10.45%

35

784

278

128

1,225

-0.20

Professional office campuses, such as medical complexes, or financial services
offices
Tourism related businesses such as hotels, entertainment, seasonal retail, etc

Industrial businesses such as light manufacturing, warehousing and distribution,
etc
Large Scale agriculture production

Large commercial businesses, such as shopping centers, big box store, etc

#

Not a
Priority

2

Other/Comments

Date
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1

limit traffic and congestion in off road area

11/11/2016 8:49 AM

2

very limited, small-retail on 168 in Moyock is desireable

11/4/2016 9:18 PM

3

Small business will come and surround large and even medium sized business. I do like the idea of Moyock Town

11/2/2016 4:15 PM

Center which will include a variety of light industry, business and housing. Although I must say I would never give up
Bells Island, unless I needed to move closer to family. No pollution, no social problems, beautiful views of the
Currrituck Sound and nice but not nosey neighbors. It would be nice for all to be able to pick the place they want to
live, rather than being forced there by circumstances such as social or economic. We gladly drive 15 miles to shop for
groceries, or 35 + miles for medical care as we know we can come back to a calm and beautiful environment.
Everyone should have those opportunities.
4

retail needs to be a mixture of large and small with variety product

10/21/2016 10:28 PM

5

I believe we a diverse selection. Restaurants, a large box store like Target (not Walmart - we have enough of those

10/12/2016 9:00 AM

around). Plus warehouse and distribution. In addition trade schools for the local people to help them be enticing to the
businesses that we are trying to bring in.
6

Keep all types of businesses situated and built so they are camouflaged somewhat (trees, etc.) to kind of resemble

10/4/2016 1:19 PM

how it's done in Cary, Chapel Hill, Durham, etc). Don't line the highways with one business after another, group them
attractively.
7

keeping the natural and historic way of life in place

9/30/2016 12:01 PM

8

Currituck should maintain its identity, which includes its distinction from Dare and the rest of the Outer Banks. It should

9/15/2016 5:18 PM

focus on a year round economy friendly to its residents, not just become an expansion of summer tourism.
9

We need doctor's offices/medical complex, pharmacies and grocery stores. Would love to see Costco, Walgreen's,

9/7/2016 1:47 AM

Trader Joe's, Kroger or Harris Teeter!
10

Large agribusiness is ugly and toxic to the landscape. Currituck is not big enough to hide them in our beautiful coastal
county.

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

11

Type of commercial development needs to suit location in County (farm, year-round residential, vacation rental)

8/28/2016 6:33 PM

12

Anything we can get!

8/27/2016 6:15 AM

13

Spur commercial growth, but don't dramatically change characteristic of who Currituck County is.

8/22/2016 5:20 PM

14

Trying so hard for the hotel...... Kiss the 4x4 area good by when this happens. Currituck will not need one unless
bridge is built.

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

15

we are either going to stay the small country living with peace and quiet or we are going to keep growing and look
exactly like va. beach, chesapeake and the rest of the greater tidewater area. there is no in-between here/

8/10/2016 2:47 PM

16

Currituck needs jobs for its residents.

8/10/2016 7:31 AM

17

couple medical places in Grandy would be helpful

8/5/2016 11:47 AM

18

We should focus on more retail based busineses that allow the county to generate sales revenue from the 2% adder

8/1/2016 6:52 AM

to the state 4.7
19

No nonresidential development in 4 wheel drive area.

7/29/2016 10:24 PM

20

Tour operators in 4 X 4 area should be reduced due to increased damage to beaches and traffic both on beach and

7/28/2016 8:42 AM

disturbance to tourist and homeowners in the residents.
21

We already have a base of tourism. Leverage that rather than try to bring in large industrial

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

22

I am sad that camden is more interested in a big shooting range than Currituck. Currituck's history is hunting and the
support for that has disappeared.

7/14/2016 8:39 AM

23

Industrial businesses can exist in areas already urban. This should not be a priority at the expense of farmland.

7/10/2016 7:50 PM

24

The Currituck mainland is just a road that the tourists have to drive on to get to the beach. Why not try to get them to

7/10/2016 8:32 AM

stop and spend their money in quaint rural shops! Welcome to NCand our southern hospitality! Big box stores and
restaurants can be had at their northern homes!
25

I along with many others would love to see a small "downtown" area--where you could walk around with your family,

7/9/2016 3:39 PM

get an ice cream cone and shop or dine. A great spot would be down by the ferry on the water.
26

Let's not loose what makes it so nice in Currituck by putting in shopping centers, big New Jersey-style beach parking
lots and junk shops.
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27

Considering ad nauseam proliferation of horse tours and promotion of such as remotely close to 'Eco-tourism' is
ludicrous as well as insultingly offensive. It's little more than a big dollar scam and harassment of the Mustang herd.

7/8/2016 1:38 PM

28

Farmers who want to farm their land will do so. However 50 percent of farmland belongs to farmers who have no one

7/7/2016 9:19 PM

to farm after them. The young are not interested.
29

only jobs if wages are high enough to sustain family of 4. we have enough minimum wage retail.

7/7/2016 5:25 PM

30

So long as the agri businesses are just that - and do not sell on from other merchants as I have seen happen.

7/7/2016 3:10 PM

31

large scale farms maintain open space. Let the tourist keep paying our taxes! Support the local entrepreneur.

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

32

Large scale agri just adds to pollution of waters etc

7/7/2016 12:02 PM

33

Once again striving for balance to maintain what makes/made Currituck attractive in the first place, natural beauty,

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

tranquility, safe, not overly commercialized. Folks leave places that are crowded, over commercialized, over
developed, etc. to come here for a better experience.
34

Businesses that seniors could use so don't have to drive to VA or Eliz City. Type of Urgent Care center/ medical facilit

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

so don't have to drive so far
35

Now-a-days people like their small local businesses (breweries, non chain restaraunts, ect). I think these would be

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

great for the younger generation of people moving intot he area. The professional offices would allow for individual
with more specialized jobs to work in the area too. These people generally have more money to spend. Again, I work
as a tech industry Project Manager and there just aren't local options within 30 - 45 minutes. Centralizing these
businesses around the restaraunts and local retailers will make it more attractive to move the business out here.
36

Farm to table restaurants would be a nice addition for local farmers and residents.

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

37

I think it would be very beneficial to have 1-2 nice mid sized hotels mid county that could accommodate visitors and

6/29/2016 6:19 AM

allow parks and rec to host tournaments at their nice new facilities, keeping the visitors dollars here instead of having
to stay in Elizabeth city or at the beach.
38

We are a county of good ole boys. Blue collar. I have no problem with logging, concrete manufacturing, nurseries for
landscapers etc. We have so many resources we could quite literally support our current businesses with the proper

6/29/2016 4:45 AM

new business.
39

varies from area to area- beaches not the same as mainland Currituck

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

40

There is an excess of office spaces available in the County now; no need for new office space.

6/28/2016 9:31 AM

41

I can't answer this unless you say where the development is slated to go.

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

42

Let the market decide. You're not smart enough to make this decision -- and neither am I.

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

43

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

44

Keep all commercial development on the paved road

6/23/2016 7:37 PM

45

Keep it rural not develop into urban. Let HR have urban.

6/23/2016 6:08 PM

46

Most of the options apply just to Mainland Currituck County not to the Corolla/Carova footprint. Encourage our County
to continue the policy of NO Hotels in Corolla/Corova: no Myrtle Beach!

6/23/2016 4:35 PM

47

Speaking of tour operators, those hummers loaded with tourists touring the 4WD area looking for the horses have

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

gotten way out of hand. That needs to be scaled way back. Limiting hours and days of operation needs to be
instituted. Safety of the beaches up there is severely compromised by car traffic as it is. I often wonder whose idea it
was to make the beach a highway. Allowing driving on the beach is a bad idea on so many levels. It is somewhat
equivalent to allowing airplanes to land in the middle of a playground full of kids and adults all day long.
48

Big business is detrimental to rural life and small business opportunities.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

49

This is a difficult way to obtain preference from the public - because the choice options are limited and frankly, these
are not 'real world' scenarios. Businesses need a solid product, workforce, customer base and regulatory environment

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

to be successful. Moreover, location/access, size of community, and lack of some other key elements to business
success may prelude any of these things from happening. Finally, since this question doesnt really engage how
business recruitment really happens, will it lead to faulty policy statements in the LUP that aren't based in real-life
business growth and recruiting strategies? A community can 'want' anything.....but if it isn't based reality, why bother?
50

I think any and all development that brings jobs should be a high priority

6/22/2016 12:30 PM

51

Use examples of other small towns in NC that don't compromise their character and small charm for business and
tourism.

6/22/2016 6:49 AM

52

for 4 wheel drive area

6/21/2016 9:04 PM
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53

Let's not choke out the small farms and shops, fruit stands that have made us who we are

6/21/2016 4:56 PM

54

The Horse Tours have been a nusance and should be reined in.

6/21/2016 1:51 PM

55

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

56

While we don't need a lot of big box stores -- we could us a Target and a few other quality shopping options closer

6/21/2016 11:20 AM

than Chesapeake/Norfolk
57

No commercial development in off road area

6/21/2016 11:04 AM

58

Again the grouping makes for hard choices. We need urgent care options. We have more banks than we need now!

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

Something other than Foodlion would be nice.
59

Again, we must fill that industrial park. We need commercial taxes, and it is already built.

6/21/2016 9:24 AM

60

I only shop three stores in Currituck, Taylor's, Food Lion and Truck Accessory Center. I have to go to Chesapeake for
all other needs due to lack of shopping in Currituck

6/21/2016 9:00 AM

61

You already have too many tour operators. Have you counted them on the beach and backroads lately??

6/21/2016 8:11 AM

62

Weed out the duplicates or at least do not authorize more of the same. Do we reallyneed ten tour bus companies for

6/20/2016 3:05 PM

wild horses...how about some crativity.
63

Tourist come to the OBX for what it is naturally. Commercial development will drive them away if not done properly.

6/20/2016 10:07 AM

64

Agin without access and ease of coming going and just getting around safely nothing is going to develop -- Build the

6/19/2016 9:28 AM

Bridge!
65

The current population is already facing a lack of nearby professional service. Empahsis should be placed on getting

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

more quality health care nearby
66

Large scale agriculture should be a priority as long as it is not produced by corporate farming.

6/18/2016 7:05 PM

67

County can have all of the above with proper planning, but county needs to diversify. County should not rely so heavily

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

on seasonal tourism.
68

Wineries are great

6/17/2016 8:18 PM

69

a diverse approach is best

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

70

More 'wholesome' development, less Walmart and McDonald's

6/17/2016 5:59 AM

71

NO more tour operators. Love the farm to table idea and outdoor outfitters, but if I see on more horse tour I will

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

scream :-)
72

I have been a resident for 22 years and I love the rural feel. However, I am in the minority because I feel we are
"trapped" by the desire to remain rural at any cost. Times have changed and the population of the county is growing
older. The young people are leaving because they aren't interested in what the older locals want. If we don't plan for
the future with areas dedicated to farming, quit letting our land be held "hostage" for 30 years by solar farms, create
desireable commercial and housing, then the county will be a dead county in 20 years when the vocal elderly have
passed.
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Q21 How should the County prioritize the
following possible policies for the
protection of farmland?
Answered: 1,243

Skipped: 547

Require more
open space i...

Require very
large lot si...

Have a
Voluntary...

Have a
Farmland...

Leave things
as they are now

-1

0

1

2

No
Opinion

Not a
Priority

Priority

High
Priority

15.70%

17.44%

41.90%

24.96%

190

211

507

302

16.79%

22.63%

35.39%

25.19%

204

275

430

Have a Voluntary Agriculture district to educate and promote the importance of agriculture in
the County

18.68%
226

21.65%
262

Have a Farmland Preservation Fund to buy development rights or conservation easements
with County tax money to keep farms producing crops

16.53%
200

Leave things as they are now

Require more open space in new developments in Agriculture Zoning District

Require very large lot sizes in Agriculture Zoning District to limit development

Total

Weighted
Average

1,210

0.74

306

1,215

0.63

42.31%
512

17.36%
210

1,210

0.55

25.37%
307

36.20%
438

21.90%
265

1,210

0.55

32.81%

40.58%

14.83%

11.78%

376

465

170

135

1,146

-0.02

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Unsure on these issues

11/13/2016 12:02 PM

2

I am not sure how things are NOW.

11/11/2016 8:26 PM

3

Undo County's change in building regulations allowing building on ground level on outer banks.

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

4

if people moved to the country for that lifestyle not fair to now zone for dense projects depriving those that were there

11/4/2016 8:39 PM

first to have the character changed
5

I do not have much information on this subject. I would like to see our agricultural areas be supported and not keep
being sold off for large developments. However, I realize trying to make a living this way is very difficult and too

10/12/2016 9:00 AM

government regulated. That is a shame.
6

Not familiar with subject

9/15/2016 1:14 PM

7

Stop allowing 1 person to develop 90% of the neighborhoods

9/13/2016 10:17 PM
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8

Need more grocery stores. The food lion sucks

9/6/2016 8:44 AM

9

Currituck Agribusiness gets millions in farm subsidies by designating a "farm" to every family member and their pets.

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

Small farm strategies just don't really work bc the greedy robber land barons in Currituck create small farms on paper.
10

More school busses

8/28/2016 3:18 PM

11

Leave things as they are and you have no place to shop or work and a zillion people driving to Virginia to shop

8/24/2016 7:18 PM

12

High density neighborhoods have less environmental impact than the same number of homes in low density
neighborhoods

8/20/2016 9:47 PM

13

Change for the "better" in Development regulations.

8/18/2016 4:19 PM

14

intermingle development and farming

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

15

as i have said before. I understand we need to grow to stay current, but to what point and how seems to be the

8/10/2016 2:47 PM

question. Do we want to be a town city or small county. for me and mine it is stay small country with better growth
plan. What happened to the 3 acres or better to build to slow down housing? Clearly that didn't last long as I see the
countless homes being built around my small community on one acre or smaller lots.
16

The existing UDO should be repealed

8/7/2016 2:39 PM

17

Its nice to still live in the county of Currituck; its quiet and peaceful

8/5/2016 11:23 AM

18

Not sure how you can buy a farm and keep in producing crops... and to require very LARGE lots sizes, I'd rather see 3
acre lots not 5 or 10. Open space is good and I'm not sure what policies are on the books.

8/2/2016 8:55 AM

19

Way too much focus on lot sizes based upon where a development will be built. Developers listen to buyers, and
people will buy what makes sense to them based upon what they can afford.

8/1/2016 6:52 AM

20

Set strict safety, sanitation and infrastructure requirements and demand escrow to cover these before development is

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

approved
21

Leave it alone. Farmerswill take care of its future

7/20/2016 5:02 PM

22

Change is good

7/17/2016 7:07 PM

23

Lower Currituck has sandy soil and farming is not the best and highest use for us. Crops are limited. The transition to a

7/7/2016 9:19 PM

first class destination will take some time and few farms will remain in 20-30 years.
24

do not allow development of agriculture zoning. period. make developements ues the forest lands forests..

7/7/2016 5:25 PM

25

Stop letting small home lots into the county!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

26

Need more open space around dev. Purchase land and areas of importance as you did at whale head. More land at
outer banks so mislaid residents will be able to get to the ocean& parking/bath rooms

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

27

I can respect that this is a strong farming community. I hope to see Currituck move in a different direction though. I
don't want to see all the farmland sold off and gone and I hope a balance can be found between the development and

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

preserving parts of the farming community.
28

Leave things as they are now unless it benefits local farmers and local citizens.

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

29

Currituck needs development!

6/28/2016 9:53 PM

30

Listen to your local farmers and follow their advice! They are aware of what they need to survive.

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

31

I have no opinion because I am not familiar with the aspects of agriculture in this county.

6/28/2016 6:36 AM

32

Need bigger lots but they don't have to do so large that people can't afford to purchase or maintain!

6/27/2016 7:35 AM

33

No more mega houses that add to traffic congestion and overuse of the already strained infrastructure.!

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

34

i am not particularly knowledgeable about any of these policies.

6/25/2016 1:04 PM

35

Agriculture is part of our county's history as a whole, but I don't feel that we should hinder future growth in areas that
are not actively being farmed.

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

36

This question applies to Mainland Currituck County goals.

6/23/2016 4:35 PM

37

Keep the quality of life as rural and easy as possible.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

38

If memory serves, the County has had a farmland preservation fund for years that hasnt spent a dime. Why keep it?

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

No one applies, farmers dont care to work together or buy out development rights? Seems this question has been
answered by the community already?
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Everyone pays a lot of money to live in sportsman paradise. Give the complainers that move here then want

6/21/2016 4:56 PM

convenience here too a one way ticket back where they came from. But their property turn it into something that will
benefit the true Currituck meaning RURAL. this is not a city
40

Leave carova alone!

6/21/2016 12:34 PM

41

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

42

We can't leave things as they are now. We don't have resources to care for the people that are already here and new

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

small lot neighborhoods are popping up. The schools are suffering. Traffic is becoming city like even in the off
seasons. We cannot stay as we are but we can grow into a better rural community.
43

Restrict development in the 4x4

6/21/2016 8:43 AM

44

Leave things how hey are. For sure!!

6/21/2016 5:01 AM

45

Tourism not agriculture, is the future of Currituck County.

6/20/2016 9:16 AM

46

Do not kmow the issues so will not comment

6/19/2016 9:01 AM

47

Protecting the historical nature of the County to the extent feasible is important, with development in designated areas

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

with greater mixed-use densities.
48

County needs to encourage preservation of farmland through voluntary education, not through governmental
regulation that picks and chooses what what the owner of his/her land can do with it

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

49

Farming is the lively good of some life long residents in CURRITUCK and it would hurt a lot of them if it changes.
Many have had to open other businesses to sustain farming

6/18/2016 7:56 AM

50

If the County wants to stay ahead of the curve, it should encourage and incentivize an organic farming industry in

6/17/2016 2:56 PM

Currituck.
51

existing farms is where most development will occur in our future

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

52

Along with open space needs to be a requirement for the developer to develop it. I can think of no development in
Moyock in the past 30 years thats is using their required open space. They are all simply uncut fields. Including the

6/16/2016 6:48 PM

three we have here in Eagle Creek. This was a huge loss for this neighborhood because the developer didn't have to
do anything but set it aside.
53

Include community gardens available to residents

6/16/2016 10:52 AM
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Q22 Would you be willing to live in a
community that supported a diversity of
housing on smaller lots if you knew in
exchange large areas of farmland and open
space were being protected?
Answered: 1,245

Skipped: 545

Yes

Not Sure, No
Opinion

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

37.51%

467

Not Sure, No Opinion

34.22%

426

No

28.27%

352

Total

1,245
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Q23 How should the County prioritize the
following possible growth policies for the
Currituck Mainland, Knott’s Island and
Gibb’s Woods?
Answered: 1,239

Skipped: 551

Protect
agriculture ...

Focus new
development...

Develop or
redevelop ar...

Leave it as is

Let market
forces and...

-1

0

Protect agriculture and rural character of the county

Focus new development into a pattern of communities with a variety of housing, retail and
recreation options where people can live, work and play
Develop or redevelop areas in or near full service areas or places already served by public
utilities
Leave it as is

Let market forces and property owners dictate size, type and location of development

1

2

No
Opinion

Not a
Priority

Priority

High
Priority

Total

Weighted
Average

15.66%

11.93%

37.78%

34.63%

189

144

456

418

1,207

0.95

17.47%

24.29%

36.27%

21.96%

210

292

436

264

1,202

0.56

20.57%

19.82%

44.08%

15.53%

245

236

525

185

1,191

0.55

33.65%
355

33.84%
357

19.24%
203

13.27%
140

1,055

0.12

19.85%
233

46.68%
548

25.38%
298

8.09%
95

1,174

-0.05

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Leave Knotts Island as it is or make it a natural park.

11/14/2016 11:51 AM

2

Undo County's change in building regulations allowing building on ground level on outer banks.

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

3

Rural and full service are not typically coexisting/compatible. The sewer system in Moyock was promoted to bring in
commercial businesses. As soon as developers were allowed to hook up, BOOM, residential development skyrockets

10/22/2016 10:51 PM

in Moyock. This is anti-rural. Rural consists of small clusters of houses and businesses scattered throughout, and
separated by tracts of woodlands and farms/open land.
4

I do not believe that local government should be allowed to pick winners and losers when it comes to allowing

10/7/2016 7:59 PM

development. Everybody plays by the same rules that are clearly stated and are followed to the letter.
5

Access to essential services provides a higher quality of life to residents AND job opportunities. People want to live,
shop AND WORK in Currituck!
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6

Tax the heck out of those who are "by hook or crook" making the most money off their mega farms and churches.

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

7

Prevent sprawl - it is inefficent and utlimately not family friendly or enviromentally friendly

8/23/2016 3:35 PM

8

Not everyone wants an acre or more to maintain. We can require PUDSalliw developers to mace more multi family

8/12/2016 9:54 AM

apts duplexes etc but require undeveloped open space and other area of recreation within community. But do it right
so this open area is maintained and doesn't become an eyesore.
9

jobs...

8/10/2016 7:31 AM

10

Please don't drink the "Smart Growth" koolaid

8/9/2016 1:26 PM

11

groceries and shopping areas

8/5/2016 11:23 AM

12

I'm less concerned about working where I live.

8/1/2016 6:52 AM

13

Protect the natural resources especially in the beach areas that make Currituck unique.

7/28/2016 8:42 AM

14

The last comment sounds great if done tastefully and as long as it leaves the farmland to be farmed.

7/24/2016 5:13 PM

15

Money seems to always dictate the push-not much time or patience any more.Our culture is we want it now!

7/23/2016 9:02 PM

16

I would agree more with that last option except the "work" part unless that means expanding the tourist industry rather

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

than industrial, manufacturing and warehouses
17

Keep it rural. Larger lots for less development. If not, you need county wide sewage.

7/20/2016 9:33 PM

18

unfamiliar with these areas so unable to comment

7/16/2016 10:31 AM

19

Why would we want to destroy Currituck by making it just like every place else? Leave it as it is.

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

20

Make developers pay for all infrastructure. Pass the laws needed.

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

21

Take a look at the development around the Williamsburg courthouse. It takes a small land footprint, adds beautiful
town homes and restaurants and retail, is bike and pedestrian and pet friendly.

7/3/2016 11:51 AM

22

Keep our rural character but land owners should be able for their families to build a house

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

23

If you can centralize the locations where you develop, then I think that offers the best chance to conserve the farmland
and ecosystems.

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

24

Mixed use development communities are the way to go

6/29/2016 1:53 PM

25

It seems to me that t should be possible to allow for growth in specific areas so that other farmland/ wooded areas can

6/29/2016 6:19 AM

remain protected
26

I bet if you ask a Knott's island resident, they would leave whole place just the way it is.

6/29/2016 4:45 AM

27

Let residents have opinion as to what they want. Follow this!

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

28

If Currituck had planned earlier it could have all been well laid out and made into a beautiful county

6/27/2016 7:35 AM

29

KNOTTS ISLAND NEEDS MORE CLOSER WORK OPTIONS

6/25/2016 9:57 AM

30

I feel that property owners should have some say, but you have to be careful of close-minded individuals. If
developments (both residential and commercial) were done tastefully while still respecting the area's ruralness, than I

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

believe the county and the residents would benefit.
31

Promote country living not development companies looking to make millions and then leave the area.

6/23/2016 11:48 AM

32

This last one sounds good on paper, but NOT if it involves uncontrolled growth, trailer parks next to single family

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

homes, businesses such as tattoo parlors, Brew Thrus, Wings, Try My Nuts, Dirty Dick's Crabs, etc. these are beyond
offensive and should never have been allowed. Count Gov. is not looking out for the citizens. Oh, and Headlights is an
atrocity and certainly sends the WRONG message to residents and tourists alike.
33

Keep the quality of life as rural as possible.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

34

It would be nice to know what rural character is so I knew how to protect it!

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

35

Leave carova alone

6/21/2016 12:34 PM

36

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

37

Variety of housing scares the tar out of me. It's ambiguous and we need a firm plan.

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

38

This would be the opposite of what people want.

6/21/2016 10:10 AM

39

No town homes or apartments or gov. Housing

6/21/2016 9:20 AM
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40

Failing to extend sewer capabilities in this county is crippling our ability to space out residential and commercial
developments.

6/21/2016 9:10 AM

41

Knotts Island, correct your spelling. What a shame.

6/21/2016 8:37 AM

42

Stop Building Houses for families with children. Focus on small business growth

6/21/2016 7:28 AM

43

I'm not familiar with the current policies or these specific areas to provide intelligent responses

6/19/2016 3:08 PM

44

Oh and Build the Bridge! And watch opportunities come their way.

6/19/2016 9:28 AM

45

The 3rd and 5th items go together. Preserve agricultural areas while promoting denser communities with access to

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

commercial areas and other amenities.
46

A landowner should have the right to develop their property. The county should regulate the size of lots based on
location.

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

47

Keep,the single family homes in a rural setting

6/17/2016 6:32 PM

48

More restaurants, shopping opportunities, etc. are needed on the mainland, but built as clusters in certain areas and

6/17/2016 5:25 PM

retain a lot of rural areas
49

I believe offering a good mix of options depending on location is feasible. The live-work-play scenario creates real
communities, but again it has to be affordable. Many young families who normally would work in light industry, etc,

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

cannot afford year around housing.
50

Not familiar with these areas.

6/16/2016 9:41 PM

51

The three areas mentioned are totaly different as far as growth potential. Gibbs Woods is out of the way and probably

6/16/2016 6:48 PM

will not ever develop like Moyock. Therefor the effort to protect farmland there should be more of a priority. Knotts
Island is a Gen of the county and could be made a wonderfull place to live along with being touted as a tourist
destination. The mainland is naturally becomming a meca for development. It needs to continue to be concentraed with
growth centered on the Highway and the current "towns" All of the farmers in Moyock are trying to dump there land to
Solar Farms, probably as a way of preventing more housing. The county should take advantage of this and secure
property for future parks, schools, shopping, government building, etc.
52

once farmland leaves it won't come back wether it's by this administration or the next or the next. the excuse is always
"THINGS HAVE CHANGED SINCE THEN(whenever then was) or WE ARE CHANGING OUR PLANS/MINDS FOR
THE INTERESTS OF THE COMMUNITY.
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Q24 How should the County prioritize the
following possible growth policies for the
off-road area (4WD beaches) of northern
Currituck Outer Banks?
Answered: 1,247

Skipped: 543

Increase
protection o...

Actively
participate...

Leave it as is

Restrict all
development ...

Improve access
by installin...

Fully develop
the area by...

-1

0

1

2

No
Opinion

Not a
Priority

Priority

High
Priority

6.35%

11.46%

27.45%

54.74%

77

139

333

664

13.76%

18.37%

29.03%

38.84%

164

219

346

463

15.37%

23.35%

20.69%

40.59%

156

237

210

12.08%
145

35.92%
431

Improve access by installing an all-weather access road off the beach and allowing limited
commercial activity

10.73%
128

Fully develop the area by installing an access road off the beach, all-weather streets in the

Increase protection of the natural assets by limiting new residential development and
restricting commercial development
Actively participate with other parties to purchase land for conservation/protection

Leave it as is

Restrict all development and access by having a permit system for traffic on the beach

neighborhoods, water and sewer utilities and allowing commercial areas

Total

Weighted
Average

1,213

1.25

1,192

0.88

412

1,015

0.79

21.17%
254

30.83%
370

1,200

0.47

64.63%
771

16.93%
202

7.71%
92

1,193

-0.32

11.11%

77.18%

6.96%

4.75%

131

910

82

56

1,179

-0.61

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Permits would create a revenue stream for county and restrict traffic in 4x4 -area that can not accommodate the traffic
they are seeing currently

11/28/2016 12:33 AM

2

NO COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 4WD AREAS !!!!!!!

11/14/2016 7:37 AM

3

Already too many vehicles and development for the off road area.

11/13/2016 8:51 PM
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4

Institue a $50 daily access permit for non-residents / non-renters. Give 70% of that to protect the flora and fauna.

11/13/2016 6:51 AM

5

Permit County pumping of excess rain water to the sea year round to alleviate the flooding.

11/11/2016 11:06 AM

6

Leave Carova alone - it's one of the last true beaches in the US. Why would we even consider jeopardizing that?

11/5/2016 1:44 AM

People that choose to live in Carova now are well aware of the sacrifices
7

That area is a prize for this county, and any more development than exists now will eat away at that prize until there is
nothing left that is special. Remember the goose and golden egg story.

10/22/2016 10:51 PM

8

Improve access by installing an all-weather access road off the beach BUT NO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY

9/30/2016 12:01 PM

9

Land owners who do not support commercial development.

9/26/2016 8:07 PM

10

These areas are unique to Currituck and should be strongly preserved.

9/15/2016 5:18 PM

11

Prioritize or limit access to Currituck Co. residents. A permit system is potential source of income for the county.

9/15/2016 1:14 PM

12

The 4WD and protected northern beach areas are very unique to our area and house the wild horses, which have

9/15/2016 12:49 PM

nowhere else to go and are already living in restricted spaces. Currituck needs to actively protect these areas from
overgrowth and development to avoid losing such a unique and valuable area and part of our heritage forever.
13

I don't live there, have worked there. it was somewhat difficult getting there. But the people who live and work,
vacation there know what they need.

9/9/2016 10:49 AM

14

Corolla has been over developed, the new bridge will only complete the destruction of this sacred magical place.

9/7/2016 1:47 AM

15

We are in the off road area. High traffic on beach in summer. Threat to children and wildlife

9/6/2016 9:31 AM

16

No Roads or Commercial Stores should be allowed in Corova Beach area!

9/5/2016 11:06 AM

17

We need to limit more development to protect the wild horses.

9/4/2016 3:44 PM

18

Limit predatory practices of mega agribusiness ruining existing homeowner property values, harassing and trying to

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

drive out property owner to acquire adjacent land to add to his kingdom in Currituck.
19

In my opinion the county already ruined this area with all the developments and that tourist will ruin the rest...Our wild
horses are being commerialized for private gains...they were so pose to be protected..and are now being the center of

8/31/2016 2:51 PM

tourist trap companies..The horse tour guide businesses have ruined the beauty of the beach..they go by every 30
mins....Leave the horses alone..someone will get killed by them and then it will be too late!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20

depending on who the other parties are

8/27/2016 6:15 AM

21

WE MUST PRESERVE THE NATURAL BEAUTY WE HAVE TODAY AND NOT DEVELOP ANY MORE.

8/23/2016 10:16 AM

22

ultimately this area must be fully developed but the county infrastructure costs would be excessive unless major bond

8/22/2016 5:01 PM

initiative could be somehow offset by projected revenue. frankly, i'd rather spend currituck bond money on a road and
infrastructure here than spending money to deposit sea-sand onto beaches. so much open land still in the 4WD area
that now would be time to consider private airpark site there, long enough for jet aircraft.
23

The White Family Heir tract should be turned over to the County and preserved if the family can't get it all together.

8/18/2016 4:19 PM

24

The last two buttons are bad. 1.) you can group restrict all development and permit system together. You still need

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

controled development. Currituck should have permited the 4x4 area 5 years ago when Cape Hatteras National Sea
Shore permitted. It would not be as bad if the day trippers limited. Also the money for the area would be insane. $50 a
week and $5 goes to horse fund. Majority would be fine with it. 2.) Actively particpate to protect? The dark side of land
swap was that now its much easier to build road. Its very easy to see county wants road and the hotel up there.
25

Shutting the barn door after the horses are free has to stop in this county. The land up there has already been played

8/12/2016 9:54 AM

and subdivided. We can't take people land away from them by restricting its use. There needs to be a balance up
there. Max amount of bedrooms? Strict occupancy rules per house along with parking. Maybe a video on the county
website that requires all tourist to watch before they are granted a occupancy in a rental house. State parks do this
when honking and elevations are severe.
26

Due to expanded tourist use, need to provide 24/7 ems and fire protection for the outerbanks area of Currituck.

8/10/2016 7:31 AM

27

Corolla is beautiful! Sick of tourist getting near the horses along with hitting the horses with vehicles!

8/5/2016 11:47 AM

28

no for fully develop the area ...

8/5/2016 11:34 AM

29

Not up on This area so best to leave it in the no opinion. Do not think it should be restricted.

8/2/2016 8:55 AM

30

all weather road is now a must, before real tragedy occurs.

8/1/2016 3:01 PM

31

NO COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

7/29/2016 10:24 PM
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32

The residents who choose to live there should have the majority voice in any decisions - who will pay for
development?

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

33

WE ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING THE SPECIAL QUALITY OF NATURAL BEAUTY THAT ATTRACTED US TO

7/16/2016 5:11 PM

CAROVA! PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND DO NOT ALLOW MEG RENTAL
HOUSES WITHOUT ADEQUATE SEWER FACILITIES.
34

how many large rental properties 8+ bedrooms are too many?

7/16/2016 1:06 PM

35

it is essential to keep the 4X4 area a unique place to live and visit - gross structures such as "event" houses are not

7/14/2016 8:32 AM

acceptable sturctures!
36

Need place for horses to be safe

7/13/2016 9:41 AM

37

The 4WD beaches are the most unique parts of the county. Don't ruin them with any commercial development.

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

38

Prohibit commercial enterprises from invading the 4WD beaches. Allow the already existing small business
enterprises to continue operation under a 'grandfather' provision.

7/8/2016 1:38 PM

39

Restrict commercial development and limit public assess for non residents.

7/8/2016 9:04 AM

40

"Other parties" should be scrutinized accordingly.

7/7/2016 11:44 PM

41

Many are there because they like it as is.The others are hoping the county spends the money to make their property

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

worth more.
42

New plans are needed without the threat of special interests on the mainland influencing the result when the ones

7/6/2016 10:25 AM

pushing commercial and roads do not understand the impacts or area. It is unique
43

Unlimited access to an area dimishes the quality of the area, degrades the experience and leads to disappointing long

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

tem satisfaction.
44

Need to get all can to dev something for Curr. Residents to use for generations as we did w/ whale head.must secure
before developers

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

45

I don't live close enough to these communities and I'm not sure really what would make it better or worse.

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

46

Havin a permit system should not restrict all development it would be a control and revenue generator for the county.

6/29/2016 1:53 PM

We don't need to pave on the 4x4 we need to groom a take care of what we already have. We already have
commercial on the 4x4, we need to control and be smart with any new commercial properties built. It does not have to
be a all or nothing proposition. Smart growthis the key.
47

Please don't change the character of the 4wheel drive area. The people who live/ built there should have known what
type of area they were moving into.

6/29/2016 6:19 AM

48

Carova needs to stay remote. Nobody living there wants a road. They want less traffic. No horse tours. Their

6/29/2016 4:45 AM

exploitation is disgusting.
49

Residents want to keep this area unique- no roads and developments, wildlife preserved, permits and restrictions to

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

traffic.
50

If the Mid-Currituck bridge ever goes in one of the sacrifices that will be made is an increased in the amount of use in

6/28/2016 6:36 AM

the 4WD area, which includes abuse. Which means that with the bridge, eventually the 4WD area will be access "By
Permit Only"
51

Commercial development will ruin the 4X4. Over developing will destroy the reason go there in the first place -

6/27/2016 1:17 PM

becasue it is NOT like everywhere else on the east coast. And then there's the wild horses. They are the #2 tourist
attraction next to the beach. They are already being developed out of existence. Can there not be be ONE place left
that is not developed to saturation?
52

There is only one chance to protect and conserve land

6/27/2016 7:35 AM

53

The off-road area is quickly changing. Soon there will be no horses, and one of the last of it's kind beaches will

6/26/2016 10:32 PM

disappear forever. That would be detrimental for both the horses and residents of the 4Wd area as well as tourism.
Developing this area would be penny wise and dollar foolish. In the end, the one thing that brings everyone to the area
would be gone forever. Some things you cannot ever get back.
54

One all access road with 4 wheel roads connecting. Prohibit vehicles on beach it is dangerous. Manage growth to
single home lots of large size.

6/26/2016 3:37 PM

55

Imperative to protect this unique area where the wild horses still thrive

6/26/2016 3:32 PM
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You need to look at the 4WD area and decide if it will be sold out like the rest of the OBX. I vacationed there for 30+

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

years before I bought property and have see the natural landscape dissapear 10 miles at a time. It will need to be
agressively protected because all pressures are going to be to develope it. Consider input from the people who make
the investment you make a living from. The absentee owners have invested far more than thoses making the
decisions. Give us some representation.
57

Leave the 4 wheel drive area as it is

6/26/2016 9:37 AM

58

Other questions could have been a priority, but you used "and" in too many questions in this entire survey. The

6/25/2016 10:19 PM

questions are too broad.
59

Not an easy issue to wrestle with. We need to maintain the character of the off road areas, but the heavy hand of local

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

government is likely to encourage perverse, undesirable and unanticipated results.
60

An overwhelming problem in the 4x4 area are day trippers. Renters are forced to share beaches crowded with day

6/25/2016 8:18 PM

trippers who are using the same beach at no cost. Day trippers are there from morning until night - where are they
going to the bathroom? There are no bathroom facilities and no garbage cans. A permit system would help pay for
those crucial and hygenic needs.
61

I don't believe that having conservation groups come in and cut off areas from the public is the answer and could in
fact hurt the county's tourism (as it did in Hatteras). The area is often sought out for its 4WD and other characteristics

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

that make it attractive to a certain group of tourist, so maybe it should stay that way.
62

The Government owns too much property already!

6/24/2016 9:15 AM

63

Keep all commercial development off the 4x4 area. Limit residential size

6/23/2016 7:37 PM

64

Make it more private for land owners in 4WD, but allow some commercial development.

6/23/2016 11:25 AM

65

There needs to be a paved and fenced access road to west of dunes. Provide parking areas and low profile

6/23/2016 10:42 AM

overpasses for pedestrians and horses to access the beaches. The number of 4x4 trucks on the beaches on
weekends are out of control and extremely hazardous.
66

I like the idea of a permit system. In that way you could limit the size of the tourist crowds on the beach greatly

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

improving their beach experience, their safety, and the year round residents' inconveniences and problems caused by
unlimited access.
67

improve access by installing an all-weather road off the beach , add water and sewer. restrict all commercial

6/23/2016 10:21 AM

development.
68

widl horse tours are out of control. they have no respect for home owners or for tourist. sooner or later it will blow up in

6/23/2016 7:01 AM

county and the county and taxpayers will have to clean it up. while the tour owners move on with millions of dollars in
ther pockets. then the county officials can explain that to all curituck residents
69

Leave it as it is is the worst option - it is going to grow and we need to make it as nice as Pine Island

6/23/2016 6:47 AM

70

Kee5 area as natural as possible.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

71

Believe a combination of improved access and limited/managed development will preserve natural assets and improve

6/22/2016 4:19 PM

traffic safety along beachfront.
72

Limit the house/rental sizes and severely limit the horse tours!!!!!

6/22/2016 4:06 PM

73

Good luck! It's simple: is the 4WD area special enough in itself to be left alone? Or is it special enough to be

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

restricted? On the other side - is it too good a development opportunity to pass up? If the mainland remains quasiagricultural and dormant commercailly, is this the only real source of County revenue growth? Heady questions for
elected officials!
74

Off road areas should stay that way! Thats why people like it. Commercialize the areas where there are already

6/22/2016 12:30 PM

business or open new shopping centers. No one wants Currituck to be overly developed but we need more than what
we got. It should be selective and highly developed
75

There should be only limited further development in this area...further development will lead for the need to further

6/22/2016 6:49 AM

protect this area as sea level rises and flooding and erosion becomes more prevalent. See southern OBX for
examples.
76

Leave it alone! If you develop better roads. Your redesigning nature. Makes my homegrown heart ache

6/21/2016 4:56 PM

77

Save it now before we become wildwood New Jersey

6/21/2016 3:12 PM

78

First install the permit system for beach traffic then restricted development.

6/21/2016 2:11 PM

79

Leave carova alone!

6/21/2016 12:34 PM
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80

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

81

The 4 wheel drive area has been a staple of non commercialized vacations and relaxation for our family for almost 15
years. Preservation of the land, wildlife, and the rural characteristics of this area is of the upmost importance. With

6/21/2016 11:32 AM

adding all weather access streets you would forever be changing an area that is know for its unique characteristics of
100% sand access roads, something that is nearly impossible to find any where else on the east coast. Once changes
are made such as building these roads, a connecting bridge or allowing commercial business to move into the 4WD
beaches you not only change the landscape to and irreversible extent but you also change the lives of the locals who
call this area their home, and also the habitat of the unique and diverse species located in these neighborhoods.
82

Don't necesarily think restricting all development is the way to go, but a permit system for driving on the beach I may

6/21/2016 11:30 AM

very much favor. Would need more info re: the purchasing of land for conservation.
83

Can we please leave ONE area untouched by commercialization? Please.

6/21/2016 11:20 AM

84

Conserve Currituck!

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

85

The 4WD area is a very unique area. Once lost, there is no going back. Limit the traffic into the area.

6/21/2016 9:40 AM

86

Protect this beautiful and one of a kind area..... You can't go back once it's developed!!!!!!!!

6/21/2016 9:35 AM

87

No Road. It would only benefit Friedman and commercial property. We do not want commercial property in the 4x4

6/21/2016 8:11 AM

area. Hotel tourists would not be happy there - they would only travel back & forth to KDH, etc. being bored with what
we call "Paradise" without commercial HOTELS, etc.
88

the cat's out of the bag

6/21/2016 5:34 AM

89

Do Not remove horses, maintain wildlife, especially wild fowl habitat! Restrict access to off road by permit! Do not
allow paved roads! Resist realtor pressure to expand off road

6/19/2016 12:41 PM

90

Preserve the "off road" feel and expand the wild horse domain. If the herd can increase, land area will be required.

6/19/2016 9:24 AM

The residents built there with the understanding that this was a remote location without the development that has
ruined some other areas.
91

Infrastructure and property values will not be adequate if this area is developed leave it as is

6/19/2016 9:01 AM

92

There is already more development on the island than the infrastructure can support, especially in an evacuation.

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

Future development should be dense and confined south of the off-road area. Don't make Currituck the Jersey or
Maryland shore.
93

County should provide an all weather road and streets to area because the county has already allowed development.

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

The roads should be designed with the intent of having DOT take them over.
94

The off road beaches seem to be on the road to destruction. Historically, limited access has been dismissed,

6/17/2016 8:54 PM

development has been without restrictions (other than commercial restriction), and although tourism has been a
wonferful sucess, it has gone forth without (enough) regard to the environment, the daily stress on the life and on the
habitat of the wild horses, and the beach communities. There is no reason why tourism can not be both successful
and respectful. I think we need to start to focus on educationg our tourists to show some respect before it becomes
self destructive.
95

Don't see that a permit system goes hand in hand with development. Would still like to see a permit system, at least in

6/17/2016 2:56 PM

the summer time, because the North Beach is absolute chaos in the summer.
96

Need to capture the value of this area that represents half of Currituck's ocean beaches

6/17/2016 8:24 AM

97

NO commercial development in the 4x4 please. I am surprised I don't see the same question here as below on limited
the size of vacation rentals - we do not need or have the capacity for hotels thinly disquised as "single family

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

residences" and favor limited the size of rental houses in the 4x4 area - shame on you for that not being a question
under the 4x4 area but a question under Corolla. Yes, I know, we have a bit already but they are in the form of
necessary services such as building and trash pick up. But honestly, from an evacuation/fire protection/safety
standpoint, does anyone really believe in their heart it is a good idea to put thousands more people on this strip of
sand?
98

Consider a small amount of commercial development and also dedicate certain areas for environmental protection and

6/16/2016 4:47 PM

conservation.
99

i know you want to help with these surveys but you think you can"control things" as the county grows. you really

6/16/2016 4:43 PM

can't/or won't due to outside interests, thats just human nature. but please hold onto the wild areas(please realize i live
in the 4 whell drive area)as long as is possible because it is needed for the future of the county, storm protection,
beauty of nature, water rise protection and of course the n.c. state wild horses.
100

SAND road from Corolla to Carova on west side of dune.

6/16/2016 10:38 AM
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Q25 How should the County prioritize the
following possible growth policies for the
Corolla area of the Currituck Outer Banks?
Answered: 1,245

Skipped: 545

Limit the size
and density ...

Limit the
overall size...

Expand
regulation t...

Leave it as is

Let market
forces and...

Allow more
commercial/i...

-1

0

1

No
Opinion
Limit the size and density of new residential neighborhoods

Limit the overall size of vacation rental houses

Expand regulation to protect open spaces/natural resources and natural
assets
Leave it as is

Let market forces and property owners dictate size, type and location of
development
Allow more commercial/institutional development to support residents and
visitors

Not a
Priority

2

Priority

High
Priority

Total

7.55%

11.74%

26.52%

54.19%

92

143

323

660

7.73%

15.71%

23.68%

52.88%

94

191

288

643

8.96%

12.52%

35.57%

42.95%

108

151

429

21.61%
225

30.64%
319

12.33%
145

Weighted
Average

1,218

1.23

1,216

1.14

518

1,206

1.09

23.63%
246

24.11%
251

1,041

0.41

56.80%
668

21.51%
253

9.35%
110

1,176

-0.17

9.97%

61.47%

22.61%

5.95%

119

734

270

71

1,194

-0.27

#

Other/Comments

Date

1

Some area houses are the size of hotels and they are one after another in line. Not appealing for a rural beach
atmosphere.

11/11/2016 4:31 PM

2

Undo County's change in building regulations allowing building on ground level on outer banks.

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

3

beach erosion is the most important issue facing the entire viability of the entire County, it directly funds 90% of

11/11/2016 10:00 AM

everything. The golden goose needs to be protected.
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I'd like to see small high density housing options with common natural space to support year-round, working class

11/11/2016 9:02 AM

residents to support what already exists.
5

Oversized houses and density of development are destroying the character of Corolla.

11/10/2016 10:02 PM

6

No motels or hotels

10/25/2016 8:48 PM

7

I would like to keep corolla quiet and local, encouraging local business to grow and expand. i am against more
regulation

10/10/2016 3:05 PM

8

Once again, government should not be able to tell a property ownert what he can and cannot do with his property as

10/7/2016 7:59 PM

long as there is no infringement on someone else's rights. County has no business picking out who can and cannot
develop their property. As far as recreation in this area is concerned, the county should try to use funds available to
buy land for all to enjoy (both locals and tourist).
9

These answers are for the developed area of Corolla not 4WD/4x4

9/30/2016 12:01 PM

10

No high rises

9/16/2016 10:29 PM

11

Again, this area needs to be protected. There are over populated beach towns along the entire coast. Corolla is unique

9/15/2016 12:49 PM

and should be protected as such.
12

Limit future developments until County infrastructure can support more development.

9/9/2016 1:45 PM

13

No more development in Corolla!

9/7/2016 1:47 AM

14

Adequate commercial in appropriate locations, and limit vacation rental homes to 10-12 bedrooms.

8/28/2016 6:33 PM

15

Focus on owner occupied homes. Not renters and rental homes...the transient population doesn't have a long term

8/24/2016 5:48 PM

vested interest in the community
16

Let the residents and owners decide.

8/24/2016 12:51 PM

17

The size of homes is a political tinderbox but the growth is out off hand and is destroying the character of the outer

8/24/2016 11:01 AM

banks and harming the natural resources. It must stop. And I own two rental homes. If the size had been restricted
yeaer ago we would all compete ffor rents on an equal basis rather than each year having to build bigger and better.
Home prices would be much more stable--not contingent upon who has the largest structure with the most size and
most modern gadgets.
18

Tweak and enhance the path we are already on. No dramatic additions to development or pulling rug from under

8/22/2016 5:20 PM

existing home owners.
19

We have owned rental roper ties on the Outer Banks for over 40 years. I feel strongly that the large housing

8/22/2016 4:18 PM

developments have changed the charm of the Outer Banks.
20

If commercial development comes, just make it tasteful. A hotel would be a kiss of death to the area. Don't make it Kill
Devil Hills/Nags Head aka North Myrtle Beach.

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

21

Size of homes needs to be carefully considered so we don't get sued again. Again the barn door has been opened for
years. But the extreme....25 bedrooms etc has to stop. Maybe create a semi-commercial code/district where only

8/12/2016 9:54 AM

these homes can be built.
22

i think that Corolla is developing nicely with good ammenities. I also believe a few more ammeinties for the year round
resident would be helpful.

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

23

Build the bridge to have a second entry and exit from the outerbanks area of Currituck. Traffic hurts tourism.

8/10/2016 7:31 AM

24

I would like to see more commercial geared towards residents and not tourist all the time.

8/5/2016 11:47 AM

25

no for 2nd and 4th ones

8/5/2016 11:34 AM

26

The attractiveness of the area is being undermined by the traffic, over-crowded beaches, and overgrowth of tacky
commercial entities. The charming, small-town character of Corolla is long-gone and it's a loss.

8/3/2016 8:13 PM

27

The long lasting, sustainable beauty of Corolla will be in it's natural resources. Not in the business's or homes that are
built.

8/2/2016 8:55 AM

28

First priority: address the proliferation of "hotels" disguised as houses!

8/1/2016 3:01 PM

29

There is already drainage problems and a huge traffic problem. You can't keep developing without first correcting the

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

current issues.
30

when we are out of open land we have a problem.Then we always say we should have done better

7/20/2016 8:58 PM

31

hate to limit anything but common sense doesnt always prevail

7/16/2016 1:06 PM
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32

better late than never to implement better restrictions on development

7/16/2016 10:31 AM

33

what is meant by more commercial/institutional development?

7/14/2016 8:32 AM

34

Developers' self interests are the biggest threat to the 4WD beaches.

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

35

Corolla is already over-built. Don't allow it's further decline.

7/8/2016 1:38 PM

36

Senior housing for aging population. A multigenerational community. Sadly lacking facilities for extended care units

7/8/2016 7:23 AM

37

Let the realty companies and developers invest in this area. Not county money. Fight small lots!

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

38

It is already over developed and bringing down value. When is enough enough?

7/6/2016 10:25 AM

39

If you do not maintain some exclusitivity then we lose our uniqueness.

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

40

Build on our tourism after we security more public areas for ocean & sound access open to dev and build tax base in
homes & condos

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

41

More commercial development around these areas I think will make them more attractive. I went to Southern
California and the communities they have built around their piers are really neat.

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

42

I do not live in the Outer Banks and do not frequent the area often enough to make an opinion on the area.

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

43

We have to be very cautious here -- the development on such a fragile strand, if not already, will outpace available
resources and invite catastrophe

6/29/2016 10:56 AM

44

Allow growth in Corolla to the extent the land can support it

6/29/2016 6:19 AM

45

I don't have a problem with large houses but they should be expected to be built to a more stringent code requiring

6/28/2016 8:54 PM

things like sprinklers. Seems like large houses make Corolla different/ desirable to tourists but they need to be safe
and built in locations EMS/Firetrucks can get to.
46

Listen to local property owners and residents- they know what they need.

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

47

Corolla is what Corolla is. Visitors come to Corolla year after year, generation after generation because it is what it is
and that in itself is a testiment to it's beauty. Why would anyone in their right mind think better to destroy that

6/28/2016 6:36 AM

reasoning for some foolish idea of increased development?
48

Corolla is over developed as is. Need to make it a beautiful destination nautical town center

6/26/2016 3:37 PM

49

To call some of the hotels being built in the 4WD residences is laughable and somewhat sickening to those who care.

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

50

Not an easy issue to wrestle with. We need to maintain the character of the Corolla area, but the heavy hand of local
government is likely to encourage perverse, undesirable and unanticipated results.

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

51

Maybe by having developments where houses are right on top of each other would make it more attractive for people

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

to buy.
52

Commercial development should be limited to facilities for activities and dining for tourists. We don't need anymore

6/23/2016 10:42 AM

shopping centers.
53

The eyesores of our community are the monster Wings stores. The jewel is the entire Whalehead Club complex, as

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

well as our Library. We definitely could use a Senior Center, the rapid completion of the Greenway to the county line,
more police presence during crazy tourist season, regular patrolling of the beaches to minimize tourists' digging huge
holes and leaving them, shooting off fireworks, driving on the beach by the chair and equipment rental trucks, tourists
stealing No Swimming flag, swimming in rip currents, fishing adjacent to bathers, removal of dead Dolphins, turtles,
etc.
54

build the mid-currituck bridge ASAP

6/23/2016 6:56 AM

55

Keep the area as natural as possible.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

56

Corolla is killing itself through continued development of any remaining open areas. I believe the community has

6/22/2016 5:44 PM

reached its effective capacity. Any and all development needs to be more tightly controlled/limited.
57

Market forces dictate the needs of a community and the commercial growth necessary to support those needs, but

6/22/2016 4:19 PM

those forces must be tempered with keeping the essence of the community intact.
58

Use excise caution in how you handle the growth of your largest economic engine!

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

59

as long as Corolla is the paved area and not the 4x4

6/22/2016 8:49 AM

60

Leave it as it us

6/21/2016 4:56 PM

61

No horse tours or commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM
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62

need to combine tourism, short term rentals with concepts of sustainability

6/20/2016 10:10 AM

63

The mammoth homes currently being built on Rt. 12 are out of control, would like to see more restaurants and a

6/19/2016 3:08 PM

medical facility
64

We need the mid county bridge from mainland to the ocean side.

6/19/2016 1:17 PM

65

stop over development

6/19/2016 11:30 AM

66

Build the Bridge -- Why don't we build the bridge? To continue to make it difficult for tourist to get to Corolla? Folks
traveling hours from Ohio, WV Pa think they have arrived but not really -- Then it takes hours to actually get to their

6/19/2016 9:28 AM

vacation home. In the men time folks traveling in on 64 trough Manteo no problem why they have bridges.
67

Market forces and property owners cannot drive future development decisions. Their financial goals will most likely be

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

at odds with conservation priorities
68

There needs to be traffic considerations with development of the North beaches.

6/18/2016 11:08 PM

69

Its important to limit that amount of land that is consumed by permitting equivalent densities on more compact spaces.

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

Commercial could be combined with residential, especially affordable workforce housing for people who work on the
island and have to commute daily to the mainland.
70

Size and density should be regulated based on the ability of the county to provide protection such as policeing, fire,

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

EMS, water, sewerage services
71

Already too crowded in summer, don;t let it get worse, expand the season

6/17/2016 8:24 AM

72

I think homes that are rented on a weekly bases should be required to have emergency exit lighting

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

73

Too many people already. I think the beach isn't for residents any more.

6/17/2016 5:59 AM

74

The McMansions are out of control and residents who bought in an area can ill afford to sell and move when a
McMansion comes in -

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

75

Corolla has become a vaction heaven but at the expense of the beauty it had 20 years ago. A textbook case of

6/16/2016 6:48 PM

shortsighted planning. The neighborhoods should have been forced to accentuate the natural beauty of the beaches
and dunes
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Q26 Are there any specific areas in which
you think the County should
consider creating new public facilities such
as parks, libraries, senior centers, etc.?
Answered: 506

Skipped: 1,284

#

Responses

Date

1

Senior Living capacity should be expanded with Services

11/29/2016 11:00 AM

2

4x4 area could use some parks

11/28/2016 12:33 AM

3

Only Moyock

11/20/2016 4:56 PM

4

Moyock

11/17/2016 11:37 AM

5

Eventually every township should have their own. At this time concentrate on the fastest growing areas like MOYOCK

11/15/2016 12:12 PM

6

Designate the 4X4 beach as parkland.

11/14/2016 11:51 AM

7

N/A

11/13/2016 12:02 PM

8

senior centers

11/12/2016 7:46 PM

9

No

11/12/2016 5:55 PM

10

I am only familiar with public facilities in Corolla. A public park for kids would be nice.

11/12/2016 5:13 PM

11

No

11/12/2016 1:49 PM

12

N/A

11/12/2016 12:25 PM

13

Harris Teeter area or Food Lion shopping center

11/12/2016 7:59 AM

14

North end of county

11/11/2016 8:58 PM

15

I am not sure what areas are available so cannot comment.

11/11/2016 4:31 PM

16

no

11/11/2016 12:59 PM

17

Senior center in Corolla...

11/11/2016 12:41 PM

18

Yes. Restrict Oceans Sands development into current "open" areas, converting some to the parks, entertainment,

11/11/2016 11:06 AM

service centers you seek. Flooding is worsened by excess blacktop roads and cement pads for too many homes.
19

Undo County's change in building regulations allowing building on ground level on outer banks.

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

20

Dog park in Corolla; and a better diversity of restaurants for locals.

11/11/2016 9:13 AM

21

Improve storm drainage. Global warming will increase the extremes in our weather in the future.

11/11/2016 9:11 AM

22

School in Corolla; small rec center with diverse hours in Corolla open to all community members

11/11/2016 9:02 AM

23

Flooding in Corolla and Ocean Sands needs to be addressed soon.

11/11/2016 8:12 AM

24

public indoor swimming pool, recreational center for all ages including Sr and more Parkland with public transportation

11/10/2016 11:59 PM

25

More bike paths, running paths in Corolla

11/10/2016 10:58 PM

26

Add a Catholic Church to the Corolla area or reinstate the multi-denominational church with weekly catholic services

11/10/2016 8:50 PM

at the Corolla chapel
27

Corolla. If there was better access to infrastructure including schools or a better commute to currituck schools/libraries
we would move to corolla full time

11/10/2016 8:47 PM

28

not at this time

11/10/2016 7:34 PM

29

no

11/10/2016 10:55 AM

30

MOYOCK

11/5/2016 10:38 PM

31

Moyock needs a recreational area. And and the shopping center needs a makeover.

11/5/2016 1:44 AM
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32

Senior living Centers

11/4/2016 9:46 PM

33

You made a major mistake in locating the Moyock library on Tulls Creek Road because it's too far from the population

11/4/2016 9:18 PM

core. The same is true of the Y/county complex. Think Moyock now, before it fills in.
34

there is nowhere to ride a horse a bike etc...

11/4/2016 8:39 PM

35

North end of the county needs bike trail. Bike/Pedestrian trail on Tulls Creek Rd

11/1/2016 10:18 AM

36

Parks closer to Moyock, including a dog park.

11/1/2016 2:15 AM

37

No. Parks are no important, and we can't afford that.

10/31/2016 8:16 PM

38

No

10/29/2016 12:55 PM

39

Moyock, Shingle Landing

10/28/2016 9:53 PM

40

Poplar Branch/ Grandy area needs a large park..

10/26/2016 2:46 PM

41

Build a combination park and community center in Moyock.

10/22/2016 10:51 PM

42

no

10/17/2016 2:38 PM

43

I would like to see a Boys and Girls Youth Club in a centralized area of Currituck.

10/12/2016 9:00 AM

44

I'd like to see more medical services (urgent care, community hospitals, etc...) in the Corolla area. I'd also like to see

10/10/2016 3:05 PM

an alternative route / bridge in and out of Corolla to the mainland without goign through Dare county
45

Yes in Moyock. A nice walking trail would benefit the area a lot. Most people go to Va and spend money there. If the
put in a walking trail, people would spend their money and time in NC.

10/8/2016 1:05 PM

46

Moyock

10/7/2016 5:46 PM

47

Maybe Grandy or Jarvisburg.

10/4/2016 1:19 PM

48

In already developed areas with existing infrastructure that can support such facilities. No new infrastructure should be

9/30/2016 12:01 PM

constructed.
49

Pet parks for walking dogs.

9/29/2016 3:35 PM

50

The area around the Moyock library could be a good place to make a community-oriented development. Make that
area more of a destination.

9/29/2016 10:42 AM

51

Grandy

9/22/2016 10:06 AM

52

I think we should add more parks

9/20/2016 8:57 AM

53

Yes they should.

9/20/2016 8:53 AM

54

No

9/19/2016 6:24 PM

55

Moyock

9/19/2016 4:40 PM

56

Lower Currituck needs more pet-friendly facilities. Sound Park used to be a place where locals could safely walk their
dogs and interact, now there is no place for anything like that.

9/18/2016 8:28 AM

57

n/a

9/17/2016 2:19 AM

58

We plan to retire in Corolla and as far as we know, there are no services for the elderly on the northern beaches.

9/16/2016 10:29 PM

59

None

9/16/2016 9:32 PM

60

South of Coinjock bridge could use more public facilities

9/15/2016 10:12 PM

61

Amphitheater

9/15/2016 1:14 PM

62

A library is needed closer to southern mainland Currituck area. Some residents in this area need to travel at least 45

9/15/2016 12:49 PM

minutes to the closest library. This limits the availability of using those resources such as youth story times, senior
activities, and educational courses the library offers.
63

I would love to see more shopping opportunities along with restaurants. I think that NC looses many tax dollars due to

9/15/2016 11:03 AM

us having to go to Virginia to shop.
64

Knotts Island. Particularly better water connections to Beach and Mackay Island. Leverage nearby federal lands for

9/15/2016 3:21 AM

community, not just tourists or dollars. Maybe some like the vaparettos of Venice.
65

No

9/14/2016 11:04 PM
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66

Currituck has the YMCA however, I feel like we could benefit from a nice park closer to the ferry area.

9/13/2016 8:59 PM

67

No

9/13/2016 7:43 AM

68

Corolla needs a center such as a YMCA

9/11/2016 9:32 PM

69

Parks, libraries & schools

9/11/2016 8:39 PM

70

There are a few cool things happening in Currituck. Farm to table restaurant. A winery. It would be nice to foster an

9/11/2016 8:30 PM

artists community- encourage this idea. I'm thinking of the art space in Columbia.
71

An air up/air down county facility is needed at the entry to the 4WD area north to Corova. This must not impact the
Villages at Ocean Hills in it's location.

9/11/2016 11:15 AM

72

No. Currituck has nice libraries.

9/9/2016 9:23 PM

73

Better public boat launch facility in Corolla, and public Sound access in Corolla and other beach communities.

9/9/2016 8:42 PM

74

Corolla

9/9/2016 1:45 PM

75

no

9/9/2016 9:03 AM

76

Moyock . The Shawboro area

9/9/2016 7:20 AM

77

Mainland north Currituck

9/9/2016 5:30 AM

78

CURRITUCK!!! It is good enough for the county buildings, why not a medical complex or grocery store?

9/7/2016 1:47 AM

79

Mainland Currituck.... Moyock

9/6/2016 8:27 PM

80

The County should expand library access to less served areas (like Corolla) by funding use of the digital library

9/6/2016 4:34 PM

OverDrive network to link all libraries. This way residents and students will have access to digital resources in all
libraries in Currituck (and many beyond).
81

Moyock

9/6/2016 3:14 PM

82

Moyock town center should be further south of the border.

9/5/2016 7:26 PM

83

Lower currituck access very important. It's too far north

9/5/2016 5:06 PM

84

Whalehead Club Park is a wonderful asset.. Partner more with Audubon to teach and provide recreational facilities that

9/5/2016 11:44 AM

protect the environment.
85

I think the skateparks are good for the kids!

9/5/2016 11:06 AM

86

Corolla needs a center for senior citizens activities. Right now we have to rely on the mainland for activities. We need

9/4/2016 3:44 PM

a bigger library.
87

This should be taken into consideration in connection with the MidCounty Bridge construction. In conjunction with this

9/4/2016 11:39 AM

project, how can public facilities be created that would include trails, parks, docks, etc.(think Golden Gate bridge and
the parks / trails that exist under it!) that would essentially include / connect the Lighthouse Village, Whalehead Park,
etc.
88

No

9/4/2016 6:24 AM

89

Need child playground in Corolla

9/3/2016 9:13 AM

90

Moyock needs a separate Rec Center. It is very far to drive to Barco for sports practice and games.

9/2/2016 5:17 PM

91

Heard there's going to be a water park, good idea.

9/2/2016 5:01 PM

92

Grandy

9/1/2016 9:46 PM

93

Mid county boating access, park We lost maple

9/1/2016 9:13 PM

94

public transportation

9/1/2016 11:37 AM

95

I think moyock needs a high school. I think riding so long on a hot bus to get to school from the north or south to get to

9/1/2016 11:26 AM

the high school is wrong
96

SCHOOLS! SCHOOLS! SCHOOLS! There are so many young families moving into the housing developments and

8/30/2016 9:37 PM

there are not enough high schools (and knapp DOES NOT count as a HS). To go from Moyock to currituck hs is a little
far for students in the morning and with the population growth I am concerned that the teacher to student ratio will get
out of hand.
97

No

8/30/2016 8:47 AM
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98

The South end of the county is the only place that is lacking

8/28/2016 5:06 PM

99

Grandy

8/28/2016 3:18 PM

100

New schools should strongly be considered

8/27/2016 6:15 AM

101

Lower Currituck Mainland, Grandy or south of Grandy for library

8/26/2016 12:33 PM

102

Grandy. Lower currituck

8/26/2016 11:51 AM

103

Senior centers, libraries in Grandy area

8/25/2016 4:51 PM

104

Would love to see recreational/park area in Grandy (old golf course location?). This is central hub of lower Currituck

8/25/2016 3:46 PM

and lacks recreational facilities for families (bike paths, fishing, walking trails, picnic areas, etc).
105

Currituck has done a good job expanding public parks etc to the county. Some small community based parks would be

8/25/2016 12:16 PM

a bonus, supported by access via bike and walking trails.
106

Pine Island area

8/25/2016 6:54 AM

107

Moyock

8/24/2016 9:15 PM

108

Moyock is in need of this.

8/24/2016 7:18 PM

109

Moyock

8/24/2016 6:41 PM

110

I do not know.

8/24/2016 11:01 AM

111

N/A

8/23/2016 3:48 PM

112

Grandy area

8/23/2016 12:00 PM

113

A NATURAL PARK OFF THE BEACH AROUND THE WILD HORSES WOULD BE NICE!

8/23/2016 10:16 AM

114

Currituck hwy, near southland area, senior facility, maybe movie theater, love to see a walmart, a few new restaurants

8/22/2016 10:44 PM

115

The bicycle path continued south of the new path along Route 12 in Corolla.

8/22/2016 10:16 PM

116

no

8/22/2016 7:51 PM

117

A few more public access on ocean beaches. More parks on mainland sound beaches. Manage development while

8/22/2016 5:20 PM

better planning for threats to our unique natural resources - the sound and the Atlantic Ocean.
118

UNC Wind and Waves campus with the Army Corps engineers site in Duck. get federal military to "cleanse" the site

8/22/2016 5:01 PM

then turn over portion to State/county. lots of potential in all this wasted space.
119

More parking for public beach accesses.

8/22/2016 4:53 PM

120

Wherever they feel it most useful

8/22/2016 4:39 PM

121

Moyock area park and senior center.

8/22/2016 9:06 AM

122

No

8/21/2016 11:33 PM

123

I would like to see a development of senior center, libraries, and park areas in the Grandy area between Barco and

8/21/2016 9:03 PM

Powells Point.
124

New parks should be created in Moyock area, Shawboro area and Backwood areas

8/21/2016 2:36 PM

125

Would love to see a public park or more nature trails in corolla

8/21/2016 8:46 AM

126

No

8/20/2016 6:49 PM

127

Additional facilities in Moyock

8/20/2016 4:10 PM

128

Bridge!

8/20/2016 3:30 PM

129

School! We need another high school

8/20/2016 9:17 AM

130

We have beautiful parks that are under utilized (Soundside, and Rural for ex). We don't need more parks when these

8/19/2016 10:29 AM

are readily available.
131

Expand water system to entire ounty

8/18/2016 5:54 PM

132

Expanding Recreation facilities to Southern Currituck for our children and expanding Senior Health Care options would

8/18/2016 4:19 PM

be nice.
133

New assisted living for seniors would be good; but landscaped in a rural setting and not near commercial
development.
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Our family moved out of a city to this beautiful area because of its natural beauty, agriculture and growth potential

8/18/2016 6:45 AM

around that. I believe there can be growth with ensuring that the County's assets (wildlife and farms) are still intact. Its
my hope that the future of Currituck is to focus on the people living here and staying here more than tourists to the
beach. Beach tourism is good, make it a community to own a small business and have a family.
135

Grandy, Poplar Branch, Aydlett

8/17/2016 8:28 PM

136

Facilities are pretty good in Corolla. Since you are directing traffic to Whalehead beaches to park, maybe intsall

8/17/2016 10:17 AM

bathouses. Those beaches were much more crowded this summer in the parking areas. Which is fine, but I think a
facility would be a nice touch. The new lighthouse facilities are very nice.
137

Grandy

8/16/2016 5:45 PM

138

Moyock to Currituck corridor

8/15/2016 4:26 PM

139

Would love to see pedestrian/biking area, or a large natural park somewhere near Moyock.

8/14/2016 8:39 PM

140

Lower Cutrituck

8/12/2016 9:54 AM

141

In Moyock there are almost no parks or public areas and this should be remedied immediately.

8/11/2016 11:20 PM

142

County has plenty of Senior Services and Activities, public parks, fields and boat/water access. Sound access for

8/11/2016 7:57 PM

swimming-soundside beaches, boardwalks would be nice.
143

parks and libraries near me. :) with bike access to coffee shops and salons.

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

144

Moyock

8/10/2016 6:53 PM

145

Moyock

8/10/2016 4:57 PM

146

no

8/10/2016 12:46 PM

147

Moyock,needs local park with nature trails..

8/10/2016 12:23 PM

148

Grandy area

8/9/2016 1:26 PM

149

Tulls creek area of Moyock

8/9/2016 1:21 PM

150

New Moyock library is nice; but isn't convenient to get to and is too far from my home.

8/8/2016 4:34 PM

151

No

8/8/2016 3:06 PM

152

No. Better use what you have.

8/7/2016 2:39 PM

153

Whale Head, this is such an under utilized asset if the county, also the q0 acres of land the county owns a cross from

8/7/2016 2:08 PM

Corolla Bay
154

Re-consider senior services.

8/7/2016 12:21 PM

155

Activities and services for growing senior population

8/7/2016 9:13 AM

156

Locally , mid county

8/6/2016 10:11 PM

157

Knotts Island should have a library. To have a card in VA, it is $30/yr. for NC residents. Its a 45 min ride to Moyock

8/5/2016 12:01 PM

Library. Books by mail is our only other way. The park could have one attached to Senior building
158

Moyock - population dictates this!

8/5/2016 11:53 AM

159

Corolla definitely needs a senior center. Improvements need to be made to pre-existing senior center buildings in
Knotts Island and Powells Point

8/5/2016 11:47 AM

160

a decent shopping center

8/5/2016 11:23 AM

161

Moyock

8/5/2016 11:16 AM

162

Shooting range for county residents

8/4/2016 8:59 PM

163

The length of our county makes it difficult to have parks, etc. that are easily accessible to all without building a great
many. We have done an excellent job with the centrally located park by the airport and finally finishing the Rural

8/2/2016 2:17 PM

Center. In order to meet the needs of all ages and provide recreational access for good health, it will be in our best
interest to encourage neighborhood developments that include various types of housing and have the parks "on-site,"
and put in by developers.
164

Grandy area... On Hwy 158 for easy access to all locals. Area is in need of some TLC

8/2/2016 8:55 AM

165

An emergency road in 4x4 area after the tragic death of a 5 year old yesterday. Only for use by emergency services

8/1/2016 8:54 AM

and property owners, not daily tourists,
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We seem to build and focus on "central Currituck" however, more people live in the northern half of the county. So

8/1/2016 6:52 AM

why don't we build more parks, YMCA, etc. in the northern half?
167

Open spaces in the paved road areas of Corolla for more vacationers to enjoy. More public beach parking with bath

7/28/2016 8:42 AM

houses.
168

Mainland

7/28/2016 4:20 AM

169

Corolla

7/27/2016 5:25 PM

170

Moyock needs more places for kids to hang out without worrying about peer pressure...and pools

7/24/2016 8:59 PM

171

Where the residents would like to see them built and afforded the facilities. Possibly Gibbs Woods and Knotts Island.

7/24/2016 5:13 PM

172

I think senior centers should be part of a comprehensive plan that includes assisted living, recreation, and access to
retail (especially food, medication), A planned community for seniors. For other recreation/parks, why can't the

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

existing school grounds be enhanced for this purpose?
173

We need recreation centers that provides swimming pools

7/22/2016 8:49 AM

174

Park in Moyock

7/21/2016 9:15 PM

175

Sidewalks, walking paths, mile markers along 168/158

7/21/2016 8:51 PM

176

Moyock

7/21/2016 4:22 PM

177

Add another YMCA to south end.

7/21/2016 9:41 AM

178

Moyock

7/21/2016 7:09 AM

179

YMCA in Moyock. There are about 60 people in the Moyock Facebook group who are not members of the YMCA who

7/20/2016 11:06 PM

have said they will consider becoming a member if one is built in Moyock. There are also 20 members of the NC
YMCA and 5 members of the VA YMCA which have said they will definitely start going to one in Moyock instead if one
was built.
180

Moyock

7/20/2016 9:54 PM

181

Moyock!

7/20/2016 9:41 PM

182

Moyock area could use a park.

7/20/2016 9:08 PM

183

Take over the YMCA & make it a county rec center.

7/20/2016 9:06 PM

184

no

7/20/2016 8:58 PM

185

Moyock

7/20/2016 8:57 PM

186

havent lived there long enough yet to answer this question

7/20/2016 8:48 PM

187

Powell's point

7/20/2016 8:46 PM

188

Park in Moyock to walk a dog, ride a bike, stroll with pet

7/20/2016 8:42 PM

189

Moyock could benefit from park, but quit building houses! Also a high school is needed mostly.. Above parks,
recreation etc.

7/20/2016 8:41 PM

190

High school closer to VA/NC line, if new housing developments are being built, there needs to be another HS to
accommodate the amount of students that will be moving into the area. Parks would be an enjoyable addition to

7/20/2016 8:39 PM

Moyock.
191

Park in Moyock

7/20/2016 8:36 PM

192

South end, Lower Currituck

7/20/2016 8:31 PM

193

New high school and a park in Moyock.

7/20/2016 8:30 PM

194

A public park in the Moyock area would be nice.

7/20/2016 8:13 PM

195

Moyock, but NOT in a residential area. Land behind Food Lion is perfect for a park!!!

7/20/2016 7:58 PM

196

Where there are none-- Beach ocean and Sound access

7/20/2016 5:02 PM

197

MOYOCK!

7/19/2016 10:32 AM

198

not at this time

7/18/2016 4:01 PM

199

Grandy

7/17/2016 10:14 AM
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200

THERE SHOULD BE A FACILITY/COMFORT STATION CLOSE TO THE ENTRANCE TO THE OFF ROAD AREA
FOR PUBLIC CHANGING, ETC.

7/16/2016 5:11 PM

201

I would put 2 to 3 public restrooms in the 4x4 area for day trippers.

7/16/2016 1:06 PM

202

we seem to be so far away from all the public facilities here in Point Harbor. New YMCA,library,co-op center,etc....

7/16/2016 10:54 AM

203

I would be interested in having a public library closer to the southern end of mainland Currituck County. Since I live in

7/16/2016 8:47 AM

Powells Point, and work in Dare County, I typically use the KDH branch vs. the Barco branch.
204

The current areas seem adequate for facilities, however, as more people move into the County the current locations

7/15/2016 8:59 PM

will need to be expanded. The southern end of the county might like a library.
205

need rest rooms or porta johns for off road beach area; need area at beach access ramp to deflate and inflate tires

7/15/2016 6:15 AM

206

We all pretty much agree that the equestrian ctr. is a bust. Here's a suggestion- utilize the area just south of the

7/14/2016 10:41 AM

railroad tracks crossing 168 at moyock and adjacent to that water tower back in there. If a Bass Pro shop type business
went in there then that and all the other satellite business that spring up would create a DESTINATION spot for NE
Carolina and Chesapeake residents. This would transform Currituck mainland from a corridor to the OBX and vastly
improve county revenue , job creation, all the other perks that come with a year long destination spot.
207

More parks in general, especially dog parks with water access.

7/14/2016 8:39 AM

208

Yes. The property proposed for the mid-currituck bridge.

7/14/2016 8:32 AM

209

A grocery store in the Barco area would be wonderful.

7/14/2016 6:50 AM

210

I feel what we have is adequate.

7/13/2016 3:40 PM

211

Sanctuary for wild Horses

7/13/2016 9:41 AM

212

There needs to be more discussion about adding new schools, specifically a high school in the Northern end of the
county.

7/13/2016 6:43 AM

213

Need county water to all residents

7/12/2016 9:21 PM

214

Moyock needs updating

7/12/2016 9:21 PM

215

County needs to start planning for new high school to handle the influx of residents. JP Knapp isn't going to be

7/12/2016 9:18 PM

sufficient..
216

No opinion

7/12/2016 1:56 AM

217

no

7/11/2016 5:19 PM

218

on tte Outerbanks, more fire protection, emergency services, additional deputies , an additional library - maybe

7/10/2016 9:32 PM

operation of a "book mobile in summer months , or establishment of several "tiny little libraries" throughout the
community Also more park areas and a daily rate, public swimming pool would all be very desirable. Of these, most
critical are the emergency services, fire protection and sheriff deputies
219

No more taxes...so no I do not think we need expansion of any of these 'services'. We have the federal and state

7/10/2016 7:50 PM

governments trying to do everything for us we don't need the county doing the same and then raising taxes every year.
You need to look at how counties in New York State operate AND THEN DO THE OPPOSITE! What I have just
described is the opposite. We don't need any more government.
220

Urgent care facility and pharmacy needed in Corolla.

7/10/2016 6:34 PM

221

Planetarium

7/10/2016 12:45 PM

222

I think Currituck should focus on bringing business in that will appeal to both tourists and year round residents.

7/10/2016 11:23 AM

Encouragement of neighborhoods like Rivers Edge and Kilmarlic that are beautiful and well designed. I also think
consideration of a big medical center would be beneficial to our citizens. A public boat access somewhere in the
Moyock area (Tulls Creek) is also desperately needed.
223

Moyock needs a park and senior center and larger elementary schools and middle school as well as a high school.

7/9/2016 10:24 PM

224

The county should follow through with their plan to build a high school in Moyock.

7/9/2016 7:58 PM

225

Moyock really needs a park with a playground.

7/9/2016 3:39 PM

226

Not on the 4WD beaches, please!

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

227

A community area on north river with boat access and park area. Another grocery store chain in grandy or jarvisburg.

7/9/2016 1:31 PM

228

grandy or jarvisburg

7/9/2016 8:23 AM
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229

No

7/9/2016 7:12 AM

230

No.

7/8/2016 1:38 PM

231

in the cooumunities themselves

7/8/2016 11:45 AM

232

Knotts Island

7/8/2016 9:22 AM

233

Down the county.

7/8/2016 8:58 AM

234

Knotts Island--parks, walking path

7/8/2016 8:25 AM

235

Lower Currituck has an opportunity to acquire a land-locked 18 acres of maritime forest adjacent to Soundside Park to
preserve it for walking trails, bike and wheelchair access to views of water and sky filled with the sounds and sights of

7/8/2016 7:23 AM

nature. A perfect addition to the concrete areas of the beautiful Soundside Park.
236

Grandy

7/7/2016 10:45 PM

237

No

7/7/2016 10:37 PM

238

A small knotts island library

7/7/2016 9:37 PM

239

Lower Currituck. Senior center, library,pool, medical

7/7/2016 9:19 PM

240

Mid - mainland

7/7/2016 8:47 PM

241

Moyock

7/7/2016 8:32 PM

242

DOG / PET friendly parks. OR take the friggin no pet signs DOWN at the Maple or Airport parks. the dogs may even

7/7/2016 5:25 PM

help keep the NASTY geese away!
243

Have developers provide space for parks

7/7/2016 4:28 PM

244

Mid Currituck - Courthouse area

7/7/2016 3:59 PM

245

Lower Currituck. Very limited facilities and not close to other metropolitan area's to use theirs

7/7/2016 2:14 PM

246

Carefully place them between the main corridor and the borders. This way, they are easily accessed by residents

7/7/2016 1:41 PM

regardless of transportation availability.
247

Anywhere needed to protect open space or woodlands from future development.

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

248

Parks are nice if people take care of them and senior centers will need to be built over time. I'd like sewer service in
my neighborhood but it's not extremely important. I would pay a little more to get it.

7/7/2016 12:02 PM

249

No.

7/7/2016 10:50 AM

250

Living in Point Harbor, we have very little around us. Everything is a good drive North or South. THis is a good middle

7/7/2016 10:14 AM

point but we seem overlooked
251

Library on knotts island

7/7/2016 9:32 AM

252

Moyock Park. Sound side parks, maybe bells island, or north with non motorized water recreation area.

7/7/2016 8:49 AM

253

Moyock

7/7/2016 8:41 AM

254

moyock

7/7/2016 8:19 AM

255

Grandy. It is one of the few higher population areas with nothing in the immediate area.

7/7/2016 8:11 AM

256

Moyock needs community parks, senior center, public beach area

7/7/2016 7:59 AM

257

Knotts Island, N.C.

7/7/2016 7:49 AM

258

Knotts island Gibbs woods

7/6/2016 9:27 PM

259

New High School in Moyock

7/6/2016 8:57 PM

260

Corolla

7/6/2016 4:16 PM

261

beach access parking with restrooms

7/6/2016 2:02 PM

262

Grandy area

7/6/2016 11:56 AM

263

Need first class park in northern currituck; Moyock area

7/6/2016 7:19 AM

264

more parks and recreation, especially ball fields

7/4/2016 11:27 PM
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265
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The county needs to build a new high school. The current one is becoming overcrowded, with students forced to eat

7/4/2016 10:29 PM

lunch in the library, and with all the new housing developments in the area, the problem is only going to get worse. In
addition, many students have a hour or more commute (when riding the bus), which impacts their sleep and family
time.
266

Dog friendly parks anywhere in the county, not just a bark in the park one day a year.

7/3/2016 12:46 PM

267

We need a dog park and a rec area in Moyock.

7/3/2016 11:51 AM

268

DESPERATELY NEED AN ACCESS TO THE SOUND. THE ONLY RAMP IS TOO SHALLOW TO USE. A place to

7/2/2016 12:41 PM

have meetings and exercise facility is needed.
269

Knotts Island should consider a second boat ramp @ Casons Point while there is still open land to create parking.

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

270

Add large pool to YMCA. To my knowledge Currituck has the only Y without a real swimming pool. Disgraceful!

7/1/2016 6:25 PM

271

Senior Center Activities in Corrolla

7/1/2016 4:55 PM

272

At ocean - more public access & bathrooms & parking so people from mainland can go to Curr. Outer banks vs Dare.

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

Also sound. Also need quicker way to get there
273

I'm not familiar enough with the area, but I would love some more options for parks around the Ferry. The YMCA also
provides a nice area. Maybe more funding can be given to them to help expand their parks.

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

274

Lower Currituck

7/1/2016 11:26 AM

275

N/A

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

276

If the Mid-County Bridge becomes a reality, a park in Aydlett near the bridge, with a pedestrian/bicycle path along the

7/1/2016 9:19 AM

sound
277

We desperately need bikepaths and sidewalks in Poplar Branch (especially Poplar Branch Rd, and some of the roads

7/1/2016 9:14 AM

connecting it to the highway). The lack of space to be shared between traffic and the increasing number of
pedestrians/cyclists in our area is more than an inconvenience, as it has been a safety issue for some time, and is
getting worse every year. I'd love to see something done in this area before there are any more accidents or fatalities.
278

Lower Currituck

7/1/2016 7:07 AM

279

I believe we should create a large park for entire county.

6/30/2016 8:43 PM

280

Anything on the beach would be considered an improvement.

6/29/2016 1:53 PM

281

Moyock would likely benefit from additional county resources

6/29/2016 10:56 AM

282

Full time Fire and Medical services in Corolla

6/29/2016 10:21 AM

283

parks everywhere

6/29/2016 9:36 AM

284

Moyock

6/29/2016 8:35 AM

285

I like the central location of the current facilities in barco

6/29/2016 6:19 AM

286

I'd say if we build more parks we should limit use to only reisdents. We need a place to get away from these tourists. It

6/29/2016 4:45 AM

is sometimes very difficult to get anything done let alone relax around here in the summer.
287

Not sure

6/28/2016 10:01 PM

288

The Soundside Park in Point Harbor is in deplorable condition. When it first opened it was very nice. Over the years it

6/28/2016 9:24 PM

has begun to fall apart and in some instances is a safety hazard.
289

Moyock is perfect the way it is! We moved here for the country feel, we do not want neighborhoods or businesses

6/28/2016 8:54 PM

surrounding us.
290

lower currituck library would be nice. Grandy has population density and lots of children/ families who would benefit

6/28/2016 8:54 PM

from a more accessible library.
291

North Corolla a sound Side access park in area near ocean sands

6/28/2016 8:16 PM

292

Mainland-

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

293

Anywhere on the Canal.

6/28/2016 12:10 PM

294

Having things spread out through out the entire county allows more people to enjoy it.

6/28/2016 11:22 AM

295

Moyock township, where the majority of development is occurring.

6/28/2016 9:31 AM

296

Install public boat parking at the county center to make these facilities easier and quicker access.

6/28/2016 8:43 AM
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297

The whole area across from the Lighthouse. From the Library south to the Laundry wash facility.

6/28/2016 6:36 AM

298

Would love to see a full time fire department on the island.

6/27/2016 10:15 PM

299

Knotts Island needs more boat ramps - we can't find a place to park at Brumley Rd

6/27/2016 4:14 PM

300

Public swimming areas, public swimming lessons, what to do if you fall in the water classes similar to water safety

6/27/2016 3:27 PM

classes like they have in Maryland.
301

corolla

6/27/2016 2:19 PM

302

build bridge

6/27/2016 12:32 PM

303

Public restrooms, information center and controlled access at entrance to off road area.

6/27/2016 10:09 AM

304

No

6/27/2016 7:33 AM

305

Moyock area

6/26/2016 9:16 PM

306

Work to pull more commercial businesses into the county and keep tax dollars in the county and state.

6/26/2016 4:11 PM

307

Grandy

6/26/2016 1:13 PM

308

No

6/26/2016 1:04 PM

309

The area south of Corolla should have public beach access.

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

310

Leave it alone

6/26/2016 12:15 PM

311

Moyock

6/26/2016 10:53 AM

312

A county park in Moyock to serve local residents.

6/26/2016 9:03 AM

313

Yes, a high school in Moyock please

6/25/2016 10:15 PM

314

No. We need better roads and sidewalks. The horrible traffic situation on Route 12 MUST be addressed!

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

315

Moyock

6/25/2016 8:17 PM

316

A YMCA annex in Jarvisburg area.

6/25/2016 7:31 PM

317

No

6/25/2016 2:49 PM

318

no

6/25/2016 1:04 PM

319

Grandy, Jarvisburg, Harbinger, Point Harbor, Kitty Hawk

6/25/2016 9:57 AM

320

Need a plan for vehicular/pedestrian safety in the off-road area

6/25/2016 9:31 AM

321

parks to serve local areas and not the YMCA

6/24/2016 9:58 PM

322

County should not be involved

6/24/2016 8:40 PM

323

Senior center in Moyock would be nice and allow elderly to have access to VA for medical needs. A park right next

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

door to the high school would be nice for county youth, sport events, etc..
324

No

6/24/2016 3:13 PM

325

Grandy needs attention to multi use paths. The senior centers need much attention, other than the one in Barco. Go

6/24/2016 9:15 AM

visit them and look at improvement highly needed.
326

Leave as is ...Stop before it is overdeveloped!

6/23/2016 11:20 PM

327

Corolla

6/23/2016 9:31 PM

328

No. It is looking like Va. Beach! Leave things alone.

6/23/2016 8:40 PM

329

Senior center in Corolla.

6/23/2016 8:10 PM

330

Only in areas that are not in neighborhoods. Shingle landing for example. Bad idea to have a public access boat ramp

6/23/2016 6:08 PM

and park in the middle of where people live. Traffic and security issues notwithstanding.
331

No

6/23/2016 3:30 PM

332

No

6/23/2016 3:14 PM

333

Fire Station should be a priority in Swan Beach area.

6/23/2016 1:54 PM

334

Moyock

6/23/2016 12:23 PM
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Yes where current tax payers live. BUT not in developed established communities. Parks should be nearby in open

6/23/2016 11:48 AM

space areas.
336

See above comments - Corolla Residents Senior Center. Long promised but never done. Public parking lot for Curr.

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

Club beach goers-also promised but never done.
337

N/A

6/23/2016 8:45 AM

338

Nothing specific

6/23/2016 8:29 AM

339

No

6/23/2016 7:22 AM

340

let the residents decide the need

6/23/2016 7:10 AM

341

corollacounty

6/23/2016 7:01 AM

342

With growth coming - more bathrooms / showers are needed in 4wd area ... 1 toilet facility in 11 miles is a joke.

6/23/2016 6:47 AM

People leave the county some "buried treasures" under the sand and these beaches are becoming filthy.
343

No.

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

344

Parks and Public open space is a good use of public funds. Where practical I prefer the county support central

6/22/2016 9:30 PM

water/sewer and storm water management.
345

Southern Currituck, Grandy, Moyock and smaller facilities more spread throughout county. As a Southern mainland

6/22/2016 9:07 PM

resident, I would like a place with walking paths (dog friendly as Sound Park prohibits!), even a dog park would be
nice!
346

none

6/22/2016 8:19 PM

347

No opinion do not live there.

6/22/2016 5:12 PM

348

Corolla needs a , community center.

6/22/2016 4:19 PM

349

A senior center and medical facilities in Corolla would be nice.

6/22/2016 4:06 PM

350

invest in a county-long bike and ped path near the Caratoke Highway corridor. Work with Dominion and their

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

easement to run it along the power line. Or do it when Caratoke Highway gets its next facelift and loses the paved
center lane. If you're going to be defined by a highway (sadly, we are), then make it the best damn highway showpiece in the world.
351

Support for medical facilities and senior focused facilities

6/22/2016 12:58 PM

352

Moyock mid county and south county but leave the green space between

6/22/2016 12:30 PM

353

Currituck mainland

6/22/2016 11:00 AM

354

add walking trails to the sound front park in the wooded area beside it

6/22/2016 9:27 AM

355

MOYOCK

6/22/2016 8:49 AM

356

I would think a park or ymca in moyock will be needed in the next five years.

6/22/2016 6:58 AM

357

Currituck appears to have an aging populations which would benefit from senior centers. Parks/sports facilities tend to

6/21/2016 11:30 PM

occupy the young which is always a positive influence in their life and development to become good citizens
358

Harbinger Area

6/21/2016 10:05 PM

359

no

6/21/2016 9:35 PM

360

Centrally located in the county

6/21/2016 8:51 PM

361

Moyock needs a new high school. Public facilities need to serve areas of public concentration, like Moyock. Placing

6/21/2016 8:49 PM

everything in Barco, near the residences of the commissioners doesn't make sense.
362

I would love to see a rec center or something similar to the Y in Moyock.

6/21/2016 7:12 PM

363

I think the new parks I've seen in the last few years are all well done. Maybe one directly next door to the high school

6/21/2016 7:10 PM

would be nice for kids. I think Moyock is a good place for a senior area since it is closer to VA for medical needs.
364

There should be a park at the northern end of the county. There should more opportunities/transportation for children

6/21/2016 6:59 PM

to get there. Land developers should pay fees for school buildings and budgets.
365

Sound access for little ones to swim

6/21/2016 6:25 PM

366

Build a High School in the North end of the County

6/21/2016 5:46 PM
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Absolutely not when people moved here they knew what they were getting if they want convenience, they need to

6/21/2016 4:56 PM

move back where they are from
368

Moyock. Many centers right now are located mid-county, but much of the county's population is condensed to the

6/21/2016 4:46 PM

North end of the county. Many families feel that Currituck and Barco are too far when their lives revolve around
Chesapeake, and thus, drive to facilities outside of the community in VA.
369

Corolla needs a.community center.

6/21/2016 4:33 PM

370

Enhance the Whalehead Club park area, with bathrooms, and more picnic areas.. Leave the Wildlife center as is, or

6/21/2016 3:49 PM

add more classes for the children during summer months. Add a senior center, incorporated into the library and office
complex in Corolla
371

Maybe some sort of center for Knotts Island/ Gibbs Woods.

6/21/2016 3:46 PM

372

NO

6/21/2016 3:13 PM

373

A large playground for all age kids would be ideal, Kids need access to sports, Corolla needs a facility that would be

6/21/2016 2:49 PM

free to Corolla kids.
374

Corolla could really use a senior center as there are more and more people retiring there. Our library could also be

6/21/2016 2:40 PM

expanded.
375

Near moyock middle school

6/21/2016 2:23 PM

376

Build more public bathrooms in 4x4 area if you do not install permit system to limit beach use. Only one bathroom

6/21/2016 2:11 PM

available now shared with Horse Tours. Do not allow tent potties on beach. Currituck has no provisions for human
waste left on beach nor for human waste thrown in private trash cans as happened in other beach communities before
they banned private beach tent potties.
377

More bars and taverns!

6/21/2016 1:24 PM

378

No leave carova alone!

6/21/2016 12:34 PM

379

I'd like to see more public sound access on the 4wd sound side.

6/21/2016 12:32 PM

380

Grandy needs more public facilities

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

381

No

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

382

Not knowledgeable enough to offer an opinion.

6/21/2016 11:30 AM

383

A library, Middle and/or High School in Lower Currituck would be nice. A YMCA or similar public pool/rec center would

6/21/2016 11:20 AM

also be nice for local kids -- Nags Head and Barco are simply NOT convenient -- preferably with walking/bike path
access.
384

No

6/21/2016 11:04 AM

385

No

6/21/2016 10:55 AM

386

Barco and Currituck.

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

387

The County should try to increase the number of parks in the area. Parks can be simple with just some open area
grass and park benches.

6/21/2016 10:03 AM

388

Park in Moyock

6/21/2016 10:02 AM

389

Southern end of county

6/21/2016 9:46 AM

390

Moyock

6/21/2016 9:39 AM

391

Parks with restrooms along the 168/158 corridor.

6/21/2016 9:24 AM

392

The greater Moyock area could obviously use a well planned multi-use recreation area.

6/21/2016 9:10 AM

393

More senior centers and free public transportation with covered bus stops that run Monday to Saturday.Curtituck

6/21/2016 9:08 AM

County needs a larger modren Sheriff's Office.We need a real County jail with cells not a "day camp"".More deputies
need to be hired locals and ex military.also a coroner's office with a full time coroner.and of course a Taco Bell.
394

n/a

6/21/2016 8:49 AM

395

Keep the majority of the public facilities on the mainland

6/21/2016 8:48 AM

396

All wheel area

6/21/2016 8:26 AM

397

Building parks in the moyock area. There is no where for kids to play expect the school playground.

6/21/2016 8:23 AM
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Consider ease of access before investing funds. Just because it is geographically centered does not mean it is

6/21/2016 8:22 AM

accessible to those who would benefit most from it.
399

Off road area

6/21/2016 8:19 AM

400

Walking/biking trails throughout county. Pedestrian/biking paved wide trail parallel to existing 168 - similar in concept

6/21/2016 8:19 AM

to current short paved trail in Camden County along 17 or current paved trail along Shore Drive in Va Beach.
401

Need another High school

6/21/2016 8:08 AM

402

No

6/21/2016 7:40 AM

403

Walking parks and playgrounds should be added near or around the Moyock County Library. This might increase the
usage of the library as well as give the residents of Moyock a reason to stay in town instead of heading to Va for their

6/21/2016 7:28 AM

entertainment and playtime. Providing a safe place for our aging to enjoy a stroll in the park without long drives is also
key to keeping them happy, healthy and in our community.
404

Parks, bike paths, sidewalks, and working with DOT, and the sheriffs dept to control speeds which are and continue to

6/21/2016 7:16 AM

effect the safety of the community.
405

Moyock

6/21/2016 6:52 AM

406

Moyock

6/21/2016 6:48 AM

407

Schools in Moyock where the students actually live

6/21/2016 5:34 AM

408

Moyock

6/21/2016 5:31 AM

409

Moyock, mid county

6/21/2016 5:22 AM

410

We need 3 recreation facilities with games, programs, crafts, outdoor basketball courts etc. in the Northern, Middle,

6/20/2016 11:01 PM

and Southern parts of the county that are free for County residences. The recreation facilities needs to focus on the
youth. We need a bus system to pick up and take home County youth to/from the recreation facilities. Our children are
our most precious resources, so we should invest in them.
411

park with water access in Moyock

6/20/2016 8:24 PM

412

More lifeguards and lifeguard stations on the beach.Do away with the three hundred pound sheriff deputies on three

6/20/2016 3:05 PM

wheel bikes running up and down the beach.
413

Grandy

6/20/2016 12:21 PM

414

The Currituck Outer Banks could use a library and more County services.

6/20/2016 11:49 AM

415

No opinion

6/20/2016 10:30 AM

416

Corolla could use a senior center

6/20/2016 10:10 AM

417

If bridge comes I sense Carova will get developed before county can do much to stop it so having plans for more

6/20/2016 10:06 AM

schools and senior center might be a good idea...
418

Lower Currituck

6/20/2016 9:16 AM

419

Corolla needs medical services

6/20/2016 8:48 AM

420

NA

6/20/2016 8:31 AM

421

Moyock

6/20/2016 8:20 AM

422

A new park in the Moyock area Expand YMCA in the county especially Moyock area.

6/20/2016 7:48 AM

423

None.

6/20/2016 7:42 AM

424

Encourage small pocket parks and other mixed use facilities

6/19/2016 4:10 PM

425

In the grandy area

6/19/2016 3:48 PM

426

In Corolla, I don't see a need for any expanded public facilities.

6/19/2016 3:08 PM

427

The bridge landing in Corolla needs to be completed. There is absolutely no reason not to complete it and would be

6/19/2016 3:00 PM

totally irresponsible not to build it as soon as possible.
428

Better beach access and parking Parks in Corolla area Continue building pedestrian / bike trail

6/19/2016 1:25 PM

429

Senior services in corolla

6/19/2016 1:06 PM
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Those in corolla who desire senior services can go to either Baum Cyrus in KDH or drive to Maple. Every time a

6/19/2016 12:41 PM

featured service is provided attendance falls off rapidly. We who moved here did so desiring the rural, rustic
environment.
431

Mainland. Do not waste money for seniors on box.

6/19/2016 12:17 PM

432

Moyock

6/19/2016 12:00 PM

433

Would like Corolla to remain as exclusive as possible, but would like easier access. Some additional commercial

6/19/2016 11:41 AM

development would be nice but isn't necessary. Would really like to see storm water issues resolved.
434

No

6/19/2016 11:35 AM

435

Corolla needs more library space and more senior services than can be serviced in a small room in the library location

6/19/2016 11:12 AM

436

Corolla residents need a library that is close by - can use Dare county but need to go over to the Mainland to sign up -

6/19/2016 11:03 AM

should just be able to use Dare county
437

Build more walkways.

6/19/2016 10:57 AM

438

Corolla

6/19/2016 10:49 AM

439

no

6/19/2016 10:29 AM

440

Corolla, especially senior services and an expanded library.

6/19/2016 10:21 AM

441

dredge the approach to the basin at the whalehead club to give mainland boaters easier access to the Corolla

6/19/2016 9:55 AM

beaches and businesses without adding to the congestion and car parking problems
442

Water, sewer, and flooding issues should be high priority in Corolla

6/19/2016 9:41 AM

443

Mainland

6/19/2016 9:24 AM

444

Corolla

6/19/2016 9:06 AM

445

No

6/19/2016 9:01 AM

446

Public Restrooms & parking with beach access for visitors that live further from the beach and have long distances to

6/19/2016 8:58 AM

walk/drive.
447

Enhance sound front access on outer banks. Find more opportunities to develop eco friendly walkways.

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

448

No

6/19/2016 8:22 AM

449

All of the above, Corolla should be able to care for its residents without them having to go to Kitty Hawk/ Kill Devil Hills

6/19/2016 7:42 AM

for seevices. Library, Park, Senior Centers, Small Hospital/Urgent Care Facilities are needed along with a Elementary
School for Corolla/Corova Area
450

Parks and recreational areas

6/19/2016 7:39 AM

451

No

6/19/2016 6:57 AM

452

Don't know enough to comment.

6/19/2016 5:57 AM

453

Need a senior Center centrally located

6/19/2016 1:33 AM

454

No.

6/18/2016 11:51 PM

455

Moyock needs a large playground for children in the area, not barco.

6/18/2016 10:04 PM

456

Corolla

6/18/2016 2:57 PM

457

Frisbee golf course in corolla or carova

6/18/2016 10:35 AM

458

Schools in Moyock Parks in Moyock, the one in Maple is too far and hidden.

6/18/2016 10:15 AM

459

No

6/18/2016 9:59 AM

460

Upper Mainland

6/18/2016 8:14 AM

461

Neighborhoods along Tull Creek Rd shouldn't be islands amongst themselves. Tie them together with a bike/walking

6/18/2016 8:04 AM

path with small parks.
462

Corolla

6/18/2016 4:31 AM

463

Sound front water recreational areas on mainland Currituck. Courthouse area.

6/17/2016 11:34 PM

464

Parks in Moyock not just the play ground at the elementary school

6/17/2016 11:23 PM
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465

a inground pool in Moyock with a dome to cover it so it can be used year around.

6/17/2016 9:53 PM

466

Parks, recreation center

6/17/2016 9:44 PM

467

Nope

6/17/2016 9:39 PM

468

Add in Moyock proper

6/17/2016 9:31 PM

469

Moyock

6/17/2016 9:07 PM

470

Moyock definitely needs a park.

6/17/2016 8:02 PM

471

Moyock

6/17/2016 7:52 PM

472

Moyock

6/17/2016 6:32 PM

473

Moyock

6/17/2016 5:17 PM

474

Youth Centers, youth centers, youth centers.

6/17/2016 4:05 PM

475

There needs to be a new County building in Corolla. The current Satellite office is pathetic. The library is a joke. Even

6/17/2016 2:56 PM

the sheriff's deputies hate the satellite office. There also needs to be a community center, whether that's designated as
a senior center or otherwise. For all of the money that Corolla funnels to the County I think that it is a crying shame
that the county offices are so shoddy, the library (which is frequently used) is so small and that there is no place
building for the community to use for meetings, events, recreation, etc. The library doesn't cut it. I think the County
should be ashamed of itself for letting this situation go on for as long as it has, particularly when it is spending $50
million on ball fields where there is little prospect of economic return and there has been a ton of money spent on
CCRC which has been completely wasted. And, don't get me started on the YMCA....
476

Knotts Island needs another public Boat ramp

6/17/2016 2:09 PM

477

large pool for high school swin team

6/17/2016 12:07 PM

478

Gym or YMCA near Corolla

6/17/2016 10:55 AM

479

The county should build an event venue on the Whalehead Hunt Club grounds. Rent it out for events like weddings /

6/17/2016 8:31 AM

receptions. Allow alcohol consumption during events.
480

Need a community center in Corolla

6/17/2016 8:24 AM

481

Corolla

6/17/2016 8:00 AM

482

ocean front

6/17/2016 7:20 AM

483

Sidewalks or bike paths in high density residential areas. There are a lot of pedestrians and bicycles on 158.

6/17/2016 5:59 AM

484

More up on the mainland. I think we have a good system in Corolla that works well.

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

485

Corolla

6/16/2016 9:27 PM

486

A park for the Corolla Community (like Duck's boardwalk over the wetlands?) with a community center to serve
everyone + playground for children

6/16/2016 8:56 PM

487

SENIOR CENTER IN MOYOCK

6/16/2016 8:14 PM

488

Parks and recreational activities in Moyock.

6/16/2016 6:48 PM

489

Moyock has been over looked in providing any of the parks, senior center,

6/16/2016 6:14 PM

490

There are several boat launches that are adequate in Moyock but not many park areas.

6/16/2016 5:14 PM

491

Grandy

6/16/2016 4:57 PM

492

Moyock

6/16/2016 4:47 PM

493

there are plenty now on obx and the locals and tourists are trying to kill the sound as fas.t as possible. may seem funny

6/16/2016 4:43 PM

but more enforcement of existing rules(more deputies, sherriff dept enforcers,and rangers) would help greatly.
basically now they just control flows and people instead of stricter enforcement of laws and policies. they do what they
can but can't take time to be everywhere. not just tourists but locals also need policing as examples to others.
494

Grocery store in Currituck/Maple/Barco area

6/16/2016 3:18 PM

495

Park at old 4-H/Fishing Camp (Camp Coleman) at the end of Panther Landing Road.

6/16/2016 3:17 PM

496

Mainland specifically LOwer CURRITUCK

6/16/2016 3:00 PM

497

A dog area at Sound Park.

6/16/2016 2:27 PM
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498

Knotts Island, at least have a mobile library van

6/16/2016 1:35 PM

499

I believe that there is inadequate facilities for our teen-age youth. I would love to see some kind of a teen center where

6/16/2016 11:59 AM

youth could congregate with amenities that they want, not what we think they want. This we be a safe area where
they could hang out.
500

A community park in Moyock along with walking / biking paths

6/16/2016 11:40 AM

501

Currituck Mainland south of Grandy

6/16/2016 11:21 AM

502

Moyock and South Currituck Island

6/16/2016 11:16 AM

503

Corolla

6/16/2016 11:12 AM

504

corolla has plenty of development. how 'bout more public facilities on mainland

6/16/2016 10:54 AM

505

Libraries for southern end of county

6/16/2016 10:52 AM

506

Grandy and Sligo could each use a small park. Could have a small park with satellite buildings that are mini

6/16/2016 10:25 AM

community/senior centers that have some library style services.
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Q27 Please generally describe your dislikes,
likes, and how you imagine Currituck
County in 20 years.
Answered: 709

Skipped: 1,081

#

Responses

Date

1

Love CAROVA ! Increased traffic over the last few years make it no longer safe for children. I go to the VA border to
protect my children. Restricted access would stop the jeep clubs from tearing up our streets and "wheeling". Instilling a

11/28/2016 12:33 AM

permit system would generate revenue for the county and help to control the over crowding. Access has to be a steep
price: $50-75 per car for the day/ $200 for the week/ $1000 for annual pass. The increased revenue can help to
maintain the roads and improve areas. Proper road maintenance to prevent the flooding issues we just had would be
nice. We need to stop the massive "single family" homes that don't have to meet commercial code or regulations.
Properties will over a certain number of bedrooms should require commercial code like fire surpression.
2

I wish that the county would not allow mamouth houses within neighborhoods of smaller homes. We came down to

11/26/2016 4:09 PM

see a 13 bedroom home being constructed next to our 4 bedroom home--and set forward of our house, effectively
blocking our views. This was poor planning and should not have been allowed.
3

Hurricane Matthew flooded parts of Currituck County in 2016. Unless those in charge of the development opted-in to
become a stormwater district - those of us who were flooded needed to hire private contractors and gain state

11/26/2016 2:40 PM

permitting in order to pump millions of gallons to the ocean. County assistance was not available to us. This should
not be a development by development option. It should be mandated all across the county so that ALL are eligible for
county services should they be needed.
4

Southern Shores, Corolla and the like are starting to look like Virginia Beach and Nags Head. Too many shops.

11/20/2016 4:56 PM

5

Fear of over crowding with smaller houses on smaller lots. Currently Currituck has a small town feel which is great for

11/17/2016 11:37 AM

young families.
6

Dislike not being able to get around during the summer months due to excessive traffic. Envision an increase in
development on the west side of the proposed mid currituck bridge if it is built. Please Build the bridge!

11/16/2016 10:02 PM

7

Mid County Bridge is a high priority

11/16/2016 9:15 PM

8

My biggest pet peeve is the limitation of a 1000 sq.ft. 2nd house on same property. It should be set at least at 1200 Sq.

11/16/2016 4:32 PM

ft. Come and we'll show you. corner of 34 and Arabian ln.
9

Dislikes: traffic in the Summer, water and sewer systems without alerts to allow homeowners to know when there is an

11/16/2016 12:35 PM

issue before getting a $3000 bill! Likes: Not as commercialized like the Nags Head area, more areas like Whalehead
where tourists can gather for a local festival/music
10

I came here because I could live in the woods, without close neighbors and still be within a reasonable distance from

11/15/2016 7:28 PM

the beach. I would like to see it stay rural and undeveloped. I am 74. In 20 years, I probably won't care.
11

Corolla should have very limited growth of regular size rental houses. NO mega houses!

11/15/2016 2:11 PM

12

We moved from Chesapeake to Moyock as we liked the rual atmosphere. Chesapeake was loosing that feel for us.

11/15/2016 12:12 PM

Moyock is growing at a much faster pace than Chesapeake did. We know that it will not stay this way forever but it
seems that the pace has increased. Developments need to slow down a bit. Developers should be held at a higher
caliber. NO houses on slabs. We are at the beginning of expansion so let's do it right. No need to rush things.
13

Caring about retaining senior citizens who can't afford or maintain single family housing. have industry so that your

11/15/2016 11:34 AM

citizens have a place to work instead of traveling to Va. Stores so that you can buy appliances or clothes or new cars.
14

I am very concerned residents and tourists will be driven away by increased commercialism and greed. The character

11/14/2016 11:51 AM

of the 4X4 beach will be destroyed by develpment. It would be a shame to turn the area into another Myrtle Beach.
15

NO COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 4WD AREAS!!! ANIMAL PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY NO MID

11/14/2016 7:37 AM

COUNTY BRIDGE
16

Build the Mid-Currituck bridge

11/13/2016 9:22 PM

17

Would like to see more care given to Corolla. Protection of trees from disease, prevention from mosquitos,
maintenance of neighborhood streets, and storm water upgrades. Very much like the privacy, but we need the bridge

11/13/2016 8:51 PM

to be built to allow for better traffic flow on Hwy 12.
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Poor ground water and flooding issues, too big vacation homes, traffic issues. Better access to RT 12, mid county

11/13/2016 12:02 PM

bridge is very important. More retail options
19

The traffic problems need to be addressed. The flooding issues that people are facing need to be fixed.

11/12/2016 7:46 PM

20

I'd like the county to buy development rights for the remaining undeveloped land in Corolla thereby limiting traffic

11/12/2016 5:55 PM

growth.
21

I like the open spaces that are left between sections in Ocean Sands. I think more developments in Corolla should be
built with open spaces like Ocean Sands.

11/12/2016 5:13 PM

22

I dislike the severe flooding that has lowered property values and increased owners costs for flood restoration

11/12/2016 2:08 PM

23

Traffic and congestion has dramatically increased over the past 13 years. Land needs to be protected, not developed.

11/12/2016 1:49 PM

24

would like to see some retail development but not so much that it feels like we live in a major city -food delivery

11/12/2016 12:25 PM

options in the area would be nice , Walmart that's closer than we currently have (Elizabeth City or Across the bridge )
25

Like single family min weekly rentals in Corolla. Like wide swathes of undeveloped spaces. Traffic congestion

11/12/2016 8:56 AM

alleviation needed. Plan for Access to emergency svcs. Priority planning to address regional flooding due to hurricanes
and other catastrophic weather events.
26

I like the rural/agriculture, and small town atmosphere of this county. I don't like what appears to be that the CCCs are

11/11/2016 8:58 PM

in the back pockets of the developers as was the appearance in Va. Beach and Chesapeake. Houses are being built
at a much faster rate than the infrastructure is being improved to accommodate such expansion.
27

Like areas where sufficient entertainment and services are within walking distance of rental/vacation properties.

11/11/2016 8:26 PM

28

I realize change happens but there needs to be a steady hand not to overdo the growth and keep the pace of change

11/11/2016 4:31 PM

slow.
29

Flooding. A huge problem in Crown Point. Let's get in fixed for good.

11/11/2016 4:22 PM

30

I would hope it would maintain it's charm and character with improved access via a mid-county bridge

11/11/2016 12:59 PM

31

Love living in Currituck County and look forward to reasonable growth in the future.

11/11/2016 12:41 PM

32

Believe RT 12 needs at least one added lane to be two-way when needed to summer months to ease seasonal

11/11/2016 11:06 AM

Renters' entry and exit traffic. Two lanes would be preferred but possibly the expense and lack of property for that may
be prohibitive.
33

I'll be gone in 20 years, but I would hope that the county will recognize the vast diversity of the needs of the citizens

11/11/2016 10:52 AM

on mainland, Knott's Island and Northern Banks. It is a very odd situation.
34

Need flooding addressed in Corolla in any growth plan. If you cant better control the flooding, stop the development

11/11/2016 9:58 AM

and runoff...........
35

I am worried to death about the Mid-Currituck bridge - it would empty out right in our subdivision.

11/11/2016 9:13 AM

36

I imagine a second crossing into Corolla to decrease traffic. I also expect the mainland to grown but would like to see

11/11/2016 9:11 AM

the coastline protected from too much growth. I don't want our beaches to be over run by tourists any more than they
already have been.
37

Don' want it to be another Hampton Roads city

11/11/2016 9:07 AM

38

Again, we value the importance for safety to have a bridge connecting the mainland to Corolla!

11/11/2016 8:52 AM

39

We need the mid county bridge with reasonable tolls. Rt. 12 is choked with traffic and people avoid this area because

11/11/2016 8:12 AM

of traffic.
40

A bridge, no hotel homes, sewer in Whalehead, drainage for storms

11/11/2016 8:04 AM

41

I am afraid the county will be too densely instructed with not enough Public Access recreational ,Park, Public Access ,
handicap access, beach access. I would like to retain as much room atmosphere as possible and eliminate the

11/10/2016 11:59 PM

flooding it and water availability issues
42

Need more affordable housing for employee during high season....

11/10/2016 11:36 PM

43

Would love to see Corolla remain single family homes/rentals with private beach access as it is now. No hotels or

11/10/2016 10:58 PM

public beaches. No mega mansions. Not overly developed. It's charm is not being overpopulated with franchise chain
stores and restaurants. Being for family vacations and retirees.
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The county has allowed event houses to locate anywhere. Communities have no way to maintain the quality of life

11/10/2016 10:50 PM

they built a home here. The extreme amount of tourism completely alters the lifestyle your home was purchased for,
ex. The Currituck Club was built as a residential retirement community,but it is now a rental community. The caliber of
renters has significantly changed since the hurricane several years back when Realtors moved them to our area due
to nonavailability post storm. The tourists are much more crass and care less about the area.
45

Traffic issues are dislike. The family atmosphere and less commercial properties (large hotels and high rise condos).

11/10/2016 10:49 PM

46

Summer people are complaining that the natural unspoiled character of Corolla that drew them to vacation here years

11/10/2016 10:02 PM

ago has changed to the point that they are looking elsewhere to spend their vacations. That and the volume of traffic in
the peak months has become saturated.
47

Need to address the flooding problems in Ocean Sands, Corolla

11/10/2016 9:38 PM

48

1. Improve stormwater management to minimize local flooding conditions after storms. 2. D

11/10/2016 8:50 PM

49

Traffic is a nightmare now, but I fear once the bridge goes in there will be too many day trippers and over crowding on
the beaches. This will cause a decline in the rental market and housing values thus harming the tax base. If the bridge

11/10/2016 8:47 PM

goes in, better public facilities must be added and the sheriff must enforce towing from developments and streets
where there is no on parking allowed to reduce frustration of owners and renters. I do not want to see large hotels or
high rise condos go into corolla.
50

the outer banks will look like the jersey shores which will be a shame and is losing its charm

11/10/2016 8:41 PM

51

will be even MORE overcrowded than now. it is TERRIBLE to do this to our beautiful area !!

11/10/2016 7:34 PM

52

Hopefully the same...maybe with a good steak/seafood place in Moyock

11/10/2016 10:55 AM

53

SAME AS IT WAS WHEN I MOVED HERE.

11/5/2016 10:38 PM

54

Please keep it the way it is - that's the draw to live here. The get away from Tidewater.

11/5/2016 1:44 AM

55

I think that you cannot have growth without the infrastructure to support it. The main thing that drew us to this area was
the rural area and the large lot single family dwellings. We love the laid back country setting and would hate to lose

11/4/2016 9:46 PM

that. If this became another Chesapeake, we would leave the area that we have come to love.
56

I suspect it will be overrun, or nearly overrun development unless controls are put into place. The county can prosper
and grow with such controls. Do not make the mistake that so many other communities have made and think that the

11/4/2016 9:18 PM

only way to grow is to give developers whatever they want. Prosperity comes and lasts a while but ultimately the
quality of life is destroyed by overdevelopment, and the prosperity fades away.
57

Would like to see small locally owned business that help people with everyday needs so the residents can keep their

11/4/2016 8:39 PM

money local
58

allowing too much encroachment of dense low quality housing to expand into rural areas homes look twenty years old

11/4/2016 8:39 PM

in a matter of years
59

If the county wants to grow and become a Chesapeake, please let me leave here before that happens

11/2/2016 4:15 PM

60

Growth, growth, growth... smart growth. Encourage employers and small business. Support efforts to gain economic

11/1/2016 10:18 AM

development. Keep $$ in Currituck
61

We need a larger police force! Tulls Creek Road is becoming too populated and most people drive it like it is a 70mph

11/1/2016 2:15 AM

highway and ignore signs, and passing zones. We need to bring in another grocery store option besides Food Lion for
Northern Currituck. Too many banks and not enough places to eat and shop. Run down areas/buildings on 168 need
to be torn down. It makes Moyock look like a poor/dilapidated town.
62

Currituck County is a wonderful place to live. As long as we do not get greedy, we should be fine leaving things as
they are.

10/31/2016 8:16 PM

63

I love the openness of the county and the beautiful water and beaches. I wish that people would clean up their yards
and their houses. Also, the extreme amount of burning needs to stop. It's sad when people say that they know they're

10/31/2016 4:18 PM

in Currituck County because of all the smoke.
64

Over crowding

10/30/2016 9:12 PM

65

Retain northern OBX environment. Allow controlled growth.

10/29/2016 12:55 PM

66

I love the quaintness of the area. I do believe that with the growing neighborhoods and new neighborhoods in

10/28/2016 9:53 PM

Moyock, we will need a high school in the north end of the county within the next few years. I believe that a new high
school should take precedence over new recreational areas.
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I never want to see Route12 a four lane road. Yes traffic is heavy in the summer but not unbearable. Adding more

10/27/2016 10:35 PM

lanes will only make it more difficult to exit from our communities on to Route12. Let's keep the nostalgia of the beach.
I don't see Duck, NC ever allowing a four lane road, why does Currituck County seem so intent on having one?
68

I think we need to embrace that more folks are outside using the roads in our county for walking, running and biking.
This is only going to increase over the next few years. It is very dangerous watching this folks out there with no were

10/26/2016 2:46 PM

to go but in the high grass or stay in the road if a car comes. A bike lane would help out a lot. I would like for you to
just ride through Poplar Branch rd and see the people out using the roadway.
69

Dislike the way Moyock in particular is looking more like Virginia Beach or Chesapeake residential development. Stop

10/22/2016 10:51 PM

trying to shove something in every inch of Moyock to take advantage of "full service district". Like that wildlife can still
wander up in my yard, even in the heart of Moyock. Would like to see one or two large commercial developments to
concentrate businesses in clusters that would draw outsiders in, as well as provide jobs and places for locals to shop.
70

I think the country is missing an opportunity along the intercoastal waterway for development. There needs to be more

10/21/2016 10:28 PM

places to eat, shop, dock their boats and visit. Should include hotels.
71

Lack of life guards in private developements.We pay public taxes,but no life guards because of no public access.

10/17/2016 2:38 PM

72

Love the rural area, enjoy seeing new waking, jogging, bike trails. Beach access and parking, awesome job. Need

10/16/2016 5:23 PM

access for sound side communities to beach by bike or walking. Need for drainage for storm control or flooding
controls. Need for a better or additional emergency evacuation routes, I.e. New bridge.
73

I come from NY Long Island.I can write a book about how rampant development ruined the quality of life.

10/12/2016 9:29 AM

74

I love Currituck County. I would like to see bike paths along the roads. The mainland does not have any. I would also
like to see maybe another grocery store or large Target in the area. I love the farmlands and feeling of family. One

10/12/2016 9:00 AM

where we help each other and watch out for one another. I do not want to see a lot of change. I moved here from
California where the trees were hard to find and traffic was awful. I grew up there and when we found Maple we fell in
love the green grass, beautiful trees and welcoming smiles.
75

I love the expanded greenway for bike and pedestrian access. I like the private beach access for neighborhoods and

10/10/2016 3:05 PM

public beach access in county designated spaces. I'd like to see wider roads with larger shoulders.
76

I like the small town feel of the area. I would like to imagine a town where you can escape the hustle and bustle of the

10/8/2016 1:05 PM

city. Enjoying a peaceful area.
77

I have watched Currituck county grow at a rate and in way that is distasteful to me. This housing development mind set

10/8/2016 10:20 AM

needs to stop. What we need are jobs that are not centered around produce stands and fast food joints. Our children
and grandchildren deserve a place to work that has a future and can provide a decent wage not more housing
developments that force people to travel the roads for miles to get a job! Time to attract industry that can employ
people in greater numbers than produce stands and fast food chains. We need a coherent plan to attract large
manufacturing to this county in centralized areas set aside for these types of industries and we need it soon.
78

I would like to see the county retain it's rural charm with acres and acres of farmland, woods, etc. Realisticly that is not
likely to happen, Therefore,I would like to see this county developed with a good mix of residential, light commmercial,

10/7/2016 7:59 PM

and heavy commerical spread through out the mainland. Our beaches should maintain their family friendly atmosphere
but there needs to be commerical development to service the residents and tourist alike.
79

More access to the water for families and children. More trails and parks on the mainland.

10/7/2016 5:46 PM

80

I wish there were more retail locations for clothing and supplies in Moyock. It's a hassle to drive 30 minutes to
Chesapeake or Elizabeth City for home improvement and clothing stores - especially during tourist season!

10/5/2016 3:36 PM

81

I dislike having to spend my money in VA the majority of the time, I would like to be able to keep most of my money in-

10/4/2016 1:19 PM

state. It would also be nice to have a Harris Teeter in the Barco area, it would draw shoppers from all over Currituck &
Camden.
82

Love Currituck County, hate the development that is heading towards overdevelopment and an end to a very special
way of life.

9/30/2016 12:01 PM

83

I imagine Currituck County to look like a mini New York City without the Statue of Liberty in 20 years. The way our

9/29/2016 3:35 PM

politicians are allowing too much growth and not paying attention to the needs of the people already living here. They
are pushing us out to make way for the big city.
84

I'm hoping future development will focus on small commercial centers that incorporate the natural landscape.

9/29/2016 10:42 AM

85

Much like it is today, but w/ better infrastructure such as sewer in the rental house neighborhoods like Pine Island

9/26/2016 8:33 PM
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I see a mish-mash of businesses along 158 that are visually unappealing. I see businesses that are here today and

9/22/2016 10:06 AM

gone tomorrow. I see businesses that change their hours on a whim without notice. All of these items are disturbing to
local residents. With the approved Water Park and purchase of Sting Rays by the owner of Wings has a lot of folks
upset at the vision for the strip of land on the Currituck mainland. It seems that there is a lack of vision for this beautiful
strip of land that is being blighted by an inconsistent development plan. The same thing has happened in Calabash,
driving property values so low that it is impossible for folks to sell their homes. As for the development on the 4-wheel
drive beaches...why? The reason folks moved out there was for the undeveloped beauty. They chose that way of life.
These beaches should remain as they are. What would happen to the horses if it was developed? It is sad enough to
see the horse tours driving through those beaches. They are legendary and it will all be ruined with development.
Especially with the type of development that has been proposed, specifically the "single family" mansions meant for
commercial purposes. It's all in the name of money and it needs to stop. Let's preserve the beauty we have and make
better development decisions.
87

I see Currituck County continuing its rural face, with farming continually important and fresh produce available through

9/21/2016 3:11 PM

farm markets. I dislike having new housing developments without regard to existing conditions.
88

Fast track the damn bridge

9/21/2016 8:17 AM

89

Like the water ways available but am concerned for the pollution that may be entering the sounds at this time. The
Currituck Sound is not like it was in the 70's the water is not clear like it once was.

9/20/2016 10:06 PM

90

There should be no more building of mega houses EVER. The ones in the new section of Pine Island are really hotels
and should be classified and taxed accordingly.

9/20/2016 8:55 PM

91

I think it will be great to have more people here. however, I dont think we should destroy the environment.

9/20/2016 8:57 AM

92

I think that it could possibly not be here anymore. But if it is than I think there would be more homes and possibly look

9/20/2016 8:53 AM

like a little city.
93

I like that Currituck is an agricultural area and that it has attractions an easy way to get to the beach. I do not like

9/19/2016 6:24 PM

having to go to Virginia for most of my things or that I cant walk to a park other entertainment facility. I imagine that if
there are enough people Currituck County could be a thriving city.
94

I would like for there to be more schools to support the growing population

9/19/2016 4:40 PM

95

it's mostly all good.

9/18/2016 3:44 PM

96

We need a concerted effort to remove the crumbling deserted buildings that litter the major roads of our County. It's
not rural - it just looks poor. This is a tourist's introduction to the Outer Banks!

9/18/2016 8:28 AM

97

Lots of green space/usage. Large bike paths/small retail. Attractive small homes in with nor holds. Sidewalks.

9/17/2016 7:31 AM

Businesses in business designated areas. Medical research hub
98

afraid of over growth.We moved here a year and a half ago because of the open spaces.

9/17/2016 2:19 AM

99

We love the family friendly, quiet atmosphere of Corolla as it is. We would also like to have better access to medical

9/16/2016 10:29 PM

care, evacuation routes, and public schools. While we want the bridge to be built, we are afraid it will change our
beaches. We DO NOT want to be like VA Beach or Myrtle Beach!
100

I would like easier access to retail without having to go to Elizabeth City or Chesapeake, but I do like the rural feel of

9/16/2016 9:45 PM

the county as is.
101

I like the rural aspects of CC. The biggest thing we need is the mid-County bridge. This should be the most important

9/16/2016 4:47 PM

thing for everyone in Currituck and Dare counties.
102

Make Currituck the great sportsman paradise it can be

9/15/2016 10:12 PM

103

Mainland Currituck is very distinct from the rest of the Outer Banks. It's rural, peaceful, and friendly. It's full of good
people making an honest living. It's the heartland of America. The rest of the Outer Banks is overdeveloped and

9/15/2016 5:18 PM

touristy. Please don't let it become an extension of the tourism industry. A water park may work in Currituck, but it's
very summer-centric. Entertainment should be year round, family friendly, educational facilities likes zoos, museums,
aquariums, planetariums, etc. The proposed location of the water park is awful, though. Kilmarlic is an established
residential community, and one where its residents probably paid a half million or so for their homes. A water park
directly adjacent will destroy property values (which are already deflated) for its residents, also impacting current and
future property tax income. There are huge open spaces of land in Currituck. Surely an entire community doesn't need
to be upended.
104

Would like to see open spaces remain and develope town like areas. Get rid of signs from Powells market (yes those
men) as they are an eyesore and should not be grandfathered under any conditions. Keep commercial buildings
attractive and support the SMALL businesses.
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Currituck co. has done a great job handling growth in Corolla. Please continue to preserve natural resources &

9/15/2016 1:14 PM

maintain rural character of mainland. Corolla & mainland need to be connected sooner rather than later so they can
support each other's economies & resources.
106

I have lived in the Outer Banks area since 1989, except 5 years spent in Chicago. Moving back to the area was a high

9/15/2016 12:49 PM

priority to raise my family in a friendly, rural, safe area. We chose Currituck to start and raise our family for these
reasons. I imagine Currituck staying true to their roots of a farmland, rural, open space area that appeals a much
different crowd than those looking for a busy "boardwalk" style beach town with overgrowth. I would hate to see
Currituck harm the appeal of the area by building too many tourist based or seasonal attractions and business. These
would increase noise and light pollution, as well as take away large areas of farm and rural land. The mainland
Currituck area needs to keep the appeal of untouched expanse, which lends to a quiet and peaceful retreat, while
celebrating the rich history of farming, hunting, and outdoor activities in the area. The 4WD area of Currituck/Corolla
needs to protect from overgrowth and seize the one-of-a-kind uniqueness that area has above all other beach areas
on the east coast.
107

My fear is focus on 'old' economy of production and development will cause us to plan a rust belt when people are

9/15/2016 3:21 AM

looking for a garden paradise at the shore.
108

Not becoming like Chesapeake. An extension of south eastern Virginia.

9/14/2016 11:04 PM

109

If the Old family continues to develop the majority of the land, most people will not want to move to the area due to

9/13/2016 10:17 PM

poor reputation for craftsmanship and "good ole boy" county politics.
110

I love living in this community. I grew up in a small town and love the feeling of home. I do wish could have another

9/13/2016 8:59 PM

grocery store around the Currituck/Barco/Shawboro/Coinjock areas.
111

I have a love hate relationship with the mid Currituck bridge. I love the distribution of traffic for tourism to Corolla and

9/13/2016 7:43 AM

norther beaches and faster to get to work. Hate that Corolla a quaint village is going to be the outlet for said traffic. It's
a tough decision with a lot of controversy with everyone thinking decisions through and questionnaires like these
hopefully everyone can be satisfied that their voices were heard and accept that decisions were made for everyone
involved, making Currituck a great place to live, raise a family and a great vacation area.
112

I would like it to keep the family atmosphere with limited commercialization. Corolla desperately needs to address

9/11/2016 9:32 PM

traffic issues along Rt 12
113

I'm worried that it will be come overpopulated & cater to tourists & less focus for local needs.

9/11/2016 8:39 PM

114

Would love curb side garbage and recycling by the county.

9/11/2016 8:30 PM

115

Your challenge is to balance appropriate development and services provided with preserving the environment. Also,
the addition of a second bridge into Corolla seems critical to effective evacuation and public safety.

9/11/2016 11:15 AM

116

The traffic is the worst and many members of my family will not travel to see me in Grandy on weekends due to traffic.

9/9/2016 9:23 PM

117

Concerned about beach & mainland development once mid-county bridge is operational.

9/9/2016 8:42 PM

118

Traffic is the biggest detriment facing the Corolla area. Until the bridge is built I believe we will see a decline in the

9/9/2016 1:45 PM

popularity of Corolla as a vacation destination area. Without the bridge everything else is mute. We are quickly
becoming an unpleasant place to be in June, July, and August.
119

over population

9/9/2016 10:57 AM

120

In 20 years I would like to see the same laid back style of living. no large town atmosphere, but a place where living

9/9/2016 10:50 AM

and agriculture live in harmony.
121

I know that the 20+ years my family and I have lived here has been a true blessing.

9/9/2016 10:49 AM

122

like change and expanding. Do not want to see it grow to fast to quick.

9/9/2016 9:03 AM

123

The promotion of growth is going to take away friendly feeling of country living. The Moyock area is going to be more

9/9/2016 7:20 AM

like the Chesapeake area.
124

Dislike the way development is heading, too many ugly unneeded businesses that are choking out our little

9/8/2016 6:27 PM

businesses. Currituck used to be rural and pretty and it's becoming the place most came to escape from. VIRGINIA!
No more development!
125

I don't want the Currituck Outer Banks to look anything like the Dare County Outer Banks. Our side is so much cleaner
and portrays a relaxing beach community than the other side.
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I love this beautiful county and hope to see it develop into a thriving community that balances residential areas with
services, business and employment opportunities.There is so much potential here. While I do not want to see

9/7/2016 1:47 AM

Currituck turn into Chesapeake 2.0 I do understand that for residents to be satisfied with their quality of life here they
need to have better/easier access to things other than Dollar General. I have many friends and family members who
have/are moving AWAY from Currituck for that very reason! I am not saying that we over-develop like Greenbrier but
an actual grocery store every 10 miles or so would be nice. Right now Food Lion has the monopoly on groceries in
Currituck. Unless you want to drive to Chesapeake or Elizabeth City you are limited to their selection. We have one
pharmacy and that is in Moyock. We now have a Dollar General, when a better choice would have been a Walgreen's
or Rite-Aid. Please balance development to all communities, not just a select few and make resources accessible to
ALL.
127

More commercial developments

9/6/2016 8:27 PM

128

hope the water is still good and that we have good access to it and that the area will not die out due to regulations and
over growth that the quality of the water for swimming is good and the quality of the sewer system is supported and is

9/6/2016 7:09 PM

maintained
129

What I like most about Corolla & points north (the parts of Currituck I've known for 25 years) are: 1. the wide, clean

9/6/2016 4:34 PM

beaches with vegetated dunes. 2. enforcement of the ordinance that prohibits visitors from leaving their cabanas &
junk on the beach overnight. 2. the fact that you can walk away from development north of Ocean Hill 3. expansion of
bike paths & pedestrian walkways over the past few years. 4. Building of Timbuck II a number of years ago, giving us
more local shopping/dining options. What I dislike most are: 1. Mega-mansions replacing regular-sized houses 2.
Growing traffic congestion (car & tour trucks) in Corolla and on the beach to the north 3. Loss of habitat for wildlife
(horses are long gone from Corolla and now there are way fewer foxes too) 4. The threat that a massive wind farm
might be built off Corolla, obstructing views and disturbing marine and bird life. In imagining Currituck 20 years out, I
am optimistic. I imagine more County regulation of residential housing, putting limits on the of development of hotellike structures. I imagine a community with more social/recreational/shopping opportunities as small local businesses
get preferential treatment in commercial building over national chains. I imagine county investment in greenways,
walkways, bike paths and public transport options. I imagine the county requiring that the wind farms stay invisibly
offshore and demanding proof that they won't change migration patterns of marine and bird life.
130

Like everything as is but would like to see local schools and senior residential homes.

9/6/2016 4:08 PM

131

I don't see enough business restaurants or grocery stores in our areas to keep up with amount of houses already built.
They need these businesses to come in as of now all the money goes to VA if you live in the north east side of county.

9/6/2016 3:14 PM

132

i hope it will retain the feeling the area has now even there is expected growth of permanent and summer residents

9/6/2016 9:31 AM

133

I moved here for what Currituck offers, as is. I'd like to see a few amenities like restaurants and small businesses but

9/5/2016 7:26 PM

please no shopping centers. Don't become Virginia Beach.
134

Mainland to service locals as well as tourist. More sound front communities with public assess and connections like

9/5/2016 5:06 PM

board walks and connections to parks. Easy acess
135

Provide the mid county bridge to give labor a chance to work on the beach yet maintain moderate housing on the

9/5/2016 11:44 AM

mainland. Love the rural area as a respite from the Washington DC area. Encourage environmentally friendly energy
use, i.e solar, wind. etc.
136

No commercial development in the 4X4 area, acquire as much land as you can in the 4X4 area for use by the wild

9/4/2016 3:44 PM

horses. Stop allowing these huge multi-bedroom houses and calling them single family homes when they are really
mini hotels. Expand the bike path through all of Corolla. Add more parking areas by the south beach access. No
building of storage units in Corolla. They will not fit in the character of Corolla and I can't see them being of much use
to residents or owners.
137

Planning to retire elsewhere out of Currituck. A priority will be building on a large wooded tract where the property and
person will be safe from the daily pillage and plunder of uneducated large agribusiness good 'ole boys.

9/4/2016 1:03 PM

138

The most disappointing aspect is the complete lack of public transportation to get visitors from Norfolk airport /

9/4/2016 11:39 AM

Newport News train station to Corolla. Ideally, a shuttle to Corolla which could include ferry from Moyock - Coinjock are
to Corolla would be ideal until MidCounty bridge complete. Lack of transportation alternatives forces all visitors into
cars which is a compounding factor to the overloaded OBX roads.
139

If your planning to build, look at schools, emergency services, water supply and sewage, transformer yards to supply

9/4/2016 6:24 AM

power, and trash collection services before you grow.
140

how sad it would be if development continues and the open , natural beauty that is being lost to development is
allowed to continue,, the area will become just another common , indistinguishable tourist area. placeslike virginia
beach, myrtle beach which all look alike, same type shops,crowded beaches, a person could be blindfolded and
brought to one of those type placesand would would find it very difficult to identify where they were by what they see
around them.
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We moved to Moyock for the rural environment so we would like to see that preserved as much as possible even with

9/2/2016 5:17 PM

the projected growth.
142

Traffic is the main problem for residents trying to go anywhere on Saturday or Sunday. I cant find a place to rent that is

9/2/2016 5:01 PM

within my budge within the school district and accepts pets. I think senior housing or townhouses would be good.
143

Divert tourist traffic, more shopping oppurtunity. Medical facility's no general facelift of the shops

9/1/2016 9:13 PM

144

The county should embrace it's natural beauty and minimize development to small, holistic, and well thought out

9/1/2016 5:04 PM

growth plan to create a comprehensive county that doesn't over-commercialize the region and drive away the very
people that Currituck attracts with it's rural feel.
145

Very pretty area but afraid it is getting more congested traffic and people

9/1/2016 2:29 PM

146

Dont make it Myrtle Beach and leave some trees and land in Corolla.

8/31/2016 10:29 PM

147

Feel like there are too many political or personal art arrangements that limit fair and equal opportunities. Do not trust

8/31/2016 10:24 PM

that decisions are best for the people but what can pad decision makers or their friends pockets.
148

too much traffic on the weekends...can't even get out onto the hwy...all the trash being thrown along side the

8/31/2016 2:51 PM

roads...and the grass not being kept mowed on back roads...
149

The board does not seem to care about its constituents and seem out of touch with the way currituck is growing.

8/30/2016 9:37 PM

150

Dislike continued development (for example, loss of Audubon preserve for Pine Island Reserve-atrocious) Like

8/30/2016 8:47 AM

uncrowded beaches, ease of shopping Mid-county bridge would be a major asset
151

I hope it retains the rural charm

8/29/2016 8:53 PM

152

I see it becoming over crowded, loss of rental property values and a need to sell and move out.

8/28/2016 5:29 PM

153

Development always comes at a cost. We need to be careful to protect the small town feel of our county and fully

8/28/2016 5:06 PM

understand the environmental ramifications of new developments in out fragile ecosystem.
154

Need easy access to water and alternative transportation bike paths and add more busses. Bowling alley Would be

8/28/2016 3:18 PM

nice. Grandy needs more businesses.
155

Great place to live and raise a family as it is now. The schools could use some more improving, but I don't want to see

8/27/2016 6:15 AM

too much change in the county. Growth is inevitable, but if the mid county bridge is put in it will ruin our already over
crowded beaches. Keep the traffic on the main highway and bring in a few tourist attractions and decent retail, grocery
stores, and restaurants so tourists will stop, spend money, and continue on. The money the would make during the
summer touist season would carry them through the slower winter months. Ease up on the residential building until
the schools and other services can keep up with the demand of all the new people. Or at least until some good
businesses can come to the county to help support all the services needed.
156

My husband and I own property in Currituck mainland and in Carova. Something needs to be done in regards to the

8/26/2016 12:37 PM

amount of people entering the beach in Corolla and Carova. It is unbelievable how many day trippers come from VA
and spend the day on the beach with their trucks driving all over the back roads, destroying them, and not spending
any money in our area, because they come with everything in their truck for the day. This area needs to be monitored,
the police do a great job there, but they cant do it all. I love my county and only want the best for it!
157

Hopefully still a rural / agricultural area with wide open spaces, lotta' land green, relaxing to the eye as you travel

8/26/2016 12:33 PM

down the corridor knowing soon the salt spray from the Atlantic Ocean is waiting for you 9 months out of the year.
Quiet, serene, minimum 2-5 acre SF home sites with set backs that allow for peace and quiet, gardens, animals.
158

I feel as though there is not enough affordable housing in currituck for lower income families. What once was for lower

8/26/2016 11:51 AM

income has been increased so much and looks as if it will continue to increase to the point us single parents and
elderly can no longer afford it.
159

overcrowded in the summer

8/26/2016 10:29 AM

160

UDO goes unenforced. Banding HUD housing, low income housing in poorer areas and adapting policy for neighbor

8/25/2016 4:51 PM

hood in for the above things "not in my area. I'm wealthy." Fairness in all housing, not dumping unacceptables in Pick
and choose. Stop this "good enough for you , but not me", attitudes.
161

I the next 20 years I would like to imagine not being stuck in traffic on Caratoke Hwy on the weekends.
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The county badly needs a local DMV office. Also better access to affordable medical care. Both the senior and low

8/25/2016 12:16 PM

income population desperately need better access to these services. Affordable housing, either multi unit or small
homes need to be accessible to our teachers, public service residents. Minimum wage increase must be a high priority
for our local workforce. Housing expenses are well over 50% of most families incomes. This is not sustainable. We
certainly don't need another Dollar General. The new water park being planned will likely add to the traffic chaos on
summer weekends. Good traffic management will be critical to make it work. We need the local business development
and it's a good fit for the community, but workers trying to get to the beach will face additional headaches.
163

I would like to see more walking/biking paths on Rte 12 in Corolla. The completion of the bridge would be great.

8/25/2016 6:54 AM

Limited development of homes to protect the wildlife.
164

New to the area but Moyock and other areas would benefit from any community centers/parks for friends and
neighbors to meet and also bicycle/walking paths to join neighboors together. A walkable commercial area would also

8/24/2016 9:15 PM

be beneficial to bring the community together
165

I imagine Mainland Currituck to have the needed shopping centers to support the large population of residences that

8/24/2016 7:18 PM

we now have. You cannot continue adding houses and not adding shops, schools and places to work. A lot of money,
tax dollars, etc could be kept in North Carolina instead of everyone driving to Virginia.
166

Moyock has no good markets, places to eat, shop, trails, etc. many people in the military live here and would fully

8/24/2016 6:41 PM

support those businesses. We all go to Virginia and spend our money. Why not keep the money where we live and
provide the locals with jobs?
167

Protect what is there. Limit growth. Discourage transient rental population; they overly tax the community and detract

8/24/2016 5:48 PM

from the long term value
168

Currituck County is developing just fine. I would like to see the eyesores along the main routes such as Caratoke

8/24/2016 12:51 PM

Highway disappear!
169

It is primarily a beach vacation community. All efforts should be made to protect that setting. Roads, the new bridge,

8/24/2016 11:37 AM

etc as well as protecting the dunes is essential.
170

Like the natural beauty and ocean Fear and dislike the erosion of the dunes and beaches--or greatest treasure. I woud
hope that somehow there could be an overall Master plan for the entire Outer Banks that would protect and make

8/24/2016 11:01 AM

consistent the overall care of the land and structures and strictly limit growth. For the mainland I would hope that it is
also developed in a consistent way with protection of natural resources , the bay farmland etc. and giving the folks
there who work on the outer banks an easier time getting there and back. Also access to quality health care and
decent shopping centers where they can make a one stop shop.
171

They just need another access to get in and out of Corolla, build the bridge and they will come.

8/23/2016 5:13 PM

172

N/A

8/23/2016 3:48 PM

173

The beaches are becoming like Daytona. Commercial enterprises treat the beaches like highways & warehouses for

8/23/2016 3:35 PM

their own profit. People come to the Outer Banks for a quality of experience. They can go to crowded beaches nearer
to home. And, at these beaches motorized vehicles aren't allowed. So, you should consider: should a few businesses
profit or should the reputation of the entire County tourism industry be paramount for everyone's good.
174

Dislikes traffic but the new corolla bridge will take care of most of it , I hope.

8/23/2016 12:00 PM

175

Similar to the way it is now. Local vendors. Limit on big box stores. Majority of single family homes. Tourists travel to

8/23/2016 10:32 AM

area for the week and not just weekend or day.
176

WE NEED TO PROTECT THE NATURE WE ALREADY HAVE AND CLEAN IT FURTHER

8/23/2016 10:16 AM

177

I like how family oriented the vacation industry in Corolla seems to be and would like to keep it that way.

8/23/2016 9:17 AM

178

Growth is not aleays beneficial. The outer banks are unique and do not be spoiled by further development.

8/23/2016 8:46 AM

179

More than one way to Kill Devil Hills, more than one way out because of hurricanes. We need something for the

8/22/2016 10:44 PM

children.
180

Disband HOAs in the county. Allow property owners to protect their property as they see fit. Respect property owners

8/22/2016 10:39 PM

land and their rights as owners. Increase law enforcement.
181

More fast food restaurant options in Moyock area, consider a Walmart Neighborhood market instead of regular super
center, consider the aesthetics of the run down houses up and down Caratoke Highway and how it makes the county

8/22/2016 8:30 PM

look when tourists come through.
182

would like to keep residential character without heavy industrial presence.
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Currituck is beautiful and should be maintained and kept in excellent condition to handle the increase in population in
the future, not to add large and commercial properties to the natural landscape which would change its character. This

8/22/2016 6:46 PM

needs to be planned judiciously and appropriately as the population changes. It needs to add funding to maintain the
beaches to ensure the dune integrity to protect what exists and to protect the homes, sound and fresh water supply.
184

Currituck needs to be more forward thinking in blending preservation of natural resources in future, managing growth

8/22/2016 5:20 PM

in a controlled way, while preserving the unique character of Currituck County. New blood and ideas will help re-focus
priorities in what is a very exciting next couple of decades for our county.
185

Currituck County must have a bridge to bring in labor to the beaches. The county must protect the dune system. All is

8/22/2016 5:08 PM

lost if the dunes are breached/broken
186

new bridge. wider route 12 north. better traffic flow on 158 on weekends as that is HUGE downer to attitudes of

8/22/2016 5:01 PM

tourists coming in and out of the Outer Banks...and we need them. huge wildfowl conservation area.
187

The County Administrators will have to work very hard to allow controlled growth to improve the coastal county region

8/22/2016 4:53 PM

while preserving its character. The Mainland is a different set of challenges to encourage growth, jobs, and general
economic improvement while maintaining its rural character. Consider an in season "water taxi" concept to provide
easier round trip for workers from the mainland to the coastal region. Same ferry could transport vacationers to more
attractions / businesses on the mainland.... especially if there a north south shuttle system along 158 and the right
kinds of businesses there. This would spread the wealth, ease congestion, and expand the visibility of the county to
visitors.
188

Overcrowded!

8/22/2016 4:39 PM

189

Much of 158 has the look of distressed, abandoned properties. Give incentives to year round businesses to build and

8/22/2016 4:25 PM

maintain facilities along the corridor. The 4wd area in Corolla must be addressed. Too much development already,
which must be addressed by controlling dangerous traffic on the beach/providing emergency response channels in all
weather. Unless development is curtailed, permanent access needs to be addressed and the bridge needs to be built.
There are lovely developments in Corolla, with adequate retail businesses to support the seasonal tourism. If the MidCurrituck bridge becomes a reality, care needs to be taken that the potential for explosive development is kept in
check. In 20 years, I would like for the mainland to be a vibrant, viable place to live, for those who work in industries
that are not 100% tied to tourism/building and maintenance of vacation homes. The bridge would be incentive for
more full time residents to move to Corolla, thus supporting the retail businesses who suffer in the off-season. Would
make it easier for those businesses to hire employees, closer to schools and medical care for families.....so many
reasons for the bridge. Charge huge tolls for seasonal use, but offer major discounts off-season and to any residents
who use the bridge to commute.
190

Concern over large vacation rentals approaching the size of hotels - yet not required to meet safety requirements of a

8/22/2016 3:48 PM

hotel
191

More businesses and housing will help our area prosper, but the growth cannot overwhelm the public utilities and

8/22/2016 12:56 PM

school systems. We've seen Chesapeake grow too much, too fast, and the schools and utilities cannot keep up, and
that results in over population, hundreds of portable classrooms, traffic issues, and more problems. Their city council
is made up of business men and realtors who vote for more construction to their advantage, with no qualms about
what it does to the communities. No one wants their taxes here to increase with no benefits. Finding that balance is
important. Many of us moved here for less traffic, the safe environment with low crime, lower taxes, and the country
ease of living. We hope we can grow without becoming the concrete jungle as is Virginia Beach, or the overcrowding
and high home prices and taxes of Chesapeake. The taxes there are going higher and higher, as well as the utility
bills. Our natural resources of land and water are important to our area here in many ways, including the beauty of the
woodlands, and wildlife that live alongside our population.
192

Limited employment opportunities in Moyock. Limited shopping opportunities. A cohesive plan to mature the Moyock
area would be beneficial to North Carolina. Chesapeake has an economic advantage over Moyock with their tolls on

8/22/2016 9:06 AM

the highway and aggressive development on Hillcrest parkway. To compete the county needs to develop jobs,
housing, and shopping/dining amenities.
193

Like the coastal rural character. Dislike the long straight highway that is unmemorable for drivers passing thru. I
imagine Currituck as a more diverse and growing county with growth hot spots near Moyock, Grandy and
Harbinger/Point Harbor areas. Increasing year round residents, less hunting and fishing more bed room community
and commuters in Moyock area with more Outer Banks influenced residents south of Grandy. Coastal areas of
Corova and Corolla will continue to grow, becoming more exclusive to those that can only afford these areas and are
allowed access to the beaches.
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I hate the thought of Currituck County losing its rural charm and farm lands! However, this is already taking place. We

8/21/2016 9:03 PM

need mile post markers on 158 just to be able to locate where we are...! We could use alternate roads besides 158
during traffic tie-up times. We need local jobs for residents and low income housing for the large number of homeless
in this county!! I think the off-road areas above Corolla should never be developed into paved roads and housing
should be kept at a premium! I worry about rising seas that may eventually erode our shores. And I worry about the
condition of the Currituck Sound pollution of concrete culverts and tree stumps.
195

Variety of housing development including senior retirement/nursing homes on the mainland and commercial

8/21/2016 6:09 PM

development with limited commercial development on the OBX. Limit the large mega-houses in Corolla? Keep
commercial and mega-mansions from being developed on the 4x4 area!
196

Rural area. Same as now.

8/21/2016 4:34 PM

197

The fate of the Mid Currituck Bridge will have a large impact on the entire county. I pray that it will not ignite

8/21/2016 3:50 PM

unrestrained development of Corolla and the 4WD area.
198

I images Currituck County in 20 years another High School in Northern end of county. Hotels and shopping malls in
Northern area.

8/21/2016 2:36 PM

199

As a former Currituck County teacher, I feel that our schools are in desperate need of more funding, including more
funding for the arts and more support for students from low income families.

8/21/2016 8:46 AM

200

I would like to see a town-like center around the ymca and aviation center with middle class housing and pedestrian

8/20/2016 9:47 PM

and biking paths. I belive there should be a plan for a second high school or a significant partnership with coa to better
serve a growing population of families.
201

Seclusion is good.

8/20/2016 6:49 PM

202

Would like to see tasteful commercial development that would enhance quality of life in Moyock and keep property

8/20/2016 4:10 PM

values up.
203

Bridge!

8/20/2016 3:30 PM

204

Too many people coming in

8/20/2016 9:17 AM

205

Since there is a 5 lane highway I would hope that corridor would be designated commercial. At the present time there
are few places to shop ( Target, Walmart ), sleep (hotel) , eat (chains other than fast food) within the County mainland.

8/19/2016 10:41 AM

I must spend my taxable dollars on line, another county or another state.
206

More cleanup is needed along the highway. There are still lots of buildboards, abandoned buildings, and overgrown
lots. . Due to the proposed WaterPark, I am concerned about traffic in that area which has been the site of several

8/19/2016 10:29 AM

fatal accidents in recent months.
207

Let owners decide what land will be used for.

8/18/2016 5:54 PM

208

I love Currituck, it's my home place, being raised on the NC/VA line I moved to the southern end 33 years ago; I've

8/18/2016 4:19 PM

seen a lot change; we need to stay focused on our development plan and encourage it as well; tough to do but very
necessary since we have a limited amount of are to develop at all. I would like to see open space neighborhoods as
well as PUDs on the Mainland. I feel we are in desperate need of Multi Family complexes with Recreation facilities
included.
209

Dislike home builders building homes on former farm land, that do not sell, and remain unoccupied. Lots should be

8/18/2016 2:41 PM

limited by at least 4-5 acres for a home. Some builders have been dishonest in one case I know of: telling a seller that
they are going to develop their property for raising horses, then, instead, build small cracker-box houses on the
property. The homes become eyesores on the landscape.
210

citizen owned businesses, farm retail for fresh foods, parks for our children to play safely and areas to mountain bike or

8/18/2016 6:45 AM

hike as a family. Beach access and finished bridge to cut down trail time.
211

Hopefully, the county will change their current community plans and steer away from allowing large industrial

8/17/2016 8:28 PM

complexes that are ugly and eye sores along the Hwy 158 corridor. Hopefully, we will see nice planned communities
with large lots and public parks/open spaces with supporting commercial/ retail facilities.
212

Traffic is a major concern for me in lower Currituck. Almost impossible to leave the house on summer weekends. I

8/17/2016 11:10 AM

would like to see a traffic light to help alleviate weekend traffic. Currituck is a wonderful place to live and raise a family
but I think there needs to be more job opportunities and housing options.
213

Similar look to what we have in Corolla in 4x4 area. Commercial development up there is going to happen and when
the 1st place comes its done. Please just regulate it tastefully. If that one guy is going to develop his land in 4x4,
county might as well buy land next to it. Make it the "hub" of the 4x4 area. Similar to a Timbuck II/Monteray Shores
Complex. Its right in the middle of beach. Please no hotels. Please.
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I'm a new resident/frequent tourist who fell in love with the county. I've never lived in a rural area and believe its

8/16/2016 4:39 AM

natural beauty can and should be preserved. At the same time, the increased population must be served in a manner
that is inclusive and innovative. I imagine Currituck County will accomplish both in the next 20 years.
215

Side roads are still inadequate for increased traffic due to increased residential development. Public water is provided

8/15/2016 4:26 PM

to new subdivisions while older, existing subdivisions still remain without it. Convenience center in Moyock is
constantly overloaded - the County should revisit contracting with Waste Management for curbside pickup of trash and
recyclables for both convenience and to reduce roadside trash (and yes, I would gladly pay more in my solid waste fee
to cover this). Imagining Currituck County in 20 years: Too many houses and not enough businesses; still lacking in
water/sewer infrastructure; schools will be crowded again - unless a balance between residential and commercial
development is achieved.
216

I really dislike the rate of development and that high density housing is being allowed to develop. It takes away so

8/14/2016 8:39 PM

much from this county. It seems lately that every piece of spare land is for sale. This will greatly diminish the charm of
entering Currituck County from VA. I hope that it remains rural in nature, and does more to protect our valuable
wetlands.
217

The traffic is terrible and the huge SAGA homes are destroying the character of the community. The care and

8/13/2016 11:08 AM

maintenance of these homes impacts the rest of the community.
218

County leaders are not consistent when applying their rules. I sat on planning board for a few years and I saw this first

8/12/2016 9:54 AM

hand. Politics, cronisism etc has to stop. The rules have to apply across the board or Cutrituck will never be anything
more that hoge poge of zoning that makes no sens. Stop allowing th ugly metal building. Start attracting some bigger
retail companies. Different grocery stores etc. promote competition. But find some continuity and stick to it.
219

At the rate we are developing, we will no longer be a peaceful and close not community that i love so much. We will

8/12/2016 6:36 AM

become the next Chesapeake that everyone seems to running away from to come down here for open space and
peacefulness. Leave the big business and traffic up there. Let's keep the farm land, openness, peaceful and low crime
as is! I love Moyock, but will leave if for greener pastures if it keeps growing at the rate it has been. Things need to
slow down. STOP THE MADNESS!
220

I would like to be able to spend all of my money in North Carolina, but that means we need local big box stores and a

8/11/2016 11:20 PM

better diversity of restaurants and entertainment. There's already a large enough population to support that type of
development.
221

Hope to see mid-Currituck bridge alleviate some traffic. Hope to see more professional businesses, large ones, should

8/11/2016 7:57 PM

housing be made available. Would like to see young professionals be able to return after college. Like Aydlett and
other similar landscape-water views, open feel. Don't like any part of the corridor-ugly, unsafe, and heavy traffic in
summer. Would like to see larger box stores so money can be spent in Currituck County
222

Generally, I do not like the traffic or lack of access to amenities. I would mind biking or walking a ways to these

8/11/2016 4:11 PM

amenities since I enjoy the rural nature of the area. In fact, I love the rural nature of the area. I imagine a vision plan
to incorporate both agriculture/hunting/fishing and tourism.
223

Develop and implement a sewer plan for Currituck county. You can only put so much sewer into the ground. Develop

8/11/2016 12:50 PM

and implement an infrastructure plan for the commercial spaces in Currituck County.
224

The county needs to prioritize small business growth and lowering the rents for the business owners...more

8/10/2016 6:53 PM

competition for different business would increase the revenue for the county not give it to Virginia..
225

I would love to see Currituck continue the way it is now. I think bringing in developments, major retail stores, and large

8/10/2016 6:16 PM

businesses will destroy what everyone loves about Currituck.
226

I would prefer slower residential growth

8/10/2016 4:57 PM
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I imagine in 20yrs. Currituck County will be all concrete jungles, asphalt & over crowded with endangered wildlife. That
is as truthful of an answer that I can think of. I say this because I was born in Portsmouth va and left there when they

8/10/2016 2:47 PM

turned to growth to solve their problems, now there isn't a tree left in site in the forested area I grew up in. I moved to
va. beach where there was forest & farmland still surrounding my home. Today it is parking lots with big box stores
surrounding it. Crime is crazy and the schools are awful. So I moved to the country side in currituck county hoping for
a small town life to live out the rest of my life how ever long that might be. Now for the 3rd time in my life I am
watching the small part of the earth that is so beautiful with trees, animals and the small town life with friendly folks
being overtaken by development all in the name of what? Why? My grandchildren and their children will never know
the wonderful beauty of wildlife, trees & community our world has to offer. So after 20 years where will Currituck
County BE? I imagine it will be just like the rest of the Greater Tidewater Area. So those are my dislikes in general,
my likes are the small mom & pop shops, the school system with no over crowding to educate our children, the wildlife
and the swamp land, the forest, tree lined streets in some communities and no street lights to pollute the night time
sky. I like being responsible for carrying my own trash to the There are so many more reason I love this area but the
quickest way to summarize it would be to say "all the reasons given to stop the OLF" would be my reasons.
Everything we did as a community-to come together to fight the OLF was impressive. Now here we are doing exactly
what they wanted to do with the exception of the Jet noise.
228

needs update in town on businesses, better landscapping

8/10/2016 12:46 PM

229

I would love to see each new housing development have access to the beauty of nature in Currituck,In the way of

8/10/2016 12:23 PM

walking/bike trails,picnic area,play ground and ponds like one at Barco.I think Eagle Creek housing is to congested
with no place close to get out and enjoy all that our area has to offer.Ranchland could also use a park with bike/walk
trails to keep our children safe.
230

Do not develop new housing without the roads to support the traffic. With 50,000 tourists a day in Corova, we need

8/10/2016 7:31 AM

paid fire and ems personnel to protect the area.
231

I dislike the current UDO. It has cost most home owners the ability to sell their property. Way to many sub divisions in

8/9/2016 1:21 PM

the Moyock township have been approved, and yet to be built while they are still approving additional. I dislike the lack
of thought about existing residents and the impacts subdivisions have when it comes to traffic and safety. I dislike the
current Internet infrastructure choices. I dislike that expansion of natural gas has stopped. I dislike the disregard of
currituck mainland in leu of the beach. The mainland is where our full time residents are. I dislike the county
commissioners making a mockery of our political system, and feel they directly disregard the residents wants, needs,
and desires.
232

There needs to be a traffic signal coming out of Ranchland. I've had too many close calls going down 168 in that area.

8/8/2016 4:34 PM

233

Let's hope it remains a quiet area for all. Keep the commercialization up north in Virginia.

8/8/2016 3:06 PM

234

Government regulation has gotten to be a huge burden. The citizens are to the point of revolt about the UDO, the time

8/7/2016 2:39 PM

it takes to get simple things done, young inexperienced administrators making decisions affecting longtime land
holders and similar issues. Good companies avoid Currituck because of the reputation of the politics and the difficulty
of getting approvals. Not opinion, but fact. The economic development director is a waste of tax money unless he has
experience in economic development. What has economic development done and was it worth it? If the County would
go back to respecting property rights, growth will happen. In any event growth will come and the government will be
forced to change by the new constituents.
235

All I know is the Corolla area. In a variety of interactions with County officials, I remain particularly pleased with their

8/7/2016 12:21 PM

willingness to listen/discuss/negotiate acceptable solutions. I fought hard against incorporation and voted against a
combined government. Future growth may require an additional layer of government but I am particularly pleased with
the status quo for now.
236

Love that Carova has wild horses; love the small town feel. Worried that it will become too commercial. Corolla is my
fav loc in outer banks because it is not so commercial. Like mama easleys

8/7/2016 9:13 AM

237

Allow some large business, ie wImart, fSt food places etc.

8/6/2016 10:11 PM

238

Currituck is building up fast. Dislike change but we must keep up with the times. I imagine Currituck to have a lot of

8/5/2016 12:01 PM

tourists in the coming years.
239

I truly enjoy life in Currituck - I would like traffic change - people just drive like we are on an interstate! Need more

8/5/2016 11:53 AM

dumpster sites. Need the mid-county bridge
240

I dislike the fact that a lot of money is dumped into Corolla and not so much in the mainland for improvements visual

8/5/2016 11:47 AM

and otherwise. I like the rural aspect, but Grandy could use some more restaurants and maybe one box store like a
market walmart, smaller version of walmart
241

Not enough recreation for citizens; need movie theater, bowling alley, boys & girls clubs for teenagers

8/5/2016 11:16 AM

242

Like to see larger lots !' On new housing developments

8/4/2016 8:59 PM
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We'd like to think that the Corolla area of Currituck County would continue to be a desirable vacation destination for

8/3/2016 8:13 PM

families that focus on the beaches. The area would also have adequate supporting businesses to include village-like
areas with unique restaurants, quality grocery stores and tasteful shops (NO Wings or schlocky souvenirs) that would
better enhance Corolla as a well balanced, relaxed community atmosphere to strengthen Corolla as a desirable
vacation destination.
244

In the 70's, Currituck was a very progressive county in our state, with other counties using our development plans as

8/2/2016 2:17 PM

an example. I would very much like to see us go forward with a progressive plan that will meet the needs of most,
including affordable housing for those who serve the county as teachers and other employees, while still preserving
the natural beauty of our county, much of which has been lost. Development of businesses that draw attention to who
we are historically as an agricultural and sportsman's paradise would be in our best interest and is not a pipe dream.
We cannot afford to simply continue to develop houses on top of houses for the sake of developers making money. I
think of the Campbell Folk School and other arts/crafts schools that offer vacations for carvers, musicians,
glassblowers, (how about brewing classes?) etc. It's an idea...and would be an incredible resource and vacation
destination for our mainland. What I dislike the most is that we are letting hundreds of thousands of people pass by the
mainland without offering attractions that would introduce them to the culture of the place...and we are letting our
history die in so doing.
245

Can only imagine.

8/2/2016 8:55 AM

246

People are terrorizing the horses chasing them around and trying to touch them, we need a toll for non residents, the

8/1/2016 8:54 AM

beach is being destroyed.
247

Cavora Beach needs to stay as is. The horses should be the #1 priority. Bobroads should be built. That's the attraction

8/1/2016 8:02 AM

for us. There are not many places in this country that are wild. Let's keep it that way.
248

First, Our commissioners have a hard job to do and I appreciate their efforts. I also understand it is hard to please

8/1/2016 6:52 AM

everyone, and cannot be accomplished. My dislike is how our Commissioners listen to the same 15 people who
complain about everything, and want no development. I would rather see them wait a few weeks on a decision and
proactively seek out people for feedback, rather than listening to the voice of the "local concerned citizens". Go out
and ask people their thoughts. Stop them in the markets, bank, etc. "Hey what do you think about...???" That would
be great approach.
249

The county should grow slowly with tourism but it will not! I imagine it will be overrun with development and the 4
wheel drive area will be ruined by development which is NOT DESIRED BY OWNERS OR SEASONAL GUESTS.

7/29/2016 10:24 PM

Traffic on the beach will become unbearable and unsafe. But MONEY WILL BE MADE and that fact will probably
dictate the future of our presently beautiful area.
250

It would be nice if the county could preserve the farmlands, open space, and the beach area from over development.

7/28/2016 7:47 PM

The area has gotten so crowded in the last 25 years. Please limit the construction of large condos, townhouses and
villas on the beach and large development on the mainland that destroy farms and forests.
251

I would like to imagine Currituck County the same as today. There has already been too much development and

7/28/2016 4:20 AM

encroachment on natural habitat.
252

Dislikes: don't look like the Jersey Shore! Likes: Provide services, shopping, housing & commercial development to

7/27/2016 5:25 PM

have a year round population in Corolla & Off road
253

Would like to see Currituck monetize from the traffic already flowing through to Dare County. Make Currituck Mainland

7/27/2016 1:35 PM

appealing to those who would be traveling to the beach, but want other options other than Dare County and the traffic
associated with it.
254

leave the 4x4 area ALONE AND LEAVE THE HORSES ALONE

7/25/2016 11:50 AM

255

Overdevelopment will take away from what makes the outerbanks great. Limit growth and keep huge hotels and
condos away from oceanfront. Maintain the integrity of obx. Dont allow commercial development in 4wd area.

7/25/2016 7:27 AM

Consider issuing permits and access for tourist in 4wd area to protect horses, wildlife and beach condition. Educate
public that does access 4wd about taking care of beach and horses. A guard shack and charging non residents and
issuing educational materials could create revenue for 4wd area for resour es for residents and may help control
access and issues occuring on the beach. Issue a resident pass and offer a season pass option for regular visitors or
renters.
256

I like the 4 Lane highway , dislike not being able to make left hand turns in the summer.. I would like to see some
more stores like a Walmart closer.. I would love to see it stay the small town in fell in love with in 1973
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My extreme dislike is the explosion of residential neighborhoods while so many homes in older neighborhoods sit

7/24/2016 5:13 PM

vacant. There seems to be no thought in planning. Buildings of all types seem to be thrown up here and there with
minimal thought to design. I've heard the expression "Rag Tag" used upon several occasions describing mainland
Currituck. This doesn't have to be. I see so many other farming areas developed, buildings blending well with each
other while keeping the rural feel. I have lived here for over 20 years. I moved here because of the quiet of country
living. I still love that about Currituck. That and the kind neighborly feel. I love hearing the history from those families
that have been here far longer than I have and see how they continue to till the fields and are still in love with the
country their parents and grandparents passed on to them. If development continues in the manner in which it is
going, in 20 years I see a hodgepodge of neighborhoods, shoddily made and many vacant, falling into disrepair. I no
longer see the fields being plowed or the crops standing tall. Please do not let this happen. Go to other rural areas and
see how business buildings and nature are able to blend together aesthetically. Please give further consideration to
your planning and ask yourself how you can help to maintain the beauty of Currituck we've all come to love, farm fields
and all.
258

Sadly money and politics will probably shape it versus planning that would support a diverse community because the

7/23/2016 9:02 PM

raw land rezonings driven by owner who has a contract.
259

Ocean Pearl Road, behind the dunes, should be improved from Corolla to Carova and beach driving should be

7/23/2016 3:33 PM

prohibited.
260

We moved here from NY because of the rural setting (for our home) yet close proximity to a wide variety of things to

7/23/2016 8:02 AM

do (beaches, entertainment, cultural events, etc). We were attracted because it was a nice quiet place to live and not
a commercial/industrial county. The county has a unique resource in the beach and is doing a good job to leverage
that. You need to stay on course and leverage the natural resources available and not try to make the county into
something else. There is plenty of industry close-by. Why try to entice them to build in the county? I've seen this before
in NY. They take the tax incentives then leave in 10 years and leave behind unemployment and ugly empty buildings
that nobody wants. Promote the tourism year-round.
261

Need to improve the drainage of the water.

7/22/2016 8:49 AM

262

I have 3 kids and my husband currently goes to VA for work. I would like there to be jobs and education options after

7/22/2016 8:10 AM

high school so my kids don't have to move back to VA to work
263

To much regulation. Love being close to water.

7/21/2016 9:15 PM

264

Small town charm

7/21/2016 8:51 PM

265

Our current economic development is considerably behind our neighboring state to the North! We have disregarded

7/21/2016 10:47 AM

the potential we have to take advantage of turisim during 9 months of every year! We have no futuristic thinkers or
marketing people with a desire to make future generation proud of their heritage here in our county. We live in "the
best" location in the country, situated between major tourist markets and have done nothing to embellish our plight!
Nothing to guarantee the kind of "common sense " growth future generations will need, and we prefer to continue
down a path that others take advantage of, while we stick our head in the sand offering lame excuses!
266

As a lifetime resident I miss the farms, the woodland. At the same time it is convenient having places like Dollar

7/21/2016 9:41 AM

General, Food Lion and local businesses. Especially love the Y. There needs to be a blend. All we see are more and
more housing developments.There is no Arts Center just all sports fields. There are kids that are interested in music,
visual arts, drama. Can't the county provide for them as well??? That is more important than houses. Keep light
business for jobs for our youth and create an Arts Center where local artists can provide lessons.
267

We need sewer lines in our low neighborhoods. When we flood sometimes there is 6-17 inches of water for days

7/21/2016 7:09 AM

standing. It would also help keep our creeks and sound cleaner.
268

We bought a house here instead of Chesapeake because of the space of our lot. We love the neighborhood with

7/20/2016 11:06 PM

everyone having an acre or more that we live in. We love the wild life. We also look at this property as an investment
as we know this community is on the verge of booming. We don't believe in holding back change; change is a natural
part of life. As long as this neighborhood we live in stays as it is, why should we care that down the street there are
apartments or townhouses? As long as they are very nicely built and not government housing and not impacting our
neighborhood appearance then why not?
269

I hope it remains the warm and friendly community it is today. My husband and i moved here because of the small

7/20/2016 10:05 PM

town rural feel. After living in Chesapeake and Va Beach, we love the peace and quiet here.
270

Keep the rural feel keep lots big no town homes no apartments keep the space. Build better schools stop all

7/20/2016 9:54 PM

development until everyone has sewage We can't keep doing septic tanks. Let's join the 21st century.
271

We need to leave Currituck how it is... it's a land of fishers and farms that make there money and give back to the

7/20/2016 9:54 PM

community we need to keep Currituck County country and not turn it into a city boys world
272

I really would like to see sidewalks & bike paths.

7/20/2016 9:41 PM
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273

I like the country feel to the county. I feel development should be kept to a minimum, but if not we must have county
wide sewage. Commercially, I prefer small businesses or manufacturers, not big box stores.

7/20/2016 9:33 PM

274

I hate the over priced neighborhoods that are built by shoddy contractors, people move in and move out so fast then
the houses sit empty because a new development has houses for less. I dislike all of the extra traffic it puts on our

7/20/2016 9:26 PM

back roads the o er crowding it puts in our schools. I have lived in this small town my whole life practically amd if I
wanted to look and crappy houses and apart I would move. I know growth can't be stopped but should be ebbed
before our beautiful area is destroyed.
275

Hope that we don't look like Chesapeake

7/20/2016 9:08 PM

276

Not sure - more houses means the wild life will be moved.

7/20/2016 9:06 PM

277

over crowded if we do not slow down learn mistakes of other areas.Measure three times cut once

7/20/2016 8:58 PM

278

Have to drive to VA to shop and work because the Food Lion here is over priced and there is no where else to shop!

7/20/2016 8:57 PM

279

Road Construction on weekends during the summer is terrible! But love how quiet it is compared to Hampton Roads. it

7/20/2016 8:48 PM

needs to stay quiet and peaceful.
280

I see library and parks that allow working people access to public places. I see places that 20 years can afford to live

7/20/2016 8:42 PM

in county on their own. Teachers, shieffs, and those working have options to live and work in county. Places safe to
shop, walk, ride to year round.
281

Dislike the houses being built.. We need to bring a high school to Moyock, keep rural feel, let few businesses in to

7/20/2016 8:41 PM

help with taxes and jobs.
282

I moved here to get away from the big city life. I do not want to see Currituck grow fast. Keep in mind with cheaper

7/20/2016 8:40 PM

houses and townhouses comes big city problems. Keep this county prosperous by doing what you've been doing.
There is a reason that hard working people are moving here. Should big city problems follow, there will no longer be
the appeal and thus result in good tax paying residents to reconsider living out here.
283

Obviously growth will happen, we moved here 4 years ago and the housing developments are popping up

7/20/2016 8:39 PM

everywhere. Sad to see farmland turned into housing developments. We came here for the enjoyment of country
living.
284

We HAVE to have more schools, especially High School

7/20/2016 8:36 PM

285

Dislike: We have not gained much new business for local use over the years. Like: Gaining new business for local use

7/20/2016 8:31 PM

and more development.
286

Too many houses being built! I imagine the rural environment will be ruined. I have been here for 20 years and moved

7/20/2016 8:30 PM

here to be in a rural setting.
287

Getting Commissioners in who really care and listen to us! It's going to be overcrowded before 20 years if we don't
slow it down now!!

7/20/2016 7:58 PM

288

A well developed corridor and communities.Good access and allowing signs for off highway business

7/20/2016 5:02 PM

289

Need to slow growth.exsisting home values are falling due to so many new homes being built.

7/20/2016 2:46 PM

290

We need slow, smart growth. Maintain wetlands and woodlands but add light commercial businesses with manageable

7/20/2016 10:45 AM

regulatory restrictions.
291

if we could look back 20 years and see what has been with regard to development on the north beach 4x4, do not

7/20/2016 8:18 AM

want to see that happen or multiply in 20 years, more conservation and smaller homes, please
292

I like the rural open feel of the county. It's like coming home to a vacation every day.

7/18/2016 4:01 PM

293

Worry about over building in Corolla, with no new road improvements.

7/18/2016 10:54 AM

294

A PERMIT SYSTEM TO THE OFF ROAD AREA WOULD HELP MAINTAIN THE AMBIANCE OF THE AREA. TOO

7/16/2016 5:11 PM

MANY JOY RIDERS SPOIL THE BEACH HABITAT.
295

I've mostly used the corolla/4x4 area and I would hate to see it get more developed than it is now. the new bridge

7/16/2016 1:06 PM

would blow this area up and kill the whole reason for going there. great places are worth the extra effort and miles to
get there. I like to use the phrase "LESS IS MORE !!!"
296

The bridge will determine what the area will become.

7/16/2016 12:22 PM

297

Love this county. ,Very sad to see more storage units built,need to keep open spaces,farmland,woodlands,etc...

7/16/2016 10:54 AM

298

Retain the area's serene, attractive, uncrowded charm to which people can escape. Keep it different from the rest of
the over-developed beach areas in the country.

7/16/2016 10:31 AM
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The reason why I love living here is that it is close to the beach area, yet has a "rural feel". I live 4 miles from the

7/16/2016 8:47 AM

Wright Memorial Bridge, yet I see many so many different types of wildlife, horses, wetland flora and fauna ~ I feel
extremely blessed to live here! The traffic is a concern during the summer months ~ we rarely leave our home on
Saturdays during the peak tourist season due to traffic congestion. As mentioned earlier, I am against the building of a
large water park in this area ~ I think it would distract from the farmland/rural culture that we have here. In 20 years I
will be a "senior citizen" (if I'm not considered that now!), and hope that the changes incurred are not too drastic. I
realize that things must change to move a community forward, but I also feel that our county government officials truly
have our best interests at heart when they consider all of their options. Thank you for this questionnaire, too.....I hope
that you get great feedback about what your citizens like/dislike/ and hope for our future!
300

There are about 1,000 approved lots in Currituck County, but opening a new business here is extremely difficult. It
would be nice if the County would actually try to attract and work with business owners.

7/15/2016 8:59 PM

301

I do not like the large houses that now function as overcrowded mini hotels.

7/15/2016 4:55 PM

302

I picture Currituck county being another crowded Va. Beach or Chesapeake. This is not a pretty picture.

7/15/2016 1:40 PM

303

Improvement of access and egress within communities in the off road area; dislike increased vehicular traffic on

7/15/2016 6:15 AM

beach strand
304

Public safety needs to grow with the community to match the demands

7/14/2016 4:51 PM

305

I like it fine , but would like to see more job opportunities for young people.

7/14/2016 10:41 AM

306

I imagine the county focused on respecting the environment and conserving land for quality living conditions for its

7/14/2016 8:32 AM

residents, visitors and wildlife, especially the wild horses!
307

Please stop allowing the 20 bedroom mega rental houses, those really take away of the charm of Currituck county.

7/13/2016 8:30 PM

308

I do not like the idea of MCB - it should never be funded or built

7/13/2016 6:00 PM

309

I dislike the idea of every square inch being built upon. I do not want our highway to look like Battlefield Boulevard in
Chesapeake. I also do not want to be inundated with more monster-sized subdivisions like Eagle Creek where there

7/13/2016 3:40 PM

are houses upon houses. I would love to think that 20 years from now Corolla and Carova would still have their special
secluded feel, but I know a mid-county bridge will end that feeling. I hope it is never built.
310

Most of the development is in northern part of the county. There is nothing in the southern part of county. I am

7/13/2016 3:15 PM

extremely unhappy at where the Y was built. It is closer to more people in other counties than to anybody in this
county. We need more smaller Y type facilities for the southern part of the county.
311

Like friendliness of People and relaxed atmosphere. Dislike summer traffic, no sidewalks.

7/13/2016 9:41 AM

312

I love the water access, friendly people, and open spaces along the highway and the area in general. Definitely need
more dining options and entertainment options for children/teenagers/young adults. Dislike the amount of trash that

7/13/2016 6:43 AM

can be seen along roadways and the constant disrespect of our lands.
313

Too much traffic

7/12/2016 9:21 PM

314

I love the natural settings where I live but would like some better businesses in Moyock besides car dealerships, fast

7/12/2016 9:21 PM

foods, some type of entertainment for family's etc.
315

Need to develop along the highway we are letting tourist dollars escape to dare county and local shoppers go to Va or

7/12/2016 1:56 AM

E city.
316

I like the fact that the county is rural and there are cities nearby for when my family wants a change of pace for the

7/11/2016 5:19 PM

day. Traffic is always a summertime pain and that won't likely change with a mid-county bridge but the bridge will offer
a much shorter ride for locals and day-trippers. I will be a real plus for the county.
317

More of the tax revenue from the Outerbanks need to be spent on the Outerbanks,

7/10/2016 9:32 PM

318

I like the country...the farmland, the game lands and occasionally the beach. I do not like the traffic that tourists bring,

7/10/2016 7:50 PM

but I am willing to live with it because it's seasonal, and the tourists bring in revenue which offsets the tax burden. I'd
like to see a slowdown in the number of small lots with cheaply made, cookie cutter houses being built so that in 20
years we still have a good amount of farm land...Areas that are already urban have grown in population with high rises
and other types of housing that the typical city dweller dreams of living in. It's a win/win. The yuppies get what they
want, and those of us who cherish freedom and liberty get what we want.
319

The mid-county bridge is in, and that access allows Corolla restaurants and retail stores to be open year round. In

7/10/2016 6:34 PM

addition, the bike path has been extended from Southern Shores to Ocean Hill. And, most importantly, the 4WD area
and the wild horses remain protected.
320

hope there isn't a bridge, Corolla remains remote and quiet.

7/10/2016 12:45 PM
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Our county loses so much potential income as residents travel to the OBX or Virginia for entertainment. While it is

7/10/2016 11:23 AM

difficult to bring in business and maintain the small town feel, if businesses were required to build nice brick buildings
instead of simply throwing up metal buildings as quick as they can, it would still keep the character and charm of
Currituck. I love the beautiful landscape and scenery we have on the water and feel it could really be enhanced by
parks and greenways. I also think the mid-county bridge will be a tremendous benefit to the county and connect the
mainland with the Currituck OBX.
322

Hate to think we would end up looking like great bridge va or the greenbrier area. The rural feel of this county is what
makes it a great place to live. I have seen it change over the years. Too much development requires too many

7/10/2016 7:38 AM

services. Thus changing the small town feel of our community. I would like to see it easier for business but not at the
expense of the rural community. You can not have it both ways.. It does come down to what are our priorities.
Personnaly I would rather drive to get what I need than change my community for convience. I love my county.
323

It's sad to see our forests continue to be cut down! Traffic year round is getting very bad. I imagine in 20 years

7/9/2016 10:24 PM

Currituck will be overcrowded without public transportation!
324

In the northern end of the county, commercial business properties are controlled by a few owners and the rental rates

7/9/2016 7:58 PM

are more than most small businesses can afford. Additionally, a number do not meet code standards. Until the county
comes up with a plan to overcome the situation, there will continue to be a large number of vacant commercial
structures and a general lack of small business start ups in commercial structures. Recommend development of a
working group including small business owners, the county attorney and zoning enforcement to come up with options.
325

I just hope that the Grandy area starts to grow sometime soon with more businesses etc.

7/9/2016 4:42 PM

326

Have enough diversity of recreation and parks easily accessible for when I am retired...we already have 2 golf cart

7/9/2016 3:29 PM

businesses....where are the planned senior neighborhoods and what developers are delaying this?
327

Hopefully, we will not be asking "What were we thinking back in 2016," when we decided to commercially develop the

7/9/2016 1:45 PM

most unique part of the county (4WD beaches) into just another Jersey Shore. Remember that these are the Outer
BANKS - not the BANKS for a few wealthy, uncaring, developers.
328

I want to maintain the farm land, the trees, Aydlett road, the large lot sizes. Restrict a lot of commercialization.

7/9/2016 1:31 PM

329

I realize that tourism is important to the County but often times, in my opinion, the tourist are treated better than the

7/9/2016 7:12 AM

residents.
330

Please retain the farmlands and general rural feel. As a local, I love it, it's why I moved here, but I am certain the

7/8/2016 10:38 PM

tourists don't come here to see endless strip malls. They come here to get away from that. I would like to see the
county grow gently, still feeling overall like countryside rather than a snarl of development.
331

If you want this joint to end up looking like the New Jersey shore, then keep up the present building standards, you'll

7/8/2016 1:38 PM

be there in another 5 to 10 years. It won't take 20.
332

storage area for beach

7/8/2016 11:45 AM

333

The Board of Commissions needs to start respecting the opinions and input of the 4WD property owners instead of just
sitting back and collecting our taxes.

7/8/2016 11:45 AM

334

As you develop your plan, please keep in mind the Currituck mainland and OBX are very special places, which is why

7/8/2016 11:32 AM

people come here to vacation and to live. People who want "more" will go to Dare and those wanting less in the way
of commercialism and infrastructure will migrate to Corolla. The Mid Currituck will change that on both sides of the
bridge and I hope that commercial and residential development is carefully managed and kept "in check" when that
time comes, so that Currituck can remain the beautiful agricultural, natural paradise that it currently is.
335

I'm afraid that Currituck will turn into another Va. Beach if the politicians have their way!

7/8/2016 9:22 AM

336

I hope for my child Currituck is still rural with beautiful farmland, wetlands, and beaches. I am educated to understand

7/8/2016 9:04 AM

growth will always continue but we need to protect our beauty so we are not just another overcrowded dirty tourist
vacation spot.
337

I love living here where the ocean breezes wash our air and the sunshine is plentiful. I would love to continue to enjoy

7/8/2016 7:23 AM

life here with better traffic management and more healthcare facilities.
338

Currituck is in a great spot. I imagine a lot of the population increase will come from Virginia and/or the military. Any

7/7/2016 11:44 PM

lessons to be learned from Virginia Beach planning, for instance, would be useful.
339

Likes: one acre lot size minimum, rural mainland, free public boat launches. Dislikes: very far commute to big box
stores (i.e. Target), traffic congestion in summertime
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I believe Carova should be left like it is but reduce the size of the house that can be built. I don't think 20 bedroom
house should be getting built there. I think the bridge to the beach is a great idea. We should do anything to help our

7/7/2016 9:37 PM

tourism. I don't like how knotts island and Gibbs woods is sometimes left out. I think more things like a dmv and tag
place should be in currituck.
341

I dislike how the mainland has created rural blight. I like the trees and open greenness. BUT I recognize that we have

7/7/2016 9:19 PM

a major hi way running down the center, we are a peninsula surrounded by water and on the one end of the bridge of
the Outer Banks. So far we have received support businesses and storage sheds. We need to take the initiative and
create our own resort/ retirement paradise.
342

I love Currituck County, that's why we moved here! We love the rural living and don't want it to get overcrowded lime

7/7/2016 8:32 PM

Hampton Roads. I love that my children can live in a country setting without all the crime and trouble that comes with
the city life. Keep Currituck rural!
343

The appearance of Hwy 158/168 gives Currituck County a bad reputation. Remove junk buildings; require more

7/7/2016 6:19 PM

"greenway" from developers.
344

I love it, I love the open land after you get through the traffic jam in Moyock our county opens up and is beautiful.

7/7/2016 5:25 PM

some home owners could clean up their places but then... I love the way we don't bitch about our neighbors in north
Carolina... that junk store with all the yard crap at 168 and 34 needs to get a display building and get that crap off the
hwy. I love our framer markets.
345

Establish infrastructure to support commercial environment friendly business Sewer plant to handle large areas not
small plants Bed room communities on the mainland tourist on OBX Develope small local business in small strip malls

7/7/2016 4:28 PM

Continue to expand schools to meet the growth in the county
346

need to encourage development while also preserving a "rural" lifestyle

7/7/2016 3:59 PM

347

Mid currituck bridge with business centers on either side. Grocery stores, resteraunts etc... ensure county school

7/7/2016 3:24 PM

capacities keep pace with increase in population. Become a sought after destination for folks who want to getaway
from the Hampton roads area.
348

Move development away from the state line. Development needs to be further into the county.

7/7/2016 3:22 PM

349

Increased population and tourism will strain roadways and other infrastructure. More businesses will bring commerce

7/7/2016 2:14 PM

and jobs to the area, encouraging residents to shop locally.
350

I can already see that the model used in congested suburban areas to our North are going to be used here- slam

7/7/2016 1:41 PM

every roadway full of strip malls and housing developments until there's no room left. Moyock is looking like
Chesapeake.
351

Biggest dislike - large projects impact, particularly in off-road. Would love to see a master plan for off-road that

7/7/2016 1:10 PM

emphasizes the natural assets, keeps it safe for people and wildlife, and develops it as a unique area rather than the
same as everywhere else. Important to not " put cart before horse" by allowing development to continue with no
infrastructure. There is an opportunity for a win win for the county and for the people if, instead of plowing ahead or
even going ahead piecemeal, the area is developed and marketed for its uniqueness ( unique to the whole east
coast).
352

A beautiful and desirable place to live without density housing. Modern schools and local businesses to support each

7/7/2016 12:15 PM

community. A government that responds to the people they were elected to serve, and is not afraid to take on ANY
developer or land speculator.
353

I'd like it to stay country feeling but a little more development with grocery stores and limited retail shops would help

7/7/2016 12:02 PM

keep money local and not in VA. I've noticed several times people try to start up little business or shops and close
quickly for some reason or another. If it gets too developed with house after house being built, it will lose the appeal
that drew many of us here and the schools will either be even more crowded or our taxes will skyrocket to pay for new
ones and at that point I might as well live in VA and drive less.
354

Traffic is horrible on the mainland during the tourist season, first responders do an excellent job all over the county

7/7/2016 11:32 AM

and hope to get the mid county bridge built asap to alleviate the traffic.
355

to many now development, loss of agriculture and wooldlands, school class sizes growing to large, cost to expensive

7/7/2016 10:59 AM

bascially I want the county we had in the 80's and 90's
356

I do not like the medical waste coming into the County. I believe there is a potential for mix of waste and concrete at

7/7/2016 10:50 AM

that facility. This area is too low to allow any more development without sewage treatment .
357

More growth to create jobs and income.

7/7/2016 10:14 AM

358

Build the bridge.. Please

7/7/2016 9:36 AM

359

Nature area with farmland forests and wetlands.

7/7/2016 9:32 AM
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I like the small town feel and the peace and quiet, however, times are changing, and the county is heading in a new

7/7/2016 8:49 AM

direction, it's inevitable, however, my hope, is that the new growth is done in a responsible, thought out manner. We
do not have the infrastructureture in place ro support a double in population. We have an inadequate number of
schools, emergency services, water supply, basic utilities, etc. Our focus over the last several years has been tourism,
and housing/developments, and we are putting the 'chicken before the egg'. Let's secure infrastructure FIRST, then
develop.
361

There are very few places for young people to find employment. New businesses and restaurants would be welcome

7/7/2016 8:41 AM

for jobs, as well as places to shop/eat.
362

Looking more towards preserving its natural state which has been the reason for its appeal to tourist in past years.

7/7/2016 8:11 AM

Many out of area friends are loosing the desire to come due to the expanding development
363

Love the sense of country living. Hate the crazy drivers on Tull's Creek Dr. Would love to see more stores, eateries,

7/7/2016 7:59 AM

etc on 168 where both residents and tourist could keep revenue dollars in NC
364

Currituck either needs to treat Knotts island like it does the test of the county or turn it over to Virginia beach. KIES is

7/6/2016 11:57 PM

extremely underfunded and the kids are getting a poor education. My AIG kids get little to no programs. If education
doesn't immediately become a priority, we will leave the county.
365

I am concerned that we are over developing this fragile ecosystem. This is an area that should be conserved and

7/6/2016 9:38 PM

maintained as pristinely as possible. Maintaining that you habitat is important with educational programs for youth
which incorporates knowledge of climate change and the importance of preserving this beautiful area.
366

I live here all my life I have loved how it was 15 years ago, but can see me moving to the mountains as more housing,

7/6/2016 9:27 PM

traffic , the lack of access to the water goes up. Just waiting for kids to finish school and house prices to go up.
367

I do not want to see commercial development in the 4 wheel drive area. Do not like high density housing

7/6/2016 4:47 PM

developments. Do NOT want the Mid-Currituck Bridge!
368

Would love a new bridge

7/6/2016 4:16 PM

369

Currituck I imagine will remain a beautiful waterfront community with outdoor activities and facilities supporting the

7/6/2016 11:56 AM

growing communities.
370

Please with the character of the county as it is

7/6/2016 7:19 AM

371

Dislikes: summer traffic...needs alternate routes designed to funnel large amounts of summer traffic. need turning

7/5/2016 2:05 PM

lanes into business to promote traffic flow. Likes: rural feel. plenty of areas to enjoy the outdoors
372

Would like to see an access road in the 4 wheel drive area for safety concerns. Maybe restricted to property owners?

7/4/2016 1:53 PM

We love the beach but do not want to see the vehicle traffic causing excess damage or accidents as the development
continues.
373

Leave it as it is, stop allowing the commissioners to ignore the general population who have lived and grown up here.

7/3/2016 12:46 PM

New people, new problems, don't mean new solutions. Currituck is a beautiful place and new neighborhoods don't
have to built every week. Especially when a young family that lives here can not afford it.
374

I love Currituck and want to see it protect rural areas while building tasteful and attractive retail areas, and revamping

7/3/2016 11:51 AM

the county eyesores.
375

Code enforcement needs to increase. There are numerous vacated/dilapidated properties which need to be

7/3/2016 11:02 AM

demolished. Not a good impression to visitors on their way to OBX. There are properties with trash, inoperable
vehicles, all kinds of debris in yards. Have property owners clean it up, they are violating the codes you have adopted!
County Councilman Hall gave his word he would address these concerns, nothing to date. Have pride and make our
county attractive, a place not only to visit, but one where you would want to live.
376

Currituck will lose it's rural environment. County services cannot keep up with growth. Farmland will be lost

7/2/2016 10:52 PM

377

I fear that the bridge is going to change everything that is unique about Corolla. I see crowded beaches and the loss

7/2/2016 12:41 PM

of the family beach atmosphere.
378

at our age we won't be here!

7/2/2016 10:13 AM

379

People come here to move & vacation away from high density and the problems associated with it. Lets maintain our

7/2/2016 9:23 AM

uniqueness, quality of life and property values. If development were to stop our values would still go up as our area
could become a mecca to retreat to.......if handled right.
380

Need less housing subdivisions with housing lots similar Tidewater. Need at least 1/2 acre lots and no mobile homes.

7/1/2016 6:25 PM

Need to clean up numerous houses in various states of disrepair. Eyesores galore. Encourage more businesses to
locate to Currituck. Numerous thrift stores and pawn shop type businesses are a clear sign of a low income area.
381

Love Currituck in the off season. Love the local foods. Hate the idea of the bridge.
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Rural area with agricultural land with crops. Busnicesses so seniors can shop in county and medical facility can get to

7/1/2016 4:43 PM

faster than Chesapeake., Eliz City, or Dare Co.
383

I imagine Currituck turning into something similar to Va Beach, but we could make it better! I think a good template for

7/1/2016 1:18 PM

conservation and how to build cities around natural habitats would be to take a look at some of the cities on the west
coast. Portland literally looks like it was built into the forest.
384

I would like to see Corolla stay pretty much as it is with some added amenities no commercial development on the 4x4

7/1/2016 10:48 AM

beaches and health care closer than Kitty Hawk
385

I dislike only having 1 high school in the area. I dislike summer traffic on Caratoke Hwy. I love country living! I love the

7/1/2016 9:36 AM

wildlife and southern hospitality. I would love to imagine Currituck being not much different than it is today. A friendly,
everyone know everyone with a small town feel. Unfortunately, with all of the development, I just don't see it staying
this way.
386

The wildlife, views, and peacefulness makes where I live, the most beautiful place I can imagine. After the Mid-

7/1/2016 9:19 AM

Currituck bridge is built, I imagine my neighborhood being similar to the shops along the waterfront in Manteo (or
Duck). It would be a combination of small retail shops (perhaps selling homemade goodies and creations), restaurants
and cafes along the Currituck Sound, and an open square/ park area (across the sound from the Currituck
Lighthouse).
387

If 168/158 development and access is not managed to keep traffic moving safely, I believe it will negatively impact the

7/1/2016 9:15 AM

efforts to maintain and grow tourism in Corolla. Future major developments in Corolla should be required to have an
affordable housing option in place for staff. We are now dependent on the foreign workers during season but
desperately need local and American workers but with lack of affordable housing here, it is almost impossible to
properly staff a business. Should the bridge be built, a toll reduction for local workers would be very helpful.
388

Our family loves living here. The beauty of Currituck is irresistible. Unfortunately, our schools are lacking the funding

7/1/2016 9:14 AM

to properly care for the kids that call this place home. I would love to see class sizes go down, and our teachers not
spread so thin. They are educating our future, and our schools should be our top priority, along side with conservation
efforts for our beautiful area.
389

Mostly like it is but with some job development. We also ned recreation for our children on the mainland.

7/1/2016 7:07 AM

390

I do not like seeing all the delapadated buildings off Caratoke Hwy. We need to have better control on retail

6/30/2016 8:43 PM

commercial zoning.
391

Traffic in the summer is horrible. I don't leave the house on the weekends. Would like to have more grocery stores as

6/30/2016 7:46 PM

the tourist have realized Grandy Food Lion is the last stop before the beach. Not to mention Food Lion could use
some competition.
392

The dislike is having the income generated from the Corolla and 4x4 sections of the beach leaving the areas and

6/29/2016 1:53 PM

receiving little or no services in return. If things don't change I see Corolla and the 4x4 sections incorporating within 20
years and the county loosing billions in occupancy taxes and other incomes generated from the beach communities
393

I dislike the idea of becoming southern Virginia. I think we need smart, controlled development that preserves our

6/29/2016 10:56 AM

rural character, incentivizes farms and open spaces and invites and encourages businesses that fit with the rural
nature of our existing community.
394

Do not over develop. Attraction is the rural, remote feel.

6/29/2016 10:21 AM

395

Love the natural beauty of the sound in all seasons. Life here requires too much time in the car. I would like to see a

6/29/2016 9:36 AM

bridge to Corolla, a bridge to Knott's Island. I would like to see a pretty highway since we spend so much time on it.
(That Coinjock sprouted a large ugly junkyard in full view is unforgivable.) We have boat traffic on the Intercoastal that
is ignored. Let's build a park/walkway on the south side so these folks can safely walk. Public beach access is too
limited. Without bridges and expanded highways I see little progress.
396

Would love to see more access to our shoreline for Moyock residents.

6/29/2016 8:35 AM

397

I see yankees getting our commissioner seats. I don't like that they are moving here to get away and then turning out

6/29/2016 4:45 AM

home into the place that they left in the first place. Our county is rapidly becoming a big business and I would just like
to protect the only home I've ever had. I love our county and landscape. I just want to see the growth slow down long
enough for maybe my grandkids to have the awesome child hood I had right here in Little. Old. Currituck.
398

Dislike super large homes. Dislike traffic and lots of accidents. Love the local feeling of Currituck. Love the farms and
open fields.

6/28/2016 10:01 PM

399

"Left over" business fronts should be required either to be removed or restored. Otherwise the appearance of the
county becomes run-down and displeasing.

6/28/2016 9:53 PM

400

Unfortunately the county will eventually become over developed and kill off the "rural" charm people moved here for.

6/28/2016 9:24 PM

Money talks and one cannot halt the overwhelming tide.
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We like small family owned businesses from like locals. I lice here to get away from all the hussle and bussel. More

6/28/2016 8:54 PM

places like Morris farm market or frog island or Pass the Salt. When we go on vacation we like to see unique places
like mom and pop shops.
402

I worry a lot about the safety of 158 and hope that NCDOT and the county can start addressing human lives over the

6/28/2016 8:54 PM

speed of pumping through the county. Currituck has many unique qualities and I hope it evolves to consciously take
advantage of the qualities and set it apart from overbuilt destinations like Kitty Hawk, Kill Devil Hills and Nags Head. I
think promoting agri-tourism and preservation is a good start.
403

A family destination. Less crowded and more full time retirees

6/28/2016 8:16 PM

404

Corolla area and the 4 wheel drive too crowded

6/28/2016 4:02 PM

405

Dislike the fast growth of northern beaches- love it for its beauty and nature. Wake up, Currituck- preserve this one of
a kind spot.

6/28/2016 2:26 PM

406

I dislike the sporadic closed businesses up and down 158 from the Va border to the Beach. I would like to see

6/28/2016 12:10 PM

Currituck expand public parks to include the Canal and other waterfront activities such as a Marina with boat rentals.
407

There's a way to have your cake and eat it too. If done correctly, Currituck can keep it's rural feel while offering it's

6/28/2016 11:22 AM

citizens everything that they need. This is how you keep people here and keep them spending here.
408

Currituck needs more shopping available so we can spend our money locally. Not all low priced stores.

6/28/2016 10:36 AM

409

I love Currituck. We must encourage but manage year-round residential growth while increasing other segments of

6/28/2016 9:31 AM

development; such as: commercial and industrial.
410

The dislike is that Corolla will evolve into mini Jersey Beach with easy access created by building the mid-Currituck

6/28/2016 6:36 AM

Bridge. That bridge changes everything, including the reason that our visitors come here year after year and many
have for generations. Residents live in Corolla, retire in Corolla and purchase Real-estate in Corolla because of what
Corolla is. It is a disrespect to what Corolla is and those that are permanent residents. The landscape of Corolla will
change forever with that bridge and we will never get it back. Sure, maybe visitors can arrive to their destination a few
hours earlier... but it will no longer be a place that they want to come, because it will not be Corolla anymore. It will be
an extension of Virginia Beach or of something else... but for sure it will not be "Corolla" anymore. That will be lost.
What will be lost is one of the few remaining beach outposts in the country... lost to some developers quest of financial
gain. A developer that lives somewhere else and has no care of the residents who occupy someone's distorted view of
improvement.
411

Like it is

6/28/2016 4:39 AM

412

I think it is imperative that the 4x4 area remain undeveloped and without commercial development. There are natural

6/28/2016 1:09 AM

resources there that will be forever changed if development is allowed.
413

Dislike the roads and ditches.. I like that you are looking ahead and asking what we think. I don't want Currituck to

6/27/2016 10:15 PM

lose the country charm that it has going into the future..
414

Schools keep changing teaching styles, water drInage, ditches on side roads need cleaned and deepened, mid county

6/27/2016 3:27 PM

grocery store closer to shortcut Rd and 158
415

Commissioners have done a great job. Now, should be very careful how growth is managed.

6/27/2016 3:07 PM

416

corolla much more accessible now that a bridge has been built and thriving tourism in that area

6/27/2016 2:19 PM

417

I have great fear that in 20 years, the wild horses will live like those on Ocracoke. If development is not carefully

6/27/2016 1:17 PM

controlled and responsible, Currituck County will look like every other tourist destination. Crime will increase. Traffic
will be even more of a nightmare than it is already and you will have fewer and fewer permanent residents in Corolla. I
have watched them leave over the last 10 years and new permanent residents are not replacing them. Corolla will be a
town of tourists and the what made Corolla and the 4X4 beaches unique will be a thing of the past. It is happening
already.
418

I hope we can maintain a rural and environmentally sensitive characteristic. It is what makes the County what it is

6/27/2016 10:09 AM

today.
419

Dislike losing the rural charm of the area. This uniqueness will be what sets us off from other communities in the

6/27/2016 9:12 AM

future. We must protect and preserve our rural nature.
420

I would like to ride the entire county and it be beautiful instead of all the junk and deteriorating buildings

6/27/2016 7:35 AM

421

Over development definitely not good idea

6/26/2016 11:00 PM

422

I would like to imagine Currituck County in 20 years like it is today. There has already been far too much

6/26/2016 10:32 PM

development. It is becoming the Jersey Shore. Vacationers have begun to complain about more crowded beaches,
traffic and the loss of the "old Outer Banks"
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I dislike how the county commissioners change rules at a drop of a dime for some of the builders and not having

6/26/2016 9:16 PM

stricter building requirements. I see the county expanding as growth is always going to happen but it needs to happen
in a more controlled way. Allowing for apartments or town homes. Making new developments have their HOA up and
working prior to first lot being sold.
424

Please try to expand growth and development further south of Moyock so the north end ofthe county does not become
overly congested and is simply an extension of southern Chesapeake. Create a county and area that is unique and

6/26/2016 4:11 PM

keeps the residents in NC rather than traveling and shopping in VA.
425

Too much county investment in Barco where there are too few residences

6/26/2016 1:13 PM

426

Over population is what I fear in the 4x4 area.

6/26/2016 1:04 PM

427

The appeal of the Outer Banks has been (and is advertised as) its natural beauty. The uncontrolled progression is to

6/26/2016 12:54 PM

end up like Ocean City or Virginia Beach and destroy that. I would suggest that you retain what is left of the natural
appeal and focus on something other than tourism. Has it occurred to anyone that a business friendly environment
inland and a well educated work force might leave county residents a better choice than cleaning up houses or
leaving? Residents with good jobs, not a few developers and rental company owners with everyone else minimum
wage will make the county prosper.
428

I like the seclusion, NON COMMERCIAL aspect of Carova. In 20 years, I expect to see sand, horses, small house

6/26/2016 12:15 PM

lots, for residents and visitors, LESS HORSE TOURS. LEAVE the 4x4 alone. We don't need paved roads. It is a gem.
Leave it be please, so that future generations can cherish it.
429

Bedroom community . Large increase in population

6/26/2016 10:53 AM

430

County should offer incentives large and mid-size companies to generate long term jobs and tax base for county.

6/26/2016 9:03 AM

Current areas developed by the County to bring companies in have gone underutilized.
431

I hope it will still have open farm land and no apartments, town homes and condos. A new high school in Moyock will
be inevitable with all the housing construction.

6/25/2016 10:15 PM

432

If things continue on their present trajectory, the beach areas in Currituck County will look like the Maryland beaches
and the Jersey Shore. What a waste of a beautiful natural resource that will be.

6/25/2016 10:06 PM

433

Keep 4 wheel drive area as is and institute a pass system for owners and house renters to preserve the area and keep

6/25/2016 9:24 PM

the horses living free
434

YMCA needs to pay taxes and not do illegal full time child care, putting tax paying businesses under. How bad to the

6/25/2016 8:20 PM

potholes on 168 in Moyock have to get before they are fixed? Stop building houses in Upper Currituck.
435

Get away from the "I was born and raised here attitude." We need more commercial options like restaurants, sporting

6/25/2016 8:17 PM

goods, grocery stores, etc. Get in touch with modern needs of the community. Change is not always bad
436

I just hope we solve some of the weekend traffic problems. Expedite the bridge construction.

6/25/2016 7:31 PM

437

Build the mid-county bridge! Traffic is horrendous. I'm surprised visitors to the beaches haven't already stopped

6/25/2016 4:33 PM

coming.
438

Traffic is a real problem. No relief in sight.

6/25/2016 2:49 PM

439

Growth is inevitable, but smart growth is a MUST! any new development in the beach area should be considered in-

6/25/2016 1:49 PM

fill, and developers should be responsible for all costs associated with new properties, including road improvements,
intersection improvements, and connectivity for bikers and pedestrians.
440

I have a home in the off-road area that is not a rental. I hope that the look and feel of the off-road area today is
maintained or improved. I love the remoteness of the area and the variety of wildlife and vistas. I hate the day-trippers

6/25/2016 1:04 PM

who rip up the beach, leave trash, drink underage, and use the dunes as lavatories. My vision for the area is to
maintain the private residence/rental market, prohibit commercialization, and limit non-resident/renter access to the
beach via a permit system. As far as the county as a whole, I see signs of welcome commercial development but
sustained agricultural activity along Caratoke Highway; I would hope that balance could be maintained in the future. I
believe the County would benefit significantly if the Mid-Sound bridge actually gets built; frankly, the traffic on the
highway and on Route 12 North is a deterrent to many people I know who would otherwise vacation in that area. It
would be very beneficial to the Outer Banks residents and guests to be able to easily get to the mainland to shop, go
to restaurants, and otherwise spend money during visits or vacations if the bridge were present.
441

Hopefully a place I can really call home again and be able to afford living near my family without fear of debt

6/25/2016 9:57 AM

442

Re the beach area: I imagine it to be an area where nature and outdoor activities are a priority. Restaurants and small

6/25/2016 8:48 AM

businesses are locally owned (no chains). Local farm to table, wineries, farmers markets, etc. Also, I think it's
important to weave in and celebrate the Outer Banks history and its people - a sense of place is really important. It's
what sets the OBX apart.
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More tax money needs to be directed to beach like beach nourishment, occupancy taxes should be 100 directed to the

6/24/2016 8:40 PM

area that earned it.
444

I always liked the natural beauty of the county, but found that the lack of businesses have always made it difficult to

6/24/2016 5:20 PM

find employment. Also, I dislike the lack of taste with some of the commercial metal buildings and strip malls that have
been built throughout the county. I imagine Lower Currituck to have more tourist attractions, eclectic buisness
(breweries, restaurants, ect...), marinas, horse trails, higher end developments, etc... Grandy/Adylett would have more
franchises that would allow tourist coming through could utilize. Moyock would have more big box stores, franchises,
more affordable residentail developments. Corolla would be a beach town with similar characteristics to what I listed
for Lower Currituck.
445

Too much traffic on the 4-wheel beach. Underground utilities. Maintenance of beach access highway, beach should

6/24/2016 3:13 PM

not be a highway.
446

I've lived here for 35 years, and like where I live. I enjoy not having someone within arms reach of my house. I would

6/24/2016 9:15 AM

love more commercial businesses, for shopping needs as well as large manufactures for jobs.
447

More traffic lights from side streets turning onto Rt. 168. Slow down on the developing new homes. Keep this a rural
area!

6/23/2016 11:20 PM

448

Corolla does not need any more development!

6/23/2016 11:13 PM

449

For all the tax dollars taken in by the county on the Outer Banks, very little is re-invested on the Banks. Been coming

6/23/2016 10:43 PM

here for 20 years, and little has been done by the county to improve the area.
450

Quaint and manageable traffic with a bridge from corolla to the mainlanf

6/23/2016 9:31 PM

451

Will be to populated,and schools will be without proper structures.

6/23/2016 8:40 PM

452

Maintain rural, agricultural, and tourism planning as high priorities. The proximity of the Tidewater region will continue
to put pressure on the northern areas of the mainland increasing the need to preserve the Currituck's historical and

6/23/2016 8:29 PM

social identity.
453

There are already too many houses in Corolla that are too large which has created too many problems. This survey is

6/23/2016 8:10 PM

way too late. Corolla is now too damaged to ever be the paradise again that it once was and could have been forever.
454

I would like the 4x4 area to remain mostly undeveloped. I would like the County to help the Wild Horse Fund by
enforcing the laws and helping grow the herd.

6/23/2016 7:37 PM

455

Like the open housing plan, don't like 168 being only option for going through moyock. Speed is not respected and
very difficult to access from residential commercial areas. Future plans of expansion should start with resolving this

6/23/2016 6:08 PM

rather than after.
456

Corolla Esp. 4X4 is over developed and cannot support the shear number of people. Development should be limited
and a permit system enforced on the 4X4.

6/23/2016 5:22 PM

457

We need more schools in the Northern part of the county now -- not in 20 years.

6/23/2016 5:14 PM

458

Need to complete the bridge to Corolla to ensure tourism and safety issues are addressed as a priority.

6/23/2016 5:00 PM

459

Controlled growth for Corolla/Carova that prioritizes the conservation of wildlife and natural resources. In 20 years I and

6/23/2016 4:35 PM

my family do not want to turn around and find that we live in "Myrtle Beach North."
460

The "Off Road" area will just be like all the other beach areas if a permit system is not put in place soon. In 10 years

6/23/2016 3:55 PM

the Curritick beaches will not be a destination but more of the same. I cannot see why the powers to be cannot see
this and make some corrections before it is too late.
461

What is going to happen to the horses when increased population is going to endanger them. People are destruction

6/23/2016 3:14 PM

and stupid. I moved here to get away from all the metro chaos and in the last 10 years I have owned property here it is
so much worse. It won't be to much fun when my children inherit this property.
462

Limit size and capacity of rental houses. Eventually, large capacity houses will cause well and septic tank problems.

6/23/2016 1:54 PM

463

The only thing I would really like to see is some more retail businesses in Moyock or close by so all our tax dollars do

6/23/2016 12:56 PM

not go to Chesapeake.
464

Like VA beach

6/23/2016 12:23 PM

465

Another Virginia Beach or Chesapeake over run with development of cheap housing and unplanned impact on county

6/23/2016 11:48 AM

resources. I left there to get away from this. Why would you want to follow their growth issues of noise and crime.
466

Everyone must realize growth will come. The trick is to plan for it, not keep your head in the sand and do nothing like
some people seem to think.
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467

over crowding

6/23/2016 11:17 AM

468

Still rural. Land, water access with access to beaches by means of 4 wheeled drive. Let the big cities have the

6/23/2016 10:48 AM

apartments and condos. Leave us alone.
469

See all comments above. Dislikes: Additionally things like high density housing, event houses, tacky souvenir shops

6/23/2016 10:34 AM

and signs, not requiring business permits and not requiring restrictions, unlimited growth in the name of progress,
beach crowding, beach erosion, beach litter, litter along 12, the County not protecting the residents's interests over
those of the almighty tourists. They just do not get that the area's appeal is its beauty, beaches, family atmosphere,
quiet lack-of-Boardwalk, non- Myrtle Beach feel. And tourists have always been willing to put up with changeover day
traffic jams in order to get here, instead of speeding down I95 to get to those other areas. And my advice to the
County and tourists alike? DON'T DESTROY WHAT YOU CAME TO ENJOY! This part of the OBX is so special and
we need to keep it that way. In 20 years: I would love to see The Corolla area become more a year-round residential
area. Unless people can get permanent jobs, though, that is unlikely. The County needs to make that happen.
470

My property is in Carova. I do not want the 4WD area to become over-developed and "over-civilized." I want to
continue needing to drive up/down the beach to access basic retail/services in Corolla.

6/23/2016 9:08 AM

471

I think Currituck is lacking "starter homes". Seems like the vast majority of homes here are either mobile homes in
trailer parks, or big 6 bedroom homes in communities. I think more people would be attracted to the area if there was

6/23/2016 8:45 AM

even just one community with starter homes for new or small families. Mostly, I would love to see new housing
options, such as condos or apartment buildings with amenities like pools and gyms, and with walking access to smalltown shops and dining.
472

Continue to be a residential beach and farm community without large buildings or development; keep intact it's natural

6/23/2016 8:29 AM

beauty
473

I think that there needs to be a balance between development of residential and business in the county with keeping

6/23/2016 7:22 AM

the county a rural atmosphere. Areas such as Moyock should be allowed to lobby for new businesses based on what
the residents of that area agree, while keeping the southern areas of the county more rural. Most importantly, the
county must do more to encourage and cultivate small business within the county.
474

Large commercial structures "allowed" to build on land unable to sustain it naturally

6/23/2016 7:10 AM

475

the county must get control of the horse tours and start a permit system on the 4wd beaches or the beaches will

6/23/2016 7:01 AM

continue to be destroyed sooner or later tourist will stop coming to corolla simply because the 4wd beaches are to
dangerous
476

The states and county rely on tax dollars generated by rental homes yet we are driving renters away due to the hours

6/23/2016 6:56 AM

of traffic it takes to get on the island. There are safety concerns for evacuation when people look at the hours it takes
to get on and off the island. The last "surprise" hurricane could have had deadly consequences. The mid currituck
bridge is a necessity that needs to be built-now. I really dislike the mega houses that are being built. I love that
Southern Shores said no to them. Let's not become an Atlantic City. let's stay a beach community.
477

Fix the infrastructure and make Currituck a wonderful place to live. With its proximity to the Tidewater area, Currituck
could become more than just a beach and farmland area. There are soooo many options on how to proceed (with

6/23/2016 6:47 AM

tangible examples from other communities), but we seem to make decisions due to reactions versus having a vision
and planning.
478

Love being rural and quiet. Hate traffic during tourism times. Hate the coyotes that are multiplying like crazy in our

6/22/2016 11:35 PM

county. Like being in rural area away from busy commercial areas.
479

I like a strong rural economy. Parks and open space must be included in all development. Transportation and a

6/22/2016 9:30 PM

connection from the mainland to Corolla is a requirement. I don't like the NIMBY attitude, and the fight against central
water/sewer and storm water management.
480

I have been visiting Currituck County since I was a child. I even got married there. It used to be a place I imagined

6/22/2016 9:26 PM

owning a home and relocating to. I valued it for its NATURAL beauty and it's free roaming wild horses. There was
REAL magic there. Sadly all of that magic began to evaporate with the addition of the first chain restaurant, the raising
of the speed limit, the corralling of the horses. This will be my last year in the Outer Banks. The place I loved so much
has now vanished. It breaks my heart. I'm afraid that its value now exists in the lesson that it teaches on how to abuse
and squander your natural resources, displace your generational residents, and display gluttony and consumerism at
its finest without any consideration for the wildlife that has called that place home for centuries.
481

My main complaint is the anxiety Saturday/Sunday brings in the summer time re: traffic. I hope that the mid-Currituck
bridge becomes a reality so that it will relieve that. It is the main reason I would move back to the Dare County side due

6/22/2016 9:07 PM

to my own and my family members work requirements requiring us to respond to work needs quickly.
482

I love the way the county is run by an excellent board of supervisors. Do not let the county become a city!!!
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I am really oppossed to the mid county bridge. I think the real purpose of this bridge is development driven by a few

6/22/2016 5:44 PM

larger corporations/property managers. The so called traffic control issues and evacuation issues being used to justify
the bridge construction could be more cost effectively addressed by improvements of route 12 in combination with
better flood control/storm water management. Also, development in Corolla has peaked. If allowed to continue, the
bridge will not relieve traffic issues, it will only add to an even greater influx of people far exceeding what the Corolla
area can manage without further environmental and social impacts
484

Would love bridge up to Corolla. So commute to the area is quicker, but also help the importance of hurricane

6/22/2016 5:12 PM

evacuation.
485

If the mid-county bridge comes in I see small commercial/hotel growth along the highway and increased employment

6/22/2016 4:19 PM

for locals on both sides of the bridge; a boon for both employees and employers. I also see light industry development
if the corridor is built. Dislike is the slow recognition of the need for professional fire/EMS personnel to augment aging
volunteer forces which already exist in Corolla and Knotts Island.
486

Living in the 4x4 area has fulfilled a lifelong dream of mine, but I never envisioned the devastation brought on by the

6/22/2016 4:06 PM

crowded beaches and massive houses recently built, and those being threatened to be built. I'm concerned about the
negative impact increased building will have on our water table and the loss of visibility of the star-studded night sky. I
spend many afternoons picking up trash left behind by day-trippers and would like to see a permit system in place to
hopefully reduce these numbers. I would also like to see more support for the horses who call this area their home and
severe penalties initiated for those who threaten their existence, especially uneducated renters, day-trippers and tour
vehicles. I do not look forward to seeing this pristine area "developed" and/or commercialized. If folks wanted that they
would be in VA Beach or Kitty Hawk. There is a reason why people fall in love with the 4x4 area - because of its
simplicity, its beauty and its natural areas. Please take drastic measures to make this area as beautiful in 20 years as
it is now. There have been too many changes already. Thank you for giving residents an opportunity to voice their
opinion.
487

Currituck County is the only thing holding Currituck County back.

6/22/2016 2:50 PM

488

We need better public sewer and water. We need specialized specific development mainly on the mainland. We need
to protect the beaches and development on that side. We have too many new homes and neighborhoods going in but

6/22/2016 12:30 PM

not enough commercial development. I see the future with local shopping centers thru the county and still having the
geenspace and views. Also future needs to consider a new high school with all the devolpment. CHS is already
crowded.
489

Prohibit commercial developement on the 4x4 beaches. They are our last bastion of natural resources.

6/22/2016 11:41 AM

490

Dislike dilapidated housing/neighborhoods with beat up boats, vehicles and general junk strewn about the property.

6/22/2016 11:00 AM

Looks terrible and attracts rodents and pests of all varieties. Dislike 168 access for areas north of Wright bridge due to
OBX weekend and seasonal traffic. Unsafe for residents where there are no traffic lights for neighborhood access.
Laurel Woods would be example. I like the rural, natural appeal of our area.
491

The mainland needs trash service pick up to be free so that houses will clean up the trash in the yards and make the

6/22/2016 9:27 AM

area more appealing. I would like to see additional wildlife parks added, independent businesses and restaurants
focuses on food items from local farmers and marinas. I downtown area with a boardwalk to restaurants and shops in
the point harbor area would help to attract visitors and residents. Additional traffic lights, schools, and hospital to be
built into the planning.
492

If development and growth, especially on the beaches and Moyock, are not controlled it will be a disaster that can not
be reversed. Currituck is fast approaching no longer being Currituck - especially in the Moyock area. The beaches

6/22/2016 8:34 AM

and our natural wildlife areas need to be protected at all cost. Once lost they can not be regained. Tourism and it's all
mighty dollar is NOT the answer and should NOT be the driving force in our policy and planning decisions. Check
tourism and its associated growth at the door.
493

I would think that education should be a priority. CCHS is already at capacity and so are the rest of the schools. I think

6/22/2016 6:58 AM

a high school for the north side of the county is warranted.. Also, the flow of traffic needs to be improved. Whether that
is a new highway between VA 64 interstate or a bypass offHwy168. The City of Chesapeake is making a killing with
the Hwy 168 toll. Then to keep the tax base growing in our county we need to attract businesses from going to
Hampton Roads and come here. We definitely need another grocery store besides Foodlion and other
shopping/retail/restaurants.
494

I moved here from Chesapeake to get away from the traffic, noise and the overdevelopment of housing. I love the

6/21/2016 11:30 PM

rural setting of Currituck however I do wish that there was more of an infrastructure to support the current residents.
There are very few places to eat or shop unless you drive into Chesapeake. I would prefer to support my local NC
community vice driving back into Chesapeake. My concern for the future is that housing development will outpace the
infrastructure to include schools and utilities. I am also concerned the tax rates will increase to support the increase in
infrastructure which will be a burden on a lot of folks that relocated to North Carolina to retire in a less developed area.
495

Limit size and type of development in Carova in the 4x4 area.
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I have tried to get a teaching job in this county since 2003. I was told as a resident I was too politically affiliated and

6/21/2016 10:05 PM

could not obtain a job. I want to support my children which are the products of Currituck county schools but would like
to have the chance to work here too, not be passed up because my family is not part of the school system
497

i cannot believe with all of the tourists traveling through currituck all of these years it is still so backwards. old folks run

6/21/2016 9:35 PM

this show.
498

In the 4 wheel drive area. Limit further development to ensure there are more family owned housing rather than

6/21/2016 9:04 PM

rentals. Better enforcement of restrictions on ATVs and other recreation vehicles brought onto the beach not owned by
the homeowners. Further limitation on the horse tours. Additional hiring of sheriff's to support the needs in the 4 wheel
drive area in the summer months.
499

The county is very long and a central location for services and commercial development would be nice. However it's

6/21/2016 8:51 PM

very important to keep the rural atmosphere.
500

I fear lack of an orderly development plan will result in the spread of Chesapeake across the border with the loss of

6/21/2016 8:49 PM

the rural character of Currituck. In 20 years, we are likely to resemble the Greenbrier area, just another part of South
Hampton Roads.
501

Walmarts and McMansions

6/21/2016 8:04 PM

502

The appeal of Currituck is its Southern charm and natural wildlife. Please do not turn Currituck into a complicated

6/21/2016 7:24 PM

mess of chain stores and big houses on tiny lots like Chesapeake. It's beautiful as it is, don't fix what isn't broken. We
need the farmland and local businesses. We don't need strip malls and more subdivisions.
503

I imagine Currituck to have substantial growth in the Moyock area where it would allow more affordable housing and

6/21/2016 7:10 PM

more franchises. I imagine lower Currituck to have more tourist attractions, higher end residential developments,
marinas, boating communities, and more local, eclectic small businesses (cafes, breweries, art galleries). I imagine
Grandy growing in a similar fashion to Moyock due to the mid-county bridge and would be a place for tourist to stop
and get gas or food). I imagine Corolla to keep developing with beach houses and small businesses (similar to what I
described for lower Currituck) and possibly even spreading into Carova area. I grew up in Currituck and always loved
being on the water and enjoying the natural beauty it offered. One major dislike is the lack of tasteful development.
Rather than metal buildings and warehouses or mismatched buildings, I feel we should be promoting whole contained
commercial developments where the buildings all uphold certain architectural guidelines (as done in areas like
Raleigh, VA Beach town center, etc...). I feel by doing this and containing it, we can still have open land and allow for
the rural area atmosphere.
504

More jobs

6/21/2016 6:25 PM

505

If is so chooses, Currituck County could become an example of a place that is resilient and sustainable by resisting the
forces of development that suck revenues out of the county and overwhelm needed local services and infrastructure.

6/21/2016 6:25 PM

Or it can become Myrtle Beach.
506

Currituck County has never looked to manage growth and development on the Outerbanks. Very little services have
been provided over the past 20 years except for allowing the local developments to create water and sewer districts to

6/21/2016 5:10 PM

tax themselves to pay for needed utility infrastructure such as water and stormwater management. The county has
allowed uncontrolled residential and commercial growth to the point of the area becoming overcrowded. Residential
homes now have 15 or more bedrooms. Developers keep building more commercial retail with no guidance on the
appearance of the buildings. The northern outerbanks at one time had a special appearance but now it is more like NJ
beach community. The County has allowed massive growth but does not provide sufficient lifeguards to match the
crowded beaches not have sufficient paid professional firefighters to protect the massive homes that have been
allowed to be built. Homeowners have not been heard by the Board of Supervisors over the past 30 years.
507

I would like to see us stay a sleeping bag community and a gateway to the beach,. Not a knew city

6/21/2016 4:56 PM

508

I dislike the amount of luxury, expensive housing developments are being built throughout the County. As a resident
who has grown up here and am seeking to plant my family here as a young adult, I am finding it extremely hard to find

6/21/2016 4:46 PM

an affordable home in a safe, family-friendly neighborhood. My prayer is that Currituck will develop over the next 20
years to fill the gap between low income impoverished families and the high income transplants that it currently
markets the new housing developments to. I want my children to grow up in the community that their parents did and
to be able to continue enjoying it in a similar fashion that we did without forcing them into undesirable situations.
509

The beauty of the outer banks is the non commercializations . If we plan to protect the wild horses we need to allow

6/21/2016 4:33 PM

space for them. Large event houses in residential neighborhoods should not be allowed!
510

I loved the Bob White and they built houses behind mine. No more Bob White. Currituck wall to wall houses like VA
Beach. No woods. No fields. Atlantic Beach, NJ Seen it before. Let the banks and real estate run it and thats what you
will get.
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Infrastructure is lacking in the Corolla area. Too many large rental homes with multiple cars traveling on the only

6/21/2016 3:49 PM

access road RT 12 from Kitty Hawk to the end of the beach road and beyond to the 4-wheel drive area. Visitors are
disgusted with the congestion and lack of accessibility, not to mention the full time residents. If permitting is to
continue and more properties are going to be developed some thought must be given to roadways for this
development. Density is a real problem in Corolla, and our area is unique in this respect. Dare County does not have
the roadway issues that Corolla has.in Currituck County. Our County Commissioners must take corrective action to
upgrade this desperate issue. Our Fire and Rescue Crews depend on access to do their jobs promptly and save lives.
512

I hope that the beaches are not over built with these massive sized homes on top of each other. I see massive million
dollar homes that are rentals on top of eachother, it really disturbs me. I know it is a multi million dollar business, but at

6/21/2016 3:46 PM

some point I think its going to be over built with these homes, and no one occupying them. It shouldnt be easy to get
to paradise. The more people that are on our road ways and have easier access to them, I believe that the bigger the
problem you will have. Already the sand roads take a great deal of abuse from the horse tours and residents are left
trying to fill in holes in front of their homes and trim bushes to avoid blind corners. The people who are exploring dont
know this and travel our roads unsafely.
513

no commercial development in 4x4 area, permits to get onto beach and a parking area for visitors to 4x4 beach,
prohibiting of jeep rentals to tour 4x4 area. Single family homes - no apartment complexes - no hotels

6/21/2016 3:13 PM

514

The additional bridge is essential for emergency exit and to cut traffic from Kitty Hawk to Corolla. But the benefits will

6/21/2016 2:59 PM

be erased if development of beach properties is allowed to escalate to the point that roads are clogged again.
Presently, one doesn't drive to or from the Outer Banks on a Saturday in season; this problem needs correcting.
515

The 4x4 beach has become over run with day trippers, it's become hazardous to residents and beach goers alike. The
horses and wildlife suffer from rules being broken by visitors. The beach roadway (water line & dune line) are often

6/21/2016 2:49 PM

blocked with beach goers who don't follow the rules of the beach. There needs to be more signs to keep off the dunes,
where to park, not to feed approach or touch horses etc:...the police don't do enough to enforce the laws on the
beach, making it difficult for residents to navigate their way up and down the beach. Too many visitors go "off roading"
in the residential area looking for horses, invading the privacy of residents, tearing up the roads in the residential
areas, not following traffic rules, stalking and feeding horses, leaving large amounts of trash behind. The visitors on
the 4x4 have gotten out of control. Too many cars, no where to drive without the risk of people in the way, large holes
being dug and left, beach pop up tents and chairs and volleyball nets left on the beach overnight, large amounts of
trash left on the beach, remnants of food left on the beach, crazy drivers in huge off road vehicles speeding up and
down the 4x4 and now this summer a new company renting dune buggies for the off-road beaches. If something isn't
done to cut back on the amount of day trippers and fisherman on the 4x4 I'm afraid that there won't be any beach left
and people will start getting hurt, the horses are already suffering and becoming habituated. Water fowl are constantly
being run over and left dead on the beach. Permits and law enforcement of the beach rules is greatly needed!!! Not to
mention the quality of water on the 4x4 during prime season!! We need help up here in a BIG way!
516

Greatly appreciate the expanded sidewalk along Route 12. Would like to see Corolla developed more like Duck-- with

6/21/2016 2:40 PM

a real town center and strict regulation of commercial building design. Would also like to see a Currituck Sound
boardwalk built (similar to Duck) with restaurants and shops along the sound. The area needs an outdoor
theater/concert facility, public park, a resort/convention center, a community center and/or senior center, and a small
medical treatment facility. Paid daily parking may eventually be necessary for the public beach. If commercial
development is allowed in the 4WD area, it should be very limited and developers should be required to build
infrastructure for roads, sewer and water treatment. Any 4WD Development should include a public pier and Wild
Horse Museum facility.
517

I would like to see a "beautify the 168 corridor" initiative with more trees and landscaping and less trailers and

6/21/2016 2:23 PM

dilapidated homes. It's embarrassing! There needs to be a trash code that is enforced that yards must be cleaned up
and free of debris that gets blown around with our high winds and pollutes our waterways. Abandoned homes need to
be torn down at owner's expense and if they can't afford it, the property becomes county owned. Signage for
businesses need to meet a certain level of professionalism and businesses should not be allowed to leave large
amounts of merchandise outside.
518

4x4 beach could be the diamond in the Currituck Beach Crown. No other East Coast state has this potential. Right

6/21/2016 2:11 PM

now it is used as a "Wild West" lawless dumping ground that each year appears more and more low end.
519

I believe the county must address a service road in the 4WD area to divert commercial and thru traffic off of the beach
AND there should be a paid permit system for anyone who is not a property owner or anyone who is not renting

6/21/2016 1:51 PM

property in the 4WD drive area immediately until a service road is provided to allow travel for service/construction folks
to access this final "sand road" area. I think this will generate revenue for the county to then put in a service road. I
think the County Commissioners generally ignore the beach communities but squander funds from that tax base or
utilize them elsewhere besides the area that is paying a lot of the freight to carry the county.
520

I would like to see the Rural atmosphere maintained

6/21/2016 1:46 PM

521

Currituck County is awesome!!!!

6/21/2016 1:24 PM
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Since I live in the 4WD area, that is my area of concern. The tremendous amount of unregulated traffic on the beach is

6/21/2016 1:03 PM

my biggest concern. We need some sort of permit system. The rampant development without any thought to its impact
on traffic is another concern. Until the infrastructure is able to handle the traffic, there should not be any more building
on the Currituck Outer Banks. This is a very fragile environment and its protection should be more important than
developers being allowed to destroy it in order to make more money. Also sea level rise is going to be more and more
of an issue in the coming decades and plans should be made accordingly.
523

The way it is today preserved for hundreds of years!

6/21/2016 12:34 PM

524

The 4wd area of Currituck County is an East Coast jewell and allowing Friedman and any other commercial

6/21/2016 12:32 PM

development other than house rental would change the beauty of the 4x4 beach forever.
525

Left as is, and expel the horse tours and deny any/all commercial development north of Corolla

6/21/2016 11:43 AM

526

Traffic situation is untenable and needs to be resolved. There are adequate retail and service options throughout OBX

6/21/2016 11:30 AM

for food, entertainment, etc as is evidenced by the volume of folks that come to enjoy those amenities. Natural habitats
are at risk without some clamping down on efforts to continue to spiral growth without adequate controls in place. The
4WD area is especially vulnerable to being permanently altered by enthusiastic development which may not be
contained despite all common sense indicators that it should be. Would like to see traffic issues improved and
development slowed and thoughtfully managed with concern for maintaining the unique and natural beauty of the area
as an utmost priority.
527

I love Currituck, I grew up here, my family is from here and we all live, work and raise our families here...I'm all for

6/21/2016 11:20 AM

growth, job creation and overall improvement though not at the expense losing what makes it great, open space, green
space, beautiful, clean beaches and wildlife. I hope in 20 years it's not much different than it is now, maybe with a few
more schools and better pedestrian routes/public transportation and better traffic management. :)
528

I love the peacefulness of the 4WD area and think it would be a shame to destroy it with roads, high density
development and city infrastructure (water/sewer). Traffic needs to be controlled and development limited as this is one

6/21/2016 11:04 AM

of the few lightly developed seaside communities in the world.
529

What I find so appealing about living in Currituck County is the peace and quiet. I don't mind having to travel far to get

6/21/2016 10:55 AM

to a certain shopping area because I consider that a very small price to pay in comparison to living in such a lovely,
restful, unspoiled area. If I wanted to be close to shopping areas, I would move back to Virginia Beach : No thank you
!
530

I truly dislike the idea of bringing Chesapeake or VA Beach to Currituck! I pray we stay as small as possible. I hope

6/21/2016 10:40 AM

we do not lose our farms and natural resources. Currituck can grow without losing what makes us special.
531

Stop all commercial development in 4x4 area. Limit all other development. Make horse tours pay into a fund to protect

6/21/2016 10:36 AM

the horses and their habitat.
532

My concern is for the over development of the 4WD area and its commercialization. As soon as you begin to build hard

6/21/2016 10:25 AM

surface roads roads through this area you will change its unique character and begin its environmental degradation. In
20 years the area will look like Nags Head does now and I do not think anyone wants that. Limiting commercial
development (e.g., hotels and large shopping centers) in this area is a necessity unless you want it to look like all the
other overdeveloped beach areas in the country!
533

I don't like how all new developments are being done by the same builder. It's making the county look extremely

6/21/2016 10:10 AM

cookie cutter. Also, I dislike that the majority of the development is in northern Moyock but the only high school is 30
minutes away (I am not counting JP Knapp because it's ridiculous to say that it counts as a second high school). The
county is not providing realistic numbers for additional students when approving neighborhoods.
534

Love the proximity to the water and the 'small town feel' of the County. Dislike the summer traffic congestion in
Moyock near the Food Lion. All other areas seem to flow fine, but that one area is constantly congested Saturday and

6/21/2016 10:03 AM

Sunday during morning/early afternoon.
535

I'd like to see more restaurants. I'd like to see the old Sammy Walker building area cleaned up...such an eyesore

6/21/2016 10:02 AM

536

Keep it rural

6/21/2016 9:46 AM

537

Stop the horse tours thru our neighborhoods. Our roads can not support the commercial traffic. It is now unsafe to

6/21/2016 9:40 AM

walk on our roads. Roads we own. Something must change.
538

We have been coming to the area for 13 years and have seen so much change in that time. We were drawn to the 4x4

6/21/2016 9:35 AM

area for the beauty and natural surroundings not to mention the lack of commercialism. The amount of wild horse tours
in a single day is astounding and ridiculous!!!! This area should be protected and preserved with limited building, no
commercial establishments and limited wild horse tours.
539

If summer traffic gets much worse, it will be a most unpleasant place to be. We live here for the entire summer and
part of spring & fall. So, we are here during the worst traffic times.
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You need to clean up and landscape Moyock the first town people see when they cross the state line. Would like to

6/21/2016 9:20 AM

see schools have higher standards. At least some new business in town we don't have to go crazy but would be nice
to have options
541

Lack of income equality. When the military population is on the higher end of the income spread, you know your lower

6/21/2016 9:10 AM

income residents are very poor. We need to focus on strong areas of growth. Businesses that want to set up need to
be able to prove they can sustain themselves before they setup shop. Too many businesses come into the area and
then rapidly fail. Commercial real estate costs are extremely high given the median income And what new smallbusinesses can expect in revenue/profit.
542

Limit day traffic to the beaches Ban horse tours Enforce litter laws and laws against leaving tents on the beach

6/21/2016 9:08 AM

overnight Require a permit to drive on the beach- make sure only 4wd vehicles can get a permit Enforce regulations
against coming in contact with horses
543

I have lived here for 3 years . my husband is a local boy .I love the rural feel and the closeness to the OBX and the

6/21/2016 9:08 AM

craziness of Hampton Roads.I do see Moyock and Currituck County in genetal becoming a "bedroom"community of
Chesapeake,Va.
544

Do not like traffic during summer, Growth is out pacing school growth. Zero shopping in the county, have to go to VA

6/21/2016 9:00 AM

for just about everything. Builders are just building without providing infrastructure upgrades, open culverts need to go
away. Clean up 168 in Moyock
545

I would not be happy if corolla turned into nags head.

6/21/2016 8:53 AM

546

No commercial development and no hotels in 4WD area. It is a truly unique area whose real estate value and tax

6/21/2016 8:53 AM

value will continue to increase. Limit....not block... access to beach for daytripers so beach is not a continuous row of
parked vehicles. Provide trash collection center in Corolla area such as in Corova and Granby. ..
547

I am only familiar with the Corolla/4WD area of the county, and I would like to keep it as it is now: no commercial

6/21/2016 8:49 AM

development, only SMALL houses and as natural and wild as possible.
548

I would love to see everything on the Peninsula stay pretty much the way it is. Keep the development and "city" on the

6/21/2016 8:48 AM

Mainland
549

The beauty of the 4x4 is dwindling. There is too much development and NO commercial development should be
permitted nor should the event houses be permitted. There should be a permit system in place for beach travel. In 29

6/21/2016 8:43 AM

years without control the 4x4 will end up like every other place with no unique horses or wildlife.
550

I would like to see the Moyock area welcome visitors as they come over the state line with a southern charm/ beach

6/21/2016 8:41 AM

feel. The welcome center is a great start. The rest of the town is full of old buildings that are in disrepair and strip
malls. Incentives for new businesses to buy existing property and renovate to this type of theme may help give the
entrance to Currituck more charm and keep people coming back. New commercial buildings should be required to
build to this theme as well.
551

We need to protect our open lands, forests, waters and etc. there has been a significant decrease in our wildlife

6/21/2016 8:32 AM

populations which is what the county has always been known for. I want my kids and grandkids to have that living
experience in our area. Instead we are becoming a mini great bridge. We are losing our community but it's all about
the tax dollar!
552

I support development, paved roads, commercial and residencial in the all-wheel area

6/21/2016 8:26 AM

553

Traffic in the 4-wheel drive area should be limited by a permit system. Many people including children will be hurt of

6/21/2016 8:21 AM

killed if something is not done soon about the traffic.
554

Overdevelopment, loss of natural habitat, overuse and waste of natural resources. Encourage and give access to

6/21/2016 8:19 AM

natural areas for wildlife viewing.
555

Existing commercial development appearance needs to be improved, less billboards along existing 168. More

6/21/2016 8:19 AM

pedestrian friendly improvements. East/West connector in order to decrease traffic on South Mills Road and going
through Moyock. It would be nice to see the development of an actual small-scale "downtown" area of Moyock,
preserving the few historic sites that are left with a mix of specialty retail/shops along with restaurant options. I've
always felt that existing 168 should have been designed with a landscaped median both for safety and aesthetic
appearances.
556

Over used, over run with people who do not pay taxes - commercial property everywhere. Please stop this while you

6/21/2016 8:11 AM

can.
557

A lack of schools, right now we need another high school Currituck and JP Napp are over loaded
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I'd like a better infrastructure, where we aren't so dependent on 168. There needs to be more commercial

6/21/2016 7:41 AM

development to coincide with residential development. It doesn't have to be a large overpopulated expansion but
Currituck must face the reality of expansion and have a great game plan. Finally, there needs to be a town center or
square, and parks, walkways, etc. This would promote a hometown unity and would really make the area standout.
559

Leave it alone. If you do not build they will not come. I enjoy the quite. I hate the city that is why i stay in moyock. If

6/21/2016 7:40 AM

someone moves here and crabs that they have to travel to shop etc then they should move back to the city! Stop
building houses!!!!!!
560

In the nearly 20 yrs that I have lived in Currituck County, I have seen too many housing developments move in and

6/21/2016 7:28 AM

build cheap yet over priced houses that are so close together that they can see into their neighbors windows. I moved
here to have my own piece of the country life and I am slowly seeing it become what I moved away from. We need to
slow down our building of new homes and take care of what and who we have living in our county already. Our
farmers are aging and their children are no longer interested in taking over the family business so farmland is being
sold for more and more housing with no limit on how small a lot size they can squeeze them on. I think making a lot
minimum requirement of no less than 3 acres per house/unit and restricting the over all square footage of new homes
would prevent a developer from building a community of "McMansions" that would not reflect the values of our county.
The only exception I see to this should be to provide small lots for a senior condominium community for the 65+ still
wanting to live independently in our county or allow home owners to build "Granny Pods/Cottages" on their properties
if their lot is greater than 3 acres.
561

No one likes growth. That said it inevitable. If we are going to have the growth, how about some job growth. Jobs that

6/21/2016 7:16 AM

can actually pay a salary that one can afford to live in the community.
562

Buildings are run down, you have to go to VA if you want to shop for anything just about, the housing development is

6/21/2016 6:52 AM

out of control, we need another High School.
563

Dislike the development of low income housing

6/21/2016 6:48 AM

564

more red lights and crappy houses,it will look like Green Run in Va.Beach

6/21/2016 5:34 AM

565

I wish it would go back to like it was before. Farmlands all around. Less traffic. I understand about growth but

6/21/2016 5:31 AM

Currituck has lost so much due to expansion.
566

Dislike all the developments going up. Starting to look like Chesapeake, VA and more than likely be overcrowded in

6/21/2016 5:31 AM

the next 20 years. No more country atmosphere, which is why we moved here. Thank goodness we have 11 acres
and parcels of 11/13 acres around us, so no one can get too close to our "space".
567

To many housing developments, schools are over crowded esp high school. Currituck needs to stay rural and not

6/21/2016 5:22 AM

become like Chesapeake
568

I love it now. The farms &wildlife. The reason we live here rural country life. I do not like the development we've seen

6/21/2016 5:01 AM

thus far.
569

We need to continue developing the airport so it can accept inbound/outbound passenger jets as connecting flights. I

6/20/2016 11:01 PM

would like to see controlled residential growth (lots no smaller than 1 acre). More full time, year round businesses to
provide work for County residents (manufacturing jobs, distribution center type jobs). A Walmart would be nice. We
need more Sheriff's Office Deputies for Patrol and Investigations. We need Free recreational facilities for our children.
570

the water is essential to Currituck and we have not done enough to make it publicly available to it's citizens. I see

6/20/2016 8:24 PM

higher housing density
571

Uncontrolled expansion without limits on vacation homes in terms of size and density, without enforcing common

6/20/2016 4:00 PM

open/green space will make the outer banks unattractive to both visitors and residents alike. It's all about making
money without concern for the environment which had made the outerbanks so special.
572

The Currituck Outer Banks 4x4 property owners (and renters) to be permitted to drive on the beach and the wild

6/20/2016 3:24 PM

horses living wild and free...no public beach access.
573

To many decisions are made, without input...things get tabled and then are passed at late session months later.

6/20/2016 3:05 PM

Surveys could be used more.
574

168/158 corridor from VA line is unattractive. the county dhould work with code enforcement and DOT for

6/20/2016 12:21 PM

beautification. Need to increase CCSO coverage and enforcement. The current L/E presence is concerning.
575

I hope that the County can maintain it's friendly, family oriented tourism and avoid the plague of overbuilding and

6/20/2016 11:49 AM

commercialism that has destroyed other beach communities.
576

Maintain current style and mix of development; build mid-county bridge.

6/20/2016 10:30 AM

577

A place where environment is highly valued, the outdoor opportunities are appreciated and used and the economy is
sustainable

6/20/2016 10:10 AM
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578

Worried about who is watching over this special place.

6/20/2016 10:07 AM

579

Everyone who happens upon Corolla Village raves about it. Whatever it has (small houses/small lots, dirt roads, big

6/20/2016 10:06 AM

park, water access, small local business, year round residents ?) should be aim for beach development if possible...
Also, feels like if somehow affordable summer housing isn't made available (mandate on developers, county run
YMCA in Corolla as youth hostel?), commerce will implode.
580

The commercial development is downright ugly. PLEASE look to Nantucket for zoning that protects the character of
the place. PLEASE!

6/20/2016 9:51 AM

581

I imagine Currituck as a tourist destination, surrounded by a verity of communities that thrive off the tourism industry.

6/20/2016 9:16 AM

582

Would like to see the beauty of the area preserved

6/20/2016 8:48 AM

583

Over the past 20 years the Corolla area is slowly losing it's unique identity and becoming more and more like the

6/20/2016 8:31 AM

beach fronts of its northern neighbors. The priority should be to limit further development while supporting gradual
improvement of the infrastructure.
584

Don't want a little Chesapeake

6/20/2016 8:20 AM

585

infrastructure is not keeping up with allowed development. Either stop development OR improve roads, bridges,
water, sewage

6/20/2016 8:14 AM

586

Love it here. Gets better every year. Need an apartment complex and townhome area too. Better road system
connecting Ranchland, Eagle Creek to Food Lion in Moyock

6/20/2016 7:48 AM

587

Building the mid-Currituck Bridge. Increased property values.

6/20/2016 7:42 AM

588

We need water drainage and sewer in ocean sands community and the whole area.

6/20/2016 7:42 AM

589

Pumping stations and/or lake managment to address flooding. Dune replenishment. Such an eroded beach over the

6/19/2016 11:55 PM

12 yrs we have owned here. stop the noisy ice cream trucks coming through streets btw dinner and bedtime,Too loud
and desturbs sleeping children. Question where that ice cream money goes Ramp accessibility to beach for our
handicapped friends/family.
590

Build the mid Currituck County bridge and charge $$ each way for better traffic flow and emergency evacuation. Don't

6/19/2016 10:08 PM

allow large hotels in Corolla. Keep it as nice as it is now without all of the big city craziness. People enjoy getting away
to quiet beaches, even when the bridge is built the feel of Corolla should remain the same.
591

Love the natural scenery. Do not want more development or housing developments in Corolla. No amusement parks,

6/19/2016 9:43 PM

tacky boardwalks...
592

We appreciate having grocery and retail shops nearby, but really dislike the density of growth that has developed in

6/19/2016 7:37 PM

the last 20 years. The mega-houses use lots of resources, and many tourists are not careful with the natural habitiat.
593

I hope Currituck County looks pretty much the same

6/19/2016 6:42 PM

594

To retain the laid-back lifestyle that is so appealing to today's visitors to the seashore, and to hold back on the over

6/19/2016 5:13 PM

development efforts promulgated by the county government.
595

I will not be around in 20 years, but it would be nice to think that the county could protect the open areas and limit

6/19/2016 4:58 PM

growth and traffic, while continuing to provide the best services. good luck with that one.
596

Develop infrastructure, build the bridge, open up the 4WD area, but all in a smart, planned, and environmentally
friendly way

6/19/2016 4:10 PM

597

Develop areas along 158 to help bring in more tourism dollars. This will bring more residents to these towns and
increase tax base for the county

6/19/2016 3:48 PM

598

The mid-Currituck bridge is a high priority to reduce traffic on Route 12 and 158. I'd really like to see some type of

6/19/2016 3:08 PM

medical facility (maybe in cooperation with the Outer Banks Hospital) in the Corolla area. Would like to see
neighbhorhoods have connecting walkways/bikepaths. Kudos for the walking/bike path along Rt 12 in Corolla,
fantastic job on that project.
599

I won't be here.

6/19/2016 3:05 PM

600

There needs to be an additional means to leave the area in the event of a hurricane. The failure to take action now

6/19/2016 3:00 PM

could result in a catastrophic event.
601

We are very concerned that the north beach areas will allow additional big box retailers and become a primarily

6/19/2016 2:24 PM

commercial area taking on the appearance of Myrtle Beach or the New Jersey Shore.
602

Due to limited space on the Outer banks, the focus should be on preserving the beach, improving traffic flow and
enhancing the tourist nature of the area
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603

Dislike the Corolla area becoming too commercialized

6/19/2016 1:25 PM

604

dislike fact that additional access to northern Outer Banks via new Currituck has been planned but postponed for

6/19/2016 1:08 PM

several decades
605

No bridge!!

6/19/2016 1:06 PM

606

Love this place, it is paradise ! No need for government regulations or expensive services. People who seek or need
those urbanize type service should not move here or remain! A larger more modern library, a civic building for

6/19/2016 12:41 PM

gatherings would be appreciated. County employees are courteous, responsive and capable. Greenway is wonderful
and being extensively used. Approval of stormwater service district was the right thing to do.
607

Small or medium houses on box. Mcb in place. Low number of permanent residents on box. Better educated and

6/19/2016 12:17 PM

productive farmers on mainland.
608

Highway 168 corridor beautification is necessary. A Moyock Bypass which also serves the mega-site and provides a

6/19/2016 12:00 PM

direct, controlled-access link to US 17/future I-87 is necessary. Preservation of natural resources while providing more
opportunities for eco-tourism, camping, fishing, and hunting.
609

Would love to see the mid bridge to Corolla. This will allow the area more access and use year round. Currently much

6/19/2016 11:54 AM

of the area closes down part of the year. Tourism and homebuyers would increase with better accessibility. Would
attract more families with children to make Corolla their permanent home.
610

Better traffic, better drainage, still beachy and quaint!

6/19/2016 11:41 AM

611

In 20 years

6/19/2016 11:32 AM

612

stop over development to avoid floods

6/19/2016 11:30 AM

613

We like the current character of the county with expansive farms, lots of wildlife, great beaches, and lots of recreation.

6/19/2016 11:22 AM

We hope for reasonable solutions to the Corolla storm water flooding problems.
614

I like the quiet atmosphere of Corolla off season. Corolla residents seem to me to be an after thought for county

6/19/2016 11:12 AM

services. We provide a well spring of property tax for the county and need year round services. Fire is a huge concern.
The volunteers are great but there can be a slow response time, we need an around the clock response team as a
base fire fighting force.
615

Excessive Corolla development with regular exceptions provided developers overriding land use restrictions.

6/19/2016 11:01 AM

Inadequate fire and police resources or access to urgent medical care with traffic congestion. There absolutely should
be an emergency lane on route 12 even through Duck and Southern Shores. The proposed bridge will not solve all
the current and projected growth $ better spent addressing issues then see how a bridge or alternative fits
616

Do not build the bridge.

6/19/2016 10:57 AM

617

More attention to areas that provide the huge tax basis for Curritck, I.e. Corolla

6/19/2016 10:49 AM

618

Too much traffic. Duck congestion is a major problem. Would like lower cost places to eat in Corolla. Build the bridge.

6/19/2016 10:21 AM

Restrict day trip access to the 4 wheel drive area. Cheaper golfing options near the OBX. No more McMansions.
Have a 6 bedroom maximum size. Improve maintenance of the 4 wheel drive access point. More policing of the
Corolla neighborhoods to keep the tourists on line. More nighttime noise enforcement. Have rental companies more
responsible for making tourists know they are visitors to a community, not invaders who can do as they wish. Beach
cleanup is important, especially no overnight items left on the beach.
619

I hope there are regulations to restrict homes of more than six bed rooms. Also height of homes should be regulated. I
would love to see wind and solar energy encouraged. Drinking water abd sewage will continue to be an issue. Flooding

6/19/2016 10:01 AM

of roads and streets must be addressed.
620

Think the new bridge would be a real asset to the county and a safety to current residents

6/19/2016 10:01 AM

621

Hopefully the mid-county bridge will be built and the area around the mainland terminus will be developing with shops

6/19/2016 9:55 AM

and restaurants
622

We need to address flooding. Infrastructure isn't there and the cost of water/sewer relative to other counties is poor.

6/19/2016 9:46 AM

Prioritize the mid-Currituck bridge to encourage off-island Currituck development. That will bring the biggest boost to
Currituck in my opinion, bc we would benefit from traffic the the southern OBX, as well as better connect Corolla to
Currituck.
623

Push for mid county bridge completion asap

6/19/2016 9:41 AM

624

Without thoughtful, responsible development especially in the 4x4 area, areas will be overburdened with tourists and

6/19/2016 9:37 AM

all that that implies. i.e. excessive traffic, insufficient water, extreme beach congestion.
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The county will regress if the county does not work with the state and fed to get the bridge built. Traffic is unbearable

6/19/2016 9:28 AM

now yet they keep building more houses. It's short sighted not to think of easy access for all including tourists and
residents as well as police, fire and rescue to get around with ease. Anyone that lives in Corolla know you don't drive
on 12 Saturday or Sunday unless it it is absolutely necessary.
626

I dislike the mentality that because we CAN develop land that we SHOULD. There are scarce resources for

6/19/2016 9:24 AM

endangered wildlife already. The feel of the Outer Banks is what draws vacationers here. If they wanted a bigger city
feel and amusement park vibe, they would go to Florida or VA Beach. Construction company's desire to build revenue
should not dictate how residents are expected to live.
627

Improve quality of life in Corolla to make it a year round community. There needs to be services and businesses

6/19/2016 9:06 AM

available year round in order to live there.
628

I hope that the northern beaches retain their character and avoid becoming a commercial claptrap like the dare county

6/19/2016 9:01 AM

area or a myrtle beach abomination
629

dislike traffic congestion on summer weekends for coming & going;

6/19/2016 8:58 AM

630

I don't like the traffic but, I dislike the idea of the new crossing (Corolla) even more. I believe the impact on the natural

6/19/2016 8:43 AM

habitat will be immeasurable. I also think once that occurs the likelihood of developing the Corova area is imminent. I
imagine the Corolla area will be over developed in the next 20 years.
631

I personally dislike the current emphasis on increasing tourism on the beaches. I feel that they are already over

6/19/2016 8:34 AM

capacity and increasing access will only bring more people that will destroy the natural environment and place greater
burden on the county to provide services
632

My major issue is the storm water flooding in Corolla specifically Ocean Sands. I also have concerns of further

6/19/2016 8:22 AM

development in the 4WD area, need to leave as is. Access to Corolla is also an issue, the bridge cannot come soon
enough in my opinion.
633

to much growth without adequate road system, accidents waiting to happen

6/19/2016 8:11 AM

634

Like to see more restraints on sound and oceanfront

6/19/2016 7:52 AM

635

Too much development, not enough thought in developing new areas. Flooding is a major concern. Not enough

6/19/2016 7:42 AM

busnisses open to serve residents, they are mainly geared toward tourists. Corolla needs to be more of a "Whole"
community.
636

Very large houses and better traffic conditions

6/19/2016 7:39 AM

637

Improve appearance of corridor for continuity of design. Mainland needs to be more attractive to tourists to generate
revenue.

6/19/2016 6:57 AM

638

Dislike the development of the Northern Banks.

6/19/2016 5:57 AM

639

I'm hoping it will NOT expand commercial and limit some residential to maintain the rural.nature of the land and

6/19/2016 1:33 AM

protect wildlife and horses. I am afraid that it will be over developed and become just another place and once this
naturalnresoutcenis lost it ia gone forever. Ino hope the bridge is built more.for.safety and ease of access To services
that already exist on the mainland
640

I'd like to keep the northern beaches as the quieter less commercial vacation area.

6/18/2016 11:58 PM

641

Tourism is the life blood, not only of Corolla, but the mainland as well, via the tax income generated by it. Addresss

6/18/2016 11:51 PM

drainage in Corolla using the Whalehead model, keep the size of all homes reasonable, and step up in combatting
dune erosion. No dunes, no or vastly diminished tourism and bye bye the floods of tax money for the county generally.
Hurricanes and especially north easters are inevitable over time. To ignore the danger they represent to Currituck's
tax revenue is absolute folly and the road to an eventual return, perhaps sooner than later, to Currituck's agrarian
economy and its pre Corolla ranking as one of North Carolina's poorest counties. Rather than spending the vast
majority of this income on buildings, and mainland infrastructure, some reasonable portion should be used to make as
sure as possible the source of the income will continue far into the future, and make possible the attainment of the
goals set by the county and by your committee.
642

Dislike the absence of second exit route,and need the mid-Currituck bridge!

6/18/2016 11:26 PM

643

Would love to see the 4 wheel drive area remain undeveloped.

6/18/2016 11:08 PM

644

We moved here 10yrs ago for the way moyock was and we hate to see it developed so much. We do not want to lose

6/18/2016 10:04 PM

the small community feel and do not want to lose the high quality of life and sense of community
645

I dislike the trend towards Currituck County becoming an outreach of Chesapeake so we must create protections
against the speed in which new developments are being created and forest and farmlands are being sold off. Loggers
should have to replant a certain percentage of the area they clear. I would like to see Currituck remain a rural refuge
for both people and animals.
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646

Dislike the housing on the main highway, too many trailers.

6/18/2016 7:02 PM

647

Dislikes would be over crowding and more "hotel type" houses constructed..... Would hope the Mid-County bridge was

6/18/2016 3:24 PM

built....knowing that it would be a toll road, I would hope the residence of OBX would be afforded some kind of
discount when they used it.
648

Need to build the Mid-Currituck Bridge as soon as possible.

6/18/2016 2:57 PM

649

Most of the agricultural areas on the mainland, the off-road area on the island, the seashore and the sound shore

6/18/2016 2:25 PM

would all be essentially what they are today. The commercial areas, however, would be more compact rather than
strip centers. Think Tim Buck II or Harris Teeter combined with multi-family housing. All of the neighborhoods would be
better connected by walking/biking paths like the work just completed on the island. Walking/biking paths would not
just be for recreation, but serve as access to commercial areas, recreation, and water access. The mid-Currituck
bridge would be built and provide more adequate emergency evacuation as well as provide a walking/biking
connection to the mainland, uniting Currituck County for the fist time.
650

I'm scarred corolla is becoming to commercialized.

6/18/2016 10:35 AM

651

Too many government officials getting rich, too many people that have money controlling the government with favors.

6/18/2016 10:15 AM

652

Like the country feel, hate the nepotism.

6/18/2016 9:59 AM

653

If county continues as it, not a very good place to live. Overbuilding in moyock with no recreational places for young

6/18/2016 9:20 AM

people, no shopping or restaurants choices , not to mention traffic issues doesn't encourage people to come or want
to stay. Would like to see moritourium on building residential and the addition of a drug store, grocery store (people
need choices different from what we have)
654

I hope the county will consider creating "green areas" where development would be restricted. Other areas such as

6/18/2016 9:03 AM

Moyock and grandy where there is already a larger population could continue to be developed. Those areas could
have a more "city" feel where other areas could have that rural Currituck feel.
655

I am fearful that our county will be wholly unrecognizable in two decades. The recent talk of comparing projects in

6/18/2016 8:29 AM

Moyock to Chatham Park is scary beyond belief. Chatham Park is going to destroy the beautiful small town vibe of
Pittsboro. That should NOT be what we want. I am thankful people want to live in Currituck County. It makes us in
much better shape than many counties to our west. But frankly, our say yes approach to any and all single family
housing but only single family has worrisome consequences. We run the risk of a wholly dismantling the county as we
know it. Till the last decade, Currituck has be one great community. We ID as CURRITUCK COUNTY. Not as anything
else. And I'm proud of that. I'm proud to say to me I meet I am from CURRITUCK. But the dominance of Moyock is
growing, and grows only stronger through unfettered development. As it is, there are so many people without an
attachment to the county, who are frankly the "Army of Southeast Virginia." Our identity as a proud rural Eastern North
Carolina community is being overrun. More massive housing only inflates the unfortunate consequences of this. Out
the window goes Currituck, goes CCHS, goes the great community we have built. In its stead, comes the city of
Moyock, Moyock High, neighborhood tribalism, and no connection to the rest of the county. Through our at large
political system, we have essentially given complete control of the ballot box, and therefore the final voice on all
county matters, to these people. It is honestly scary. I love Currituck and it is my home and I am so proud of that. But I
swear, I will not live a Currituck that has only more houses, much less open space, and a city of Moyock that dictates
whatever it wants, or incorporates if we do not bow to its pressures. That is by far the greatest threat to the
environment of Currituck County.
656

I would like to see the county's tax base more diversified. This county badly needs more job providing, tax paying

6/18/2016 8:26 AM

commerical development. We are quickly becoming a bedroom community for Chesapeake and a tourist location only.
Not good!!
657

No mixed housing. Single family homes 1 acre or more

6/18/2016 8:14 AM

658

Dislike the small use of water treatment. Sewer would create ability for business and free up unusable yards.

6/18/2016 8:04 AM

659

Traffic. The bridge is despritely needed. But then planning is needed for the changes in dynamics of the county. It

6/18/2016 4:31 AM

could be an economic boon if development is planned for the mainland so that people can travel back and forth for
additional entertain and shopping.
660

Hopefully no more housing projects that will over crowd the schools as they already are. Redone the middle schools

6/17/2016 11:23 PM

so they are evenly dispersed with students!
661

No more houses, if so on big lot's. Need to clean ditches to help with flooding. Hope it still has open land for the wild

6/17/2016 9:44 PM

life.
662

Seeing more houses going up, with more people traveling on the roads, is a big dislike. I miss Earls market, the small
post office, Sligo market, my hope is that Currituck stays somewhat the same, perhaps a manufacturing plant to bring
jobs to the area.
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663

Not having to leave Moyock for essentials.

6/17/2016 9:07 PM

664

Currituck County is a gem. Dislikes: lack of (and perhaps disregard for) government foresight. Likes: Relatively rural

6/17/2016 8:54 PM

character, fast fading. Imagine: Gone to overdevelopment. This I imagine if things do not change. With some dramatic
changed in current trend, I imagine a place that is close to paradise, attracting tourists and holding residents for its
quality of life and respect for its natural resources. Something dramatic needs to happen for this to become a reality.
Tourism and growth can be successful and continuous if managed well.
665

I really cannot stand the idea of Currituck becoming another Chesapeake and that is where it is headed.

6/17/2016 8:37 PM

666

I think we need to be sure there is affordable housing for teachers, public service workers. Maybe some apartments or

6/17/2016 8:18 PM

condos. I hate to see the northern beaches consumed by traffic. I think we should limit access to the northern
beaches, keeps by some natural areas. Some urban communities with open space in between might be a solution for
growth that doesn't consume natural areas and farmland.
667

Do what we can to ensure Currituck continues to be the rural paradise it is

6/17/2016 8:16 PM

668

The residential growth really needs to slow down OR start to be met with plans to better/expand schools AND

6/17/2016 8:08 PM

commercial/retail. The Moyock/Currituck area carries all their business to Chesapeake. Why are we giving up all those
sales? Currituck has a lot of obstacles. I get that. But we really need a BOC/planning commission that can get with
the times and start thinking ahead to better cater to these young families and working professionals who are relocating
here. It's in Currituck's best interests as well. And now that you know I am "one of those," you can go ahead and
ignore my opinions so you can do what you want anyways. Because that's all Currituck has ever done. The
$39,137,805 judgment is one of many examples.
669

Would like to see another grocery store on mainland Currituck, more restaurants, more business on the mainland

6/17/2016 8:06 PM

670

I hate seeing all the new neighborhoods going up with no new schools in the works. The fact that we rely on a

6/17/2016 8:02 PM

volunteer fire department will also be a major problem as our population increases.
671

Develope moyock area with jobs to support its residents

6/17/2016 7:52 PM

672

I hate all the small lot and home construction in Moyock and the lack of rural recreation areas for atv riding and gun

6/17/2016 6:32 PM

shooting. Need to,limit construction in the 4 wheel drive area and keep it open to the public NO PERMITS or limited
access
673

like the rural flavor of the area, but more services are needed (restaurants, shopping, etc.)

6/17/2016 5:25 PM

674

Hopefully more industry and retention of rural character.

6/17/2016 5:17 PM

675

I feel that if the commercial buildings were designed with a beach/country motif it were draw in more tourists driving to

6/17/2016 4:05 PM

the Outer Banks.
676

I love the rural atmosphere of this county. Understanding that there will be growth, I sincerely hope that the county

6/17/2016 3:18 PM

plans that growth around town centers and protects as much of the rural feel of this beautiful county as possible.
Limiting commercial growth to town centers but allowing the types of businesses that will bring year-round
employment to the county will help all to prosper and perhaps lessen the off-season higher unemployment rates.
677

the lack of activities, shopping, restaurants and employment opportunities. one must travel to the beach of

6/17/2016 2:59 PM

Chesapeake for all mentioned above
678

I'm hoping that Corolla doesn't turn into a "used to be" a good vacation destination that looks like a dilapidated Myrtle

6/17/2016 2:56 PM

Beach. I'm also hoping that 168 doesn't look like a stretch of trailer trash 20 years from now. I would also like to see
the encouragement of an organic farming industry.
679

like- close knit community dislike- lake of "downtown" area such as Edenton or Hertford anywhere in the county with

6/17/2016 12:07 PM

mixed use of shops housing etc
680

We need the bride to Corolla , more pedestrian walkways.

6/17/2016 10:55 AM

681

I hope our BOC will listen to the majority of people that reside in Currituck, we do not want more housing that will put
more demand on our public services. We enjoy the rural life, let's concentrate increasing our tax base by industrial

6/17/2016 9:57 AM

development not real estate taxes.
682

County needs to dredge the Corollo Marina approach.

6/17/2016 8:31 AM

683

Manage development density, capture the tax value of the off-road area by making it accessible, protect the beaches

6/17/2016 8:24 AM

684

Traffic is a huge problem, especially on Rt 12 in Corolla. The road must be able to handle the number of cars present

6/17/2016 8:00 AM

during the tourist season. Adding multiple family housing and large rental homes will create further major problems
with community access!
685

not enough secondary roads.desperate need for sewer system. not enough on street parking,walking,biking
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686

If things keep expanding like they are, I probably won't be living here 20 - or 10 - years from now.

6/17/2016 5:59 AM

687

I love living in the 4x4 area - and would hope that Currituck in 20 years would be a vibrant community with affordable
year around housing options, a healthy mix of small local retail and local food establishments, and a mix of economic

6/17/2016 5:46 AM

development that does not just focus on one area but is diversified enough to sustain our economy no matter what the
state of the economy is. I totally dislike the large number of horse tours that come by my home each day (up to 25)
and I dislike the trash they leave and the disrespect they have for our horses and our natural environment. I love our
fire department and the dedication they have to serving all residents and tourists. Please don't get me wrong, I do
believe tourism has a place in the economic development of our county, I just think it needs to be more measured and
well thought out - and not deplete the natural beauty and resources of our area that make us unique in the first place.
688

Ideally, growing local food to help our state be sustainable in a nation growing too rapidly. Offering environmental and

6/16/2016 10:19 PM

sustainable tours and housing. Supporting volunteers from fire fighters to those protecting the delicate environment
with which we are blessed.
689

Traffic problems in Corolla should be a priority

6/16/2016 9:27 PM

690

I dislike high density housing. I like Corolla Light's 12 person in a house rule (limits noise/trash etc). I dislike Super
Wings type of shops proliferating the area.

6/16/2016 8:56 PM

691

We like the small-town environment of Corolla, and fear losing it due to the intense pressure of the potential for making

6/16/2016 8:27 PM

money through too-rapid development.
692

LESS GROWTH,DONT TURN OUR CITY INTO A SLUM,JUST TO HAVE CHEAP HOUSES LOOK AT VA BEACH

6/16/2016 8:14 PM

,GANGS AND DRUGS
693

I strongly dislike how the commercial development in the county has centered on allowing the local builders to do

6/16/2016 6:48 PM

what they want. I realize that's a stretch of the truth but you have to understand that, beyond that truth, the impression
to the residents is just as I described. What this has done is created a mish mash of nothing that goes together and
looks terrible to anyone traveling through. Please create restrictions that dictate building style, finish, roof pitch,
landscaping, parking, etc. This is done 10 miles away in Edinburgh and it's a thriving success.
694

3rd rate broadband/cable options that are just as expensive with less options than provided by Cox in Chesapeake.

6/16/2016 5:14 PM

Poor storm water drainage constant road flooding. Too many exposed power lines that are frequently impacted by
storms. Insurance rates.
695

Mostly getting too crowded and becoming more like Hampton Roads is now!

6/16/2016 4:47 PM

696

I like the way Currituck is today, however, I do feel like the county needs to grow and prosper. Sitting stagnant trying
to keep Currituck the same is not the answer. Currituck needs to attract and bring outside people and businesses, this

6/16/2016 4:47 PM

in turn I feel will create a better quality of life for locals. A large percentage of people travel to VA or the beach for
jobs, its only going to get more expensive to live in Currituck and I feel Currituck should do everything it can to keep
people and jobs local. With that said I do feel like Currituck needs to consider the natural resources it harbors and do
everything to protect water quality of the Currituck Sound and its tributaries, as well as, the wildlife that lives in
Currituck. To develop Currituck and protect its resources I feel is going to be difficult, but with the right plan very
possible.
697

this county and carova beach(without roads and with the wild horses) is heaven. I answer your survey because you
asked me to. I think that there are too many rentals and not enough permanents(my problem). needed for taxes and

6/16/2016 4:43 PM

it's GREAT to show off this county but people(all) are rough on it. it will never get better but between you and I maybe
we can slow the decay. shoot I even walk the beach during the winter and gather welks from the storms and hand out
so many every week during the summer just to make I good impression of the county and then the next day get
screamed at for driving along the beach to help save my car for a few more months but getting too close to the tourists
beach set-ups.
698

Mid-County Bridge and a Lot less traffic!

6/16/2016 3:18 PM

699

Like conservation subdivisions. I imagine it will look very similar to today, but with more housing type options.

6/16/2016 3:17 PM

700

I love our wild Mustang area. I dislike the bridge hasn't been built between mid Currituck and Corolla.

6/16/2016 2:27 PM

701

If we are not careful in preserving land and wildlife we will be too crowded and have or quality of living

6/16/2016 1:35 PM

702

Lack of commercial development .

6/16/2016 1:30 PM

703

The only feature I see truly lacking in Currituck County is an arts component. We have no regional theatre, dance,

6/16/2016 11:59 AM

music, etc. - nor do we have the facilities for such. However, as the population grows, I see a demand for this. Multipurpose convention/performance space?
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I dislike the unoccupied homes left to ruin on Hwy 158. I dislike the commercial, billboard signs; too many, look bad,
size. I love the parks. I wish we had pedestrian/biking/greenways on the mainland. I imagine better roads with access

6/16/2016 11:46 AM

to Duck and Corolla further north Hwy 158. I imagine a mainland greenway encouraging people to walk, hike, bike
more to decrease our problem with obesity.
705

Too much traffic, particularly on Saturdaysome during tourist season. This has extended to Sundays in the last couple

6/16/2016 11:40 AM

of years. Alternate routes around Moyock for travellers and / or residents would keep us from feeling like prisoners on
Saturdays.
706

Love the natural beauty and rural feel. Dislike the mixture of dilapidated structures and visually unappealing

6/16/2016 11:21 AM

commercial buildings. Cohesive architectural covenants are needed.
707

should have affordable housing & jobs so residents don't have to go to other counties or into VA.

6/16/2016 10:54 AM

708

Driving through CC via 158 is not appealing. All the signs and delapidated structures makes it seem unappealing and
more of a thoroughfare than a real place to live. I would like to see improvement on how this county looks to outsiders

6/16/2016 10:52 AM

and residents when driving through. Also would like to see developments that support community gardening for food
consumption as well as aesthetics: things that support a sense of pride and neighborhood for the people who live
there.
709

If it is not broken,... (which I don't think it is), then... maybe no fix is required. I like the county as is.
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Q29 Final comments on growth and
development
Answered: 61

Skipped: 1,729

#

Responses

Date

1

Do not build the Mid County Bridge - costly, will bring too much development.

11/26/2016 2:23 PM

2

Manage growth. Decide what the county is going to be. Seeking new job opportunities is fine if the local community

11/23/2016 11:16 AM

has the dedicated, trained residents to staff new jobs.
3

I love this area, I love what it had to offer. Rural, cozy, no commercialism. It is quickly being destroyed and it is

11/21/2016 4:29 AM

heartbreaking. If we had wanted commercialism and tourism we would have bought a place in Dare County. There are
now going to be 3 mini golfs in Corolla, and we have the big climbing structure. Why do we need it? Along 168, all of
the farmland sold off and commercial places being thrown up, only for most to vacate within a year. We used to love
that drive from Newport News to Corolla. Who are we trying to help? Where does the money go from the tourism here
in Corolla and Carova. It feels as if you don't mind taking the money but don't want to invest to protect its
people(guests and residents alike) or the environment. Trash completely exposed after mowing along Rt 12, no public
restrooms, how is the county taking care of the beauty and preservation that the people we facilitate have come here
for. If you take such pride in Currituck County then please show it. Building a bridge will only bring more people in and
where will you put them, where will they go to the bathroom? Will you be okay with urinating in the parking lots and
streets while waiting to get into their homes. Many of these families can't afford to eat out every meal or shop just to
use the restroom. It should not be the small businesses responsibility to facilitate although it is courteous and
respectful if they do what they can, however if 300 hundred people are using one toilet, it's not going to flow very well.
So, I guess my point is this; if it is inevitable that the county is going to continue with developing what is left in Corolla
and Carova, you need to take care of the locals and residents that provide this community with outstanding services
that the tourists come back year after year too. AND it can be done without tearing more of the already vacant land
up. You can do this, we can help, but the county needs to listen and work with us not against us. I know this isn't an
easy job or position and I respect that, I thank you for letting me voice my opinion.
4

It will happen somplan for it.

11/12/2016 8:05 AM

5

your trashing corolla with all the unnecessary development. roads can't handle traffic and if there was an emergency

11/12/2016 6:33 AM

the trauma center is in VA.
6

Mainland Currituck is a poor area and needs jobs, increased tourism (boating, parks, hiking, natural resource

11/12/2016 12:43 AM

opportunities--along with B&Bs, restaurants, and industry). A natural gas pipeline leads to more industry because you
end up with inexpensive and reliable sources of power that most manufacturing and industrial businesses are looking
for--along with good schools and quality of life factors needed to attract good, educated, employees.
7

Need to control the size of houses. Large hotel like houses in residential communities negatively impact those

11/11/2016 10:42 AM

communities.
8

Less is better. Keeping traffic under control is important, and the bridge to Corolla is critically needed. Thanks.

11/11/2016 9:23 AM

9

Currituck County does not have business to create the jobs needed by the residents. Everyone works "somewhere

11/1/2016 9:16 PM

else". Just as for shopping, everything is "somewhere else". My $$$ go to Chesapeake or Dare. Food Lion has no
competition in the County. What kind of arrangement was made for that? From Grandy south there is no grocery
store, nor from Grandy north. Everything cannot be just about the tourist. Yes, I realize because of them, the county
has more income on the beaches of the county. My neighborhood has the same tax rate as the rest of the area, but
we have no water or sewage lines. We have no street maintenance. All something we inherited because the County
allowed the builder to operate that way. We have serious flooding in parts of the community. All because the County
allowed the builder to not provide proper drainage.
10

Too many houses being built too fast. Older developments need new water lines and hydrants. This has been an issue

10/23/2016 4:11 PM

now for over 10 years....
11

I moved here to get away from development.

10/5/2016 8:42 AM

12

More permanent Home owners and more jobs.

9/21/2016 6:44 PM

13

I think that growth and development is a good thing, but needs to be handled carefully. Otherwise you'll end up with a

9/19/2016 11:14 AM

poorly designed county
14

Please build a new high school. Allow for businesses to come in to make currituck thrive. Build the bridge to allow
tourism traffic to lessen and safer roads during peak vacation times.
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15

Thehomes on the beach are entirely too big. When we built our home the requirements were for single family
dwellings. I do not consider 15 bedrooms and 20 bathrooms a single family dwelling. These are mini hotels.

9/16/2016 4:20 PM

16

Na

9/16/2016 10:43 AM

17

The more you build the more people will come. Should make sure your county is ready for city life style .

9/13/2016 11:20 PM

18

The mid county bridge is the most important and should be done already. The backed up traffic is not from Virginia to

9/2/2016 7:20 AM

North Carolina it is from Currituck to duck Corolla
19

Stop building, if we wanted to live in great bridge, we would move there

8/29/2016 2:12 PM

20

The Corolla area seems to provide significant tax revenue yet one of the biggest issues impacting our viability and the
tax base is beach nourishment. No beach no tourism. Many want to at least start a discussion towards a JOINT

8/29/2016 11:16 AM

solution / partnership regarding this issue.
21

our beach is greatest asset for Currituck - we need to plan accordingly as other insightful and forward thinking
communities have done and plan for beach nourishment

8/28/2016 5:49 PM

22

I would like the airport in Pine Island opened for private use. Add an area for airplane tie down/parking and a small out
building, similar to that at Kitty Hawk/Wright Brothers. Allow planes to remain for several days.

8/25/2016 9:31 AM

23

Make it happen but don't make it impossible to do without and over abundance of money and time I'd love to see more

8/24/2016 10:45 AM

people coming from the county to help u make it work better rather then tell you that you didn't use the right materials
and need exit signs Make it more about success then meeting some rediculus "code"
24

Protect the beach front, it drives most of the tourism for the County.

8/22/2016 4:45 PM

25

Need to protect the beach communities and allow the development as planned to proceed. Large homes are not

8/22/2016 11:21 AM

necessarily bad if done in the right way and location.
26

No comments

8/20/2016 3:04 PM

27

Leave a few dunes standing, so tourists can get at least a glimpse of what Currituck used to be/look like.

8/15/2016 10:52 AM

28

I feel mainland Currituck suffers because of the higher priority in tourism for the coastal Currituck. "Buy Local" for the
mainland means only farm markets. We only have Food Lion as a grocery choice. I spend my money in Dare or

8/12/2016 8:08 AM

Chespeake. Those tax dollars are not available to Currituck. Currituck has a great need for affordable housing for low
income and the homeless. There is not a job market - other than seasonal on the beach. Mainland is simply a means
to get to Currituck beaches or Dare beaches. Whoopee! We're getting a Water Park! More for the tourists and their tax
dollars. The youth of the mainland do not have areas and activities for them to do anything but get in trouble. Getting
to the Y or Rural Center or the park in Maple all means a need for them to have transportation. We have a terrible
drug problem too! And it's all up and down the mainland. With the numbers you're posting for new arrivals in the
County, I have to ask "Why?" Why would anyone move here, except to retire in a rural area - which it won't be after
than many move in.
29

I live Launch Landing neighborhood. Originally the development had designated open space. The developer has

7/21/2016 8:17 PM

ignored the county plans and built homes on these lots. I feel that the county should follow up on developments to
ensure that the original approved planning is followed. This would help insure that then open feel to Currituck
continues.
30

Growth is coming, like it or not. It is important that Currituck manages its infrastructure and schools to accommodate.

7/20/2016 2:51 PM

No more of this....."keeping the integrity of the town" and ignoring the needs of the community.
31

Infrastructure

7/17/2016 2:35 PM

32

I think Currituck needs more business's in the county to support the current growth they have, currently having only 1

7/7/2016 3:35 PM

grocery store for all of Moyock is unreasonable b/c if there was a hurricane or natural disaster Food Lion couldn't
support the locals. Many locals go to Walmart or Farm Fresh because of the section and prices are just cheaper. Also,
with all the growth you are losing tax dollars to VA b/c if they need any home improvements and Taylors don't have it
they go to VA. Bring in new developments to support all the growth...Currituck is losing out of valuable tax dollars
everytime a local goes to VA for something b/c they are afraid to build what they need.
33

Control it before it controls you.

7/6/2016 9:14 PM

34

I think more jobs in the county are needed but I also like the rural "ruralness" of the are but feel a little growth is

7/1/2016 8:33 AM

always good and needed
35

I really wish there were running trails or running/walking/workout trails anywhere in the country.

7/1/2016 7:23 AM

36

I love how Currituck Country has grown, but I also love how it's managed to still feel like home.

6/30/2016 4:20 PM

37

Good luck and thank you for your efforts!

6/29/2016 9:42 AM
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38

The new bike and walking trail in Corolla is fantastic and will save lives!

6/27/2016 9:04 AM

39

Realize the 'identity' of CC is what brings us to this survey. Controlled, balanced growth (inevitable) is vital. Do not

6/24/2016 8:56 AM

'over extend' or try and squeeze too much into our corner of the world. The reason people come here is to ESCAPE
the 'squeeze' of their own areas.
40

Development should be kept just as is. Not made into commercial condos, etc. Smaller homes not monstrous ocean

6/23/2016 10:28 PM

walls blocking views. The cars parked ocean front need to stop for safety and ascetic reasons. The bridge needs to go
up for safety, evacuation.
41

There is only so much ocean property, so take good care of it and plan wisely.

6/23/2016 6:31 PM

42

No more development!!!

6/23/2016 4:36 PM

43

Let us retain the rural atmosphere and open space. Do not over develop, such as in Virginia Beach. No huge homes
(aka hotels) such as the monstrosities just north of the Hampton Inn.

6/23/2016 2:39 PM

44

traffic congestion and utilities services are my greatest concerns for the northern 4 -wheel drive area.

6/23/2016 1:35 PM

45

A second bridge will help in more areas than it would hinder!

6/23/2016 8:26 AM

46

The four wheel drive area is already over crowded. Driving on the beach is extremely dangerous because of the

6/22/2016 2:22 PM

overcrowing. A permit system should be instituted limiting the amount of traffic on the beach.
47

Keep it agricultural as much as possible

6/21/2016 8:59 PM

48

Currituck County needs to focus on fostering and growing industries other than tourism.

6/21/2016 6:24 PM

49

Over-crowding and traffic congestion in the Corolla area are endangering the tourist business and the quality of life in

6/21/2016 1:12 PM

Corolla and the North Beach area.
50

We need to grow and number on is get the bridge to Corolla built.

6/21/2016 12:32 PM

51

limit horse tours, create pickleball courts in Carova, limit house sizes on single family lot.

6/21/2016 10:09 AM

52

The county traditionally has twarted any commercial development that would employ our citizens, hence, 73% of
residents leave Currituck to find work...this attitude needs to change.

6/21/2016 8:33 AM

53

Leave it like it is

6/21/2016 4:41 AM

54

Rt 12 traffic congestion, peak vacation period, between Corolla & Southern Shores--highest priority matter.

6/20/2016 2:33 PM

55

Owning a home in Corolla, it seems irresponsible to continue to allow new homes on new lots to be built. Traffic on 12

6/20/2016 2:14 PM

is totally insane. Until the new bridge is built, it is unsafe to allow more people to come to the OBX without a safe/fast
way to exit if necessary.
56

developers need to keep in mind their contribution to storm water runoff and flooding

6/20/2016 1:32 PM

57

preserve the remaining open, undeveloped areas in Corolla/Ocean Sands. The houses are too close together as

6/19/2016 8:08 PM

things stand now.
58

Flooding on the outer banks and building the bridge into and off OBX to allow for evacuation and relieve the traffic
congestion and pollution generated by it are key

6/19/2016 8:09 AM

59

Development must be keyed to having adequate infrastructure in place first. This includes public utilities, roads and
adequate traffic management and, in some areas, public transportation.

6/19/2016 6:32 AM

60

Please build the mid currituck bridge

6/18/2016 11:23 PM

61

live in Carova > GET RID OF THE HORSE TOURS!!!!!!!! Killing the way of life here and the environment!

6/16/2016 9:01 PM
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